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THE FUR COUNTRY.

^ CEAliZR I.

A so/r£e at fort reuancb,

\^ ff/rtr?'^' }^'^ ^*^'^ ^^^^' C^P^i" Craventy gave^'A a f^teat Fort Rehance. Our readers must not at fl
.

imagme a grand entertainment, such as a court ball or 1musical soxr6e with a fine orchestra. Captain CraveXl rec' tLn

z: "^^ ^'"^^^ ^^^'^' '-' ^^^^ «p-d no painitoirrt

In fact„nder the auspices of CorporalJoliffe, the large room onthe ground-floor was completely transformed ThJ . u ,?

«rms and armour, harrowed from the an.e„«l „t .1..7
.'«'""

'^

English te„t .t each corner 07^"™! tIo '
""" ''^/''

by chau,, Uke chandeliers, and pttidX.I.^IrZrrevelhe gloomy a„„earance of the blackened beame of th cSi"! I'd•ufficently Jluminated the misty atmosjAere of the room m!
:r:a™ sT:jr "' "'-

'-z
"'""^"°'»- -- ---^un noartrost that it was impossible to look throu-h them • but

XX-d^^l^of^r^t

tnr^im;^:rh:'/r:iiLS^^^^^^^^ .tet'e:r"wor"b¥
the saloon could boast of S'h ' appliances of luxuiy
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costly and picturesque. From the beams hung mairnificent fn»admirably arranged, the equal of which conlH Lf k T"

mt. »»ter iK,l..cato, ermines, and silver fozes • and Iw

M

display wa. an ascription in briliiantly-co, ^d'and .rtoL ,

"

-"PROPELLE CUTUM."

cl^fo
Corporal Joliffe, you have surpassed yourself." saidCaptain Craventy to his subordinate

'

" I think I have, I think I have ! " replied the Corporal • « buthonour to whom honour is due, Mrs Joli^e deserves Dartl; .commendation
; she assisted me in everything.''

^ ^°"
A wonderful woman, Corporal."

"

« Her equal is no^ to be found, Captain "

An immense brick and earthenware stove occupied the centre ofthe room with a huge iron pipe passing from it th'^^ougl hTc^^^^^^and conducting the dense black smoke into the outer air Th^'stove contained a roaring fire constantly fed with fVesh shoveS

The stonn could be lieard raging without, the snow feU fast h-

Jilence ensued. ' Na.u„ seeldt"etlng br"'utLr';'tie squall recommenced with terrific fun, Tl^rk
'"'""™=n'y

to its foun.'.«ions, the plank 'crlkedth. ™ '''*^™

stranger less .ccu,t;,n,edZ thel^i^tCZS7^ ^the el«.«.^ would have aaked if .^ZltZToM ^,7:1
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A so/xAb at fort reuancb.

nnt, with two exceptions. Captain Craventy's gueet. troubled
themselves little about the weather, and if they had been outside
they would hare felt no more fear than the stormy petrels disport-
ing ther^elves m the midst of the tempest Two only of the
assembled company did not belong to the ordinary society of the
neighbourhood, two women, whom we shall introduce when we
have enumerated Captain Craventy's other guests : these were,
Lieutenant Jaapar Hobson, Sergeant Long. Corporal Joliffe, and hi!
bright active Canadian wife, a certain Mao-Nab and hia wife, both
scotch. John Rae, married to an Indian woman of the country andsome sixty soldiers or employes of the Hudson's Bay Company.
The neighbouring forts also furnished their contingent of gueste, for
in these remote lands people look upon each other as neighbours
although their homes may be a hundred miles apart. A go^ many
employes or traders came from Fort Providence or Fort Resolution,
of the Great Slave Lake district, and even from Fort Chippeway
and Fort Liard further south. A me break like thisTn ^hemonotony of their secluded lives, in these hyberborean regionswas joyfully welcomed by all the exiles, and even a few Mancbefs, about a dozen, had accepted Captain Craventy's TnvT
tation. Ihey were not. however, accompanied by their wives

sLi tT
'^""''

^t^ ^'"^ ^°°^^^ "P"" ^ ^i"J« better thanskves The presence of these natives is accounted for by the facthat they are m constant intercourse with the traders, and supply

HuasoM 8 Bay Company, i„ exchange for other commodities. IW
are mostly Chippeway Indians, well grown n.en with hardy con!sttuaona Their complexions are of the peculiar reddish baTkcolour always ascribed in Europe to the evil spirits of fairylandThey wear very picturesque cloaks of skins and mantles of fur^ ^tha head-dress of eagle's feathers jpread out like a lady's fan andquivering with every motion of their thick black hair

'

buch was the company to whom the Captain was doing thehonours of Fort Reliance. There was no dancing for walit ofmusic, but the "buffet" adn.irably supn^•,d the wa^t of the h redmusicians of the European l-ails. On tt. table ros. Tpyrlm dalpudding made by Mrs Joliffe's own hands; it wi an'immle

ut' trl« Ji^' ™u ' "1^ citron prescribed in recipe books were,
It IS true, wanting, but their absence was atoned for by its hug^
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proportiona. Mrs JoIitFe served .ut slice after slice w'.h liberal

also figured on the table, m which ship biscuits took the place of

be f Z :f th^'f '"'^'r'
'""«^' ^^"^ '-"^'y morsel o/:oldbeef that of the, ham and scuffed veal of the old world Th«.har^ ^eth of the Chippeway Indians ™ade short work of Ihetough b^cute; and for drink there was plenty of whTsW and 1handed round in httle pewter pots, not to «pcak of a grea^ bowlTfpunch which was to close the entertainment, and of which theIndians talked long afterwards in their wigwa.ns.

*

but ttr^,"*'''.*^'.
compliments paid to the Joliffes that evening,but they dr.. ..red them; how zealously they waited on the gnes^w h wn,, g,,,, ,,^y ^^^^^^^^ ^y^ iefreshmente7C

m "ir .^""^P'"'^' *'^^ ^"'^^^P^*^^ *h« -i«hes of each oneIhe sandwiches were succeeded by e'ices of the ine-haustlblpudc^«g. the pudding by gWs of gin or whisky.
^"" '^^^^'^^^^ "

JNo,uthank you, Mr Joliffe."

^^

Mrc Johffe, I assure you, I can eat no more."
Corporal Joliife, I am at your mercy "

"No more, Mrs Joliffe, no .nore, thank you 1

"

but their'noJ''
7'" "''' "^'' *" ''''y ''^' by *^« '^-^ous pair,

yielded n the end. The quantities of food and drink consumedwere really enormous. Th. hubbub of conversation increase" Tesoldiers and employ^ became excited. Here the talk waTof huntmg, there of trade. What plans were laid fornex slaTon xtentire fauna of the Arctic regions would scarcely suTpb^" Jmlenough for these enterprising hunters. They already saw beaTsfo:.es, and musk oxen, falling beneath their bullets, and pollcat, bvhundreds caught in their tram Tl,o,v i^ • ! P^^^-ca^s by

costlvfnra «;L .^!
traps., ,1 heir imagination pictured the^stly furs piled up ,n the magazines of the Company, which was

soiVirtH /"f" '^''r^
'^"'^^^^ '' P-'^*^- And wh^tZ

spirits t^us freely circulated inflamed the imagination of theEuropeans, the large doses of Captain Cravent/s "fire-wLer"

dmttioift""'"" '^' " ^PP°«^*« ^^-*- ^- P-d tosh^w

tL i^ ^
'"^ '^'"*'? '' '^' ^'^'^ '^ ^^^««« -ro^nd them.Tae captein enjoying the burly burly, and pleased to see thapoor people, brought back as it were to the civilifed world en^^yLg
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A SOlRiB AT FORT REL/A.VCB,

themselves so thoroughly, was here, the.e, and everywhere, answer-ing all inqnnies about the f6to with the^words—
"Ask Joliffe, ask JoliFs !"

J^nd they asked Joliffe, who had a gracious word for every-

Some of those employed in the garrison and civil service ofFort IJehance must here receive a few wo.ds of special uZ7 ulthy were presently to go through experiences oL mo rkb len^>ture, winch no human perspicacity could possibly h"e fo êe^^
"f

* '^^^'^'-^ ^^-^ »^"«t name Lieutenant Jaspar Hobso Se;geant Lo,:g. Cornoral and Mrs Joliffe and the two fn
'

..i.a.,.,„aea to,i„ „,„. „„„„„ c:;rcr;°'f«r"^:;
Jaspar Hobson was a man oi forty rears of acr« tt

and sliffhf- wJH, lifn. i
^
"

"-y 3
ears or age. He was short«im siignc, witli Jittle muscu ar newer • hnf «• f^ r -i, , ,

paijy." His fiMipr Hfni., M 1.

lo^™ a cljild of the Com-

ohiidhood JdVour;tesp raur '*;","" '""• H"
tain. Hi, father bro:;i W™ up sWc rI'd

."".""'^ *'°'"'-

in rff control a„d couLe ThZ Tt^ ''"'°™« »">»'

Hobaon was no mere hunfr b! ^?j- ^ '" ^'^"'- ^'"P"''

oiiicer. DuringTwtn ?
' / '"'''"'' ^ •"•"= »'"» intelligent

pany ^itiU^rr^ : : ff::? °X!
»' '« H„ds„„.3 Bay cL.

by his zeal and intre-ri v '!!, "'."^y""'"' l'° distinguished hin.self

«ped,tio„ to tlotorth tie ,i
"P'T:","""'" '" "'» ™'"">»<1 "f an ^

.hores of the G™t Pe' ' L7 IT. """ "^ '^'"'"' ""• "»"-"•
of the AmerieantnSent r;" VT"^ " '"" °" ""» «""«"»»

jonrne, early i„ ApS '"^ '"°" """ '" ^'' ""< »" "^

wa".h!;t\'f:^:„rsoTrvira:rf ".r- ^t-'
'-^

"•.nd, he had no » '.t btT b ."^ '""'" """' '" '™-
nove," question!,,, them ho«e

' "
'"'''^" '" '='=<iived_

reas,,,,?,,gforhi,„°se,f :i,? °dXt:r r
'^^ "''='" "''l'=»^' "»'«

'"--. but a perfect .nai;;:::et^s-;;;::-^^
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m.roh, yet never showing j.^ns olhZZ TT T
'

was rather hart upon his „,e,r,/l ^^ ''"P' ^"^'""^ ^"S
..ot tolerate tl

"
|,tet

•

'f "V "? "?»" '"™»'f- He would
ordered „„„ i,,^ .^fil /tt™

"'
^r'""""'

""" ""'""^'y
l'i"iself had never bee, Z ,

'" «*""'' "'«'""• "Wist he
born to obey/Id tht 'el t'™;,- ^" " "'"^' ^« "- " »»»
...ent. Jtea such 4 h t' i *•" -' '

*"' •""'"" *'""^"'-

«™y is forced. They II !
'" """'^ f "''''^'' " '°™W«M«

•in^ie -Head Is „„, 7 ^, '° ""^ <" *''» '^^vice, obeyinR a
T.^ t,v„ :;pes':;?:b Us' ;.:;;l:r'tr""'"'. r^^-'-^--'«™.s and Hydra „itl, i ll .„ ^^' "'""' "'"' •'' '""''red

ki"'ls "tarn,es-an,In J™ i .^ "'" ""'"='"" "'» t'™

vi^.™us, BHar::':-,;;:r:"r,b''ti"'^" "->"'"»^«u,d b,

was tieZsy'S rt;rt;r™ ^'';" '"''°™' ^°"°'=- ^i-

".i"S He would ha adT'a ;™ '^'T"
'° ''"" '"'" '"""•

»nd he was hin„clf aware o .his sir^-'l^"
"""' •' "''"''"'

poral in charge of def.i^." ,
j^" ''= ^"'='1 I'mself the " Cor.

hundred timesfam" n-st t

,

' J\ ? 7°"''' '""^ '°^' "'"^^'f a

guided h:,u wUhrS h td Sot'
"' ""' "'"^ "-^ ^"'"''=

Julifl-e obeyed his wife l^M.'.J
°'"°' '° ''™' """ Corporal

great thing, but he .ust' be a' o'lf:hoZ^ Hst :: ft

.'"' ""'

an.'d:rt:r*::rol:""Tt°''''^'T^°-^=""^^^
old, and one of the™ e re^erv^ftoTake fi"''; "'"J"

""'' ""»
b ated female travellers Tlfe ,!!! n ^"' '•'"'' »"'™S'" «'«•

of thePfeiffers, Tinn and H i, ats :f H^l l""
^"'="' "" "'»'

lonourabiy mentioned at tl" L ^n^ „t the r ,"n"""'
""""

Society. In l,er journeys „n the n
''^"' 0«0S'-"1'1"™1

mountains of Thibfra ro,s J. ,

^'''"""=P'"". « f«r «s the '

fn,m Swan Bay o 'he df^^ O I" -""T '" ^"' Holland,

gi>-cn proof of the^'litl: 'IVIg^t^l'lef"'sr f'Tf
""^

Widow for fifteen years ^.H ).„.

traveller. She l.ad been a

*....y to e.,plo:e'nr, I'^sTe^:": Wl'r";"«l"' l"
~"-

- 3u,,eative of mora, p„we, mhriC^^/eXr'™::
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was an EnglisTiwoman from Yorkshire, possessed of some fortunethe greater part of which was expended in adventurous expeSnaand some new scheme of exploration had now brought her to Fort'Rehance. Having crossed the equinoctial regions, she was doubless a„x.o«s to penetrate to the extreme limite of he hyperboreanHer presence at the fort was an event. The governor of tT«

Z^C^lf"^ '7 V'T' ^^"- o^ recfmmrda,t; :Capt.,in Craventy, according to which the latter was to do all in hi«power to forward the design of the celebrated traveller to e cl t

t

borders of the Arctic Ocean. A grand enterprise 1 To fo low „he steps of Hearne, Mackenzie. Rae, Franklin, and others Wh.^fatigues, what trials, what dangers would have to be go e thnlthn the conflict ..th the terrible elements of the Polar cfh teiHow

DacJc or perished ? But the stranger now shut up in Fort lleliance

B:;rs:^:r
^^"^^"^ ''' ^'' '^-"-^ ^^^"^"- ^-^-^^^

We must add that the celebrated traveller was accompanied bva servant named Madge. This faithful creature va not Lerdv f

years older than Mrs Barnett In^ ° n ^ ^' """^ ''^''"^ ^^^
J tuuu jirs isarnett, and was tall and stronelv builf Ti.*

on this memorable evening for thp onU ""^'^^^^'S^' of coal

degrees Fahrenheit belov^ro td Irt R 1
"" *"""'^-'^"

61° 47'N Lat. nf i«n.f f
?' ^ Hehance is situated inoi

4/ JN ^at, at least four degrees from the Polar circle.
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9{^|APTAINCr.aventyr'

^^ "3ri;.^ Baniett?"

IIobs„n?"
^°'' '^''"^ '^ 5'°"^ Lieutenant, Jaspar

" I tliiiik he is nn officer wlio will go fur."

"
)^'^'"^.,f

» 37" '"^••^" l-y the words, Will go far? Do you meanthat ],e U.I1 go beyond the Twenty-fo.uth pa.-.JIel ? " ^

anSl!^'" ?r"'"' '"^"^'n
''" '"'^' ""'""= "" ^^^« ^^^"""^ ^--^tt'3qnes .on. I hey were talking .o,^ether near the stove, wliilst the

and diuiking tables. ®

" Madam," replied the Captain, "all that a man can do, will bedone by Jaspar liobson. The Company has charged him t.') "orthe north of then- possession.^, and to establish a°ncto,y as near L
e". il"

" ""'"" ^' ^'^- ^"'^"^^'^" -^'^'--' '-^ ^^
"JJ^'-^t is a great responsibility for Lieutenant Hobson I" saidthe traveller.

" It is, Madam, but Jaspar Hobson has never yet drawn back

'• I can quite believe it. Captain," replied Mrs Barnett, ''and we
1..I1 now see the Lieutenant at work. But what induces the Col
ra..y to construct a fort on the shores of the Arctic Ocean ? "

Ihcy have a powerful motive, Madam," replied the Captain
I may add a double motive. At no very distant date, Pcussil vili

'\^^^rt'^T ^"""'""^ ''''''' Government of tlU .ted States.1 When tins cession has :ak.u place, the Con,pany
-!1 nd access to the Pacific Ocean extren.ely difficult, unles.s the

-ix-west passage discovered by M'Ciure be practicable. Fre«b
» Captain Craventy'a prophecy has siiic« been realised.

./
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THE HUDSON'S BAY FUR COMPANY.

explorations will decide this, for the Admiralty is about to send a
vessel which will coast along the North American continent, from
Beliriiig Strait to Coronation Gulf, on the eastern side of which the
new fort is to be established. If the enterprise succeed, tliis point
will become an important facory, the centre of the northern fur
trade. The transport of furs across the Indian territories involves
a vast expenditure of time and money, whereas, if the new route be
available, steamers will take them from the new fort to the Pacific
Ocean in a few daj's."

"That would indeed be an important result of the enterprise, if
this North-west passage can really be used," replied Mrs Taulina
Burnett; " but I think you spoke of a double motive."

" I did. Madam," said the Captain, " and I alluded t^ a matter of
vital interest to the Company. But I must beg of you to allow me
to explain to you in a few words how the present state of thin^rs
came about, how it is in fact that the very source of the trade of
this once flourishing Company is in danger of destruciion."

The Captain then proceeded to give a brief sketch of the history
of the fain'ous Hudson's Bay Company.

In the earliest times men employed the skins and furs of animals
as clothing. The fur trade is therefore of very great antiquity
Luxury in dress increased to such an extent, that sumptuary laws
were enactcJ to control too great extravagance, especially in furs for
which there was a positive passion. Vair and the furs of Siberian
squiirels were prol.ibited at the middle of the 12th centuiy.

In 1553 Russia founded several establishments in the northern
steppes, and England lost no time in following her example The
trade in sables, ermines, and bearers, was carried on through the
agency of the Samoiedes

; but during the reign of Elizabsth, a royal
decree restricted the use of costly furs to such an extent, that for
se^•e^al years tins branch of industry was completely paralysed
On the 2nd May, 1G70, a licence to trade in furs in the Hudson's

Bay Territory was granted to the Company, which numbered severalmen of high rank amongst its shareholders : the Duke of York theDuke of Albemarle, the Earl of Shaftesbury, <ta Its capital 'was
then only £8420. Private companies vei/jormidable rSto iL
success

;
and French agents, making Canada their headquarters

ventured on hazardous but most lucrative expedition.. The activ^

rsrComity.
'"' '""^^^ '''-''--' ''^ -^ -^— o^
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The conquest of Canada, however, somewhat lessened the dan-er
of Its posmun. Three years after the taking of Quebec, 177G. The

with 'I't T^- '1" "'". '"^•''''- ^"S'^^'' ^'•'•^J^'-^ becan.e fanliiiar
with the d fl,cult,es of trade of this kind; they learned thecustoms of the cnntry, the «-ays of the Indians and their system
of exchange of goods bat for all this the Conipany as yet n.ade „o
profits whatever. Moreover, towards 1784 some merchants ofMontreal comlnned to explore the fur country, and founded th.t
powerful North-west Conioat.y, which soon becune the centre of the
fur trade In 1798 the new Company shipped furs to the value ofno less than ^1120,000, and the existent of the Hudson's "ayCompany was agai- threatened.

^

We must add, that the North-west Company shrank from no acthowever iniquitous, if its interests were at stake. Its a<re-,ta
liuposed on their own employes, specul.-ited on the misery of° the
Indians, robbed the.i, when they had tiiemselves made then, drunk
settn.g at defiance the Act of Parliament forbidding the sale of
spirituous liquors on' Indian territory

; and consequently realisine
immense prohts. in spite of the competition of the various Russian
and American companies which had sprung ui^the American FurCompany amongst others, founded in 1809, with a capit.d of .
m.lh.n of dollars, which was carrying on operations on tie west
of the Kocky Mountains.

The Hudson's Bay Company was probably in greatt. danger of
ruin Chan any ..ther

; but in 1821, after much discussion, a treaty waa
made, m accordance with which its old rival the North-west Conmanv
became amalgamated with it, the two receiving the comiuon title of

J he Hudson's Bay Fur Company."
Now the only rival of this important association is the American

St Louis Fur Company. The Hudson's Bay Company has numerous
establi.shmen.s scattered over a domain extending over 3 700 000
square miles. Its principal factories are situated on Jan'ies Bav
at the mouth of Uie Severn, in the south, and towards the frontiers
of. Upper Canada, on Lakes Athapeskow, Winnipeg, Superior
Methye, Buffalo, and near the Colombia, Mackenzie, Saskatchewan!
and Assin.boin rivers, <fec. Fort York, commanding the course of
the river Nelson, is the headquarters of the Company, and contain*
Its principal .ur ..p6t. Moreover, in 1842 it took a lease of

rent of X40,000, so that it is now working on its own account



THE Hudson's day fur company. II

the vast tracts of country between tLe Mississippi and the TacifiV
Ocean. ]t l.as sent out intrepid explorers in' every direction-
Ileaine. toNvards the Polar Sea, in 1 770, to the discovery of the Con-
pernuMc Puver

;
Franklin, in 1819 to 1822, along 5550 niles of the

Anu-nean coast, Mackenzie, who, after having discovered the river

i"-)" o'.'^M r ^'''':n!'''
"*'""' ""''''^ *^'° ^^'"'^s "f the Pacific at

5- -4 N Lat. 1 he following is a list of the quantities c.f skins

;"l/":i ^'^«Pfl
'.^;'

to Europe by the Hudson's Pay Con,pany in
lb3 J-34, which will oive an exact idea of the extent of its trade :—

Beiivers, ,

Skins niKl )'oung Beavers, ,

Jliisk lliits, ,

Badgers,

,

Bears, ,

Kri'.ine%

Foxes, .

Lynxes, ^

Salilos, ,

Polecats,

,

Otters, .

Itac'ions,

.

Swans, .

'\\'()|ves, ,

AVolverines,

1,074

:/2,288

694,092

J.OGO

7,-l5l

.'91

0,937

3 4,205

04,490

2.'">,100

22,303

713

7,918

8,48-1

1,571

Such figures ought to bring in a large profit to the Hudson'sBay Company, but unfortunately they have not been n.aintained,
and for the last twenty years have been decreasi.i<-

The cause of this decline was the subject of Captain Craventy's
explanation to lAfrs Paulina Barnctt

" Until 1839, Madan," said he, " the Company was in a flourish-

2 350,000, but sn>ee hen the trade has gradually declined, and
this muuber is now reduced by one-half at least."
"Lutwhatdo you suppose is the cause of this extraordinary

de rcase m the exportation of furs ? " inquired Mrs Barnett.
Ihe de,,opulation of the hunting territories, caused by the

activity, and, I must add, the want of foresight of the luu.^eThe game was trapped and killed without mere;. These ma.saa'e;were conducted in the most reckless and short-sighted fasl nEven fen.ales with young and their little ones did not escap Tl econsequence is, that the anin,als whose fur is valuable hav becomeextremely rare. The otter has almost entirely disappeared, ad
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only to be found near the islands of the North Pacific. Small
ol.m.es of beavers have taken refuge on the shores of the most dis-
taut rivers. It is the same with many other animals, comi.elloa to
flee before the invasion of the hunters. The traps, once crowded
with game, are now empty. The price of skins is rising just when
a great demand exists for furs. Hunters have gone away in disgust,
leaving ncme but the mo.t intrepid and indefatigable, who now
penetrate to the very confines of the American continent."

"Yes," said Mrs R.ulina Barneit, " the (act of the fur-bearing
animals having talcen refuge beyond the polar circle, is a sufficient
explanation of the Company's motive in founding a factory on the
borders of the Arctic Ocean."

" Not only 80, Mrdam," replied the Captain, "the Company is also
conipelled to seek a more northern centre of operations, for an Act
of Parliament has lately greatly reduced its d(miain."

" And the motive for thij reduction \ " inquired the traveller.
" A very important question of political economy was involved

Madam
;
one which,could not fail greatly to interest the statesmen

of Great Britain. In a word, the interests of the Company and
those of civilisation are antagonistic It is to the interest of the
Company to keep ;he territory belonging to it in a wild unculti-
vated condition. Every attempt at clearing ground was pitilessly
put a stop to, as it Grove away the wild animals, so that the mono-
poly enjoyed by the Hudson's Bay Company was detrimental to
all agricultural enterprise. All questions not immediately relating'
to their own particular trade, were relentlessly put aside by the
governors of the association. It was this despotic, and, in a certain
sense, immoral system, which provoked the measures taken by Par-
liament, and, in 1837, a commission appointed by the Colonial
Secretary decided that it w;.3 necessary to annex to Canada all the
territories suitable for cultivation, such as the Red River and Sas-
katcher-an districts, and to leave to the Company only that portion
of Its land which appeared to be incapable of future civilisation
The next year the Company lost the western slopes of the Rocky
Mountains, which it held direct from the Colonial Office, and you
will now understand. Madam, how the agents of the Company hav-
ing lost their power over their old territories, are determined before
giving up their trade to try to work the little known countries of
the north, and so open a communication with the Pacific by means
of the North-west passage."
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THE HUDSON*S BAY FUR COMPANY, n
MrsPnnl.na Barnctt was now ^sdl informed na to the ulterior

projects of the cekbratod Cun.|.a.iy. CHptain Craventy hwl LMven
her a graphic sketch of the sifua'.ion, and it ia probable ho would
have e- tered into further detuil^, had not an incident cut short hi«
harungne.

Corporal JoIifTo announced in a loud voice that, Avith MraJoliffo's
assistance, he was about to mix the punch. This news was received
as It deserved. The bowl_or rather, the baain-waa filled with
the precious liquid. It contain^^d no I^ss than ten pints of coarse
rum. Sugar, measured out b> Mrs JolifTe, was piled up at the
bottom, and on the top floated slices of lemon shrivelhd with age
Nothing remained to be done but to light this alcohouc lake and
the Corporal, match in hand, awaited the order of his Captain as ii

,

he were about to spring a mine.
'

"All riglit, Joliffe!" at last said Captain Craventy.
The light was applied to the bowl, and in a mome'nt the punch

was in flames, whilst the guests applauded and clapped iheir hands.
Ten minutes afterwards, full glasses of the delightful be vera- 'e were
circulating amongst the guests, fresh bidders for them coming for-
ward in endless succession, like specuhitora on the Stock Exchange

".' rrahl hurrah I hurrah 1 three cheers for Mrs Burnett! A
cheer I - the Captain."

In tno midst of these joyful shouts cries were beard from outside^
Silence immediately ff!i i.dok the company assembled

matter'^'""'
^°°^'' "'''' *^^ ^'^'*'"'' "^° "^^ *'^ ^"^"^ " *^*

And at his chiefs order, the Sergeant, leaving his glass unfinished.
left the room. ^



CHAPTER III.

A SAVANT THAWED,

'ERGEANT LONG hastened to the narrow passage from

^^^^^ which opened the outer door of the fort, and heard the
^^^--^^<-' cries redoubled, and combined with violent blows on the

postern gate, siirroundefl by high walls, which gav access to the

court. The Sergeant pushed open the door, and plunging into the

snow, already a foot deep ; he waded through it, although half-

blinded by the cutting sleet, and nippeJ by the terrible cold.

"What the devil does any one want a« this time of night?"

exclaimed the Sergeant to himself, as he mechanically removed the

heavy bars of the ga^e ;
'* none but Esquimaux would dare to brave

such a temperature as this
!

"

" Open ! open 1 open !
" they shouted from without.

" I am opening," replied Sergeant Long, who really seemed to be

a long time about it.

At last the door swung open, and the Sergeant was almost upset

by a sledge, drawn by six dogs, which dashed past him like a flash

of lightning. Worthy Sergeant Long only just escaped being crushed,

but he got up without a murmur, closed the gate, and returned to

the house at his ordinary pace, that is *.. say, at th« rate of seventy-

five strides a minute.

But Captain Craventy, Lieutenant Jaspar Hobson, and Corporal

Joliffe were already outside, braving the intense cold, and staring

at the sledge, white with snow, which had just drawn up in frouB

of them.

A man completely enveloped in fur3 now descended from itk

" Fort Reliance ? " he inquired.

" The same," replied the Captain,

" Captain Craventy ?

"

** Behold him I Who are you I*
** A courier of the Company,"
'• Are you alone ?

"
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"No, I bring a traveller."

"A traveller i And what does he want?"
" He is come to see the moon."
At this reply, Captain Craventy said to himself the man must bo

a fool. But there was no time to announro this opinion, for the
courier had taken an inert mass from the sledge, a kind of bag
covered with snow, and was about to carry it into the house, when
the Captain inquired

—

"What is that bag?"
"It is my traveller," replied the courier.
"Whois this traveller?"

" The astronomer, Thomas Black."
*' But he is frozen."

"Well, he must be thawed."
Thomas Black, carried by the Sergeant, the Corporal, and the

courier, now made his entrance into the house of the fort and was
taken to a room on the first floor, the temperature of which was
bearable, thanks to a glowing stove. He was laid upon a bed. and
the Captain touk his hand.

It was literally frozen. The wrappers and furred mantles, in
which Thomas Black was rolled up like a parcel requiring care, ^ere
ren.oved, and revealed a man of about fifty. He was short and
stout, his. ha.r was already touched with grey, his beard was un-
trimmed, his eyes were closed, and his lips pressed together as .

glued to one another. If he breathed at all, it was so slichtl-, -, v
the frost-work on the windows would not hav, been aflFecled b^.l
Johffe undressed him, and turned him rapidly on tc his face and
back again, with the words

—

" Come, come, sir, when do you mean to return to conscious-
UCSb r

But the visitor who had arrived in so strange a manner showed
no signs of returning life, and Corporal Joliffe could think of no
bener means to restore the lost vital heat than to give him a bath
111 the bowl of hot punch.

Very happily for Thomas Black, however, Lieutenant JasparHobson had another idea.
^

" Snow, bring snow !
" he cried.

Tiiere was plenty of it in th'e court of Fort Reliance ;-and
whilst the Sergeant went to fetch the snow, Jolifi-e removed all
the .istronomer's clothes. The body of the unfortunate man was
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co'cml will, white f™t.bitten palclio, Tt•.Ty to restore tl,e ^iicintio; T^ , ,
.""^ "''8°'"'^ "="«

' «• This r..s„lt Jas, rl: ,

^ '""''^ "' '"« •^'r-elcl ,,„r.

Wctio,, with tl,e s„„,v.
' We ictr.l ',:'',? "^ ?'""" ^''^ ''S'""'"

of tl,e Wood .rritad bv" Ll ..T.^
^;',"'= "''•'''' ""= "'"'''''-'«

«--ted i,. th,,ir o.,„r,c' ' ; te o,t'lr'T "• "" """^ "'
I-"ig so,,,, ret,„„ed, a„d I,e a, I nr °\ """"• Swgc„„t

eof. a„d a,,.ceable frta „ t
"^

''
.

" '"''"';= "''i™''- I' ™ „o

caresses of a buman band
"'""'""S "' " curry-comb tl,a„ tbe

"btflZfcotior;^:,,::;' '»1-io„,Corporal co.,ti„„od U>

'Ms'ZVrSt Jo"lft"ef°"
-'- '^ ^"^ '-„ ,i..

in« :tz a :;: :^tr^- :;t^ ^f t;-- «-ac^ rro,„ de,>.
'>^n to despair, »„i weV. al ,tM , """ ''" '"""• ""= "'^'l^'"

--, wbe.. ti.e .,.:^:^:,^:r """ ^^'•"-"•^'

He bves
;
be .s co„,i„g to !

» cried Jaspar Lbson

glasses of tbe r-u..ch Vt , ,
°'

'""' ''"'"'^ '""^''od » fcv

".».; ftecoi„„v::t,,er; rcter:' ^
'^" """" ""'-" 'y

words to bis lips, so tbat Can1 fi'7 T?'"""'
"' '''" ">"'• ""»

.l.o„,dbavea„e;pIa„ati„„&,„°CB[o.T"
?, Vl'^

""" "»
arnva at .be fort i„ such a terrible ^^1^ '"'»^"' "' "" *"%-

...':aid i,;t,:r:^ f:-:!!!'"^''
-"^ -i-^.- o„ bis eib„,.

" Fork lleliance ?

»

^"Tl.e same," rcpiied the Capfain.
C-aptaiM Craveiity ?

"

".""Si,: ' ws°:'irp;:.t,r""'"
"""='' "= -»"-• "» -i^cnti,

res!^,::l'l"^'

Tbo,aa., .lacU too, for b, bent U. bead i„ .sseut and
'• Lieutenant Hob^on ?

"
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" I am here," replied tho .lieutenant.

You have not yet started 1" -

" Not yet, sir."

« Then," replied Thomas Black, " I have only to thank you, and
to go to sleep until to-morrow morning."

The Captain and his companions retired, leaving their strange
visitor to his repose. Half an hour later the fSle was at an end, and
the guests had regained their respective homes, either in the different
rooms of the fort, or the scattered houses outside the enceinte.
The next day Thomas Black was rather better. His vigorous

constitution had thrown off the effects of the terrible chill he had
had. Any one else would have died from it ; but he was not like
other men.

And now who was this astronomer 1 Where did he come from 1

Why had he undertaken this journey across the territories of the
Company in the depth of winter ? What did the courier's reply
signify 1—To see the moon I The moon could be seen anywhere;
tuere wsis no need to come to the hyperborean regions to look
at it!

Such were the thoughts which passed through Captain Craventy's
mind. But the next day, after an hour's talk with his new guest,
he had learned all he wished to know.
Thomas Bluck wjvs an astronomer attached to the Greenwich

Obssrvatory, so brilliantly presided over by Professor Airy, lit
Black was no theorist, but a sagacious and intelligent observer;
and in the twenty years during which he had devoted himself to
astronomy, he had rendered great services to the science of ourano-
graphy. In private life he was a simple nonentity ; he existed only
for astronomy; he lived in the heavens, not upon the earth ; and was
a true descendant of the witty La Fontaine's 8( mt who fell into
a well. He could talk of nothing but stirs and constellations. He
ought to have lived in a telescope. As an observer he had not his
rival; his patience waa inexhaustible ; he could watch for months for
a cosmical phenomenon. He had a specialty of his own, too ; ha
had studied luminous meteors and shooting stars, and his discoveries
in this bran ,h of astn nomical science were considerable. Wlien-
ever minute observations or exact measurements and definitions
were required, Thomas Black was chosen for the service ; for his
clearness of sight was something remarkable. The power of obser
VatlOn 151 pof. crivAn tr\ avawtt r^-na. ^^A ;4> ««*:il i. i.1 e i. .
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ing that the Greenwich astronomer should have been chosen for the
mission we are about to describe, which involved results so interest-
ing for sefenojraphic science.

Wo know that during a total eclipse of the sun the moon is
surrounded by a luminous corona. But what is tbe origin of his
corona % Is it a real substance ? or is it only an effect of the diffrac-
tion of the sun's rays near the moon? This is a question which
science has hitherto been unable to answer.
As early as 1706 this luminous halo was scientifically described.

The corona was minutely examined during the total eclipse of
1715 by Lonville and Halley, by Maraldi in 1724, by Antonio de'
Ulloain 1778, and by Bonditch and Ferrer in 180G ; but their
theories were so contradictory that ao definite conclusion could be
arrived at. During the total eclipse of 1842, learned men of all
nations—Airy, Arago, Keytal, Lungier, Mauvais, Otto, Struve, Petit,
Baily, <fec.—endeavoured to solve the mystery of the origin of the
phenomenon; but in spite of all their efforts, "the disagreement,"
says Arago, " of ^he observations taken in different places by skilful
astronomers of one and the same eclipse, have involved the question
in fresh obscurity, so that it is now impossible to come t.. any certain
conchision as to the cause of the phenomenon." Since this was
written, other total eclipses have been studied with no better
results.

Yet the solution of the question is of such vast importance to
selenographic science that no price would be too great to pay for
it. A fresh opportunity was now about to occur to study the
much-discussed corona. A total eclipse of the sun-total, at least,
for the extreme north of America, for Spain and North Africa-
was to take place on July 18th, 18G0. It was arranged between the
astronomers of different countries that simultaneous observations
should be taken at the various points of the zone where the eclipse
would be total. Thomas Black was chosen for the expeditiuii to
North America, and was row much in the same situation as the
English astronomers who were transported to Norway and Sweden
on the occasion of the eclipse of 1851.

It will readily be imagined that Thomas Black seized with
avidity the opportunity offered him of studying this luminous halo.
He was also to examine into the nature ,of the red prominences
which appear on different parts of the edge of the terrestrial
sateUite when the totaUty of the eclipse has commenced; and
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should ho be able satisfactorily to establish their origin, he would
be entitled to the applause of the learned men of all Europe.
Thomas Black eagerly prepared for h's journey. He obtained

urgent letters of recommendation to the principal agents of tho
Hudson's Bay Company. He ascertained that an expedition was
to go to the extreme north of the continent to found a new fort

It was an opportunity not to be lost ; so he set out, crossed the

Atlantic, landed at New York, traversed the lakes to the Red River
settlement, and |)res&ed on from fort to fort in a sledge, undei- tho

escort of a courier of the Company ; in spite of the severity of the

winter, braving all the dangers of a journey across the Arctic

regions, and arriving at Fort Reliance on the 19th March in the

condition we have described.

Such Mas the explanation given by the astronomer to Captain
Craventy. He at once placed himself entirely at Mr Black's

service, but could not refrain from inquiring why he had been in

such a great hurry to arrive, when the eclipse was not to take place

until the following year, 18C01
" But, Captain," replied the astronomer, " I beard that the Com-

pany was sending an expedition along the northern coast of America,

and I did not wish to miss the departure of Lieutenant Hobson."
" Mr Black," replied the Captain, " if the Lieutenant had already

started, I should have felt it my duty to accompany you myself to

the shores of the Polar Sea."

And with fresh assurances of his willingness to serve him, the

Captain again bade hia new guest welcome to Foi-t Reliance.



CHAPTER IV.

A FACTORY.

I

^ .,w,^NE of the largest of the lakes beyond the Gist parallel Is that
^>m|j^ called the Great Slave Lake ; it is two hundred and fifty

yk~7^ miles long by fifty across, and is situated exactly at 61*
25' N. lat. and 114» W. long. The surrounding districts slope
down to it, and it completely fills a vast natural hollow. Tbe
position of the lake in the very centre of the hunting district,-?,

once swarnung with game, early attracted the attention of the
Company. Numerous streams either take their rise from it or
flow into it—the Mackenzie, the Athabasca, <kc. ; and several im-
portant forts have been constructed on its shores—Fort Providence
on the north, and Fort Ptesolution on the south. Fort Pieliance is

situated on the north-east extremity, and is about '"^ree hundred
miles from the Chesterfield inlet, a long narrow estuary formed by
the waters of Hudson's Bay.

The Great Slave Lake is dotted with little islands, the granite
and gneiss of which they are formed jutting up in several places.

Its noithern banks are clothed with thick woods, shutting out the
barren frozen district beyond, not inaptly called the "Cursed
Land." The southern regions, on the other hand, are flat, without
a rise of any kind, and the soil is mostly calcareous. The large

ruminants of the polar districts—the buffaloes or bisons, the flesh

of which forms almost the only food of the Canadian and native
hunters—seldom go further north than the Great Slave Lake.
The trees on the northern shores of the lake form magnificent

forests. We need not be astonished at meeting with such fine vegeta-
tion in this remote district. The Great Slave Lake is not really

in a higher latitude than Stockholm or Christiania. We have only
to remember that the isothermal lines, or belts of equal heat, along
which heat is distributed in equal quantities, do not follow the
terrestrial parallels, ?.nd tliat vith the same latitude, America is ever

80 much colder than Europe. lu April the streets of New York
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are atiU white with snow, yet the latitude of New York is nearly
the aame a3 that of the Azores. The nature of a cuntry ite
position with regard to the oceans, and even the conformation of it.
soil, alJ influence itti climate.

In 8utnn.er Fort Reliance was surrounded with masses of verdure
refreshing to the sight after the long dreary winter. Timber wai
plentiful in these forests, which consisted almost entirely of poplar
pine, and birch. The islets on the lake produced very fine willows.'Game was abundant in the underwood, even during the bad season
Further south the hunters from the fort successfully pursued
bisons, elks, and Canadian porcupines, the flesh of which is excellent
The Tvaters of the Slave Lake were full of fish j tron*. in them attained
to an mi.nense size, their weight often exceeding forty pounds Pikes,
voracious lobes, a sort of charr or grayling called " blue fish." and

'

countless legions of tittamegs, the Coreffonm of naturalists, disported
themselves in the water, so that the inhabitants of Fort Reliance
were we

1 supplied with food. Nature provided for all their w^.nts •

and clothed in the skins of foxes, martens, bears, and other Arctic
animals, they were able to brave the rigour of the winter.
The fort, properly so called, consisted of a wooden house with a

ground-floor and one upper storey. In it lived the commandant and
his officers. The barracks for the soldiers, the magazines of the
Company, and the offices where exchanges were made, surrounded
this house A little chapel, which wanted nothing but a clerrvman
and a powder-magazine, completed the buildings of the settlement!
Tl.e whole was surrounded by palisad.3 twe-' e feet high
defended by a small bastion mth a pointed roof . .Ji of the four
corners of the parallelogram formed by the enceinte. The fort was
thus protected from surprise, a necessary ]n'ecmtinu in the days
when the Indians, instead of being the purveyors of the Company
fought for the independence of their native land, and when the
agents and sola.ers of rival associations disputed the possession (^
the rich fur country.

At that time t|e Hudson's Bay Company employed about annlhon men onits territories. It held supreme authority overthem an authority which could even inflict .le.th. The governors
of the factories could reg. te salaries, and .ubitrarUy fix the price of
provisions and furs; and as a result of this irresponsible power, theyoften realised a profit of no less than three hundred per centwe shftU see from the following tahlo f.ak,»n fr«,« fu„«-iT
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of CapUiw. Robert Lade," on what terms exchanges were vormeriy
m.vie with those Indians who have since become the beat hunten
of the Company. Beavers' skins were then the currency employtd
in buying and selling. •

The Indians paid

—

^

For one gun, . . ,

„ half a pound of powder, ,

I, four pounds of ahot, ,

tt one axe, .

M six knives, . . ,

M one pound of glaas bnadi^ ,

M one laced coat, ,

,( one coat not laced, ,

n one lacod female dress, .

(I one pound of tobacco, ,

,, one box of powder,

«« one comb and one looking-glass,

10 beavers* skiiMi

1

1

1

1

1

6

ff

6

1

1

2

n
»
u
n
n
*t

»*

••

Bnt a few years ago beaver-skins became so erarce that the cw-
rency had to be changed. Bison-'urs are now the medium of trade.
When an Indian presents himself at the fort, th. agents of the
Company give him as many pieces of wood as he brings skins, and
he exchanges these pieces of wood for manufactured articles on the
premises ; and as the Company fix the price of the articles they buy
ap^ sell, the- cannot fail to realise large profits.

Such was the mode of proceeding in Fort Reliance and o^\<r
factoiies ; so that Mrs Paulina Barnett was able to watch the wo^!--
ing of the system during her stay, which extended until the 16th
April Many a lone talk did she have with I Untenant Hobson,
many were the projects they formed, and firmly were they both
determined to allow no obstacle to check their advance. As for
Thomas Black, he never opened his lips except when his own special
miMion was discussed. He was wrapped up in the subject of the
luminous corona and red prominenc .J of the moon ; he lived but to
solve the problem, and in the end made Mrs Paulina Barnebt nearly
as enthusiastic as himself. How eagei: the two were to cioaa the
Arctic Circle, and how far oflf the 18th July*1860 appeared to
both, but especially to the impatient Greenwich astronomer, can
easily be imagined.

The preparations for departure could not be commenced until the
middle of March, and a month passed before they were completed.
In feet, it was a formidable undertaking to organise such an ex-
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pedition for crossing the Polar regions. Everything had to be taken

with them—food, clothes, tools, arms, ammunition, and a nonde-

script collection of various requisites.

The troops, undor the command of Lieutenant Jaspar Hohson,
were one chief and two subordinate officers, with ten sold'ers, thrs«

of whom took their wives with them. They were all picked me«,
chosen by Ca[)tuin Craventy on account of their energy and lesolution.

We append a list of the whole party i
—

1. Lieutenant Jupar Hohwn.
2. Sergeant Long.

8. Corporal Joliffe.

4. Petersen, soldier.

6. Belcher, do.

6. Rae, do.

7. Marbre, do.

8. Garry, do.

9. Pond, do.

10. MacOTab, do.

11. Sabine, •oldier.

'i. Hope, do.

1». Kellet, do.

14. Mrs Roe.

iff. Mrs Joliffe.

16. Mrs Mac-Nab.
17. Mrs Paulina BamnM.
18. Madge.

19. ThotjQu Black.

In all, nineteen persons to be transported several hundreds of miles
through a desert and imperfectly-known country.

Witli this project in view, however, the Company had collected

everything necessary for the expedition. A dozen sledges, with
their teams of dogs, were in readiness. These primitive V'.niclea

consisted of strong but light planks joined together by transverse

bands. A piece of curved wood, turning up at the end like a skate,

was fixed beneath the sledge, enabling it to cleave the snow without

sinking deeply into it. Six swift and intelligent dogs, yoked two
and two, and controlled by the long thong brandished by the driver,

drew the sledges, and could go at a rate of fifteen miles an
hour.

The wardrobe of the travellers consisted of ganufents made of

reindeer-skins, lined throughout with thick furs. Ml wore linen

next the skin as a protection against the sudden changes of temnera-

ture frequent in these latitudes. Each one, officer or soldier, male
or female, wore seid-skin boots sewn with twine, in the manufacture
of which the natives excel. These boots are absolutely impervious,

and are so flexible that they are admirably adapted for W5»lkiiig.

Pine-wood snow-shoes, two or three feet long, '^tpable of supporting
the weight of a man on the most brittle snow, and enabling him
to pass over it with tl*^ rapidity of a skater on ice, can oe fastened
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Fur caps and deer-skin belts

to the soles of the seal-skin boots,
completed the costunies.

provided by the Oo.iipany, p,stob, ordnance sabres, and plentv ofammunmon: for toola
: axes, saws, adzes, and otLer rnCmenUrequired m carpentering. Then there™ the collection of alUha"

m f
'

,

'!"""'*•» »'»'«. a melting furnace, two air-

^Tufr^d!";:: .

""•
'" '"''"-"'''^ *""" -'^ '"«'"»' -^^

The partyn.ght have relied for provisions on the hunto™ amongstttem. Some of the Midlers were skUful trackers of game Td
Man?:: £'' °'™f'" '" *= P"'- -Sions. Whofe tls of

5ub .St ent^TT^i """' "' ''^''"' ""* »" """^ nourishment,

Bakle R '.
,

' """™' "'''='' « >'°"' "hundant and

^^n onanfi
'"/'''^» .«">» "»»"»' ^ to be allowed for, acertam quantity of provisions was taken with them. The flesh of

Lmllnian ''" '.

"'"'='' ""' >""? <"' '^"y ''"gU- of time
; and .,?ome Indian preparations, in which the flesh of animals groundto powder, retains its nutritive properties in a very smalf bulk

™oTJ,r r""«'
".'"""""« » ^"^ nourishii^g me" w ^

'

nmongst the stores provided in case of need
Lieutenant Hobs(,n likewise took several casks of rum and whiskv •

bn he was firmly resolved to economise these spirxt" fi^u tuito the healtn in cold latitudes, as much as possible. The QoZZ

the China e, and could therefore more easily endure the ZIZof an expedition to the Polar Sea. They were all hr.,v. v t • ?.^

had been promised them during their stoy at the confines^Z
ytrtre-rre^;^:;!*--- '" -^»--":«^^^^

Th. sledge provided for Mrs Bamett and her faithful Madww« „th., more comfortable than the othe.* She did Z^
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be treated better than her travelling companions, but yielded to the

urgent request of Captain Craventy, who was but carrying out the

wishes of the Company.

The vehicle which brought Thomas Black to Fort Reliance also

conveyed him and his scientific apparatus from it. A few astrono-

mical instruments, of which there were not many in those days—

a

telescope for his selenographic observations, a sextant for taking the

latitude, a chronometer for determining the longitudep, a few maps,

a few books, were all stored away in this sledge, and Thomas Black
relied upon his faithful dogs to lose nothing by the way.

Of course the food for the various teams was not forgotten. There

were altogether no less than seventy-two dogs, quite a herd to pro-

vide for by the way, and it was the business of the hunters to cater

for them. These strong intelligent animals were bought of the

Chippeway Indians, who know well how to train them for their

arduous calling.

The little corapany was most skilfully organised. The zeal of

Lieutenant Jaspar Hobson was beyond all praise. Proud of his

mission, and devoted to his task, he neglected nothing which could

insure success. Corporal JoliflFe, always a busybody, exerted himself

without produciug any very tangible results ; but his wife was most
useful and devoted; and Mrs Paulina Barnett had already struck up
a great friendship with the brisk little Canadiai^ woman, whose fair

hair and large soft eyes were so pleasant to look at.

We need scarcely add that Captain Craventy did all in his power
to further the enterprise. The instructions he had received from
the Company showed what great importance they attached to the

success of the expedition, and the establishment of a new factory

beyond the seventieth parallel We may therefore safely affirm that

every human eflFort likely to insure success which could be made
was made, but who could tell what insurmountable difficulties

nature might place in the path of the brave Lieutenant 1 who could

tell what awaited him and his devoted little band)
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FROM FORT RELIANCE TO FORT ENTERPRISE,

SHE first fine days came at last. The green carpet of the
hills began to appear here and there whp-p the snow had

u Tl^^t\ ^ ^^"^ migratory birds from th- south-such asswans, bald-headed eagles, &c. -passed through the warmer airThe p„pkrs, birdies, and willows began to bud, and the red^
headed ducks, of which there are so many species in North America
to skin, the surface of the numerous pools formed by the meltedsnow Guillemots, puffins, and eider ducks sought colder latitudes •

and httle shrews no bigger tha.i a hazel-nut ventured from theirho es, tracing strange figures on the ground with their tiny-pointed
tails. It was intoxicating once more to breathe the fresh air ofspring and to bask in the sunbeams. Nature awoke once morefrom her heavy sleep in the long winter night, and smiled as she
opened her eyes.

The renovation of creation in spring is perhaps more impressivem the Arctic regions than in any other portion of the globe on
account of the greater contrast with what has gone before

'

The thaw was not, however, complete. The thermometer, it is
true marked 41 Fahrer.heit above zero

; but the mean temperature
of the nights kept the surface of the snowy plains solid-a -rood
thing for the passage of sledges, of which Jaspar Hobson meant to
avail himself before the thaw became complete.
The ice of the lake was still unbroken. During the last month

several successful hunting expeditions had been made across the vast
smooth plains, which were already frequented by game Mrs
Barnett was astonished at the skill with which the men used their
snow-shoes, scudding along at the pace of a horse in full gallop.
Fo owing Captain Craventy's advice, the lady herself practised
walking in these contrivances, and she soon became very expert in
sliding over the snow.

^

During the last few days several bands of Indians had arrived at
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the fort to exchange the epoils of the winter chase for manufactured

goods. The season had been bad. There were a good many polecats

and sables ; but the furs of beavers, otters, lynxes, ermines, and

foxes were scarce. It was therefore a wise step for the Company
to endeavour to explore a new country, where the wild animals had

hitlierto escaped the rapacity of man.

On the morning of the 16th April Lieutenant Jaspar Hobsou and

his party were ready to start. The route across the known districts,

between the Slave Lake and that of the Great Bear beyond the

Arctic Circle, was already determined. Jaspar Hobson was to make
for Fort Confidence, on the northern extremity of the latter lake

;

and he was to revictual at Fort Enterprise, a station two hundred

miles further to the nort^-west, on the shores of the Snare Lake.

By travelling at the rate of fifteen miles a day the Lieutenant

hoped to halt there about the beginning of May.

From this point the expedition was to take the shortest route

to Cape Bathurst, on the North American coast. It was agreed

that in a year Captain Craventy should send a convoy with provi-

sions to Cape Bathurst, and that a detachment of the Lieutenant's

men was to go to meet this convoy, to guiie it to the spot where

the new fort was to be er-^cted. This plan was a guarantee against

any adverse circumstances, and left a means. of communication with

their fellow-creatures open to the Lieutenant and his voluntary com-

panions in exile.

On the 16th April dogs and sledges were awaiting the travellers

at the postern gate. Captain Craventy called the men of the party

together and said a few kind words to them. He urged them

above all things to stand by one another in the perils they might

be called upon to meet ; reminded them that the enterprise upon

which they were about to enter requix'ed self-denial and devotion,

1 that submission to their officers was an indispensable condition

01 success. Cheers greeted the Captain's speech, the adieux were

quickly made, and each one took his place in the sledge assigned

to him. Jaspar Hobson and Sergeant Long went first ; then Mra
Paulina Barnett and Madge, the latter dexterously wielding the long

Esquimaux whip, terminating in a stiff thong. Thomas Black and
one of the soldiers, *the Canadian, Petersen, occupied the third

sledge ; and the others followed, Corporal and Mrs Joliffe bringing

up the rear. According to the orders of Lieutenant Hobson, each

driver kept as nearly as possible at the same distance from the
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preceding aledge, so as to avoid all confusion—a necessary precau-
tion, ai) a collision between two sledges going at full speed, might
have had disastrous results.

On leaving Fort Reliance, Jaspar Hobson at once directed his
course towards the north-west. The first thing to be done was to
cross the large river connecting Lakes Slave and Wolmsley, which
was, however, still frozen so hard as to be undistinguishable from the
vast white plains around. A uniform carpet of snow covered the
whole country, and the sledges, drawn by their swift teams, sped
rapidly over the firm smooth surface.

The weather was fine, but still very cold. The sun, scarce above
the horizon, described a lengthened curve ; and its rays, reflected on
the snow, gave more light than heat. Fo|tunately not a breath of
air stirred, and this lessened the severity of the cold, althou<»h the
rapid pace of the sledges through the keen atmosphere must have
been trying to any one not inured to the rigour of a Polar climate
"A good beginning," said Jaspar Hobson to the Sergeant, who

sat motionless beside him' as if rooted to his seat j
" the journey has

commenced favourably. The sky is cloudless, the temperature pro-
pitious, our equipages shoot along like express trains, and as lon<»
as this fine weather lasts we shaU get on capitally. What do you
think, Sergeant Long ?

"

'' I agree with you, Lieutenant," replied the Sergeant, who never
differed from his chief.

" Like myself, Sergeant, you are determined to push on as far
north as possible—are you not?" resumed Lieutenant Hobson.

" You have but to command to be obeyed, Lieutenant."
"I know it, Sergeant

; I know that with you to hear is to obey.
Would that all our men understood as you do the importance of
our mission, and would devote themselves body and soul to the
interests of the Company ! Ah, Sergeant Long, I know if I gave
you an impossible order "

I'

Lieutenant, there is no such thing as an impossible order."
" What? Suppose now I ordered you to go to the North Pole V
" Lieutenant, I should go !

"

I*

And to come back ! " added Jaspar Hobson with a smile.
" I should come back," replied Sergeant Loiig simply.
During this colloquy between Lieutenant Hobson and his Sergeant

a slight ascent compelled the sledges to slacken speod, and Mrs
Rarnett and Madge also exchanged a few sentences. These two

#
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intrepid women, in their otter-skin caps and white bear-skin mantles,

gazed in astonishment upon the rugged acenery around them, and at

the white outlines of the huge glaciers standing out against the hori-

zon. They had already left behind them the hills of the northern

banks of the Slave Lake, w-'^h their summits crowned with the gaunt

skeletons of trees. The t plains stretched before them in ap-

parently endlRss succession. The rapid flight and cries of .. ("ew

birds of passage alone broke the monotony of the scene. Now and
then a troop of swans, with plumage so white that the keenest sight

could not distinguish them from the snow when they settled on
the ground, rose into view in the clear blue atmosphere and pur-

sued their journey to the north.

" What an extraordinary country I " exclaimed Mrs Paulina Bar-

nett. " What a difi'erence between these Polar regions and the green

prairies of Australia ! You remember, Madge, how we suffered from

the heat on the shores of the Gulf of Carpentaria—^you remember
the cloudless sky and the parching sunbeams ?"

" My dear," replied Madge, " I have not the gift of remembering
like you. You retain your impressions, I forget mine."

" What, Madge !
" cried Mrs Earnett, " you havo forgotten *^e

tropical heat of India and Australia ? You have no recollection of

our agonies when water failed us in the desert, when the pitiless

sun scorched us to the bone, when even the night brought us no
relief from our sufferings !

"

" No, Paulina," replied Madge, wrapping her furs more closely

round her, " no, I remember nothing. How could I now recollect

the sufferings to which you allude—the heat, the agonies of thirst

—when we are surrounded on every side by ice, and I have but to

stretch my arm out of this sledge to pick up a handful of snow 1

You talk to me of heat when we are freezing beneath our bear-

skins
;
you recall the broiling rays of the sun when its April beams

cannot melt the icicles on our lips I No, child, no, don't try to per-

suade me it 's hot anywhere else : don't tell me I ever complained
of being too warm, for I sha'n't believe you I

"

Mrs Paulina Barnett could not help smiling.

" So, poor Madge," she said, " you are very cold 1

"

** Yes, child, I am cold j but I rather like this climate. I *ve no
doubt it's very healthy, and I think North America will agree with
me. It 's really a very fine country I

"

** Yes, Mads'e. it is a fine couutrv and we hs^vA oa -rtai^ <>»«.. «^»^
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of the wonders it contains. But wait until we reach the Arctio

Ocean ; wait until the winter shuts us in with its gigantic icebergs

and thick covering of snow; wait uiil the northern storms break over

us, and tlie glories of the Aurora Borealis and of the splendid con-

stellations of the Polar skies are spread out above our heads ; wait

till we have lived through the strange long six months' night, and
then indeed you will understand the infinite variety, the infinite

beauty, of our Creator's handiwork !

"

Thus spoke Mrs Paulina Barnett, carried away by her vivid

imagination. She could see nothing but beauty in these deserted

regions, with their rigorous climate. Her enthusiasm got the bettei

for the time of her judgment. Her sympathy with nature enabled

her to read the touching poetry of the ice-bound north—the poetry

embodied in the Sagas, and sung by the bards of the time of Ossian.

But Madge, c re matter of fact than her mistress, disguised from
herself neither the dangers of an expedition to the Arctic Ocean,

nor the sufiferings involved in wintering only thirty degrees at the

most from the North Pole*.

And indeed the most robust had sometimes succumbed to the

fatigues, privations, and mental and bodily agonies endured in this

severe climate. Jaspar Hobson had not, it is true, to press on to

the very highest latitudes of the globe j he had not to reach the pole

itself, or to follow in the steps of Parry, Ross, M'Clure, Kane, Morton,
and others. But After once crossing the Arctic Circle, there is little

variation in the temperature ; it does not increjvse in coldness in

proportion to the elevation reached. Granted that Jaspar Hobson
did not think of going beyond the seventieth parallel, we must still

rem"?mber that Franklin and his unfortunate companions died of

cold and hunger before they had penetrated beyond &B>° N. lat.

Very different was the talk in the sledge occupied by Mr and
Mrs Joliffe. Perhaps the gallant Corporal had too often drunk to

the success of the expedition on starting ; for, strange to say, he waa
disputing with his little wife. Yes, he was actually contradicting

her, which never happened except under extraordinary circum-

stances !

" No, Mrs Joliffe," he was saying, " no, you have nothing to fear.

A sledge is not more difficult to guide than a pony-carriage, and the

devil take me if I can't manage a team of dogs !

"

" I don't question your skill," replied Mrs Joliffe ; " I only ask

jou not to go so fast. You are in front of the whole caravan now,
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and I hear Lieutenant Hobson calling out to you to nnun^ youf

proper place behind."

" Let him call, Mrs Jcliffe, let him call."

And the Corporal, urging on his dogs with a fresh cut of the

whip, dashed along at still greater speed.

"Take care, Joliffe," repeated his little wife ; "not so fast, we

are going down hill."

" Down hill, Mrs Joliflfe
;
you call that down hill I why, it 'a up

hUll"
" I tell yo" we are going (* I " repeated poor Mrs Joliffe.

" And I tell you we are going up ; look how the dogs pull I

"

Whoever was right, th- dogs became uneasy. The ascent was,

in fact, pretty steep ; the . age dashed along at a reckless pace, aud

was already considerably in advance of the rest of the party Mr
and Mra Joliffe bum[>ed up and down every instant, the surface of

the snow became more and more uneven, «>nd the pair, flung first to

one side and then to the other, knocked .
- inst each other and the

sledge, and were horribly bruised and shaken. But the Corporal

would listen neither to the advice ot his wife nor to the shouts of

Lieutenant Hobson. The latter, seeing the dr.nger of this reckless

course, urged on his own animals, and the rest c) the caravan fol-

lowed at a rapid pace.

ijut the Corporal became more and uuxe excited—the speed of his

equipage delighted him. He shouted, he gesticulated; and fl tir-

ished his long whip like an accomplished sp jrtsman,

"Wonderf ' *hijiga these whips!" he cried ; "the Esquimaux

wield them v '.lied skill
!

"

"But yon an Esquimaux!" cried Mri Joliffe, t ying in

vain to arrest the arm of her imprudent husband.

"I have heard tell," resumed the Corporal— "I .:i .eard tell '-iat

the Esquimaux c .n touch any dog they like in any part, that • :y

can even cut out a bit of one of their ears with the stiff thong at

the end of the whip. I am going to try."

"Don't try, don't try, Joliffe !" screamed the poor little won ?n,

frightened out of her wits.

" Don't be afraid, Mrs Joliffe, don't be afraid ; I know what I can

do. The fifth dog on the right is misbehaving himself ; I w'dl cor-

rect him a little
!

"

But Corporal Joliffe was evidently not yet enough of an Esqui-

maux to be able to manage the whip with its tLong four feeti longer

6
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than the sledge; for it unrolled with an ominous hiss, and rebound-
ing, twisted Itself round Corporal Joliffe's own neck, sending his fur
cap into the air, perhaps with one of his ears in it.

At this moment the dogs flung themselves on one side, the sledge
was overturned, and the pair were flung into the snow. Fortunately
It wae thick and soft, so that they escaped unhurt. But what a
disgrace for the Corporal 1 how reproachfully his Uttle wife looked
at him, and how stem was the reprimand of Lieutenant Hnhson «

The sledge was picked up, but it was decided that henceforth the
reins of the do,^s, like those of the household, were to be in the
hands of Mrs Joliffe. The crest-fallen Corporal was obliged to sub-
mit, and the interrupted journey was resumed.
No incident worth mentioning occurred during the ne-t fifteen

days. The weather continued favourable, the cold wi. jt .00
severe, and on the Ist May the expedition arrived at Fo. Enter-
pnae.

.'"h
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CHAPTER VI,

A WAPITI DUEL,

WO hundred miles had been traversed since the expedition

left Fort Reliance. The travellers, taking advantage of

the long twilight, pressed on day and night, and were

literally overcome with fatigue when they reached Fort Enterprise,

near the shores of Lake Snare.

This fort was no more than a dep6t of provisions, of little import-

ance, erected a few years before by the Hudson's Bay Company.

It server 1 as a resting-place for the men taking the convoys of furs

from the Great "Bear Lake, some three hundred miles further to the

north-west. About a dozen soldiers formed the garrison. The fort

consisted of a wooden house surrounded by palisades. But few as

were the comforts it offered, Lieutenant Hobson's companions gladly

took refuge in it and rested tisere for two days.

The gentle influence of the Arctic spring was beginning to be

felt. Here and there the snow had meltdd, and the temperature of

the nights was no longer below freezing point. A few delicate

mosses and slender grasses clothed the rugged ground with their soft

verdure ; and from between the stones peeped the moist calices of

tiny, almost colourless, flowers. These faint signs of reawakening

vegetation, after tbe long night of winter, were refreshing to eyes

weary of the monotonous whiteness of the snow ; and the scattered

specimens of the Flora of the Arctic regions were welcomed with

delight.

Mrs Paulina Barnett and Jaspar Hobson availed themselves of

this leisure time to visit the shores of the little lake. They were

both students and enthusiastic lovers of nature. Together they

wandered amongst the ice masses, already beginning to break up,

and ohe waterfalls created by the action of the rays of the sun.

The surface itself of Lake Snare was still intact, not a crack

denoted the approaching thaw ; but it was strewn with the ruins of

mighty icebergs, which assumed all manner of picturesque forms, and
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I

worthy to be your companion, and wherever you venture we willventure together." ^ ventuie, we vnu

"I agree, madam I agree
; and may all the women and soldiersaccompanying me show themselves as resolute as you. If so Godhelping us, we shall indeed advance far

"

''You have nothing to complain of yet," observed the ladyNot a smgle accident has occurred, the weather 1,^, 7
propjtio., the co.d no. too eevere-eveV.thiJtXXd't:

"Yes, madam; but the sun which you admire so mnoh «,Jnsoon cre.-.te difficulties for us, and strew obstacles^ our pa "
""

^

What do you mean, Lieutenant Hobson ?

»

" I u^ean that the heat will soon have changed the aspect of thecountry; that the melted ice will impede the slidin.. of thrl
that the ground will become rough'and unevl^ thaVot S^!d.. s will no longer carry us along with the speed ;f an arrow 2the rivers and lakes will resume their liquid state and fC '

u ,

have to ford or go round them All fT f '
* "'^ '^^^^

necessary to us here, the air; the other threeTe ear'th and
"'' ''

are de trap in the Arctic regions."
'

' '
^°^ ^''^^'^

Of course the Lieutenant was exa^geratinfr and \\^ "d ..

to hea h,3 rapture, m prake of hia beloved oount^ and she li;

the 4th May, three days iZ The ,W T ^ "" "'" '«"'" <"'
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Joliffe. Neither shouts nor floorishinga of the whip had the ^lightert
effect on the jaded animals.

From time to time the travellers lightened the sledges by walking
a little way. This mode of locomotion suited the hunters, who werenow gradually approaching the best districts for game in the whole
of English America. Mrs Paulina Barnett and Madge took a great
mterest in the chase, whilst Thomas Black professed absolute indiffer-
ence to all athletic exercise. He had not come all this distance to hunt
the polecat or the ermine, but merely to look at the moon at the mo-
ment when her disc should cover that of the sun. When the queen
of the night rose above the horizon, the impatient astronomer would
gaze at her with eager eyes, and one day the Lieutenant said to him—

'It would be a bad look-out for you, Mr Black, if by any un-
lucky chance the moon should faU to keep her appointment on the
16th July 1860."

"Lieutenant Hobson," gravely replied the astronomer, "if the
moon were guilty of such a breach of good manners, I should indeed
have cause to complain."

The chief hunters of the expedition were the soldiers Marbre and
Sabine, both very expert at their business. Their skill was won-
derful

;
and the cleverest Indians would not have surpassed them

in keenness of sight, precision of aim, or manual address. They
were alike trappe-s and hunters, and were acquainted with all the
nets and snares for taking sables, otters, wolves, foxes, bears, &cNo artifice was unknown to them, and Captain Craventy had shown
his wisdom m choosing two such intelligent men to accompany the
lit'xr troop.

Whilst on the march, however, Ma/bre and Sabine had no time
for setting traps. They could not separate from the others for more
than an hour or two at a time, and were obliged to be content with
the game which passed within range of their rifles. Still they were
fortunate enough to kill two of the large American ruminants,
seldom met with in such elevated latitudes.

On the morning of the 15th May the hunters asked permission
to follow some fresh traces they had found, and the Lieutenant not
only granted it, but himself accompanied them with Mrs Paulina
Barnett, and they went several mUes out of their route towards the
east.

The impressions were evidently the result of the passage of about
half-ardoaen large deer. There could be no mistake about it; Marbre
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and Sabine were positive on that point, and could even have named
the species to which the animals bel nged.

" You seem surprised to have met with traces of these animals
here, Lieutenant," said Mrs Barnett.

u "^f «;o'"xT*^7'"
''^^''^ ^^«^««°' "tJ^« species is rarely seenbeyond ST" N lat We generally hunt them at the B<,uth of tSlave Lake, where they feed upon the shoots of willows and poplars

at.d certain wild roses to which they are very partial

"

*

-
1
suppose these creatires, like those with valuable furs, have

fled from the districts scoured by the hunters."
"I see no other explanation of their presence at 65" N lat "

replied the Lieutenant--" that is, if tiie men are not mistaken as tothe origin of the footprints."

"No, no, sir," cried Sabine; "Marbre and I are not mistaken
These traces were left by deer, the deer we hunters c 11 Tdtrand the natives wapitis."

'

s^und?''
' ' ' ^'^ ^"^^ '^'' peculiar whistling

The party had now reached the foot of a little hill, and as thesnow had almost disappeared from its sides they were Ibie to'limb
1^

and hastened to the summit, the peculiar whistling noticed byMarbre becoming loud.r, mingled with cries resembling the braying
of an ass, and proving that the two hunters were not mistaken

^
Once at the top of the hill, the adventurers looked eagerly t-.wards

the east. The undulating plains were still white with f^.o. .t ftsdazzling surface waa here and there relieved with patches of stunted
light green vegeation A few gaunt shrubs stretched fo, tl. the^bare and shrivelled branches, and huge icebergs with precipitous
sides stood out against the grey background of the sky

" Wapitis
! wapitis 1-there they are !

" cried Sabine and Marbreat once, pointing to a group of animals distinctly visible about aquarter of a mUe to the east.

" What are they doing ? " asked Mrs Barnett
" They are fighting, madam," replied Hobsou ;

" they alwavs dowhen the heat of the Polar sun inflames their blood-Z herdef^orable result of the action of the radiant orb of day I

"

R-om where they stood the party could easily watch the group
.
of wapitis. They were fine specimens of the family of deer ktwnunder the various nan.s of stags with rounded antlers, Amecin
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gtng8, rnehucks, grey elks and red elks, Ac. These grace^ . creatures
liave slender legs and brown skins with j tches of ed hair the
colour of which becomes darher in the warmer seaso, . .. fierce
males are easily distinguished from the females bv lueir T . white
antlers, the h^lcer being entirely without these cm uuenk'. These
wapitis were oi ce very numerous aJ over North / .v!"- and the
United States imported * great mawy

, bui- cleariugs wt: < e«un on
every side, the forest trees Tell beneath the axe f tb, . ioneer of
civilisation, and the wapitis took refuge in the m ) .Iceful dis-
tricts of Canada; but they were soon again disturbed, and wandered
to the shores of Hudson's Bay. So that although the wapiti thrives
in a cold country, Lieutenant Hobson was right in saying that it
seldom penetrates beyond 57° N. latitude; and the specimens now
found had doubtless fled before the Chippeway Indians, who hunt
them without mercy.

Tue wapitis were so engros.^ed in their desperate struggle that
they were unc( nscious of the approach of the hunters ; but they
would probablv not have ce;>aed fighting had they been aware of it.
Marble and S. .ine, aware of their peculiarity in this respect, mirht
therefore have advanced fearlessly upon them, and have taken dm
at leisure.

Lieutenant Lobson suggested that they should do so
•••Beg pardon, sir," replied Marbre; " but let us spare our pow.

der and shot. These beasts are engaged in a war to the death and
we shall arrive in plenty of "u:-^ to pick up the vanquished."

" Have those wapitis a commercial value?" asked Mrs Paulina
Barnett.

"Yes, madam," replied Hobson; "and their skin, which is not
quite so thick as that of the elk, properly so called, makes very
valuable leather. By rubbing this skir. with the fut and brains of
the animal itself, it is rend.-.red flexible, and neither damp nor dry.
ness injures it. The India.d a'-o therefore always eager to procure
the skins of the wapitis."

" Does not the liesh make admirable venison t"
" Pretty good, mad vm

; only pretty good. It is tough, and does
not taste very nice

; the fat becomes hard directly it is taken from
the fire, and sticks to the teeth. It i3 certainly inferior as an article
of food to the flesh of other deer ; but when meat is scarce we are
glad ^enough to eat it, and it supports life as well as anything
else.
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Mrs Bamett and Lieutenant Hobson had been chatting toc^ether
for -lome minutes, when, wiih the exception of two, the w^apitLs
suddenly ceased fighting. Was their rage satiated ? or had tbey
perceived the hunters, and felt the approach of danger? Whatever
the cause, all but two fine creatures fle.: towards the east ^^ith
incredible speed; in a few instants they were out of sight, and the
swiftest horse could not have caught them up.

Meanwhile, however, two magnificent specimens remained on the
faeM of battle. H ads down, antlors to antlers, hind legs stretched
and quivering, they butted at each other without a moment's
pause. Like two wrestlers struggling for a prijje which neither will
yield, they would not separate, but whirled round and round --o-
getuer on their front legs as if riveted to one another.

" What implacable rage !" exclaimed Mrs Barnett.
"Yes," replied the Lieutenant; "the wapitis really are most

spiteful beasts. I have no doubt they are fightiag out an old
quarrel." ^ o

"Would not this be the time to approach them, when they are
blinded with rage?" ^

"There's plenty of time, ma'am," said Sabine; "they won't
escape us now. They will not stir from where they are wh n we
are three steps from them, tha rifles at our shoulders, and our
nngers or. the triggers ! '' '

"Indeed?"

"Yes, madam," added Hobson, who had carefully examined the
wapitis after the hunter's remark; "and whether at our hands orfrom tae teeth of wolves, those wapitis will meet death where theynow stand.

'

•'

Bametf'"''*

''°'^®"*''"'^ ''^** ^^^ ">«*°' Lieutenant," said Mrs

"Well, go nearer, madam," he replied; "don't be afraid of

:tb;:vx?:::^^
'^'

"
°"' '""*" '-'-^ ^'^^ ^-^ ^° ^-«-

The four now descended the hill, and in a few minutes gained
the theatre of the struggle. The wapitis had not moved. They
were pushing at each other like a couple of rams, and seemed to be
inseparably glued together.

In fact, in the b.at of the combat the antlers of the two creatureshad become entangled together to such an extent that they couldno longer separate without breaking them. This often happens in
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the hunting districts. It is not at all uncommon to find antlers
thus connected lying on the ground ; the poor encumbered animals
soon die of hunger, or they become an easy prey to wild beasts.
Two bullets put an end to the fight^ between the wapitis ; and

Marb:« and Sabine taking immediate possession, carried off their
skin'i to be subsequently prepared, leaving their bleeding carcasses
to be devoured by wolves and bears.
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CHAPTER VIL

TffE ARCTIC CIRCLB*

HE expedition continued to advance towards the north-

fojip ^'^^*
> ^^^ *^e great inequalities of the ground made it^^ hard work for the dogs to get along, and the poor creatures,

wlio could hardly be held in when they 8*%rted, were now quiet
enough. Eight or ten miles a day were as much as they could accom-
pliali, although Lieutenant Hobson urged them on to the utmost.
He was anxious to get to Fort Confidence, on the further side of the
Great Beai Lake, where he hoped to obtain some useful information.
Had the Indians frequenting the northern banks of the lake been
able to cross the districts on tha shores of the sea ? was the Arctic
Ocean open at this time of year 1 These were grave questions, the
n |.ly ^^o which would decide the fate of the new factory.

The country through which the little troop was now passing v^as

intersected by numerous streams, mostly tributaries of the two
large rivers, the Mackeuzie and Coppermine, which flow from the
south to the north, and empty themselves into the Arctic Ocean.
Lakes, lagoons, and numerous pools are formed between these two
principal arteries

; ind as they were no longer frozen over, the
sludges could not venture upon them, and were compelled to go
round them, which aused considerable delay. Lieutenant Hobsoa
was certainly rijht in saying that winter is the time to visit the
hyperborean reyioi i, for they are then t easier to traverse. Mrs
Paulina Ban aad reasoii to o'vn the justice of this assertion more
tl. '.n once.

Tliis region, included in the "Cursed Land," was, besides,

coiapietely c'vocfted, as are the greater portion of the districts of
the extreme north of America. It has been estimated that there is

Lut one inhabitant to every ten square miles. Besides the scattered
natives, tlie'-e are some few thousand agents or soldiers of the
di*lertnt fur-trading companies ; but they mostly congregate in the
flouthern cUstricta aad about the various factories, No humaa

I
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footprints gladdened the eyes of the travellers, the only traces on
the sandy soil were those of ruminants and rodents. Now and then
a fierce polar bear was seen, and Mrs Paulina Barnett expressed her
surprise at not meeting iliore of tliese terrible carnivorous beasts, of

•whose daily attacks on whalers and persons shipwrecked in Baffin's

Bay and on the coasts of Groenland and Si)it/bergen she had read
in the accounts of those who had wintered in the Arctic regions.

" Wait for the winter, madam," replied the I,ieutenant ; " Avait

till the cold makes them hungry, and then you will perhaps see as
many as you care about !

"

On the 23d May, after a long and fatigiiing journe)', the expe-
dition at last reached the Arctic Circle. We know that this lati-

tude 23°27'57" from the Not h Bole, forms the mathematical limit
beyond vvhicli the rays of the sun do not penetrate in the winter,
when the northern districts of the globe are turtied away from the
orb of day. Here, then, the travellers entered the tiue Arctic
region, the northern Frigid' Zone.

The latitude had been very carefrlly obtained by means of most
accurate instruments, which were handled with equal skill by the
astronomer and by Lieutenant Ilobson. Mr.i Barnett was present
at the operation, and had the satisfaction of hearing that she was at
last about to cross the Arctic Circle. It was with a feeling of just
pride that she received the intelligence,

" You have already passed through the two Torrid Zones in your
previous journeys," said the Lieutenant, "and ^ow you are on the
verge of the Arctic Circle. Few explorers have ventured into such
totally different regions. Some, so to sjjcak, have a spc laity for
hot countries, and choose Africa or Australia as the field for their
investigations. Such were Barth, Burton, Livingstone, Speke,
Douglas, Stuart, ttc. Others, on the contrary, have a passion for
the Arctic regions, still oo little known. Mackenzie, Franklin,
Penny, Kane, Parry, Ivae, ka., preceded us on our present journey;
but we must congratulate ?/o?/, :\Irs Barnett, on being a more
cosmopolitan traveller than all of them."

"I must see everything, or at least try to see everything,
Lieutenant," replied Mrs Paulina; "and I think the dangers ami
difhculties are about equal everywhere. Although we have not to
dread the fevers of the unhealthy torrid regions, or the attacks of
the fierce black races, in this Frigid Zone, the cold is a no less formid-
able enemy; and I suspect that the white bears we are liable to meet

\t
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with here will give us quite as warm a reception as would the

tigers of Thibet or the lions of Africa. In Torrid and Frigid Zones
alike there are vast unexplored tracts whicl will long defy the

efforts of the boldest adventurers."

" Yes, madam," replied Jaspar Hobson ; " but I think the

byiierborean regions will longer resist thorough exploration. The
natives are the chief obstacle in tropical regions, and I am well

aware how many travellers have fallen victims to savages. But
civilisation will necessarily subdue the wild races sooner or later;

whereas in tbe Arctic and Antarctic Zones it is not the inhabitants

who arrest the progress of the explorer, but Nature herself who
repels those who api}roach her, and paralyses their energies with the

bitter cold !

"

" You think, then, that the secrets of the most remote districts of

Africa and Australia will have been fathomed before the Frigid Zone
has been entirely examined ?

"

" Yes, madam," replied the Lieutenant; '* and I think my opinion

is founded on facts. The most intrepid discoverers of the Arctic

regions—Parry, Tenny, Franklin, M'Clure, Kane, and Morton— did
not get beyond 83° north latitude, seven degrees from the pole

—

whereas Australia has several times been crossed from south to

north by the bold Stuart ; and even Africa, with all its terrors, was
traversed by Livingstone from the Bay of Loanga to the mouth of

the Zambesi. AVe are, therefore, nearer to geographical knowledge
of the equatorial countries than of the Polar districts."

" Do you think that the Pole itself will ever be reached by man?"
inquired Mrs Paulina Barnett.

" Certainly," replied Hobson, adding with a smile, " by man or
woman. But I think other means must be tried of reaching this

point, where all the meridians of the globe cross each other, than
those hitherto adopted by travellers. We hear of the open sea, of

which certain explorers are said to have caught a glimpse. But if

such a sea, free from ice, really exist, it is very difficult to get at, and
no one can say positively whether it extends to the North Pole. For
my part, I think an open sea would increase rather than lessen the
dillicultic of explorers. As for me, I would rather count upon f^rm

footing, \\hether on ice or rock, all tlie way. Then I would organise
snocessive expeditions, establishing depots of provisions and fuel

nearer and nearer to the Pole; and so, with plenty of time, plenty of

money, and perhaps the sacrifice of a good many lives, I B.aould in
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the end solve the great scientific problem. I should, I think, at laat
reacli the hitherto inaccessible goal ! ''

"I think you are right, Lieutenant," said Mrs Barnett • "and if
ever you try the experiment, I should not be afraid to join you, and
would gladly go to set up the Union Jack at the North Pole But
that IS not our present object."

"Not our immediate object, madam," replied Hobson • "butwhen once the projects of the Co.npany are realised, when the new
fort has been erected on the confines of the American continent it
niay become the natural starting-point of all exped ti„ns to ihe
north. Besides should the fur-yielding animals, too zealously
hunted, take refuge at the Pole, we should have to follow them "

Barnett
'' '"'"^ ^""'^ '^'""^^ ^"^ """' °^ ^''^^'"'" '^^^^^^

'^«

''0 madam," cried the Lieutenant, " there will always be someprety woman wh se wish for a sable muff or an ermine tippetmust be gratified !

"

;

"ppci,

"I am afraid so " said Mrs Barnett, laughing ;- and probably ..e
firs discoverer of the Pole will have been led thither in pursuit of asable or a silver fox.

" That is my firm conviction," replied Hobson. « Such is human

fo'r scL?e
"^''' ^''" ""'" '^'''^' ''''"^ ' '"'" ^"^'^^^ '^'"* ^^^1

•|
What

! do you utter such sentiments ?" exclaimed Mrs Barnett
Well, madam, what am I but an emvloye of the Hudson's Bay

Com,.any and does the Company risk its capital and agents withany otiier hope than an increase of profits ?
"

" Lieutenant Hobson," said Mrs Barnett, " I think I know youwe
1
enough to assert tbat on occasion you would be ready to devotebody and soul to science. If a purely geographical question calledyou to the Pole, I feel sure you would not hesitate to go. But

"

she added, with a smile, "the solution of this great problem k
still far distant. We have but jnst reached the verge of the

difficly!" '

'' "' ""'' """ '' "''^""' ^">^ '^'^ g--*

" That I fear is doubtful," said the Lieutenant, who had been
attentively examining the sky during their conversation. "Theweather has looked threatening f,)r the last few days. Look at theurn ornily grey hue of the heavens. That mist will presently resolve
Itself mto snow

;
and if the wind should rise ever so little, wo shaU
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I wish we were at the Greathave to battle with a fearful storm.

Bear Lake !

"

" Do not let us lose any time, then," said Mrs Barnett, rising

;

" give the signal to start at once."

The Lieutenant needed no urging. Had he been alone, or accom-
panied by a few men as energetic as himself, he would have pressed
oil day and night ; but he was obliged to make allowance for the
fatigue of others, although he never spared himself. He therefore
granted a few hours of rest to his little party, and it was not until

three in the afternoon that they again set out.

Jaspar Hobson was not mistaken in prophesying a change in the
weather. It came very soon. During the afternoon of the same day
the mist became thicker, and assumed a yellowish and threatening
hue. The Lieutenant, although very uneasy, allowed none of his

anxiety to appear, but had a long consultation with Sergeant Long
whilst the dogs of his sledge were laboriously preparing to start.

Unfortunately, the district now to be traversed was very un-
suitable for sledges. The ground was very uneven ; ravines were of
frequent occurrence; and masses of granite or half-thawed icebergs
blocked up the road, causing constant delay. The poor dogs did
their best, but the drivers' whips no longer produced any effect

upon them.

And so the Lieutenant and his men were often obliged to walk
to rest the exhausted animals, to push the sledges, or even sometimes
to lift them when the roughness of the ground threatened to upset
them. The incessant fatigue was, however, borne by all without a
murmur. Thomas Black alone, absorbed in his one idea, never got
out of his sledge, and indeed he was so corpulent that all exertion
was disagreeable to him.

The nature of the soil changed from the moment of entering the
Arctic Circle. Some geological convulsion had evidently upheaved
the enormous blocks strewn upon the surface. The vegetation, too,

was of a more distinctive character. Wherever they were sheltered

from the keen north winds, the flanks of the hills were clothed not
only with shrubs, but with large trees, all of the same species—pines,
willows, and firs—proving by their presence that a certain amount
of vegetative force is retained even in the Frigid Zone. Jaspar
Hobson hoped to find such specimens of the Arctic Flora even on
the verge of the Polar Sea ; for these trees would supply him with
wood to build his fort, and fuel to warm its inhabitants. The
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8a,ne thought passed through the minds of his companions andhey could not help wonderingat the contn^t between this Zparatmly ertUe regu>n and the long white plaina stretching bXetthe Great Slave Lake and Fort Enterprise.
At night the yellow n.ist becafne more opaque ; the wind rosethe «now began to fall in large flakes, and the groundTas ooncovered wUh a thick white carpet. In less than a'n hour Zsnoww« a oot deep, and as it did not freeze but ren.dned in a iZidstate the sledges could only advance with extreme difficulty 'lecurved fronts stuck in the soft substance, and the dogs were lig dto stop again and ayain.

"""geu

Towards eight ,>clock in the evening the wind became veryboisterous The snow, driven before it, was flung upon the groundor whuled n. the an-, fornnng one huge whirlpool. The dogsbeaten back by the squall and blinded with snow cotfldadvance no further. The party was then in a narrow gorge betwnhuge .cebergs, over which the storm raged with ^frfd furyP.oces of ice, l.oken off by ^he hurricane, were hurled into th ^lpartial avalanches, anyone of which could have crushed the sledgesand their nun ates, added to its dangers, and to press on became
ir^ipossible. 1 he Lieutenant no longer insisted, and after consulZwith Sergean Long, gave the order to ha,t. It was now necessary
to nd a shelter from the snow-drift; but this was no dif^cultma ter to men accustomed to Polar expeditions. Jaspar nlonand his men knew well what they had to do under the cicumst ncesIt was not he first time they had been surprised by a temZt omehundred nules rem the forts of the Company, without sTinch a.an E.qunnuux hut or Lidian hovel in which to lay their headsio the icebergs

!
to the icebergs !

" cried Jaspar Hobson
Every one understood what he meant. Snow houses were to behollowed out of the frozen masses, or rather holes were to be du.m which each person could cower until the storm was over. Knives'and hatchets were soon at work on the brittle masses of ice, and Zhrce-quaiters of an hour some ten dens had been scooped out largeenough to contain two or three persons each. The dogs were Sto themseves, their own instinct leading them to find suffici tshelter under the snow.

ouuiueut

Before ten o'clock all the traveller, were crouohing in th. snowhouses, n, groups of two or three, each choosing congenid com"
V.™.ons. Mrs Barnett, Madge, and Lieutenant Hobso^n occu^i^
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one hut, Tliomas Bluck and Sergeant Long another, and so on
Those retreats were warm, if not comfortable ; and the Esquimaux
and Indians have no other refuge even in the bitterest cold. The
adventurers cuuld therefure fearlessly await the end of the storm
as long as tliey took cure not to let the openings of their holes

become blocked up with the snow, which they had to shovel away
every half hour. So violent was the storm that even the Lieutenant
and his soldiers could scarcely set foot outside. Fortunately, all

were provided with sufficient food, and were able to endure their

beaver-like existence without suffering from cold or hunger.

For forty eight hours the fury of the tempest continued to increase.

The wind roared in the narrow pass, and tore oflf the tops of the

icebergs. Loud reports, repeated twenty times by tho echoes, gave
notice of the fall of avalanches, and Jaspar Hobson began to fear

that his further progress would be barred by the masses of debna
accumulated between the mountains. Other sounds mingled with
these reports, which Lieutenant Hobson knew too well, and he did

not disguise from Mrs Barnett that bears were prowling about the

pass. But fortunately these terrible animals were too much (tccupied

with their own concerns to discover the retreat of the travellers
;

neither the dogs nor the sledges, buried in the snow, attracted their

attention, and they passed on without doing any harm.

The last night, that of the 25th o 2Gth May, was even more
terrible. So great was the fury of :]:e hurricane that a general

overthrow of icebergs appeared imnii icnt. A fearful death would
then have iiwaited the unfortunate travellers beneaUi the ruins of the

broken masses. The blocks of ice cracked wit^ d.. awful noise, and
certain oscillations gave warning that breaches had been made
threatening their solidity. However, no great crush occurred, the

huge mountains remained intact, and towards the end of the night

one of those sudden changes so frequent in the Arctic regions took

place ; the tempest ceased suddenly beneath the influence of intense

cold, and with the first dawn of day peace was restored.
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CHAPTER VIIL

THE GREAT BEAR LAKE,

^-0-fTIS sudden increase of cold was most forti'nate. Even in

Sfe temperate climes there are generally three or four bitter

^^^ days in May
;
and they were most serviceable now in con-

solidating the freshly-fallen snow, and making it practicable for
sledges. Lieutenant Hobsou, therefore, lost no time in resuming
his journey, urging on the dogs to their utmost speed.
The route was, however^ slightly changed. Instead of bearing due

north, the expedition advanced towards the west, following, so to
speak, the curve of the Arctic Circle. The Lieutenant wi' most
anxious to reach Fort Confidence, built on the northern extremity
of the Great Bear Lake. These few cold days were of the greatest
service to him ; he advanced rapidly, no obstacle was encountered,
and his little troop arrived at the factory on the 30th May.
At this time Forts Confidence and Good Hope were the most

advanced posts of the Company in the north. Fort Confidence was
a most important position, built on the northern extremity of the
lake, close to its waters, which being frozen over in winter, and
navigable in summer, afforded easy access to Fort Franklin, on
the southern shores, and promoted the coming and going of the
Indian hunters with their daily spoils. Many were the hunting
and fishing expeditions which started from Forts Confidence and
Good Hope, especially from the former. The Great Bear Lake is

quite a Mediterranean Sea, extending over several degrees of latitude
and longitude. Its shape is very irregular : two promontories jut
into it towards the centre, and the upper portion forms a triangle

;

its appearance, as a whole, much resembling the extended skin of a
ruminant without the head.

Fort Confidence was built at the end of the " right paw," at least
two hundred n-iles from Coronation Gulf, one of the iiumerous
estuaries which irregularly indent the coast of North America. It

n
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was therefore situated beyond the Arctic Circle, but three degrees

south of the seventieth parallel, north of which the Hudson's Bay
Comiisny proposed forming a new settlement.

Fort Confidence, as a whole, much resembled other factories

further bouth. It consisted of a house for the oflScers, barracks for

the soldiers, and magazines for the furs—all of wood, surrounded

by palisades. The captain in command was then absent. He had
gone towards the east on a hunting expedition with a few Indians

and soldiers. The last season had not been good, costly furs bad
been scarce ; but to make up for this the lake had supplied plenty

of otter-skins. The stock of them had, however, just been sent

to the central factories in the south, so that the magazines of Fort
Confidence were empty on the arrival of our party.

In the absence of the Captain a Sergeant did the honours of the

fort to Jaspar Hobson and ais companions. This second officer,

Felton by name, was a brother-in-law of Sergeant Long. He
showed the greatest readiness to assist the views of the Lieutenant,

who being anxiou. .o rest his party, decided on remaining two or

three days at Fort Confidence. In the absence of the little garrison

there was plenty of room, and dogs and men were soon comfortably

installed. The best room in the largest house was of course given

to Mrs Paulina Bamett, who was delighted witii the politeness of

Sergeant Felton.

Jaspar Hobson's first care was to ask Felton if any Indians from
the north were then beating the shores of the Great ^ear Lake

" Yes, Lieutenant," replied the Sergeant j " we have just received

notice of the encampment of a party of Hare Indians on the other

northern extremity of the lake."

" How far from here 1 " inquired HoBson.
" About thirty miles," replied Sergeant Felton. " Do you -wish

to enter into communication with these Indians?"
" Yes," said Hobson; " they may be able to give me some valuable

information about the districts bordering on the Arctic Ocean, and
bounded by Cape Bathurst Should the site be favourable, I pro-

pose constructing our new fort somewhere about there."

" Well, Lieutenant, nothing is easier than to go to the Hare en-

campment."
** Along the shores of the lakel"

"No, across it ; it is now free from ice, and the wind ie favour
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able. We will place a cutter and a boatman at; your service, and
in a few hours you will be iu the Indian settlement."

" Tiiank you, Sergeant ; to-morrow, then."
•' Whenever you like, Lieutenant."

'rhe start was fixed for the next morning; and when Mrs Paulina
Baiiiett heard of the plan, she begged the L'eutonant to allow her to
accompany him, which of course he readih' did.

But now to tell how the rest of this first day was passed. Mrs
Barnett, Hobsoii, two or three soldiers, Madge, Mrs Mac-Nab, and
Jolifte explored the shores of the lake under the guidance of Felton.
Tile neighbourhood was by no means barren of vegetation

; the hills

now free from snow, were crowned by resinous trees of the Scotch
pine species. These trees, which attain a height of some fortv feet,

8ui)ply the inhabitants of the forts with plenty of fuel through the
long wmter. Their thick trunks and dark gloomy branches form a

striking feature of the landscape ; but the regular clumps of equal
height, sloping down to the v^ry edge of the water, are somewhat
monotonous. Between the groups of trees the soil was clothed with
a sort of whicish weed, which perfumed the air with a sweet thymy
odour. Sergeant Felton informed his -guests that this plant was
called the 'herb of incense" on account of the fragrance it emits
when burnt.

Siinie hundred steps from the fort the party came to a little

natural harbour shut in by high granite rocks, which formed an
admirable protection from the heavy surf. Here was anchored the
fleet of Fort ConfidencOj consisting of a single fishing-boat—the
very one which was to take Mrs Barnett and H^bson to the Indian
encampment the next day. From this t hour an extensive view
was obtained of tho lake ; itl^waters sligntly agitated by the wind,
with its irregular shores broken by jagged capes and iutivwected by
creeks. The wooded heights beyond, with here and there tiie rugt/ec"

outline of a floating iceberg standing out against the clear blue air

forfwed the background on the north ; whilst on the south n regular
sea horizon, a circular line clearly cutting sky and water, and at thia

moment glittering in the sunbeams, bounded the sight.

Thfc whole scene was rich in animal and vegetable life. The
surface of the water, the shores strewn with flints and blocks of
granite, the slopes with their tapestry of herbs, the tree-crowned
hill-tops, were all alike frequented by various specimens of the
feathered tribe. Several varieties of ducks, utteilng their different
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end ««d calU, eider ducks, whiatlers, spotted redshanks, "oldwomen those loquacious birds whose beak is never closed, skimmed
the siurface of the lake. Hundreds of puffins and guillemots with
outspread wings darted about in every direction, and beneath the
trees strutted ospreys two feet high-a kind of hawk with a grey
body blue beak and claws, and orange-coloured eyes, which build
their huge nests of marine plants in ^^.e forked Ranches of trees.
The hunter Sabine managed to bring down a couple of these gigantic
ospreys, which measured nearly six f.et from tip to tip of their ^ings,and were therefore magnificent specimens of these migratory birdswho feed entirely on fieh, and take refuge on the shores of the Gulf
of Mexico when winter sets in, only visiting the higher latitude- of
North Amenca during the short summer.
But the most interesting event of the day was the capture of an

otter, the skm of which was worth several hundred roubles.

Mn„;t r n?"
''''^"^^^' a,nphibiou3 creatures were once muchsought after in China

; and although the demand for them has con-sulerab^ decreased m the Celestial Empire, they still command very
high prices m the Russian market Russian traders, ready to buyup sea-otter skms, travel aU along the coasts of New Cornwall as
far as the Arctic Ocean

; and of course, thus hunted, the animal isbecoming very rare. It has taken refuge further and further north,

k1. t\t 'q '
T-^

"^^' *° P^^^"« ^' «» t^« ^^o'-e^ of the

'^r.' 1 .'' T^ '" *^^

V'^""^^
"^ *^« S«^""S Archipelago.

Bu
,

added Sergeant Felton, after the preceding expla.mtion
« American inland otters are not to be des^Ld, and thL whi hfrequent the Great Bear Lake are worth from £50 to £G0 each "

wJi"' TrV'"'' r!^^*'
niagnificenl otters are found in these .

waters, and he himself skilfully tracked and killed one in the nre-Z t r.T'^":' ";^^ "^ '''''''^^ "'f«"- i» value to tl <.efrom Kamtchatka itself. The creature measured three feet fro.,he muzde to the end of its tail ; it had webbed feet, short legs, an

iong^^^dS;;^
^'^ ^^^" ^'^" ^" ^^^""^-^-^ ^' i^ ^o^^' -

Barntrh!!, t°'' ^T'"*'"
""^^ ^'^^^^^^^^^ Hobson, who with Mrs

dZ animal
''" '"'°^"'"^' '''' "^'"^'"^^^"^ ^'^ ^^ *^«

.uI\'''l3'''"'T*'"
''P^^'^ ^'^*°"^ "'-^"^ if «^«J> day brought ua•uch a sk,„ as that, we should have nothing to couiplL of. B^much time is wasted in watching these animlls, who swim and <^ve

"
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with marvellous rapidity. We generally hunt them at night, as they

very seldom venture from their homes in the trunks of trees or the

holes of rocks in the daytime, and even expert hunters find it very

difficult to discover their retreats."

" And are these otters also becoming scarcer and scarcer?" inquired

Mrs Barnett.

"Yes, madam," replied the Sergeant; "and when this species

becomes extinct, the profits of the Company will sensibly decline.

All the hunters try to obtain its fur, and the Americans in particular

are formidable rivals to us. Did you not meet any American agents

on your journey up, Lieutenant 1

"

" Not one," replied Hobson. " Do they ever penetrate as far as

thia?"
" Oh yes I " said the Sergeant ; " and when you hear of their

approach, I advise you to be on your guard."

" Are these agents, then, highway robbers ? " asked Mrs Paulina

Barnett. *

" No, madam," replied the Sergeant ; " but they are formidable

rivals, and when game is scarce, hunters often come to blows about

it. I daresay that if the Company's attempt to establish a fort on

the verge of the Arctic Ocean be successful, its example will at once

be followed by these Americans, whom Heaven confound I

"

"Bah I" exclaimed the Lieutenant; " the hunting districts are

vast, and there *s room beneath the sun for everybody. As for us,

let 's make a start to begin with. Let us press on as long as we have

firm ground beneath our feet, and God be with us I

"

After a walk of three hours the visitors returned to Fort Confi-

dence, where a good meal of fish and fresh venison awaited them.

Sergeant Long did the honours of the table, and after a little

pleasant conversation, all retired to rtst to forget their fatigues in a

healthy and refreshing sleep.

The next day, May 3 1 st, Mrs Barnett and . Jaspar Hobson were

on foot at five a.m. The Lieutenant intended to devote this day to

visiting the Indian encampment, and obtaining as mich useful

information as possible. He asked Thomas Black to go with him,

but the astronomer preferred to remain on terra firma. He wished to

make a few astronomical observations, and to determine exactly the

latitude and longitude of Fort Confidence ; so that Mrs Bainett and

Jaspar Hobson had to cross the lake alone, under the guidance of an

>
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da^l».to,.„ .amed Nor.an, who u^^:::^::~z^:::;::;.
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Mrs Bainctt and the Lieuienant landed at once. Two or three
Indiana, with their rhief, wearing gorycous plumes, upstened to
neet them, and addressed tJieni in fairly intelligible English.

These Hare Indians, likw the Copper and Beaver Indians, all

belong to the Chippeway race, and differ but little in customs'and
costutnes from their fellow-tribes. They are in constant communica-
tion with the factories, and have become, so to speak, "B.Itainised"
—at least us much so as is possible for savages. Tney bring
the spoils of the chase to the forts, and there exchange them for
the necessaries of life, which they no longer provide for them-
selves. Tiiey are in the pay of the Comp.iny, they live upon
it, and it is not surprising that they ha'.e lost all originality. To
find a native race as yet uninfliieiiced by contact with Europeans
we must go to Mill higher latitudes, to the ice-bound regions
frequented by the Esquimaux, who, like the Greenlanders, are the
true children of Arctic lands.

Mrs Barnett and Jaspsir Hobson accompanied the Indians to
their camp, about half a mile from the shore, and found some thirty
natives there, men. women, and children, who supported themselves
by hunting and fishing on the borders of the lake. These Indians
had just come from the northernmost districts of the American
continent, and were able to give the Lieutenant some valuable,
although necessarily incomplete, information on the actual state of
the sea-coast near the seventieth parallel. The Lieutenant heard with
considerable satisfaction that a party ol" Americans or Europeans
had been seen on the confines of th^ Pular Sea, and that it was
open at this time of year. About Cape Bathurst, properly so
called, the point for which he intended to make, the Hare
Indians could tell him nothing. Their cliief said, however, that the
district between the Great Bear Lake and Cape Bathurst was very
difficult to cross, being hilly and intersected by streams, at this
season of i\\e year free from ice. He advised the Lieutenant to go
down the Coppermine river, from the north-east of the lake, which
would take him to the coast by the shortest route. Once at the
Arctic Ocean, it would be easy to skirt along its shores and to
choose the best spot at which to halt.

^

Lieutenant Kobson thanked the Indian chief, and took leave after
giving him a few presents. Then accompanied by Mrs Barr-ett, be
explored the neighbourhood of the camp, not returning to the boat
until nearly three o'clock in the afternoon.

f-
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CHAPTER IX.

A STORM ,1^ THE LAKE.

FTE old sailor was impatiently awaiting the return of the
travellers; for during the last hour the weather had
changed, and the appearance of the sky was calculated to

reader any one accustomed to read the signs of the clouds uneasy.
Ihe sun was obscureu by a thick mist, the wind had fallen, but an
ominous moaning was heard from the south of the lake. These
symptoms of an approaching change cf temperature were developed
with all the rapidity peculiar to these elevated latitudes

"Let us be off, sir ! let us be off! " cried old Norman, looking
anxiously at t!te fog above his head. " Let us start without losing
an instant. There are terrible signs in the air ! "

_

"Indeed," exclaimed the Lieutenant, " the appearance of the sky
IS quite changed, and we never noticed it, Mrs Barnett '

»

•'Are vou afraid of a .torm?" inquired the lady of old Norman.
Yes^ madam, replied the old sailor; "and the storms on the

Grfeat Ber.^ Lake are ofton terrible. The hurricane rages as ifr pon the open Atlantic Ocean. This sudden fog bodes us no good
;but the tempest may hold back for three or four hours, and by thattime we shal be at Fort Confidence. Let us then start without amoment's dehvy, for the boat would not be safe near these rocks."

The Lieutenant, feeling that the old man, acoust.>med as he was
to navigate these waters, was better able to judge than himself
decided to follow his advice, and embarked at o-.'oe with Mrs BarnettBut ju.st as they were pushing off, old Norman, as if possessed bysome surMen presentiment, murmured—

" Perhaps it would be better to wait "

«t ae".!ld"r
"-'""'",'"';'''"'" "'-» "»'''». ""d looked inqmringly

he .vontn , Tt"""',
™''^ ''"'*'' ^' ""^ '"^'"'- Had he bee. alonehe ..„„ld „„t have he«tated to start, but ae Mrs Barnett was w^th
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" Never ir.'nd about me, Lieutenant," she said ; "act as if I were
not present. Let us start immediately, as our brave guide suggests."
"We are off, then," cried Norman, letting go the moorings, "to

the fort b> the shortest route."

For about an hour the bark vc^de little head. The sail, scarcely
filled by the fitful breeze, flapped against the mast. The fog became
thicker. The waves began to rise and the boat to rock consider-
ably; for the ai)[)roiichiiig hurricane affected the water sooner than
the atmosphere itself. The two travellers sat still and silent, whilst
the old sailor peered into the darkness with bloodshot eyes.

Prepared for all contingencies, he awaited the shock of the win d,
ready to pay out rapidly should the attack be very violent. The
conflict of the elements had not, however, as yet commenced ; and all

would have been well if tliey had been able to advance, but after an
hour's sail they were still only about two hurs' distance from the
Indian encampment. A few gusts of wind fiom the shore drove
them out of their course, and the douse fog rendered it impossible
for them to make out tlie coast-line. Should the wind settle in
the north it would probably go hard with the light boat, which,
unable to hold its own course, would be drifted out into the lake
no one knew where.

*' We are scarcely advancing at all," said the Lieutenant to old
Norman.

" No, sir," replied Norman ; "the wind is not strong enough to fill

the sail, and if it were, I imv it lomes from the wrong quarter. If
so," he added, pointing to the south, " we may see Fort Franklin
before Fort Confidrnce."

"Well," said Mr;, Larnett cheerfully, "our trip will have been
all the more complete. This is a magnificent lake, well worth ex-
ploring from north to south. I suppose, Norman, one might get
back even from Fort Franklin 1

"

" Yes, madam, if we ever reach it," replied the old man. " But
tempests lasting fifteen days are by no means rare on this lake ; and
if our bad luck should drive us to the south, it may be a month
before Lieutenant Hobson again sees Fort Confidence."

" Let us be careful, then," said the, Lieutenant ; " for such a delay
would hinder our projects very much. Do the best you can under
the circumstances, ai?d if you think it would be prudent, go back
to the north. I don'i supftose Mrs Baruett would ttiud a walk ot
twenty or twenty-five miles."

_„^^
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"I should be glad enough to go back to the north. Lieutenant,"
replied Norman, "if it were still possible. But look, the wind
seems likely to settle against us. All I can attempt is to get to the
cape on the north-east, and if it doesn't blow too hard, I hope to
succeed."

But at about half-past four the storm broke. The shrill whistling
of the wind was heard far above their heads, but the state of the
atmosphere prevented it from as yet descending upon the lake ; this
was, however, only delayed for a brief space of time. The cries of
frightened birds flying through the fog rilngled with the noise of
the wind. Suddenly the mist was torn open, and revealed low
jagged masses of rain-cloud chased towards the south. The fears
of the old sailor were realised. The wind blew from the north,
and it was not long before the travellers learned tie meaning of a
squall upon the lake.

"Look out
!
" cried old Norman, tightening sail so ac to get his

boat ahead of the wind, whUst keeping her under control of the
helm.

The squall came. It caught the boat upon the flank, and it was
turned over on its side ; but recovering itself, it was flung upon
the crest of a wave. The billows surged as if upon an open sea.
The waters of the lake not being very deep, struck against the
bottom and reoounded to an immense height.

" Help
! help 1

" cried old Norman, hurriedly straggling to haul
down his saiL

Mrs Barnett and Hobson endef.voured co come to his assistance,'
but without success, for they knew nothing of the management of
a boat. Norman, unable to leave the helm, and the halliards
being entangled at the top of the mast, could not take in the sail
Every moment the boat threatened to capsize, and heavy seas broke
over its sides. The sky became blacker and blacker, cold rain mingled
with snow feU in t<. rents, whilst the squaU redoubled its fury lash-
ing tlj crests of the w^ves into foam.

'

"Cut itl cut it!" screamed Norman above the roaring of the
storm.

The Lieutenant, his cap blown away and his eyes blinded by the
spray, seized Norman's knife and cut the ^^alliard like a harp^tring*
but the wet cordage no longer acted in the grooves of the pulleys and
the yard remained attached to the top of the mast

'

Normau, totaUy unable to make head against the wind, now
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resolved to tack about for the south, dangerous as it would be to

have tlie boat before the wind, pursued by waves advancing at

double its speed. Yes, to tack, although this course would probably

bring them all to the southern shores of the lake, far away from

their destination.

Tlie Lieutenant and his brave companion were well aware of the

danger which threatened them. The frail bo«t could not long resist

the blows of the waves, it would either be crushed or capsized^ the

lives of those within it were in the hands of God.

But neither yielded to despair; clinging to the sides of the boat, wet

to the skin, chilled to the bone by the catting blast, tliey strove to

gaze through the thick mist and fog. All trace of the laild had dis-

appeared, and so great was the obscurity that at a cable's lengtii from

the boat clouds and waves could not be distinguished from each

other. Now and then the two travellers looked inquiringly into old

Norman's face, who, with teeth set and hands clutching the tiller,

tried to keep his boat as much as possible under wind.

But the violence of the squall became such that the boat could

not long maintain this course. The waves which struck its bow
would soon have inevitably crushed it ; the fiojit planks were

already beginning to separate, and when its whole weight was

flung into the hollows of the waves it seemed as if it could rise no
more.

" We must tack, we must tack, whatever happens I " murmured
the old sailor.

And pushing the tiller and paying out sail, he turned the head of

the boat to the south. The sail, stretched to the utmost, brought the

boat round vath giddy rapidity, and the immense waves, chased by
the wind, threatened to engulf the little bark. This was the

great danger of shifting with the wind right aft. The billows

hurled themselves in rapid succession upon the boat, which could

not evade ihem. It filled rapidly, and the water had to be baled

out without a moment's pause, or it must have foundered. As they

got nearer and nearer to the middle of the lake the waves became

rougher. Nothing there broke the fury of the wind ; no clumps of

trees, no hills, checked foramoment the headlong course of the hur-

ricane. Now and then momentary glimpses were obtained through

the fog of icebergs lancing like buoys upon the waves, and driven

towards the south of the lake.

It was half past five. Neither Norman nor the Lieutenant had

J

1
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any idea of where they were, or whither tbey were going. Theyhad lost all control over the boat, and were .t the mercy of thewinds and waves.

And now at about a hundred feet behind the boat a huge wave
upreared its foarn-crowned crest, whilst i„ front a black whirlpool
was formed by the sudden sinking of the water. All surface agita-
tion crushed by the wind, had disappeared around this awful gulfwhich, growing deeper and blacker every moment, drew the devoted
httle vessel towards its fatal embrace. Ever nearer came themighty wave, all lesser billows sinking into insignificance before it.
It gained upon the boat, another moment and it would crush it to
atoms^ Norman, looking round, saw its approach; and Mrs Barnettand the Lieutenant, with eyes fixed and staring, awaited in fearful
suspense the blow from which there was no escape. The Cavebroke over them with the noise of thunder; it enveloped the stern
ef the bout in foam, a fearful crash was heard, and a cry burst from
ihe hps of the Lieutenant and his companion, smothered beneath the
iiquia mass.

They thought that all was over, and that the boat had sunk: but
no, it rose once more, although more than half filled with water
The Lieutenant uttered a cry of despair. Where waa Norman fIbe poor old sailor had disappeared !

Mrs Paulina Barnett looked inquiringly at Hobson
"Normrn

!
" he repeated, pointing to his empty place.

Unhappy man !" murmured Mrs Barnett; and at the risk ofbeing flung from the boat rocking on the waves, the two started to
their feet and looked around them. But they could see and hear
nothing. No cry for help broke upon their ears. No dead body
flexed m the white foam. The old sailor had met his death in theelement he loved so well.

Mrs Barnett and Hobson sank back upon their seats. They werenow alone and must see to their own safety; but neither of them"

ete^ r. "°M
^" management of a boat, and even an experi-enced hand could scarcely have controlled it now. They were a themercy of the waves, and the bark, with distended sail, .wept alon'

course
?"'"'• ^^^^' '^°"^*^ *^« ^^^'^^^^-^^ ^o to checL or direct it^ '

What a terrible situation for our travellers, to be thus overtakeiiby a tempes in a frail bark which they could not manage 1We are lost
!
" said the Lieutenant.
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another"No, Lieutenant," replied Mrs Bamett ; "let us mj
effort. Heaven helps those who help themselves !

"

Lieutenant H»bson now for the first time realised with how in-

trepid a woman fate had thrown him.

The first thing to be done was to get rid of the water which
weighed do-'n the boat. Another wave shipped would have filled

it in a moment, and it must have sunk at once. The vessel light-

ened, it would have a better chance of rising on the waves
; and the

two set to work to bale out the water. This was no easy tank ; for

fresh waves constantly broke over them, and the scoop could not be
laid aside for an instant. Mrs Barnett was indefatigable, and Ihe
Lieutenant, leaving the baling to her, took the helm himself, and
did the best he could to guide the boat with the wind right aft.

To add to the danger, night, or rather darkness, for in these lati-

tudes night only lasts a few hours at this time of year, fell upon
them. Scarce a ray of light penetrated through the heavy clouds
and fog. They could not se^ two yards before them, and the boat
must have been dashed to pieces had it struck a floating iceberg.
This danger was indeed imminent, for the loose ice-masses advance
with such rapidity that it is impossible to get out of their way.
"You have no v^jntrol over the helm?" said Mrs Barnett in a

Blight lull of the storm.

" No, madam," he replied ; " and you must prepare for the worst."
" I am ready ! " rei)lied the courageous woman simply.

As she spoke a loud ripping sound was heard. The sail, torn
away by the wind, disappeared like a white cloud. The beat sped
rapidly along for a few instants, and then stopped suddenly, the
waves buffeting it about like an abandoned wre ' Mrs Barnett
and Hobson, flung to the bottom of the boat, bruised, shaken, and
torn, felt that all was lost. Not a shred of canvas was left to aid in
navigating the craft ; and what with the spray, the snow, and the
rain, they could scarcely see each other, whilst the uproar drowned
their voices. Expecting every moment to perish, they remained
for an hour in painful suspense, commending themselves to God,
who alone could save them.

Neither of them could have sai'^ how long they waited when they
were aroused by a viulent shock.

The boat had just struck an enormous iceberg, a floating block
with rugged, slippery aides, to which it would be impossible to cling.

I

-f
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At his Budden blow, wh.ch could not Lave been parried, the bowof the boat wa. .pht open, and the water poured into it in torrentWe are ainking
!
we are sinking !

" cried J,.,par Hobson

realdThril''^
^°" ^^ ^^"'^"^ '^^

''

'^^^^^7
'

Lieutfll'ar"''"'''"'"^'
I -m not leave you, "added the

"No,no,»cried MrsBarnett: "alone, you may save yourself •

together, we sbonld perish. Leave me I leave me 1"
'

"Never!" cried Hobson.
Hut he had scarcely pronounced this word when the boat, strue^by another wave, filled and sank.
Both were drawn under water by the eddy caused by the sudden«tthnpdownof the boat, but in a few i./tants they^ose to tlsurface. Hobson was a strong swimmer, and struck'^ut with onearm supporting his companion with the other. But it was evidentha he could not long sustain a conflict with the furious w'vTtdthat he must perish with her he wished to save
A*; this moment a strange sound attracted his attention. It wasnot the cry of a frightened bird, but the shout of a human voil^By one supreme effort Hobson raised himself above the wavritdlooked around him.

°**

But he could distinguish nothing in the thick fog. And yet heagain heard cries, this time nearer to him. Some bold men worecoming to his succour
, Alas I if it were so, they would arrived:

late. E-'^^jumbered by his clothes, the Lieutenant felt himself sink?mg wi h the unfortunate lady, whose bead he could scarcely keenabove the water. With a last despairing effort he utteredVht^
rending cry ana disappeared beneath the wavps.

It was, however, no mistake-he had heard voices. Three menwandering about by the lake, had seen the boat in dang4.L putoff to Its rescue They were Esquimaux, the only men ^o couldhave hoped to weather such a storm, for theirs are the only Tateconstructed to escape destruction in these fearful tempest^
^

-

The Esquimaux ^oat or kayak is a l.mg pirogue raised at eachend, made of a light framework of wood! covefed with stretcTelseaLskins strongly stitched with the .in;ws of the Walr^ In

jacLet to the back of his seat ; so that he is actuallyjoined to his bark.
Q
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which not a drop of water can penetrate. This light, easily-managed
kayak, floating, as it does, on the crests of the waves, can never be
submerged

;
and if it be sometimes capsized, a blow of the paddle

rights it again diiectly
; so that it is able to live and make way in

seas in which any other boat would certainly be dashed to pieces.

The three Eaquinj.uix, guided by the Lieutenant's last despairing

••I y, arrived at the sceno of the wreck just in time. Hobaon and Mrs
JJarnett, already hulf drowned, felt themselves dravni up by power-
ful hands; but in the darkness they were unable to discover who
were tlieir deliverers. One of the men took the Lieutenant and
laid him acrcss his own boat, another did the same for Mrs Barnett,

and the three kayaks, skilf'.iUy managed with the paddle.s, six feet

lung, sped rapidly over the white foan>.

Half an hour afterwards, the shipwrecked travellers were lying
on the sandy beach three miles above Fort Providence.

The old sailor alone was missing !

"^

?*»
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CHAPTER X.

A RETROSPECT.

l^ ^^ ^^''"^ *®" °'*'^*"'^ *'^® ^^'"® "'^^* '*'^*'" ^^" Bam«tt
^^ and Lieutenant Hobson knocked at the posteri. gate of the

fort. Great ^^as the joy on seeing them, for tuej had beta
given up for lost

j but this joy was turned to mourning at the news
of the death of NoKaan. The brave fellow had been beloved by
all, and his loss was sincerely mourned. The intrepid and devoted
Esquimaux received phlegmaticaliy the earnest expressions A
gratit.^de of those they had saved, and could not be persuaded to
come tc the fort What tboy had done s.^emed to them only
natural, and these were not the first persons they h.i rescued ; so
tbey quietly returned to their wild life of adventure en the like,
where tbey hunted thj otters and water-birds day and nightw
For the next three nights the party rested. Hobson always

intended to set out on June 2d ; and on that day, all having
recovered from tLoir fatigues and the storm haviig abated, tka
order was given to start.

Sergeant Fulton had done all in his power to make his guests
comfortable and to aid their eftterprise ; some of the jaded dogs
were replaced by fresh animals, and now the Lieutenant found all
his sledges drawn up in good order at the door of the enceinte,
and awaiting the travellers.

The adieux were soon over. Each one thanked Sergeant Felton
for his hospitalicy, and Mrs Paulina Barnett was most profuse in
her expressions of gratitude. A hearty shake of the hand between
the Sergeant and his brcther-in-law. Long, '.umpleted the leave-
taking.

Each pair got into the sledge assigned to them ; but thvi time
Mrs Burnett and the Lieutenant thared one v?hiclc., Ma'ge and
Sergeant Long following them.

According to the advice of the Indian chief, Hobson determinei
to get 10 the coast by the shortest route, and to take a north-easterly
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direction After consulting his map, which merely gave a rough
outline of the configuration of the country, it seemed best to himto descend the val ey of the Coppermine, a large river which flows
into Coronation Gulf.

The distance between Fort Confidence and the mouth of thisriver IS only a degree and a half-that is to say, about eighty-five or

the north by Cape Krusenstein, and from it the coast juts outtowards the north-west, ending in Cape Bathurst, which i abovethe seventieth parallel.

fn7^' Y^f^''-''^^'
therefore, now changed the -oute he had hitherto

followed, directing his course to the east, so as to reach the river ina few nours.

In the afternoon of the next day, June 3c^, the river was gained.
It wae now free from ice, and its clear and rapid waters flowed
thiough avast valley, intersected by numerous but easily fordable
8 reams^ The sledges advanced pretty rapidly, and as they went
along, Hobson gave his companion some account of the countrythrough wuich they were passing. A sincere friendship, founded onmutual esteem, had sprung up between these two. Mrs Pau'inaBarne t was an earnest student with a special gift for discovery, andwas therefore always glad to converse with travellers and explorers
Hobson, who knew his beloved North America by heart, was ableto unswer all her inquiries fully,

« About ninety years ago," he said, "the territory through which
the Coppermine flows was unknown, and we are indebted for its
discovery to the agents of the Hudson's Bay Company. But asalways happens m scientific matters, in seeking one thing, another

Imerr»' ' """^ ^'^"^^ *° ^"^ ^''^^ '""^ ^'^'^^'^^

. t^"1 ""l^^
7''' *^' '^'"^^ "^ *^« II"d«on'« Bay Company

seeking? The famous North-West Passage ?»

"No, madam/' replied the young Lieutenant. « A century a-othe Company had no mterest in the opening of a new route, which
Tvould have been more valutble to its rivals than to it. It is even
said that m 1741 a certain Christopher Middleton, sent to explore
these latitudes, was publicly charged with receiving a bribe of
^500 from the Company to say that there was not, and could notbe, a sea passage between the oceans."
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" That was not much to the credit of the celebrated Company *•

said Mrs Barnett.

•'I do not defend it in the matter," replied Hobson; "and its
interference was severely censured by Parliament in 1746, when a
reward of X20,000 was offered by the Government for the discovery
of the passage in question. In that year two intrepid explorers,
William Moor and Francis Smith, penetrated as fa- as Repulse Bay
iu the hope of discovering the much-longed-for passage. But they
were unsuccessful, and returned to England after an absence of a
year and a hah."

" But did not other captains follow in their steps, resolved to
conquer where they had failed?" inquired Mrs Barnett.

" No, madam
; and in spite of the large reward offered by Par-

liament, no attempt was made to resume explorations in English
America until thirty years afterwards, when some agents of the
Company took up the unfinished task of Captains Moor and
Smith."

"The Company had then relinquished the narrow-minded egotis-
tical position it had taken up t

"

"No, madam, not yet. Samuel Hearne, the agent, only went to
reconnoitre the position of a copper-mine which native miners had
reported. On November 6, 1769, this agent left Fort Prince of
Wales, on the river ChurchUl, near the western shc.res of Hudson's
Bay. He pressed boldly on to the north-west ; but the excessive
cold and the exhaustion of his provisions compelled him to return
without accomplishing anything. Fortunately he was not easily
discouraged, and on February 23-d of the next year he Pet out
agani, this time taking some Indians with him. Great hardships
were endured in this second journey. The fish and game un which
Hearne had relied often faUed him ; and he had once nothing to eat
for seven days bur, wild fruit, bits of old leather, and burnt bones.
He was a^am compelled to return to the fort a disappointed man.
But he did not even yet despair, and started a third time, December
7th, 1770

;
and after a struggle of nineteen months, he discovered

the Coppermine river, July 13th, 1772, the course of which he fol-
lowed to Its mouth. According to his own account, he saw the open
sea, and in any case he was the first to penetrate to the northern
coast of America."

"But the North-West Passage-that is to say, the direct com-

B
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J.u..» Cook and Citk r , etc im K t
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^°'''''"« '» '815 to
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Bay Company did not a,W ^" ""^ '^ ^^« Hudsoj.'s

4ot,,e^4.wX;r^:rHre7- "" ""<• -
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"And," exclaimed Mrs Barnett, pressin- his hand «T »ncompany you. Yes. this idea has occurred^o L 1 ' ^ '^
aa it has to you

;
and my heart beats l^J.Ve^tht^^^^

""&;-ir ' °—f"g>^«^— are a'iti.I^TLt "^•
\N hich will come too late for most of them madam "LTTTLieutenant: "but rest asRur^.^ »««, n '

™^^'^'"» ^a^d the

ufi A s.
. \. assured some will even } et be saved "

God grant it. Lieutenant
I " replied Mrs B-.rnMf . » f^

to me that the auenta of fl.n
/^^^ '^^^ iJarnett

;
and it appearsagents of the Company, living aa they do close to
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I'iglit, when the sun, describing an almost hcrizontal circle, scarcely

disappeared at all. The true night only lasted two hours, and the

.dawn succeeded the twilight almost immediately. The weather

was fine ; the sky clear, although scmiewhat misty on the horizon
;

and everything combined to favour the travellers.

For two days they kept along the river-banks without meeting
with any difficulties. They saw but few fur-beariig animals ; l)iit

there were plenty of birds, which might have been counted by thou

sands. The absence of otters, sables, beavers, ermines, foxes, Ac,
did not trouble the Lieutenant much, for he supposed that they had
been driven further north by over-zealous tracking : and indeed the

marks of encuMi[>ment8, extinguished fires, <kc., told of the more or

less recent passage of native hunters. Hobson knew that he would
have to penetr?te a good deal fui .hernorth, and that part only of

his journey would be accomplished when he got to the mouth o*' the

Cojipcrniine river. He was therefore most eager tc reach the limit

of Hearne's exploration, and pressed on as rapidly as possible.

Every one shared the Lieutenant's impatience, and resolutely

resisted fatigue in order to reach the Arctic Ocean with the least

possible delay. They were drawn onwards by an indefinable attrac-

tion ; the glory of the unknown dazzled their sight. Probal)iy real

hardships would commeh 2 when they did arrive at the much desired

coast. But no matter, tj iy longed to battle with difficulties, and to

press straight onwards to their aim. The district they were n >w

traversing could have no direct interest for them ; the red explora-

tion would only commence on the shores of the Arctic Ocean. Each
K ne, then, would gladly hail the arrival in the elevated western dis-

tricts for which they were bound, cut across tiiough they were by
the seventieth parallel of north latitude.

On the />th June, four days after leaving Fort Confidence, the

river widened considerably. The western banks, curving sliglitl)^,

ran almost due north: whilst the eastern ronnded off into the coast-

line, stretching away as far as the eye could reach.

Lieutenant Hobson paused, and waving his hand to his com-
pauioub, pointed to the boundless oceaiu

f
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CHAPTER XL

ALONG Tx-IE COAST,

tmv^^^'^^^'^^^^
^^^^' *^^ ^""'-^ ^"^"'^'7 dotted with the

^^ islands forming the Duke of York Archipelago, wiiich the
^^<^ piirty li.id now reached, was a sheet of water with irregular
banks, let in, as it were, into the North American continent. j»t
its western angle opened the mouth of the Coppermine ; and on the
east a long narrow creek called Bathurst Inlet ran into the mainland,
from which stretched the jagged broken coast with itd pointed capes
and rugged promontories, ending in that confusion of straits, sounds,
and channels which gives such a strange appearance to the maps of
North America. On the other side the coast turned abruptly to the
north beyond the mouth of the Coppermine river, and ended in Cape
Knisenstern.

After coi.sr.lting with Sergeant Long, Lieutenant Hobson decided
to give his party a day's rest here.

The exploration, properly so called, which was to enable the
Lieuten.mt to fix upon a suitable site for the establishment of a fort
was now really about to begin. The Company had advised him to
keep as much as possible above the seventieth parallel, and on the
shores of tlie Arctic Ocean. To obey his orders llobson was obli-ed
to keep to the west; for on the east—with the exception, pcrhaps°of
the land of Bootlua, crossed by the seventieth parallel—the whole
country belongs rather to the Arctic Circle, and the geograidiical
confo-. .nation of Boothia is as yet but imperfectly known.

After carefully ascertaining the latitude and longitude, and vcri-
fymg h.s position by the mai., the Lieutenant found that he was a
hundred miles below the seventieth degree. But beyond Cape
Krusenstern, the coastline, running in a north-ca.sterly direction
abruptly crosses the seventieth parallel at a sharp angle near the
one hundred and thirtieth meridian, and at about the same elevation
as Cape Bathurst, the spot named as a rendezvous by Captain
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Cravcntj'. lie must therefore make for that point, and should the
si*o appear suitable the new fort would be erected there.

"There," said the Lieutenant to his subordinate. Long, "we
shall be in the ijosition ordered by the Company. There the sea,

open for a greut part of the year, will allow the vessels from Behring
Strait to come right up to the fort, bringing us fresh provisions
and taking away our commodities."

" Not to mentioji," added Sergeant Long, « that our men will b'^

entitled to double pay all the time they are beyond the seventieth
pnallel."

"Of course that is understood," replied Eobson; "and I daresay
they will accupt it without a murmur."

" Well then, Lieutenant," said Long simply, " we have now only
to start for Cape Bathurst."

But as a day of rest had been promised, the start did not actually
take place until the next day, June 6th.

The second part of the,journey would naturally be very different
from the first. The rules with regard to the sledges keeping their
rank need no longer be enforced, and each couple drove as it pleased
them. Only short distances were traversed at a time; halts were
made ut every angle of the coast, and the party often walked.
Lieutenant H.ibson only urged two things upon his companions

:

not to go further than three miles from the coast, and to rally
their forces twice a day, at twelve o'clock and in the evening. At
night they all encamped in tents.

The weather continued very fine and the temperature moderate,
maintaining a mean height of 59° Fahrenheit above zero. Two or
three times sudden snowstorms came on ; but they did not last Ion"
nnd exercised no sensible influence upon the temperature.

The whole of the American coast between Capes Krusenstern and
Pany, comprising an extent of more tlian two hundred and fifty

miles, was examined with the greatest care between the 6th and
20th of June. Geograijliical observations were accurately taken,
and Hobson, most effectively aided by Thomas Black, was able to
rectify certain errors in previous marine surveys; whilst the primary
object of the expedition—the examination into the quality and
quantity of the game in the surrounding districts—was riOt neglected.
Were these lands well stocked with game? Could ihey count

with certainty not only on a good supply of furs, but also of meat ?

V7ould the resources of the country provide a fort with provisions in

i
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the anminer months at least ? Such were the grave questions ^^hich
Lieutenant Hobac.n had to solve, and which called for immediate atten-
tion. We give a summary of the conclusions at which he arrived

Game, properly so called, of the kind for which Corporal Juliffe
amongst others had a special predilection, was not abundant. There
were plenty of birds of the duck tribe; but only a few Polar hares,
dithcult of approach, poorly represented the rodents of the north
There seemed, however, to be a good many bears about. Marbre
and Sabjne had come upon the fresh traces of several. Sf-ue were
even seen and tracked; out, as a rule, they kept at a respectful
distance. In thj winter, however, driven by famine from higher
latitudes, there would probably be mor^ than enough of these
ravenous beasts prowling about the shores of the Arctic Ocean

"There is certainly no denying," said Corpou-^I Joliffe, ''that
bear

8
flesh is very good eating when once it's in the larder : but

there is something very problematical about it beforehand and it's
always just possible that tiie hunters themselves may meet the fate
they intended for the bears !

"

Tliis was true enough. It was no use counting upon the bears
o provision their iort. Fortunately traces were presently found of
herds of a far n.orc useful animal, the flesh of which is the principal
food of the Indians and Esquimaux. We allude to the reindeer •

and Coniora Joliffe announced with the greatest satisfac.ion that
there were plenty of these ruminants on this coast. The ground
was covered with the lichen to which they are so partial, and which
they clevorly dig out from under the snow.

There could be no mistake as to the footprints left by the rein-
deer, as hke the can>el, they have a small nail-like hoof with a con-
vex surface. Large herds, sometimes numbering several thousand
animals, are seen running wild in certain parts of America. Beinff
easily domesticated, they are employed to draw sledges: and they
also supply the factories with excellent milk, more nouri;hing than
that of cows. Their dead bodies are not less useful. Their thick
skin provides clothes, their hair makes very good thread, and their
flesh IS palatable; so that they are really the most valuable animals
to be found m these latitudes, and Hobson, being assured of their
presence, was relievp'^ from half his anxiety.
As he advanced he had also reason to be satisfied with regard to

odir r"V"'"'^'- ?''^' ^^"^« «*^«^°^« ^««« many beaver
lodges and musk-rat tunneb. Badgers, lynxes, ermines, wolverenes
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B.al.lfes, pr.lccits, itc, frcqnentcd tlicse diatricts, liitlierto undisturbed
by hunters. Tliey liiui thus far come to no trace of the presence of

man, and the animaU had chosen tlicir refuge well. Footprints were
also found (f the line bhie and silver foxe.s, which are becoming
more and more rare, and the fur of which is worth its weight in gold.

Sal)ir!0 and Mac-Nab might many a time have shot a very valuable

nniniid on this ex'Uirsion, Imt tlio Lieutenant had wisely f<)rbid<ien all

liiinting of the kind. He did not wish to \\\fsx\\\ the animals before

the approaching season—that is to say, before tiic winter months,,

when their furs become thicker and more heautifid. It was also

desirable not to o\erload the t>'cdges. The hunters saw the force of

Lis reasoning; but for all that, their fingers itched when they came
within shot-range of a sable or some valuable fo.x. Their Lieutenant's

orders were, however, not to be disobeyed.

Polar bears and birds were, therefore, all that the hunters had to

practise upon in this second stage of their journey. The former,

however, not yet rendered .bold by hunger, soon scampered o.'T, and
no serious struggle with them endued.

The poor birds sulVered for the enforced immunity of the quad-
rupeds. White-headed eagles, huge birds with a harsh screeching

cry ; fishing hawks, which build their nests in dead trees and
migrate to the Arctic regions in the summer ; snow buntings with

pure white plumai^'e; wild geese, which afford the best food of all

the Ans'res tribe; ducks with red heads and black breasts; ash-

coloured crows, a kind of mocking jay of extreme ugliness ; cider

ducks
;
scoters or black divers, (fee. itc, whose mingled cries awake

the eciincs of the Arctic regions, fell victims by hundreds to the

unerring aim of Marbre and Sabine. These birds haunt the high

latitudes by millions, and it would be iinpos-sible to form an accurate

estimate of their number on the shores of the Arctic Ocean. Their
flesh formed a very pleasant additiim to the daily rrtions of biscuit

and corned beef, and we can understand that the hunters laid up a
good .stock of them in the fifteen days during which they were
debarred from attacking nu)re valuable game.

• There would the.i be no lick of animal food; the magazines of

the Tompany would be well stocked with game, and its oflices filled -

wit'i furs and traders; but something more was wanted to insure

success to iho undertaking. Would it be po.ssible to obtain a
sunicieut supply of fuel to contend with the rigour of an Arctic

winter at so elevated a latitude \

'%.«
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Most fortunately the coast was well wooded ; the hills which
•loped down towards the sea were crowned wit' green trees, amongst
which the pine predominated. Some of tiie woods might even be
called forests, and would constitute an admirable reserve of timber
for the fort Here and there Hobson noticed isolated groups of
wi.lows, poplars, dwarf birch-trees, and numerous thickets of arbutu.
At t.iia time of the warm season all these trees were covered with
verdure, and were an unexpected and refreshing sight to eyes so
long accustomed to the rugged, barren polar landscape. The
ground at the foot of the hills was carpetsd with a short herbage
devoured with avidity by the reindeer, and forming their only sua.
tenance in winter. On the whole, then, the Lieutenant had reason
10 congratulate himself on having chosen the north-west of the
An^rican continent for the foundation of a new settlementWe have said that these territories, so rich in animals, were
apparently deserted by men. The travellers saw neither Esquimaux
who prefer the districts round Hudson's Bay, nor Indians, whi
seldom venture so far beyond tho Arctic Circle. And indeed in these
remote latitudes hunters may be vertaken bv ,:,orms, or be suddenly
surprised by winter, and cut off from all com. jnication with their
fellow creritures. We can easily imagine that Lieutenant Hnl,.,on
was by no means sorry not to meet any rival explorers. Wh;-;, he
r-unted was an unoccupied country, u deserted land, suitable as a
rtft-<ge for the fur.bearing animals; and in this matter he had the
full sympcahy o

;
Mrs Barnett, who, as the guest of the Company

naturally took «. great interest in the success of its schemes.
'

Fancy, then, the disappointment of the Lieutenanc, v^hen on the
morning of the 20th June he came to an encampment but recently
abandoned. '

It was situated at the end of a narrow creek called Darnley Bay
of which Cape P vrry is the westernvnost point. There at the foot
of a little hill w re the stakes which hud served to mark the limits
of the camp, and .^^aps of cinders, the extinct embers of the fires

Ihe whole party met at this encampment, and all understood how
great a disappointment it involved for Lieutenant Hobson.

" Wjmt a pity j

" he exclaimed. " I would rather have m.^, a
whole family of polar bears

!

"

•1*
?r'^

Ijlaresay the men who encamped here are already far oft"
said Mrs Barnett; "very likely they have retumerl *« their usuil
hunting groundiv''
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" That is as it may be," replied the Lieutenant. " If tbese bo the
traces of Esquimaux, they are more likely to have ^one on than to
Lave turned back; and if they be those of Indiana, they are pro-
bably, like ourselves, seeking a new hunting district; and in either

case it will be very unfortunat j for us."

" But," said Mrs Barnett, "cannot we find out to what race the
avcllers do belong? Can't we ascertain if they be Esquimaux or

dians from the south 1 I sh(mld think tribes of such a different

igin, and of such dissimilar customs, would not encamp iu the

ame maimer."

Mr.4 Barnett was right ; they might possibly solve the mystery
after a thorough examination of tiie ground.

Jaspar Ilobsoii and others set to work, carefully examining every
trace, every object left behind, every mark on the ground; but in

vain, there was nothing to gride them to a decided opinion. The
bones of some animals scn^ered about told them nothing, and the

Lieutenant, much annoyed, was about to abandon the useless search,

when he heard an exclamation from Mrs Joliflo, who had wandered
a little way to the left.

All hurried towards the young Canadian, who remained fixed to

the spot, looking attentively at the ground before her.

As her compa.iions catne up she said

—

" You are looking for traces, Lieutenant ; well, here are some."
And }ilrs Jolilfe pointed to a good nnuiy footprints clearly visible

in the iirni clay.

These might reveal something; for the feet of the Indians and
Esquimaux, as well as their boots, are totally difTerent from each
other.

But what chiefly struck Lieutenant Hobson was the stran.(^e

arrangement of these Impressions. They were evidently made by a

human foot, a shod foot ; but, strange to say, the ball alone aii[)earcd

to have touched the ground ! The marks were very numerous,
close together, often crossing one another, but confined to a very

small circle.

Jaspar Hobson called the attention of the rest of tho party to
this singular circumstance.

"Those were not made by a person walking," he said.

" Nor by a person jumping," added Mrs Barnett ; " for there is

no mark of a jjcel."

" No," said Mrs Joliffe ;
" these footprints were left by a dancer,"

i"'i

i
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CHAPTER XIL

THE MIDNIGHT SUff,

( t» I /

ERGEANT LONG'S assertion roust appear to have been

founded on insufficient evidence. Tliat there had been

^ _ dancing no one could deny, but that the dancer was a

Frenchman, however probable, could not be considered proved.

However, the Lieutenant shared the opinion of his subordinate,

which did not appear too positive to any of the party, who all

agreed in feeling sure thiit some travellers, with at least one

compatriot of Vestris amongst them, had recently encamped on

this spot.

Of course Lieutenant Hobson was by no means pleased at this :

he was afraid of having been preceded by rivals in the north-western

districts of English America ; and secret as the Company had kept

its scheme, it iiad doubtless oeen divulged in the commercial centres

of Canada and the United States.

The Lieutenant resumed his interrupted march ; but he was full

of care and anxiety, although he would not now have dreamed of

retracing his steps.

" Frenchmen are then sometimes met with in these high lati-

tudes?" was Mrs Barnett's natural question after this incident.

"Yes, madam," replied the Lieutenant; "or if not exactly

Frenchmen, the descendants of the maste'^s of Canada when it

belonced to France, which comes to much the same thing. These

men are in fact our most formidable rivals."

" But 1 thought," resumed Mrs Barnett, ** that after the absorp-

tion by the Hudson's Bay Company of the old North West

Company, that it had no longer any rivals on the American

continent."

"Although there is no longer any important association for

trading in furs except our own, there at 3 a good many perfectly

independent private companies, mostly American, which have

retained FreucU agents or their descendiaits in their employ."
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"Are these agents then held in such high esteem ?" asked Mrs
•Barnett.

"Yes madam, and with good reason. During the ninety-four
years of French supremacy in Canada, French agents always proved
themselves super.cr to oura We must be just even to our
rivals.

*' Especially to our rivals," added Mrs Barnett.
"
J««;

especially.
. . At that time French hunters, starting from

Montreal their headquarters, preso.d on to the north with greater
hardihood than any others. They lived for years with the Indian
tribes sometimes irtermarrying with them. The natives called them
the Canadian travellers,' and were on the most intimate terms
with them. They were bold, clever fellows, expert at navigatinc.
s reams, light-hearted and merry, adapting themselves to circum*!
stances with the easy flexibility of iheir race, and always ready tosmg or dance."

j j ^

" And do you suppose that hunting is the only object of the
party whose traces we have just discovered ?

"

rr "u "^"^'L*^'"^
^"^ °*^'''* J^ypotheses at all likely," replied

Hobson. "They are sure to be seeking new hunting grounds. But
as we cannot possibly stop them, we must make haste to becin ourown operations, and compete boldly with all rivals."

Lieutenant Hobson was now prepared for the competition hecould not prevent, and he urged on the march of his party as much
as possible, hoping that his rivals might not foUow him beyond
the seventieth parallel.

^

The expedition now descended towards the south for some twenty
miles, in order the more easily to pass round Franklin Bay Thecountry was still covered with verdure, and the quadrupeds andbirds already enumerated were as plentiful as ever; so that theycou d reasonably hope that the whole of the north-western coaste
of the American continent were populated in the same manner
The ocean which bathed these shores stretched away as far asthe eye could reach. Eecent atlases give no land beyond the northAmerican coast-hne, and it is only the icebergs which impede the

f.eyiavigation of the open sea from Behring Strait to the Pule

On the 4th July the travellers skirted round another deep bav
called AVashburn Bay, and reached the furthest point of ?iittle
lake, until then imperfectly known, covering but a small extent of
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territory, scarcely two sqtj.ire miles—in fact it was rather a Ingoon,
or large pond of sweet water, tlmn a lake.

The sledges went on easily and rapidly, and the appearance of
the country was most encouniging to the explorers. It seemed
that the extremity of Cape Bathurat would be a most favoii table
site for the new fort, as with this lagoon behind them, and the sea
open for four or five months in the warm season, and giving access
to the great highway of Behring Strait, before thein, it would be
easy for the exiles to lay in fresh provisions and to export their
commodities.

On the 5th June, about three o'clock in the afternoon, the party
at last halted at the extremity of Cape Bathurst. It remained to
ascertain the exact position of this cape, which the maps place
above the seventieth parallel. It was, however, impossible to rely

upon the marine surveys of the coast, as they had never yet been
made with exactitude. Jaspar Hobson decided to wait and ascertain

the latitude and longitude.

" What prevents us from settling here ? " asked Corporal Joliffe.

" You will own, Lieutenant, that it is a very inviting spot."
" It will seem more inviting still if you get double pay here, my

worthy Corporal,", replied Hobson.
" No doubt," said Joliffe; " and the orders of the Company must

be obeyed."

" Then wait patiently till to-morrow," added Hobson ;
" and if we

find that Cape Bathurst is really beyond 70' north latitude, we
will pitch our tent here."

The site was indeed admirably suited for the foundation of a
new settlement. The wooded heights surrounding the lagoon would
supply plenty of pine, birch, and other woods for the construction

of the fort, and for stocking it with fuel. The Lieutenant and
some of his companions went to the very edge of the cape, and
found that towards the west the coast- line formed a lengthened
curve, beyond which icebergs of a considerable height sliut out the
view. The water of the lagoon, instead of being brackish, as they
expected from its close vicinity to the sea, was perfectly sweet

j

but had it not been so, drinkable water would not have failed the
little colony, as a fresh and limpid stream ran a few yards to the
south-east of Cape Bathurst, and emptied itself into the Arctic Oce.m
through a narrow inlet, which, protected by a singular accniiu;..i-

tiou of sand and earth instead of by rocks, would have uffurdcd a

i
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refuge to several vessels from the winds of the ofRn^ nnd miH.t U.
.

turned to account for the ancho.ge of the ships whiTh itt 31 .e^w<.ul, .-on.e to the new settlement from Eohring Stn t. frcomplHuent to the lady of the party, nnd nul to er do Ih

By building the f.>rt a little behind the actual cape, the principalhouse and the magazines would be quite sheltered Tom the oEwinds Ihe elevation of the cape would help to .Itect t
fron, the .now drifts, which son.ethnes compl tdy bury Targe build™'.ngs beneath their heavy avalanches in a few hour. %f
1
enty of room between the foot of the prom^Td tlet:.;:?the lagoon for all the constructions necessary to a fort It couldeven be surrounded by palisades, which would break tl.e shock Ifthe icebergs; and the cape itself might be surrounded wi a forttfiedredoubt, If the v.cmity of rivals should render such a purely defersive erect.on neces^ry

; «nd the Lieutenant, although w th no idea ^icommencng anything of the kind as yet. naturally rjoied ahaving met with an e^isily defensible position.
^

The weather remained fine, and it was qui.„ warm enough. Therewas not a cloud upon the sky
; but, of course, the clear blue air o^temper. and torrid zones could not be exoected hL ! ^^i?

atnu.sphere was generally charged with a liehtn t W.' ! mCpe Bathurst be like in the lo,^ winter nc^fofWJ.f "f^
the ice-mountains became fixed and rilTd Lni .1 ^ "'^'^ ^'''"

swept down upon the icebergs U aZt^Tr^ n"'^^u^
"^"^

gave a thought to that time ,L fo e weTtLr w^rb n ^l^
verdant landscape smiled, and the wLea sailedTth.' '^"

wh.st the temperature remained warm an/plellant
""'""^'

A provisional camp, the sledges forn.ing its only material w»-arranged for the night on the banks nf tL 1

"'it/nal, was
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"Ah, Mr Black!" cried Hobson, «'tho finest countries in the
world are to be found here, and I am inii)atient to ascertain our
latitude and longitude."

" Es])ecially the latitude," said the astronomer, whose eclipoe was
never out of his thoughts

;
" and I expect your brave companions are

as eager as yourself. Double pay beyond the seventieth parallel !
"

" But, Mr Black," said Mrs Barnett, " do you not yourself take an
interest, a purely scientifio interest, in getting beyond that parallel ?"

"Of course, madam, of course 1 am anxious to get beyond it,

but not so terribly eager. According to our calculations, however,
made with absolute accur.icy, the solar eclipse wbicii 1 urn ordered to

watch will only be total to an observer placed beyond the seventieth
degree, and on this account I share the Lieutenant's impatience to

determine the position of Cape Bathurst."

"But I understand, Mr Black," said Mrs Barnett, "that this

solar eclipse will not take place until the 18th July 18G0?"
"Yes, madam, on the 18th July 18G0."

"And it is now only the 15th June 1859 I So that the pheno-
menon will not be visible for more than j year I

"

" I am cjui*'^ '8 of it, Mrs Barnett," replied the astronomer
;

"but if I had not started till n> xt year I should have run a risk

of being too late."

" You would, Mr Black," said Hobson, "and you did well to start

a year beforehand. You ;. j now quite sure not to miss your eclipse.

I own that our journey from Fort Reliance has been accom-
plished under exceptionally favourable circumstance's. We have
had little fatigue and few delays. To tell you the truth, I did not
expect to get to this part of the coast until the middle of August

;

and if the eclipse had been expected this year, instead of next, you
roally might have bet-n tou late. Moreover, we do not yet know
if we are beyond the seventieth parallel."

" I do not in the least regret the journey I have taken in your
company, Lieutenant, and I shall patiently wait until next year for

my ecli[)se The fair Phoebe, I fancy, is a sufhciently grand lady to
be waited for."

The next day, July Gth, a little after noon, Hobson and the astro-

nomer made their preparations for taking .the exact bearings of Cape
Bathurst. The sini shone clearly enough for tJicm to take the out-
lines exactly. At this season of the year, too, it had reached its

maximum height above the horizon ; and consequently its culmina-
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Thomas Black read on the graduated limbs the value of the angles

they had just obtained, and at once proceeded to note down their

observations.

A few minutes afterwards, Lieutenant Hobson rose and said,

addressing his companions^
« My friends, from this date, July 6th, I promise you double pay

in the name of the Hudson's Bay Company !

""

*' Hurrah ! hurrah ! hurrah for the Company ! " she ted the

worthy companions of the Lieutenant with one voice.

Cape Bathurst and its immediate neighbourhood were in very

truth above the seventieth degree of north latitude.

We give the result of these simultaneous observations, which

agreed to a second.

Longitude, 127° 36' 12" west of the meridian of Greenwich.

Latitude, 70' 44' "7" north.

And that very evening these hardy pioneers, encamped bo far

from the inhabited world, patched the mighty luminary of day touch

the edges of the western horizon without di[ipiiig beneath it.

For the first time they saw the shining of the midnight sun.
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CHAPTER XIIL

FORT HOPSt

m'E site of tbe new fort Wcos now finally determined on.
- ~ """ .iimi.jr uctcruiujea on. It

would be impossible to find a better situation than on the
level ground behind Cape Butlmrat, on the eastern bank of

the lagoon. Hobson determined to commence the construction of the
principal house at once, ^[eanwhile ail must acccmiuodate them-
Belyes as best they could; and the sledges were ingeniously utilised
to lorm a provisional encampment.

His men being very skilful, the Lieutenant hoped to have the
prmcipal house ready in a month. It was to be large enou.^h to
accomn.odate for a time the nineteen persons of the party Later
and before the excessive cold set in, if there should be time, the
barracks for the soldiers and the magazines for the furs and skins
were to be built. There was not n.uch chance of getting it all done
before the end of September; and after that date, the winter, with it.
first biter frosts and long nights, would arrest all further progress.
Of the ten soldiers chosen by Captain Craventy, two-Marb!-e and

with as much address as the musket. Like sailors, they could turntheir hands o anything, and were now to be treated more like work!men than soldiers, for they were to build a fort which there was asyet no enemy to attack. Petersen, Belcher, Rae, Garry, Pond, IWand Kellet formed a body of clever, .ealous carpenters, under th^able superintendence of MacNab, a Scotchman from Stirling who

bolts The'f^'
"P^;;"" '^ ^'^ '"^^^^"S ^^'^ °^ ^-- -dboats. The men were well provided with tools-hatchets centre-

bits, adzes, planes, hand-saws, mallets, hammers, chisels, &c. &c Ratwas mos skilful at blacksmith's work, and with the aid of a liVue

r^rew nuir/;
""

'""'l
'° "'^'^ ^'' ^^« ^^^ *—

'
bolts,

partj
,
but none was wanted, as all the buildings of the factories inthe north are of wood. Fortunately there were 'plenty of [ eea aWt
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Barnett, there was not a rock, a stone, not even a flint or a pebbleto be seen. 'J he shore was strewn with innu.nerable quantU es ofbivalve shells broken by the surf, and with seaweed or z.uXtesmostly sea-urchn.s ana asteriad.; but the soil consisted ent r ly ofearth and sand, without a morsel of silica or broken granite: and thecape uself was but an accumulation of soft earth, the particres of

t^Z:^^"^ ''^^'^'' ^^^^« vegetation wit'hSu

t\l\T f'''"°°" °^
*V

''"^' ^"^' "^"^y ^^''' ^«^'''^" '-^"d Mac-Nabthe carpenter went to choose the site of the principal house on thepla eau at the foot of Cape Bathurst. Fron! this point The v v.embraced the lagoon aw the western districts to a distance of eno twelve nnles On the right, about four nnles off, towered iceber."of a considerable height, partly draped in nust; (vhilst on tl e 1 fstr tched apparently boundless plains, vast step ,es which it wouldbe mpossible to d.stingnish from the frozen surface of the laJonor from the sea itself in the winter.
*

The spot chnsen, Ilobson and Mac-Nab set out the outer walls ofthe house With the line. This outline formed a rectan-^Ie measur:ng sixty feet on the larger side, and thirty on the sn.dler l^ie%acle the house would therefore have a length of sixty fee

'

It was to have a door and three windows on the side of thepromontory, where the inner court was to be situated, and f urWindows on the side of the lagoon. Th. door was to open at he
ft corner instead of m the middle, of the back of the house for

t e sake of warmth. This arrangement would impede the entr;,."
of the outer air to the further rooms, and add considerably to thecomfort of the inmates of the fort.

According to the si.nple plan agreed upon by the Lieutenant andhis master-carpenter, there were to be four compartn.ents in thehouse
:

the first to be an antechan>ber with a double door to keepout he wind
;
the second to serve as a kitchen, that the cookin.,which would gene.-ate damp, might be all done quite away fromhe hving-rooms

;
the third, a large hall, where the daily meafs were

to be served n. common
; and the fourth, to be divided into several

cabins, like the state-rooms on board ship.
The soldiers were to occupy the dini.ig-hall provisionally, and akind of can.p-bed was arranged for them at the end of the room

ihe Lieutenant, Mrs Barnett, Thomas Black, Madge, Mrs Joliffe Mrs
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Mac-Nab, and Mrs Rae were to lodge in the cabins of the fourth
co,npartment. Thoy would certainly be packed pretty closely : but
It was only a temporary state of things, and when the barracks were
constructed, the principal house would be reserved to the officer incommand, his sergeant, Thomas Black, Mrs Barnett, and her faith-
ful Madge, who never left her. Then the fourth compartment
might perhaps be divided into three cabins, instead of four •

for to
avoid corners as much as possible is a rule which should never be
forgotten by those who winter in high latitudes. Nocks and corners
are in fact, so many receptacles of ice. The partitions impede the
ventilation; and the moisture, generated in the air, freezes readily
and makes the atmosphere of the rooms unhealthy, causing grave
maladies to those wlio sleep in them.
On this account many navigators who have to winter in themidst ice have one large room in the centre of their vessel, which

IS shared by officers and sailors in common. For obvious reasons
however, Ilobson could not adopt this plan.

'

From the preceding descrintion we shall have seen that the futurehouse was to consist merely of a ground-floor. The roof was to beh gh nnd Its sides to slope considerably, so that water could easilyrunoff them. The snow would, however, settle upon them-^dwhen once they were covered with it, the house would be ;o ospeak, hermetically closed, and the inside temperature woLld hekept at he same mean height. Snow is, in fr^ a very Td conductor of heat
:

it prevents it from entering, it is true ; but whatis^ .nore important in an Arctic winter, it aL keeps it fiom ULg
The carpenter was to build two chimneys-one above the kitchenthe other in connection with the ^^ove of the 1-ircrp ^;7J

^^^""^

wbicl, w„, to ho.e it a„d t..e cor Lit.S „ 'IS
1 « arektectural eff«t of the whole would cerUinlj, be poor but

Certainly ap artist who had once seen it would not 8001 for™t

.-;:.;^r!^^^ir«;^:rr--^^^
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Mac-Nab and his men j and while the carpenters were at work,

the foraging party to whom the commissariat was entrusted would
not be idle. There was plenty for every one to do.

The first step was' to choose suitable timber, and a species of

Scotch fir was decided on, which grew conveniently upon the neigh-

bouring hills, and seemed altogether well adapted to the niultifarious

uses to which it would be put. For in the rough and ready style of

habitation which they were planning, there could be no variety of

material ; and every part of the house—outside and inside walls,

flooring, ceiling, partitions, rafters, ridges, framework, and tiling

—

would have to be contrived of planks, beams, and timbers. As may
readily be supposed, finished workmanship was not necessary for

such a description of building, and Mac-Nab was able to proceed

very rapidly without endangering the safety of the building.

About a hur'died of these firs were chosen and felled—they were
neither barkf»d nor squared—and formed so many tiujbers, averag-

ing some tw«Mity feet iu length. The axe and the chisel did not

touch them except at the ends, in order to form the tenons and
mortises by which they were to be secured to one another. Very
few days sufficed to complete this part of the work, and the

timbers were brought down by the dogs to the site fixed on for

the principftl building. To start with, the site had been carefully

levelled. The soil, a mixture of fine earth and sand, had been

beaten and consolidated wiLh heavy blows. Tiie brushwood with

which it was originally covered was burnt, and the thick layer of

ashes thus ])roduccd would prevent the damp from penetrating the

floors. A clean and dry foundation having been thus secured on

which to lay the first joists, upright posts were fixed at each corner

of the site, and ao the extremities of the inside walls, to form

the skeleton of the building. The posts were sunk to a depth of

come feet in the ground, after their ends had been hardened in the

firo; and were slightly hollowed at each side to receive the cross-

beams of the outer wall, uetween which the openings for the doors

and windows had been arranged for. These posts were held

together at the top by horizontal beams well let into the mortises,

and consolidating the whole building. On these horizontal beams,

which represented the architraves of the two fronts, rested the high

trusses of the roof, which overhung the walls like the eaves of

a chalet. Above this squared architrave were laid the joists

of the ceiling, aud those of the floor upon the layer of ashes.
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The timbers, both in the inside and outside walls, were only
laid side by side To insure their being properly joined,
Eae the blacksmith drove strong iron bolts through them at inter-
vals; and when even this contrivance proved insufficient to close the
interstices as hermetically as was necessary, Mac-Nab had rp'-^urse to
calking, a process which seamen find invaluable in rendcn /essek
water-tight

;
only as a substitute for tow he used a sort of dry moss,

wii'i which the eastern side of the cape was covered, diivin- it into
the crevices with calking-irona and a hammer, filling up each hollow
with layers of hot tar, obtained without diflSculty from the pine-trees,
and thus making the walls and boarding impervious to the rain anddamp of the winter season.

The door and windows in the two fronts were roughly but
Btrongly built, and the s.nall panes of the latter glazed with isinglass
which, though rough, yellow, and almost opaque, was yet the best
substitute for glass which the resources of the country afforded • and
Its imperfections really mattered little, a.s the windows were sJre 10
be always open in fine weather; while during the long night of the
Arctic winter they would be useless, and have to be kept closed and
defended by heavy shutters with strong oolts against the violence of the
gales. Meanwhile the house was being quickly fitted up inside Bvmeans of a double door between the outer and inner halls, a too sudden
change of_ temperature was avoided, and the wind was prevented
from b owing mth unbroken force into the rooms. The air-pumps
brought from Fort Reliance, were so fixed as to let in fresh 2
whenever excessi^ve cold prevented the opening of doors or windows-one bemg made to eject the impure air from within, the other torenew the supply

;
for the Lieutenant had given his whole mind to

this important matter.

The principal cooking utensil was a large iron furnace, which hadbe n brought piecemeal from Fort Reliance, and which the carpenterpu up without any difficulty. The chimneys for the kitchen andhall, bowever, seemed likely to tax the ingenuity of the workmen tohe utmost, as no material within their reach was strong enough f!rhe purpose, and stone, as we have said before, was nowhereToZfound m the country around Cape Bathurst.
The difficulty appeared insurmountable* when the invincibleLieutenant suggested that they should utilise the shells witTw^tne shore was strewed.

w***wi

" Make chimneys of shells ! » cried the carpenteii
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"Yes, ^r.ic-Nab," replied ITobson ; "wo must collect tho slicl's,

grind them, burn tbein, and make tliem into lime, then mould the

lime into bricka, and use them in tho same way."
" Let us try the shells, by all means," replied the carpenter ; and

BO the idea was put in practice at once, and many tons collected i>f

calcareous shells identical with those found in tho lowest stratum

of tho Tertiary formations.

A furnace was constructed- for the decomposition of the carbonate

which is 80 largo an ingredient of these shells, and thus the lime

required was o))tained in the space of a few hours. It would
perhaps be too much to say that t|ip substance thus made was as

entirely satisfactory as if it had gone througli all the usual processes

;

but it answered its purpose, and strong conical chimneys soon

adorned the roof, to the great satisfaction of Mrs Paulina Barnett,

who congratulated the originator of the scheme warmly on its

success, oidy adding laughingly, that she hoped tl chimneys would
not smoke.

** Of course they will sikoke, madam," replied Ilobson coolly; "all

chimneys do !

"

All this was finished within a month, and on the Cth of August
they were to take posses'^ion of the new house.

While Mac-Nab and his men were workinsj so hard, the fora"in»

party, with the Lieutenant at its head, had been exploring the

environs of Cape Batliurst, and satisfied therasel/es that there

would be no difHcuIty in supplying the Company's demands for fur

and feathers, so soon as they could set about hunting in eo.rnest.

Li the meantime they prepared the n-ay for future snort, content-

ing themseh'es for the present with tho capture of . few couples oi

reindeer, which they intended to domesticate for the sake of their

milk and their young. They were kept in a paddock about fifty

yards from the house, and entrusted to the care of Mac-Nab's wife,

an Indian woman, well qualified to take charge of them.

The care of the household fell to Mrs Paulina Barnett, and this

good woman, with Madge's help, was invaluable in providing for all

the small wants, which would inevitably have escaped the notice of

the men.

After scouring the country within a radius of several miles, the

Lieutenant notified, as the result of his observations, that the terri-

tory on Avhich they had established themselves, and to which he

gave the name of Victoria Land, was a large peninsula about one
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hundred and fifty square miles in extent, with very clearly-dcfined
boundanes connected with the An.erican continent by an .sthnu sexten.ln.« fron. t e lower end of Wa^hbnm liay on tlfe eJ ^ ;as the corre8,u,nd,„g slope on the opposite co;ist. The Lienten-

fc

rile 'Tr ;°
""^''" "'='' ^^^'^ '''° -°"-- °f the raruer and found great reason to be satisfied w.th the resnlt of haexannn...t.on The shallow w.ters of the lake tecn>ed w h t op.k., and other available fre.h-water fish ; and the little river

"^
a favounte resort of sab >n and shoals of whitebait and s^iLltTThe supply of sea-fish w.x, not so good ; and thongh many a grZ^
anc: whale passed by in the <^ng. the latter probably fl.h.gf^romthe harpoons of the Behring Strait fishern.en. Ihere were no mea™
01 captunng them, unless one by chance happened to get stranTdon the coast; nor would Hobson allow any^f the Lis w Lhabounded on the western shore to be taken un.l a satisfactry

advan'tage"
*' '' '° ^°^' '° "'' "^'"^ ^ t^^« l>«^

The colonists now considered themselves fairly installed in theirnew abode, and after due dehberation unanimously agreed to be towupon the settlement the name of Fort Good Hope
Alas

!
the auspicious title was never to be inscribed upon a map.The undertaking, begun so bravely and with such prospects of sucTe^was deatmed never to be carried out. and another dis.xster

"3
have to be added to the Jong li.t of lailuxe. in Arctic enterprC
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CHAPTER XIV.

SOAfE EXCURSIONS.

T did not take long to furnish the new abode. A camp-bed
was set up in the hall, and the carpenter Mac-N.-ib con-

structed a most substantial table, around which were

ranged fixed benches. A few movable seats and two enormous

presses completed tlie furniture of this apartment. The iimer

room, which was also ready, was divided by solid partitions into six

dormitories, the two end ones alone being lighted by windows
looking to the front and back. The only furniture was a bed and

a table. Mrs Paulina Barnett and Madge were installed in one

which looked immediiitely out upon the lake. Hobson offered

the other with the window in it to Thomas Black, and the astro-

nomer took immediate possession of it. The Lieutenant's own room
was a dark cell adjoining the hall, with no window but a bull's eye

pierced through the partition. Mrs Joliffe, Mrs Mac-Nab, and Mrs
Rae, with their husbands, occupied the other dormitories. These

good people agreed so well together that it would have been a

pity to separate them. Moreover, an addition was expected shortly

to the little colony ; and Mac-Nab bad already gone so far

as to secure tlie services of Mrs Eiirnett as god-mother, an

honour which gave the good woman much satisfaction. The sledges

had been entirely unloaded, and the bedding carried into the

different rooms. All utensils, stores, and provisions which were not

required for immediate use were stowed nway in a garret, to which

a ladder gave access. The winter clothing—such as boots, overcoats,

furs, and skinS'—were also taken there, and protected from the damp
in large chests. As soon as these arrangements were completed,

the Lieutenant began to provide for the heating of the house.

Knowing that the most energetic measures were necessary to

combat the severity of the Arctic winter, and that during the weeks

of intensest cold there would be no r ossibility of leaving the house

to forage for supplies, he ordered a quantity of fuel to be brought
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48."

from the wooded bills in the neighbourhood, and took care to
obtain a plentiful store of oil from the seak wliicli abounded on the

In obedience to h'3 orders, and nndcr his directions, the house wasprovided with a condensing apparatus which would receive the
in..rnal moisture ^nd was so constructed tiiat the ice which wouldform in it could easily be removed.

This question of heating was a very serious one to the Lieutenant.

M^ Barnett
,

I have .ome experience in these matters, and
I have read oyer and over again books written by those whoha .ntc^ed in these latitudes. It is impossible to toke too many
pre .ions in prepanno. to pass a winter in the Arctic regions, andnothing must be left co chance wliere a single neglect may J^
fatal to the eiiter(Mise." » & j' F'"ve

"Very true, Islv Hobson," replied Mrs Bamett; -and youhave evidently made up your mind to conquer the cold; but there
IS the food to be thought of too."

" Yes indeed
;

I h.,ve been thinking of that, and mean to make
all possible use of the produce of the country so as to economis ou
tores. As soon n. we can, we will make some foraging expedi'tion« We need not think about the furs at present, f^r tl.Je 'ube plenty of time during the winter to stock the Company's Jepots.resides he furred an .als have not got their winter clothing cayet, ai-d the skms would lose fifty per cent, of tbdr value if tf

'

ennow Let us content ourselves for the pre .t with provision^
Fort Hope Reindeer, elk, and any w. J,, that may hlvfventured so far north are the only game worth our notice juft ow

vJsLt;1^ '^"'^^^^^"^ '^ ^-^^« ^-^ ^- -enV PeopTe'

The Lieutenant loved order, and determined to do everything inthe most methodical manner, feeling confident that if hs compmons would help him to the utmost of their power, nothing needbe wanting to the success of the ernedition.
^

The weather at this season was .Umost always fir,, and mi-ht be

begin to fall. It was very important that the carpenters should -naka

TlZ^' H"^«on set them to work to build an euorwious kenneior sLed in which to keep the teams of dogs. This dpghouse w^
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built at the very font of the promontory, against the liill, and about
forty yards to the right of the house. Barracks for the accommoda-
tion of the men were to be built opposite this kennel on the left,

while the store and powder magazines were to occupy the front of
the enclosure.

Hobson determined with almost excessive prudence to have
the Fa..t()ry enclosed before the winter set in. A strong fence
of pointed stakes, planted firmly in the ground, was set up as a
protection against the inroads of wild animals or the hostilities of
the natives. The Lieutenant had not forgotten an outrage which
had been committed along the coast at no great distance from Fort
Hope, and he well knew how essential it was to be safe from a coup
,?e main. The factory was therefore entirely encircled, and at each
extremity of the lagoon Mac-Nab undertook to erect a wooden
sentry-box commanding the coast-line, from which a watch could
be kept without any danger. The men worktd indefatigably, and
it seemed likely that everything would be finished before the cold
season set in.

In the meantime hunting parties were organised. The capture
of seals being jiut off for a more convenient season, the sportsmen
prepared to supply the fort with game, which might be dried and
preserved for consumption during the bad season.

Accordingly Marbre and Sabine, sometimes accompanied by the
Lieutenant and Sergeant Long, whose experience was invaluable
scoured the country daily for miles round ; and it was no uncommon
sight to see Mrs Paulina Barnett join them and step briskly along,
shouldering her gun bravely, and never allowing herself to be out^
stripped by her companions.

Throughout the month of August these expeditions were con-
tinued with great success, and the store of provisions increased
rapidly. Marbre and Sabine were skilled in all the artifices which
sportsmen employ in stalking their prey—particularly the reindeer,
which are exceedingly wary. How patiently they would face the
wind lest the creature's keen sense of smell should warn it of their
approach! and how cunningly they lured it on to its destruction by
d'splaying the magnificent antlers of some former victim above the
birch- Dushes

!

They found a useful alley in a certain little traitorous bird to
which the Indians have given the name of " mtmitor." It is a kind
of daylight owl, about the size of a pigeon, and has earned its name
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by its habit of calling the .'itteiti^iT^TIii^i^^their quarry Zuttering a sharp note like the cry of a child
^' ^

Besides the caribous, there were also plenty of Polar hares whirl,furn^ed an agreeable addition to the huder. They were m.'nh^tnnorous than the European species, and allowed tCe^v^^^^^^^^
caught ,n great nuu.bers. They belong to the rode. tT^y andhave long ears, brown eyes, and a soft fur resenibHng swan' dol^
7. hey weigh from ten to fifteen pounds each .n.l fj,

""^o"'^

axcellen.. Hundred, of .,.em J. ltdt 'w;:fertTa"fta^re,,,.,,dor converted i„to excellent pi. by tie skHful Jda'^f Mr!

Wl,ile making provision for future wants, the daily supplies werenot neglected. In ad.ljtiou to tlie Polar birca ,vlll, ,7
every variety of culinary treat.uent i.^^^^^^i^'^^Zber c„n,pan,ents tnunmerable from hunters and w.rkmen Tlikemany waterfowl figured in tl,e b.ll of fare. Besides the dlks w fcbabounded on the shores of the lagoon, large flocks of grol cj ! ep.t ,1 round the .lumps of stunted willows. Tbey bttor.as f" I
zoolog,c,.,l nanre .mpbcs, to the partridge family, and u,i..bt bTa

.

'

th t!^; Th:ii''"'"'!r,
"''' '""« "'acLpotted-fL,; ":tiie tail. I he Indians call them willow-fowl • hnf tn n i?

spor.n,an they are r.citber n.ore nor lessaa'n b ckcook (S
Then there were the supplies f„rni.,Led by lake and streim.Se gean Long was a first-rate angler, and nothing could slvlTra

t Ti,e"f i:;;,:;;"^ "''=\'r
'"''""^'' "»«'- -» -

*
unc. lie i.„tliful Madge, another worthy disciple of Isa.ak U'.d.on

":>!;::,:!; in;.::^'-""'- /"^-z- ^«y --^e t"^::^,::' :,•

thf ver rl w I
''"'"' '"' ''"^ '" """^ co.npanionship by

oouriiood, and that scarcely a day passed without one or more of
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them being si-htcd. Sometimes these unwelcome visitors belonged
to the fiuiiily of brown bears, so common throughout the whole
"Cursed Liuid ;" but now and then a solitary specimen of the
formidable Polar bear warned the hunters what dangers they might
have to encounter so soon as the first frost should drive great num-
bers of these fearful animals to the neighbourhood of Cape Bathurst.
Every book of Arctic explorations is full of accounts of the frequent
perils to wliicli travellers and whalers are exposed from the ferocity

of tiiese animals.

Now and then, too, a distant pack of wolves was seen, which
receded like a wave at the approach of the hunters, or the sound of
tlieir bark was heard as they followed the trail of a reindeer or
\vai)iti. These creatures were large grey wolves, about three feet

high, with long tails, whose fur becomes white in the winter. They
abounded in this part of the country, where food was plentiful; and
frequented wooded spots, where they lived in holes like foxes. Durin^
the temperate season, when tliey could get as much as they wanted
to eat, they were scarcely dangerous, and fled Avith the characteristic

cowardice of their race at the first sign of pursuit ; but when im-
pelled by hunger, their numbers rendered them very formidable

;

and from the fact of their lairs being close at Land, they never left

the country even in the depth of winter.

One day the sportsmen returned to Fort Eope, bringing with them
an unpleasant-looking animal, which neither liirs Paulina Barnett
nor the astrononier, Thomas Black, had ever before seen. It was a
carnivorous creature of the plantigrada family, and greatly resembled
the American glutton, being strongly built, with short legs, and, like

all aninials of the feline tribe, a very supple back; its eyes were
small and horny, and it was armed with cuxVed claws and formid-

able jaws.

"What is this horrid creature ? " inquired Mrs Paulina Barnett
of Sabine, who replied in his usual sententious manner

—

"A Scotchman would call it a 'quick-hatch,' an Indian an
* okelcoo-haw-gew,' and a Canadian a * ccrcajou.'

"

" And what do you call it 1

"

*' A wolverene, ma'am," returned Sabine, much delighted with the
elegant way in ,viiich he had rounded his senten'-e.

The wolverene, as this strange quadruped is cailed by zoologists,

lives in hollow tree? or rocky caves, whence it issues ut night and
creates great havoc amongst beavers, musk-rats, and other rodents,
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sometimes fighting with a fox or a wo]f for its spoils. Its chief charac

861.86 Of smell. It 13 found m very high latitudes : and the short fnrwuh uh.ch u is clothed becomes almost black in the win ert i/and forms a large item in the Company's exports.
'

During tbeir excursions the settlers paid as much attention tohe Flora of the country as to its Fauna but in those r
^" ".;

er;\easoroT:he'
' '"'»^'"-^^ ''' ^^'^^^"-' - ^' '»-' b'-every season of the year, where^is the animals are able to mi-aateto a warmer climate during the winter

""i,rate

n,-n?'f^r '^^ ?'*'™ ''^' ^^ ^^^^"^^ ^e'-e well •covered with
p ne and fir rees

;
and Jaspar also noticed the '' tacan.ahac,"Tspec et

leaves which turn green in the autumn. These trees and larches7erehowever, few and sickly looking, as if they found the obliquTraro^the sun insufficient to make tbem thrive Tlie blu.t (^r
^ ' ^^ ""^

Bpruce fir, throve better esnecial v wW . . '
"' ^"'"'^^

»i. u J r ,

"^'"'Ci, especially when situated in ravinei woll

wereavailablemg.'"'""^' ""'' "'^' """ «™ "'-'» ^l^'"

food of the pZ L°J sT;;:'';*"!'";.^'''
f"™''^ ""^ i'"-ii«i

with a few d^s of b™,d,tT, it"f
'";' ™'"',""' ""™"-d

had b™„gl,t fro,,, Fort Reliance
^"^^ ''^'"' "* "'"''' ""^ *"'/

-ueorb.t.e,ro,;:::i^jra:^s;r;i^tt';i t
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clioosing tLo site of the settlement, such care had been taken to
find a spot sheltered from the keen blasts, Mhich shrivel vegetation
like a fire, that there was every chance of these seeds yielding a
good crop in the enauing season.

The dispensary of the new fort contained other antiscorbutics,
in tlie shape of casks of lemon and lin)e juice, both of which are
absolutely indispensable to an Arctic expedition. Still the greatest
economy was necessary with regard to the stores, as a long period
of bad weather might cut off the communication between Fort Hope
and the southern stations.
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' tervene before the bar! «l7 "^'^f
more weeks would in-

labour of the explorer" h ;^atL"Zt
^° '^"^ ^"^^^^^'^^ '^^

pleting the new buildings andS? k . u"""
"'''^*'7 in com.

themselves in industrf' The dll'Z
""^ ^ ^"^^"^'^ ^^''P^^^ed

finished, and very litUe remain^ tn^^K T "" '^' '^' °^ being
which was to encirde IhlToi A

i

^'"' ^^ *^^ P*««''di"«
Btructed, in the shape of a h^f Ju^ T'

'^'''* ^^^ »>««« con
Stokes, fifteen feet high, to whrch a "2. ''''^ *^^ P^^^^ed
Hobson favoured the system of Tu^"'' ""^''^^^^^ J^«l>ar
detached forts (a great imnt^ f

""^'""^"^ ^"'^'^^"re w th
and CormontaigU! dZTZ to"^^^^

*'j ''''''' ^' ^-bt
tiie summit of Cape Bathu^T whlh ""'ff

^^' ^'^^"^« ^"'"I'Jete
must be fortified ;\ntilth^Cf^^^^^ ^^« P-^-n.

I

the palisading would he a sufficient n .
'^

^°^'''''' ^^ *''«"fe''^t

I

quadrupeds.
sufficient protection, at least against

i*
^^« "«t thing was to lav In * «,« i ^

accordingly an expedition was orlS^* °^ °'^ ^"^ ^^-^*«' «nd
[miles distent where seals werenlentf 1r V "P^" ^b°"* ^^tee"
hvited to accompany the spo£ln ^'' ^'"""' ^""^" ^^^''^
watching the poor creatures sh^bT'/u

'""^''^ ^'' '^' ««ke of
with regard to the count^aS l^'

^' '''''^y ^'^ «""o«ity
|liffs on that part of the^'colst l^^ ^"'^""'' ""^ ^ «- «0'«^
^^eutenant chose as his other .n

""''" ^°"^^ °^ "«tice. The
oldiersPeteren, Hoprand"STd\'""""* ^^'^^ -«^

^^

>'cbck in the morning in two s .1 't^'y ««* "^ -t eight

r^-h the bodies of' the Ilf'^^ ^fJ^- ^y six dogs,ln
mther was fine, but the fog which kvL, f''

^^'^- ^he
"^

"
• ^ ^'""^ ^''^ ^^^ «I«n^ the horizon veiledwhose yellow disk was now be^; tlll1tlr> *

5 iO Ui3-
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appear for some hours during the night, a circumstance whicu at-

tracted the Lieutenant's attention, for reasons which we will explain.

That part of the shore to the west of Cape Bathurst rises but a

it* 7 inches above the level of the sea, and the tides are—or are

said to be—very high in the Arctic Ocean—many navigators, such

as Parry, Franklin, the two Rosses, M'Clure, and M'Clintock,

having observed that when the sun and moon were hi conjunction

the waters were sometimes twenty-five feet above the orditmry level.

How then woi? it to be explained that the sea did not at high tide

inundate Cape Bathurst, which possessed, no natural defences such

as cliffs or downs t What was it, in fact, which prevented the entire

submersion of the whole district, and the meeting of the waters of

tho laka with those of the Arctic Ocean ]

Jaspar Hobson could not refrain from remarking on this p iculiarity

to Mrs Barnett, who replied somewhat hastily that she supposed that

there were—in spite of all that had been said to the contrary—no

tides in the Arctic Ocean.

" On the contrary, madam," said Hobson, " all navigators agree

that the ebb and flow of Bolar seas are very distinctly marked, and

it is impossible to believe that they can have been mistaken on

such a subject"
" How is it, then," inquired Mrs Barnett, " that this land is not

flooded when it is scarcely ten feet above the sea level at low

tide?"
" That is just what puzzles me," said Hobson ; " for I have been

attentively watching the tides all through this month, and during

that time they have not varied more than a foot, and I feel certain,

that even during the September equinox, they will not rise more

than a foot and a half all along the shores of Cape Bathurst."

"Can you not explain this phenomenon I" inquired Mrs

Barnett.

" Well, madam," replied the Lieutenant, " two conclusions are

open to us, either of which I find it difficult to bfiieve ; such men as

Franklin, Parry, Boss, and others, are mistaken, and the'-* are no

tides on this part of the American coast ; or, as in the Mediterranean,

to which the waters of the Atlantic have not free ingress, the straits

are too narrow to be affected by the ocean currents."

" The latter would appear to be the more reasonable hypothesis^

Mr Hobson."
" It is not, however, thoroughly satisfactory," said the Lieutenant,

m
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northwards as far as the e>e could reach, its expanse so entirely
unbroken by islands or icebergs tliat the travellers came ^o the
conclusion, that this portion of the Arctic waters was navigable as
far as Behring Straits, and that during the sum.ner season tiie^Nnrth-
Wcst Passage to Cape Bathurst would be open to the Company's
ships. On the west, the aspect of the country explained the presence
of the volcanic debna on the shore ; for at a distance of alo.it ten
m.les was a chain of granitic hills, of conical form, with blunted
crests, looking as if their summits had been cut off, and with jagged
tremulous nitlines standing out against the sky. They had
hitherto escaped the notice of our party, as they were concealed by
the cliffs on the Cape Bathurst side, a!id Jispar Hobson examined
them in silence, but with great attention, before he proceeded to
study the eastern side, which consisted of a long strip of perfectly
level coast-line stretchi.ig away to Cape Bathurst. Any one pro-
vided with a good field-glass would have been able to distinguish
the fort of Go.)d Hope. a.nd perhaps eren the cloud of blue smoke,
which was no doubt at that very moment issu ,.g from Mrs Joliffe's
kitchen chimney.

The country behind them seemed to possess two entirely distinct
characters

;
to the east and south the cape w, 3 bounded by a vast

plain, many hundreds of square miles in extent, while beliind the
clifT, from "Walruses' Bay" to the mountains mentioned above, the
country had undergone terrible convulsions, showint; clearlv Miat it
owed its origin to volcanic eruptions. The Lieutenant, was much
struck with this marked contrast, and Sergeant Long asked him
whether he thought the mountains on the western hoiicon were
volcanoes.

"Undoubtedly," said Hobson; "all these pumico-stones and
pebbles have been discharged by them to this distance, t.nd if we
were to go two or three miles farther, wo should find 0, .selves
treading upon nothing but lava and ashes."

" Do you suppose," inquired the Sergeant, " t/iat all these vol-
canoes are still active V

" That I cannot tell you yet."

•'But there is no smoke issuing from any of them," added tho
Serrennt.

" That proves nothing
;
your pipe is not always in your mouth,

and it is just the same with volcanoes, they are not always
smoking."
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FIFTEEN MILES FROM CAPE BATHURST, lOI

"I see," said the Sergeant ; "but it is a gr^at puzzle to me how
volcanoes can exist at all on Polar conti^ents."

' Well, there are not many of them ! " said Mrs Bamett.
"No, madam," replied Jaspar, "but they are not so very rare

either
;
they are to be found in Jan Mayen's Land, the Aleutian

Isles, Kamchatka, Russian America, and Iceland, as well as in the
Antarctic circle, in Tierra del Fuego, and Australasia. They are the
chimneys of the great furnace in the centre of the earth where
Nature makes her chemical experiments, and it apper s to me that
the Creator of all things has taken care to place these safety-valves
wherever they were most needed."
"I suppose so " replied the Sergeant; "and ystitdoes seem very

strange to find them in this icy climate."
"Why should they not be here as well as anywhere else.

Sergeant ? I should say that ventilation holes are likely to be more
numerous at the Poles than at the Equator !"

" Why so? " asked the Sergeant in much surprise.
"Because, if these safety-valves are forced open by the pressure

of subterranean gases, it wUl most likely be at the spots where the
surface of the earth is thinest, and as the globe is flattened at the
poles, It would appear natural that but Kellet is making si.„3

rs,lst:neu;'^^'^^^^"*'
breaking off abruptly; "will^^

"No, tbank you. I will stay here until we return to the fort Idon t care to watch the walrus slaughtered '

"

"Very well," replied Hobson, " only don't forget to \o\x> us inan hour's time, meanwhile you can enjoy the view "

The bead was soon reached, and some l-undred walrus hadcollected, e. aer waddling about on their clumsy webbed feet orsleeiung m .ami y groups Some few of the larger males-creairesnearly four feet long, clothed with very short reddish fur!-kenlguiiid over the herd. ' '

Great caution „„ required in approaching these formidablelooku,g animals, and the hunters took advanLe of ^°^T^',
cover aflorded by rocks and inequalities of the gr«S so :,to^get w,ih.„^ range of them and out off .heiritreat to th"

jerks or w h creepn,. mot.ou, like huso caterpillars, but in water-the>r nauve element-they are niu.ble and even graceful , ilde:^
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their strength is so great, that they have been known to overturn
the whalers in pursuit of them.

As the hunters drew near the sentinels took alarm, and raising
their heads looked searchingly around them ; but before they could
warn their companions of danger, Hobson and Kellot rushed upon
them from one side, the Sergeant, Peterfjen, and Hope from the other,
and after lodging a ball in each of their bodies, despatched theisi*

with their spears, whilst the rest of the herd plunged into the sea.
The victory was an easy one ; the five victims were very large

and their tusks, though slightly rough, of the best quality. They
were chiefly valuable, however, on account of the oil; of which—
being in excellent condition—they would yield a large quatjtity.
The bodies were packed in the sledges, and proved no light weight
for the dogs.

It was now one o'clock, and MrsBarnett having joined them, the
party set out on foot— the sledges being full—to return to the fort.
There were but ten miles to be traversed, but ten miles in a straight
line is t. weary journey/ proving the truth of the adage "It 's a lung
lane that has no turning." They beguiled the tediousness of the
way by chatting pleasantly, and Mis Bacnett was ready to join in
the conversation, or to listen with interest to thf accounts the
worthy soldiers gave of former adventures ; but in spite of the brave
struggle against mnui they advanced but slowly, and the poor
dogs found it hard work to diag the heavily-Jaden sledges over the
rough ground. Had it been covered with frozen snow th? distance
would have been accomplished in a couple of hours.

The merciful Lieutenant often ordered a halt to give the teams
breathing-time, and the Sergeant remarked tiiat it would be much
more convenient for the inhabitants of the fort, if the morses would
settle a little nearer Cape Bathurst.

"They could not find a suitable spot," replied the Lieutenant,
with a melauv^noly shake of the head.

" V/hy not]" inquired Mrs Barnett with some surprise.
" Because they only congregate where th-, slope of the beach is

gradual enough to allow of their creeping up easily from the sea.
Now Cape Bathurst rises abruptly, like a perpendicular wall, from
water three hundred fathoms deep. It is probable that ages ago a
portion of the continent was rent away in Bome violent volclmic
convulsion, and flung into the Arctic Ocean. Hence the absence
of morses on the beach of our cape."
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ClfAPTEIl XVi.

TIVO SHOTS.

HE first half of September passed rapidly away. Had
Fort Hope been situated at the Pole itself, that is to say
twenty degrees farther north, the R.lar night would

have set in on the 2l8t of that month. But under the seventieth
parallel the sun would be visible above the horizon for another
month. Nevertheless, the temperature was already decidedly colder
the thermometer fell during the night to 31- Fahrenheit; .ad thiii
coatmgs of ice appeared here and there, to be dissolved again in the
day- time.

But the settlers were able to await the coming of winter with..ttt
alarm

;
they had a more than sufficient store of provisions, their

supply of dried venison had largely increased, another score of
morses had been killed, the tame rein-deer were warmly and com-
fortaoly housed, and a huge v/ooden shed behind the house was filled
with fuel, [n short, everything was prepared for the Polar night

.
And no;v all the wants of the inhubitauLs of the fort be'-g pro.vided for. It was time to think of the interests of the CompanyThe Arctic creatures had now assumed their winter furs, and were

therefore of the greatest value, and Hobson organised shooting
parties for the remainder of the fine weather, intending «o set trap!when the snow should prevent further excursions
They would have plenty to do to satisfy the require uenta of theCompany, for so far north it was of no use to de^ nd on theIndians, who are generally the purveyors of the fv. '-ries
The first expedition was to the haunt of .ily of beavers

long since noted by tne watchful Lieutenant, on a tributary of thestream already referred to. It is true, the fur of the beaver is notnow as valuable as when it was used for hats, .nu fetched £16 perkdogramme {rather more than 21b.) ; but it still commands a highpnce as the animal is becoming very scarce, in consequence of the
reckless way m which it has been hunted

12
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When the party reached their destination, the Lieutenant called

Mrs Bamett's attention to the great ingenuity displayed by beavera
in the instruction of their submarine city. There were some
hundreu animals in the little colony now to be invaded, and they
lived together in pairs in the "holes" or "vaults" they had
hollowed out near the stream. They had already commenced their

preparations for the winter, and were hard at work constructing
tlieir dams and laying up their piles of wood. A dam of admirable
structure had already been built across t*ie stream, which was deep
and rapid enough not to freeze far below the surface, even in the
se' 3rest weather. This dam, which was convex towards the current,

consisted of a collection of upright stakes interlaced with branches
and roots, the whole being cemented together and rendered water-

tight with the clayey mud of the river, previously pounded by the
animals' feet. The beavers use their tails—which are large and
flat, with scales instead of hair at the root—for plastering over their

buildings and beating the clay into shape.

" The object of this dam," said the Lieutenant to Mrs Barnett,

"is to secure to the beavers a sufficient depth of water at all seasons
of the year, and to enable the engineers of the tribe to build the
round huts tailed houses or lodges, the tops of which you can just
see. They are extremely solid structures, and the walls made of
stick, clay, roots, ifec, aie two feet thick. They can only be entered
from below the water, ind their owners have therefore to dive
when they go home—an admirable arrangement for their protection.

Each lodge contains two stories ; in the lower the winter stock of
branches, bark, and roots, is laid up, and the upper is the residence
of the liouseholder and his family."

" There is, however, not a Ijeaver in sight," said Mrs Barnett j
" is

this a deserted village?"

" Oh no," replied the Lieutenant, " the inhabitants are now all

asleep and resting ; they only work in the night, and we mean to
suri)rise them in their holes."

This was, in fact, easily done, and in an hour's time about a
hundred of the ill-fated rodents had been captured, twenty of which
were of very great value, their fur being black, and therefore
especially esteemed. That of the others was also long, glossy, and
silky, but of a reddish hue mixed with chestnut brown. Beneath
the long fur, the beavers have a second coat of close short hair of a
greyish-white color
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The hunters returned to the fort much delighted with the resultof their expedition. The beavers' skins were warehoused and labTed
«« "parchments " or ;'young beavers," according to their vTe^

Excursions of a similar ki,.d were carried on throughout themon h of September, and during the first half of Oct!ber^Aequally happy results.
v/i^tooer, witft

A few badgers were taken, the skin being used a^ an orn«m-«*

pec^iar to N„nhA„erioa, sor..U„,jJ:^Z Z/J^J"'"
Another aaunal of the rodent family, nearly as industrioris th.

tt :^;i"*7
~''*"""""* *° ""> "°^- "f the Company "irwalhe muBk-rat or musqnaeh. Ita head and body are about . footlonft and jt, tail ten inches. Ita f„r is in JsiderabkIm.^'These creatures, hke the rest of their family, multiply w th e««l.".p-dity, and a great number w.-. easuy unearthed

""

tot us^d'" Thi' f 'T" n"",
""''"'»'= "' «'°"°"^ fi-«™» kad

tri.» to which it bZntrZ '!'^=''PP'™7 »<• •««"/ "f the feline

Marbre ant SabLXto^ ::"':et 'T T" ^"t"''"'
aucceeded in killing more hansLTy of them'^ ?,^"^ T*'

'"^

gluttons .e. also Lspatched. thet'frr^^^disl^b L" dX: Z
Very few ermines or stoats were seen an^ t

"'" ^"^"e.

:5!.ttht;hnh?tir '-
-- '- o-^ei-^s:-

Martens, properly so-called, were hunted with great «eal TK •
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is chiefly hunted by the inhabitants of Siberia. They had to be con-

tent with the polecats and pine-martens, called " Canada-martens,"

which frequent the shores of the Arctic Ocean.

All the weasels and martens are very difficult to catch; they

wriggle their long supple bodies through the smallest apertures with

great" ease, and thus elude their pursuers. In the winter, however,

they are easily taken in traps, and Marbre and Sabine looked

forward to make up for lost time then, when, said they, " there shall

be plenty of thr^ir furs in the Company's stores."

We have now only to mention the Arctic or blue and silver foxes,

to complete the list of animals which swelled the profits of the

Hudson's Bay Company.

The furs of these foxes are esteemed in the Russian and

En'^lish markets above all others, and that of the blue fox is the

most valuable of all. This pretty creature has a black muzzle, and

the fur is not as one would suppose blue, but whitish-brown ; its

great price—six times' that of any other kind—arises from its

superior softness, thickness, and length. A cloak belonging to the

Emperor of Eussia, composed entirely of fur from the neck of the

blue fox (the fur from the neck is considered better than that from

any other part), was shown at the London Exhibition of 1851, and

valued at £3400 sterling.

Several of these foxes were f "ghted at Cape Bathurst, but all

escaped the hunters ; whilst only about a dozen silver foxes fell into

their hands. The fur of the latter—of a lustrous black dotted with

white—is much sought after in England and Russia, although it

does not command so high a price as that of the foxes mentioned

above.

One of the silver foxes captured was a splendid creature, with a

coal-black fur tipped with white at the extreme end of the tail, and

with a dash of the same on the forehead. The circumstances

attending its death deserve relation in detail, as they proved that

Hobson was right in the precautions he had taken.

On the morning of the 24th September, two sledges conveyed

Mrs Barnett, the Liuutenaut, Sergeant Long, Marbre, and Sabine,

to Walruses' Bay. Some traces of foxes had been noticed the evening

before, amongst some rocks clothed with scanty herbage, and the

direction taken by the animals was very clearly indicated. The

hunters followed up the trail of a large animal, and were rewarded

by bringing down a very fine silver fox
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Sevsral other animals of the same species were sighted, and the
hunters divided into two narties—Marbre and Sabine going after
one foe, and Mrs Barnett, Hobson, and the Sergeant, trying to cut
oflF the retreat of another fine animal hiding behind some rocks.

Great caution and some artifice waa necessary to deal with this
crafty animal, which took care not to exp.)se itself to a shot. The
pursuit lasted for half-an-hour without success; but at last the poor
creature, with the sea on one side and its three enemies on the other
had recourse in its desperation to a flying leap, thinking thus to
escape with its life. But Hobson was too quick for it ; and as it
bounded by like a flash of lightning, it wiw struck by a sliot, and to
every one's surprise, the report of the Lieutenant's gun was succeeded
by that of another, and a second bull entered the body of the fox,
which fell to the ground mortally wounded.

" Hurrah 1 hurrah ! " cried Hobson, " it is mine 1

"

"And mine!" said another voice, and a str iger stept forward
and placed his foot upon the fox just us the Lieutenant was about to
raise it.

Hobson drew back in astonishment He thought the second ball
had been fired by the Sergeant, and found himself face to face with
a stranger wLose gun was still smoking.

The rivals gazed at each other in silence.

The rest of the party now approached, and the stranger was
quickly joined by twelve comrades, four of whom were liLo himself
" Canadian travellers," and eight Chippeway Indians.
The leaderwasatall man—a fine specimen of his class— those Cana-

dian trappers described in the romances of Washingt-.n Irvine whose
competition Hobson had dreaded with such good reason, fie wore
the traditional costurue ascribed to his feUow-hunters by the great
American writer; a blanket loosely arranged about his person a
striped cotton shirt, wide cloth trousers, leather gaiters deerskin
mocassins, and a sash of checked woollen stuff round the waist
from which were suspended his knife, tobacco-pouch, pipe, and afew useful tools.

> f tf *

Hobson was right. The man before him was a Frenchman, or at
least a descendant of the French Canadians, perhaps an agent of the
American Company come to act as a spy on the settlers in the fort.
Ihe other four Canadians wore a costume resembling that of their
leader, but of coarser materials.

The Frenchman bowed politely to Mrs Barnett, and the Lieutenant
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was the fiiat to break the silence, during which he had not removed
his eyes from his rival's face.

" This fox is mine, sir," he said quietly.

" It is if you killed it
!

" replied the other ia good English, but
with a slightly foreign accent.

" Excuse me, sir," replied Hobson rather sharply, " it is mine in

any case."

Tlie stranger smiled scornfully at this lofty reply, so exactly what
he expected from nn agent of the Hudson's Bay Company, which
claims supremacy over all the northern districts, from the Atlantic

to the Pacific.

" Do you mean to say," he said at last, gracefully toying with bis

gun, " that you consider the Hud.son*8 Bay Coinpany mistress of the

whole of North America 1

"

"Of course I do," said Hobson; "and if, as I imagine, you belong

to an American company "

" To the St Louis Fur * Company," replied the stranger with a
bow.

" I think," added the Lieutenant, " that you will find it difficult

to show the grants entitling you to any privileges here."

" Grunts ! privileges !

" cried the Canadian scornfully, " old world
terms which are out of place in America I

"

" You are not now on American but on English ground," replied

the Lieutenant proudly.

" This is no time for such a discussion," said the hunter rather

warmly. ** We all know the old claims made by the English in

general, and the Hudson's Bay Company in particular, to these

hunting grounds ; but I expect coming events will soon alter this

state of things, and America will be America from the Straits of

Magellan to the North Pole 1

"

" I do not agree with you," replied Hobson dryly.

" Well, sir, however that may be," said the Canadian, " let ns
suffer this international question to remain in abeyance for the
present. Whatever rights the Company may arrogate to itself, it is

\Gvy clear that in the extreme north of the continent, and especially

on the coast, the territory belongs to whoever occupies it Yoa
have founded a factory on Cape Bathurst, theiefore we will respect

your domain, and you on your side will avoid ours, when the St
Loub fur-traders have established their projected fort at another
point on the northern shore of America."
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The Lieutenant frowned tt this speech, for he well knew what
complications would arise in the future when the Hudson's Bay
Company would be compelled to struggle for supremacy with power-
ful rivals, and that quarrelling and even bloodshed would ensUe ; he
could not, however, but acknowledge that this was not the time to

begin the discussion, and he was not sorry when the hunter, whose
manners, to tell the truth, wfire very polite, placed the dispute on
uiiother footing.

"As for this present matter," said tfae Canadian, "it is of minor
importance, and we must settle it according to the rules of the chase.

O'lr gun«« are of different calibre, and our balls can be easily dis-

tinguished
; let the fox belong to whichever of us really killed

it."

The proposition was a fair one, and the body of the victim was
examined accordingly. One ball bad entered at the aide, the other
at the heart ; and the latter was from the gun of the Canadian.
"The fox is your property, sir," said Jaspar Hobson, vainly

endeavour!..
, to conceal his chagrin at seeing this valuable spoil

fall into the enemy's hands.

The Canadian took it, but instead of throwing it over his shoulder
and carrying it off, he turned to Mrs Barnett, and said

—

" Ladies are fond of beautiful furs, and although, perhaps, if they
knew better what dangers and diflSculties have to be surmounted iu
order to obtain them, they might not care so much about them, they
are not likely to refuse to wear them on that account, and I hope,
madam, you will favour me by accepting this one in remembrance
of our meeting."

Mrs Barnett hesitated for a moment, but the gift was offered
with so much courtesy and kindliness of manner, that it would
have seemed churlish to refuse, and she therefore accepted it with
many thanks.

This little ceremony over, the stranger again bowed politely, and,
followed by his comrades, quickly disappeared behind the rocks,
whilst the Lieutenant and his party returned to Fort Good Uope.
Hobson was very silent and thoughtful all the way ; for he could
not but feel that the existence of a rival company would greatly
compromise the success of his undertaking, aud lead to many
future difficulties.
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THE APPROACH OF WINTER,

Mp ^"^ *^^ ^^^^ °^ September. The sun was then naasing
^>|^ througn the autamnal equinox, that is to say, the day and

night were of equal length all over the world. These
successive alternations of light and darkness were hailed with
dehglit by the inhabitants of the fort. It is easier to sleep in tl,e
absence of the sun, and darkness refreshes and strengthens the
eyes, weary with the unchanging brightness of several months of
daylight

We know that during the equinox the tides are generally at
their greatest height

; we have high water or flood, for the sun and
moon being m conjunction, their double influence is brought to bear
upon the waters. It was, therefore, necessary to note carefully the
approaching tide at Cape Bathurst. Jaspar Hobson had made bench
marks some days before, so as to estimate exactly the amount of
vertical displacement of the waters between high aud low tide ; he
found, however, that in spite of all the reports of previous observers,
the combined solar and hnar influence was hardly felt in this part
of the Arctic Ocean. There was scarcely any tide at all, and the
statements of navigators on the ibject were contradicted.

" Thero is certainly somethin^f unnatural here 1" said Lieutenant
Jlobson to himself.

He did not in fact know what to think, but other cares soon
occupied his mind, and he did not Icng endeavour to get to the
rights of this singular peculiarity.

On the 29th September the state of the atmosphere changed
considerably. The thermometer fell to 41o Fahrenheit, aud the sky
became covered with clouds which were soon converted into heavy
rain. The bad season was approaching.

Before the ground should be covered with snow, Ifrs Joliff-e was
busy sowing the seeds of Cochlearia («curvy gras3) and sorrel, in
the hope that as they were very hardy, ..nd would be well protected
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from the rigour of the winter by the snow itself, they would come up
in the ppring. Her garden, consisting of several acres hidden behind
the cliff of the cnpe, had been prepared beforehand, and it was sown
during the last days of September.

Ht)bson made his companions assume their winter garments
before the great cold set in, and all were soon suitably clothed in

the linen under vests, deerskin cloaks, sealskin pantaloons, fur
bonnets, and waterproof boots -.vith which they were provided.
We may also say that the rooms were suitably dressed ; the wooden
walls were hung with skins, in order to prevent the formation upon
them of coats of ice in sudden falls of temperature. About this
time, Rae set up his condensers for collecting the vapour suspended
in the air, which were to be emptied twice a week. The heat of
tbe stove was regulated according to the variations of the external
temperature, so as to keep the thermometer of the rooms at 50"
Fahrenheit. The house would soon be covered with thick snow,
which would prevent any waste of the internal warmth, and by this
combination of natural and artificial protections they hoped to be
able successfully to contend with their two most formidable enemies,
cold and damp.

On tbe 2nd October the thermometer fell still lower, and the
first snow storm came on ; there was but little wind, and there
were therefore none of those violent whirlpools of snow called drifts,
but a vast white carpet of uniform thickness soon clothed the cape,
the enceinte of fort, and che coast-. The waters of the lake and sea,
not yet petrified by the icy hand of winter, were of a dull, gloomy,
greyish hue, and on the northern horizon the first icebergs stood out
against the misty sky. The blockade had not yet commenced, but
nature was collecting her materials, soon to be cemented by the cold
into an impenetrable barrier.

The "young ice » was rapidly forming on the liquid surfaces of
sea and lake. The lagoon was the first to freeze over ; large
whitish-grey patches appeared here and there, signs of a hard frost
setting in, favoured by the calmness of the atmosphere, and after
a night during which the thermometer had remained at 15° Fahren-
heit, the surface of the lake was smooth and firm enough to satisfy
the most fastidious skaters of the Serpentine. On the verge of the
horizon, the sky assumed that peculiar appearance which whalers
call ice-blmk. and which is the result of the glare of light reflected
obliquely from the surface of the ice against the opposite atmos-
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phere. Vast tracts of the ocean became gredually solidified, the ice-

fields, formed by the accumulation of icicles, beoime welded to the

coast, presenting a surface broken and distorted by the action of the

waves, and contrasting strongly with the smooth mirror of the lake.

Here and there floated these long pieces, scarcely cemented together

at the edges, known as " drift ice," and the " hummocks," or pro-

tuberances caused by the squeezing of one piece against another,

were also of frequent occurrence.

In a few days the aspect of Cape Batburst and the surrounding

districts was completely changed. Mrs Barnett's delight and

enthusiasm knew no bounds ; everything was new to her, and she

would have thought no fatigue or suffering too great to be endured

for the sake of witnessing such a spectacle. She could imagine

nothing more sublime than this invasion of winter with all its

mighty forces, this conquest of the northern regions by the cold.

All trace of the distinctive features of the country had disappeared
j

the land was metamorphosed, a new country was springing into being

before her admiring eyes, a country gifted with a grand and touch-

ing beauty. Details were lost, only the large outlines were given,

scarcely marked out against the misty sky. One transformation

scene followed another with magic rapidity. The ocean, which but

lately lifted up its mighty waves, was liushed and still ; the verdant

soil of various hues was replaced by a carpet of dazzling whiteness

;

the woods of trees of different kinds were converted into groups of

gaunt skeletons draped in hoar-frost ; the radiant orb of day had

become a pale disc, languidly running its allotted course in the

thick fog, and visible but for a few hours a day, whilst the sea-

horizon, no longer clearly cut against the sky, was iiidden by an end-

less chain of ice-bergs, broken into countless rugged forms, and

building up that impenetrable ice-wall, which Nature has set up

between ihe Pole and the bold explorers who endeavour to reach

it.

We can well understand to how many discussions and conversa-

tions the altered appearance of the country gave rise. Thomas

Black was the only one who remained indifferent to the sublime

beauty of the scene. But what could one expect of an astronomer

80 wrapped up in his one idea, that he might be said to be present

in the little colony in the body, but absent in spirit ] He lived in

the contemplation of the heavenly bodies, passing from the examina-

tion of one constellation to that of another, roving in imagination
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through the vast realms of space, peopled by countless radiant orbs
and funnng with rage when fogs or clouds hid the objects of his
devotion from his sight. Hobson consoled him by promising him
fine cola nights admirably suited to astronomical observations when
he could watch the beautiful Aurora Borealis, the lunar halos and
..ther phenomena of Polar countries worthy even of Aw admira-
tion.

The cold was not at this time too intense ; there was no wind, and
It IS the wind which makes the cold so sharp and biting. Huntinc.was vigorously carried on for some days. The magazines bccam^
stocked with new furs, and fresh stores of provisions were laid up
rartndges and ptarmigans on their way to the south passed over
the fort in great numbers, and supplied fresh and wholeson.e meat.Polar or Arctic hares were plentiful, and had already assumed theirwh.te winter robes. About a hundred of these rodents formed avaluable addition to the reserves of the colony

tbJinT'''
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fields wcro rugged i.nd uneven, strewn with piled-up ridges of ice
u:id lM:Mnnonl<8 which hivd k be turned. Further out ft chain of
iceheigH, «onie five hundred feet high, barred their prosrress. These
mighty iceberjjs broken into fantastic and Dictun^squo forms, were
a truly maguiticent spectacle. Here tbey looked like the whitened
ruiiiM of a town with curtains battered In, and mtMiunienta and
culiinms overthrown; there like some volcanic land torn j-nd
ronvul.sed by earthquakes and eiuptions

; a coi.fusion of glaciers
and glittering icc-ptuka with snowy raniuarts and buta-esjcs,
valleys, and crevasses, mountains and hillocks, tossed a?rd distorted
like the famous Alps of Switzerland. A few .scattered birds
petrels, guillemots, and puffins, lingering h .lud their fellows, stin
enlivened the vast solitude with their piercing cries ; huge white
bears roamed about Hmon|rst the hunnnocks, their dazzlin- coats
scarcely distinguishable from the shin; .. ico—truly there whs
enough to interest and excite our adventurous lady traveller and
even Madge, the faithful Madge, shared the euthusiasm of her
nnstresb. How far, how very far, were both from the tropic zonee of
India or Ausuralia!

The frozen ocean was firm enough to have allowed of the passage
of a park of artillery, or the erection of a morament, and many
were the excursions on its surface until the sudden lowering of the
temperature r-indered all exertion so exhaiisiing that they had to be
discontinued. The pedestrians were out of breath alter takinc a
few steps, and the dazzling whiteness of the glittering snow culd
not be endured by the naked eye; indeed, the reve^'hratlon or
flickering glare of tne nndulatory reflection of the light from the
surface of the snow, has uoe:«. known to caucse several cases of blind-
ness amongst the Esquimaux.
A singular phenomenon due to the refraction of rays of light wasnow observed: Distances, depths, and heights lost their true pro-

portions, five or 3,x yards of ice looke.: like two, and many were
the falls and ludicrous results of this optical illusion.
On October 14th the thermometer marked 3' Fahrenheit below

zero a severe temperature to endure, especially when the north
wind blows strongly. The air seemed to be made of needles
and those who ventured out of the house were in great dange
of being fros^-bitten, when death or mortification would ensue
If the suspended cu-culation of the Wood were not restored byimmediate friction with snow. Garry, Belcher, Hope, and other
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members of the little community were attacked by frost-bite but
the parts aflfected being rubbed in time they escaped without serious
injury.

It will readily be understood that all manual labour hud now
become impossible. ' The days' were extremely short, the sun was
<.i.ly above the horizon for a few hours and the actual winter, imply-
itig entire ccnfinement within doors, was about to commence. The
last Arctic birds forsook the gloomy shores of the Po!ar Sea, only a
few pairs of those speckled quails remained which the Indians
appropriately call « winter birds," because they wait in the Arctic
regions until the commencement of the Polar night, but they too
weie soon to take dieir departure.

Lieutenant Hobson, therefore, urged on the setting of the traps
and snares which were to remain in different parts of Cape Bathurst
throughout the winter.

These traps consisted merely of rough joists supported on a square,
formed of three pieces of wood so balanced as to fall on the least
touch— in fact, the same sort of trap as that used for snaring birds
in fields on a large scale. The end of the horizontal piece of wood
was baited with venison, and every anin.al of a moderate height,
a fox or a marten, for instance, which touched it with its paw, could
not fail to be crushed. Such were the traps set in the winter over
a space of several miles by the famous hunters whose adventurous
life has been so poetically described by Cooper. Some thirty of
these snares were set round Fort Hope, and were to be visited at
pre* ty frequent intervals.

On the 12th November a new member was bom to the little
colony. Mrs Mac-Nab was safely confined of a fine healthy boy, of
whom the head carpenter was extremely proud. Mrs Barnett stood
god-mother to the child, which received the name of Michael Hope.
The ceremony of baptism was performed with consid-srable
solemnity, and a kind of fete was held in honour of the little
creature which had just come into the world beyond the 70th
degree N. Lat.

A few days afterwards, on November 20th, the sun sunk below
the horizon not to appear again for two months. The Polar night
bad commenced \
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CHAPTER XVin.

TliE POLAR NIGHT.

^g»HE long night was ushered in by a violent storm. The coldWg was perhaps a little less severe, but the aiv was very dninp,^^ and, in spite of every precaution, the humidity penetrated
into the house, and the condensers, which were emptied every morn-
ing, contained several pounds of ice.

Outside drifts whirled past like waterspouts—the snow t -emed
no longer to fall horizontally but vertically. The Lieutenant was
obliged to insist upon the door being kept shut, for had it been
opened the passages would immediately have becom.^ blocked up
The explorers were literally prisoners.

The window shutters ware hermetically closed, and the l.-.-ipa
wero kept burning through the long hours of the sleepless ni<rht

But although darkness reigned without, the noise of the t'empost
replaced the silence usually so complete in these high latitudes The
roaring of the wind between the house and the cliff never ce-ised
for a moment, the house trembled to its foundations, and had it
not been for the solidity of its construction, must have succunibed
to the violence of the hurricane. Fortunately the accumulation of
snow round the walls broke the force of the squall, and Mac-N ib's
only fear was for the chimneys, which were liable to be blown over
However they ren.ained firm, although they had constantly to
be freed from the snow which blocked up the openings

In the midst of the whistling of the wind, loud reports were heard,
of which Mrs Barnett could not conjecture the cause. It was the
fa hng of icebergs in the offing. The echoes caught up the soundsV hich were rolled u.ong like the reverberations of thunder Theground shook as the ice-fields split open, crushed by the fallin. of
those mighty mountains, and none but those thoroughly inured"' tothe horror, of these wild rugged climates could witnesl tlLe st l'phenomena without a shuddev. Lieutenant Hobson and his ,.om-panions were accustomed to all these thii s, and Mrs Barnett andMadge were gradually becoming so. and wera besides, notalto^ethx^r
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2^^^Tx.T r ^^'^'^^ "'"'^ "^^'^^ '"^^ -* t^« rate of fortymiles .n hour, and overturn twenty-four plunders. Here howeveT

l.nt 1"? T\ '^' """ ''^^S^^-^''*^'^ ^^« dread night o7 theto.^ that which was not crushed was buried and smo h red andprobab
y twelve hours after the comn.enccmer.t of the temne.tbonse kennel, shod and enceinte would have disappeared beneatha bed of snow of uniform thickness.

The time was not wasted during this long imprisonment ^11these good people agreed together perfectly, and nehSerThLnnor ennui marred the contentment !>f the if tie iZZi uo i T".'a narrow apace. They were userl fn \\u \ • , ^ ^"^^

at F,.. EL.Kise IJZ^^., and":! t rtt^^tr."

Part of the day was occupied with work, part with reading, an^games. Garments had to be made and n^nded arms to bl V^bnght and in good repair, boots to be manufactur'e and the daifv
J urnal to be issued in which Lieutenant Hobson recorded Ueslightest events of this northern wincerinc-the weather fllT

quent m the Polar regions, &c, <fec. Then the house had to be kentm orckr, the rooms must be swept, and the stores of l^irs musttvisited every day to see if they were free from damp • the Ts a.tistoves, too, required constant superintendence, and^perpetuaTvi.^ri::rri
'- ''-'

''---^^ «^^^^ -i
To each one was aligned a task, the di,ty of each one wm laiddown .nrdes fi.ed up i„ tl.e large roon,,.o tbat withorbe,Wovenworke

,
the occupants of the fort were'never withoutsolthfdo Thomas Black screwed and unscrewed his instruments andooked over h.s astronomical calculations, remaining alZstlryssin, up „, h« cabin, fretting and fuming at the storm whchpTvented nm from making nocturnal observations. The ihre marfkd'women had also plenty to see to : M,^ MacNab busied he'l f

™
h

M« fiae :„d° 't ?r r'"'""^'
"''"^' Mrs Johffe, I J by

kit"™
°'"'"'"' *'™^^ "' ""• ''^ol^.Ferided in the

When work was done the entire party assembled in (h. I„™

amusement The Bible and some books of travels were the whole
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library of the fort
;
but they were all the good folks required Mrs

Barn.tt generally read aloud, and her audience listened with delight
Ihe Bible and accounts of adventures received a fresh charm wlieii
read out in her clear earnest voice; her gestures we.e so express!v.
that imaginary persons seemed to live when she spoke of then, and
all were glad when she took up the book. She was, in fact, the life
and soul of the little community, eager alike to give and receive
instruction

;
she combined the charm and grace of a woman with the

energy of a man, and she consequently became the idol of the rou-di
soldiers who would have willingly laid down their lives in her ser-
vice. Mrs Barnett shared everything with her companions, never
holding herself aloof or remaining shut up in her cabin, but working
zealously amongst the others, drawing out the most reticent by her
intelligent questions and warm sympathy. Good humour and good
heal h prevailed throughout the little community, and neither hands
nor ton^nies were idle.

"»uua

The storm, however, showed no signs of abating. The party hadnow been conhiied to the house for three days, and ^.he sn'ow-driftswere as wild and furious as ever. Lieutenant Hobson began to g.anxious. It was becoming imperatively necessary to renew the ai

tZ'77"'^ \
^^ '"" "'"'^ '^^'^'^ ^^^^ «^^bonic acid. Theght of the lamps began to pale in the unhealthy atmosphere, andhe air-pumps wou d not act, the pipes being choked up with ice-they were not, in fact, intended to be used\hen the house v!sbuned in snow. It was necessary to take counsel ; the Lieutenanand Sergeant Long put their heads together, and i^ wl d cided1November 23d that, as the wind beat with 'rather iZ.ilte onthe front of the house, one of the windows at the end of the p sL'eon that side should be opened. ^ °®

This was no Ught matter. It was easy enough to open the win-dow from mside, but the shutter outside was encrufted ov r with tMckumps
<^

ice, and resisted every effort to move it. It had to be t k ,.off Its hinges and the hard mass of snow was then attacked wil

Initted!
" '''" '"''^'^ ^"* ^^' '"^^ -*«^ «ir -a«

Hobson, the Sergeant, several soldiers, and Mrs Barnett l,^r«.K

What a scene was presented by Cape Bathurst and the surromldin.
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plain. It was mid-da)', and but a few faint twilight raya glimmered
upon the southern horizon. Tbe cold was not so intense as one
would have supposed, and the thermometer marked only 15" Fahren-
heit above zero; but the snow-drifts whirled along with terrific

.
force, ind all would inevitably have been thrown to the ground, had
not V.e snow in which they were standing up to their waists helped
to sustain them against the gusts of wind. Everything around tliem

was white, the walls of the enceinte, and the whole of the hduse
even to the roof were completely covered over, and nothing but a
few blue wreaths of smoke would have betrayed the existence of a
human habitation to a stranger.

Under the circumstances the " promenade " was soon over ; but
Mrs Barnett had made good use of her time, and would never forget

1;he uwfiil beauty of the Polar regions in a snow-storm, a beauty
upon wliich few women had been privileged to look.

A few moments sufficed to renew the atiiiosphere of the house
and all unhealthy vapours were quickly dispersed by the introduc-
tion of a pure and refreshing current of air.

The Lieutenant and his companions hurried in, and the window
was again closed ; but after that the snow before it was removed
every day i»,r the sake of ventilation.

The entire week passed in a similar manner ; fortunately the
rein-deer and dogs had plenty of food, so that there was no need to
visit them. The eight days during which the occupants of the fort

were imprisoned so closely, could not fail to be somewhat irksome
to strong men, soldiers and hunters, accustomed to plenty of ex-

ercise in the open air ; and we must own that listening to reading

aloud gradually lost its charm, and even cri' ' -^e became uniiiteresfr-

ing. The last thought at night was a hope tiiat the tempest might
have ceased in the morning, a hope disappointed every day. Fresh
snow constantly accumulated upon the windows, the wind roared,

the icebergs burst with a crash like thunder, the smoke was forced

back into the rooms, and there were no signs of a diminution of the
fury of the storm.

At last, however, on the 28th November the Aneroid barometer
in the large room gave notioe of an approaching change in the state

of the atmosphere. It rose rapidly, whilst the thermoujeter outside
fell almost suddenly to less than four degrees below zero. These were
symptoms which could not be mistaken, and on the 29th November
the silence all around the fort told that the tenii'est h.ui ceased.
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Every one was eager to get out, the confinement had la«ted long
enough. The door could not be opened, and all had to got thron<rh the
window, and clear away the fresh accumulation of snow ; this°tinie
however, it was no soft mass they had to remove, but compact blocks
of ice, which required pick axes to break them up.

It took about half.an-hour to clear a passage, and then every
one 111 the fort, except Mrs Mac-Nab, who was not yet up
hastened into the interior court, glad once more to be able to
walk about.

The cold was etiU intense, but the wind haviT.g gone down it was
possible to endure it, although great care was necessary to e^^can-
serious consequencej on leaving the heated rooms for the open ai
the difference between the temperature inside and outside beine
some fifty-four degrees. °

It was eight o'clock in the morning. Myriads of brilliant con-
stellations studded the sky, and at the zenith shone the Pole star
Although in both hemispheres there are in reality but 6000 fixed
stars visible to the naked eye, their number appeared to the
observers incalculable. Exclamations of admiration burst involun-
tarily from the lips of the delighted astronomer as he gazed into
the cloudless heavens, once more undimmed by mists or vapours
Never had a more beautiful sky been spread out before the eyes of
an astromoner.

VVhilst Thomas Black was raving in ecstasy, dead to all terrestrial
matters, his companions had wandered as far as the enceinte Thesnow was a^ hard as a rock, and so slippery that there were a goodmany tumbles, but no serious injuries.

It is needless to state that the court of the fort was completely
filled up. The roof of the house alone appeared above the white
ma.ss, the surface of which had been worn smooth by the action ofthe wind

;
of the palisade nothing was visible but the top of the

stakes, and the least nimble of the wild animals they dreaded
could easily have climbed over them. But what was to be done?
t was no use to think of clearing away a mass of frozen snow tenfeet thick, extending over so large an extent of ground. All thevcould attempt would be to dig away the ice inside the encel te oas to form a kind of moat, the counterscarp of which would pllcthe palisade But alas the winter was only beginning, and-a freshtenipes m,ght at any time fill m the ditch a few hours
Whilst the Lieutenant was examining the works, which could no
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more protect his fort than a single sunbeam could melt the solid

layer of snow, Mrs Joliffe suddenly exclaimed :

" And our dogs I our reindeer
!

"

It was indfted time to think about the poor animals. Tbe dog-

house and stable being lower than the house were probably

entirely covered, and the supply of air had perhaps been completely

cut off. Some hurried to the dog-house, others to the reindeer

stable, and all fears were quickly dispelled. The wall of ice, which
connected the norihern corner of the house with the cliff, had puiLly

protected the two buiidingg, and the snow round them was not

more than four I'eet thick, so that the apertures left in the walls

had not been closed up. The animals were all well, and when the

door was opened, the dogs rushed out barking with deliyht.

The cold was so intense, that after an hour's walk every one
began to think of the glowing stove in the large room at homo.
There was nothing left to be done outside, the traps buried beneath
ten feet of snow could not be visited, so ill returned to the hou.«o,

the window was closet!, and the party sat down to the dinner

awaiting them with sharpened appetites.

We can readily imagine that the conversation turned on tbe

intensity of the cold, which had so rapidly converted the solt snow
into a solid mass. It was no light matter, and might to a ceitain

extent compromise the safety of the little colony.

" But, Lieutenant," said Mrs Barnett, '* ca?i we not count upon a

few days' thaw—will not all this suow be rapidly converted into

water %
"

" Oh no, madam," replied Hobson, "a thaw at this time of year is

not at all likely. Indeed I expect the thermometer will* fall still

lower, and it is fery much to be regretted that we were unable to

remove the snow when it was soft."

" What, you thiuk the temperature likely to become much
coldor?" '

'* I do most certainly, madam, 4' below zero—what is that at

this latitude?"

" What would it be if we were at the Pole itself?

"

" The Pole, madam, is probably not the coldest point of the globe,

for most navigators agree that the sea is there open. From
certain peculiarities of its geographical position it would appear that

a certain spot on the shores of North Georgia, 95° longitude and
78° latitude, has the coldest mean temperature in the world: 2"'
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The doffs rushed out,'" ^r. — Page 122.
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below aero all the year round. It ' therefore, called tlio * Dole
of cold.'"

' ^

'But/' said Mrs Barnetfc, "wo nre more than 8' further south
than that famous point."

" Well, I don't suppose we shall suffer as much at Cape B.ithurst
as we might have done iu North Georgia, I only tpll you of the
'pole of cold,' that you may not confound it with'tho Pt.e properly
so-called when the lowness of the temperature is discussed.
Great cold has besides been experienced on other points of the
globe. The difference is, that the low temperature ii not there
maintained."

"To what places do you allude?" inquire! M- Barnett ; "I
assure you I take the greatest interest in this matter of (Irenes of
cold."

^

"A- far as I can romembe-, madam," replieJ the Lio.itonant,
••Arctic explorers state that at Melville Island the temperatu-e fell
I )

61* below zero, and at ?i,rt Foiix to G5°."

"But Melville Island an' Port Felix an some degrees farther
north latitude than Cape Bathurst, are they not '

"

'Yea. madam, but in a certain sense we may say that their
latitude proves nothing. A combination of different atmospheric
condinions is requisite to pro'luce intense cold. T,ocal and other
causes largely modify climate. If I remember rightly in 1845
Sergeant Lont^, you were at Fort Reliance at that date ?

" Y«s, sir," replied Long.

" Well, was it not in January of that year that the cold xvaa so
excessive ?

"

"Yes it was I remember only too well that the thermometer
marked 70' below zero."

"What!" exclair-jd Mrs Barnett, "at Fort Reliance, on the
Great Slave Laker'

"Yes, madam," replied the Lieutenant, "and that was at 65*
north latitude only, which is the same parallel as that of Christiania
and St Petersburg,"

" Then we must be 'prepared for everything."
"Yes, indeed, we must when we winter in Arctic countries"
During the 29th and 30th November, the cold did not decrease

and It was necessary to keep up huge Hres to prevent the freez-
ing in aU the comers of the house of the nr-Iature in the
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atmosphere. Fortunately there was plenty of fnel, and it was not
spared. A mean temperature of 52' Fahrenheit was maintained in-
clnors in spite of the intensity of the cold without.
Thomac Black was so anxious to take stellar observations, now

that the sky was so clear, that he braved the rigour of the outside
temperature, hoping to be able to examine some of the magnifi-
cent constellations twinkling on the zenith. But he was compelled
to desist—his instruments "burnt" his hands 1 "Burnt" is the
only word to express the sensation produced by touching a metallic
body subjected to the influence of intense cold. Exactly similar
results are produced by the sudden introduction of heat into an
ani..;ate body, and the sudden withdrawal of the same from it, as
the astronomer found to his cost when he left the skin of his fingers
on his instruments. He had to give up taking observations.

However, the heavens made him ti e best amends in their power
by displaying the most beautiful and indescribable phenomena of
a lunar halo and an Aurora Boreaiis.

The lunar halo was a; white corona with a paie red edge sncir-
cling the moon. This luminous meteor was about forty-five degrees
in diameter, and was the result of the diffraction of the lunar rays
through the small prismatic ice-crystals floating in the atmosphere.
The queen of the night shone with renewed splendour and heightened
beauty from the centre of tho luminous ring, the colour and
consistency of which resembled the milky transparent lunar rain-
bows which have been so often described by astronomers.

Fifteen Lours later the heavens were lit up by a magnificent
Aurora Boreaiis, the arch of which extended over more^'than a
hundred geographical degrees. The vertex of this arch was situated
in the magnetic meridian, and, as is often the case, the rays darted
by the luminous meteor wore of all the colours of the rainbow, red
predominating. Here and there the stars seemed to be floating in
blood. Glowing lines of throbbing colour spread from the dark
segment on the horizon, some of them passing the zenith and
quenching the light of the moon in their electric waves, which
oscillated and trembled as if swept by a current of air.

No description could give an adequate idea of the glory whicij
flr.slied the northern sky, converting it into a vast dome of fire, but
after the magnificent spectacle had been enjoyed for about half an
hour, it suddenly disappeared—^not fading gradually away after a
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CHAPTER XIX.

A NEIGHBOURLY VISIT.

IW^^^ ^x"^
^«««™^«'-' the intensity of the cold decreased.

P^ The phenomena of the lunar halo and Aurora Borealis were
symptoms which a uieteo.ologist would have been at no

loss to mterKet. They implied ti.e existence of a certain quantityo watery vapour in the atmosphere, and the barometer fell slightly^
whilst the thermometer rose to IS** above zero
Although this temperature would haveseem'ed very cold to the in-habitants of a emperatd zone, it was easily endured bv 'he colonists.The absence of w.nd made a great difference, and Ilobson havLg

noticed that the upper layers of snow were becoming softer, orde ed

L' N^b aniT ^'r^-'""
^'^ °"*^^ approaches'of the 'enceh teMac-Nab and his subordinates set to work zealously, and completedtheir task m a few days. The traps were now unco^red andT ItA good many ootpnnta showed that there were plenty of furreduun.als abou the cape, and as they could not get any other foodwas probable that the bait in the snares would soon attract themIn accordance v..th the advice of Marbre the hunter, a reindeer tr^pwas constructed in the Esquimaux style. A trench was dug tw veee deep, and ot a uniform width of ten leet. A see-sal plank,.h ch would rebound when lowered, was laid across it. A bait oherbs was placed at one end of the plank, and any animal venturing

to take them, was inevitably flung to the bottom of the pit, andthe plank immediately returning to ite former position, would allowof the trapping of another animal in the san.e mann;r. Once inhere V ,. no getting out. The cmly difTiculty Marbre had to contend
.itb in lu^King his trap, was the extreme hardness of the ground
to be dug out, but both he and the Lieute .ant were not a little
surprised at finding beneath some five feet of earth and sand a bed
of snow, as hard aa a rock, which appeared to be very thick

After closely examining the geological structure of the ground.Hobson obienred

:

,„- * ^
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" Til is part of the coast ninst have been subjected to intense cold
for a coiiaiderable length of time a groat many years ago. Prt^ably
the ice rests on a bed of granite, and the earth aud°sai.d upon it
Lave accuimilated gradually,"

« ill, sir, our trap won't be any the worse for that, the reindeer
J. .. la slippery wall, which it wUi be impossible for them tc

climb."

Marbre was right, as the event proved.
On the 5ih September, he and Sabine were on their way to the

trench, when they heard loud growls. They stood still and
listened.

"It's no reindeer making tliat noise," said Marbre, "I know
well enough what creature has fall'^n into our pit."

' A bear ? " replied Sabine.

" Yes," said ]\Iarbre, whose eyes glistened with delifrht.
"Well," remarked Sabine, "wo won't grumble at that, bears'

aieaks are as good as reiiideers', and we get the fur in! Come
along.

The two hunters were armed. They quickly slipped balls into
the>r guns, which were already loaded with lead, and hurried to the
trap. The see-saw plank had .swung back into its place, but the

tr!ill
l!|

''^'^'"''^

V^"""'^
P^«^>^^Wy'been dragged do«-n into theCell. The growls became louder and fiercer, and looking downthe hunters saw that it was indeed a bear they had taken. A hu^emss was huddled together in one corner of the pit, looking in thegh)om like a pile of white fur with two glittering eyes. The sidesof he trench had been ploughed up by the^creature^'s sharp claws at dLad they been made of earth instead of ice, it would certainly havemanaged to scramble out, but it could get no hold on the slh

p"

fromil'
'' "' "'^ "'"'^^^' '' ''''^'^'^ ''' P--' -^ 'o cicada

r„.^f'1r
*^' ,"'-'="'"^t^"^^e« the capture ^as easy. Two ballacarefully aimed put an end to the bear's life, and the next thin, to

tT 'T'
""' '' ''" '''' '^''^ ^-« ^'""ters returned 0^1 e

retimed with them. It was not witnout considerable difficult^
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muzzle, and smooth white fur characteristic of the species Theedih e portions of this valuable animal were confided to Mrs Joiiffe
nn.l l)y her carefully prepared for the table.
The next week the traps were in full activity. Some twenty

martens were taken, in all the beauty of their winter clothing, butonly two or three foxe . These cunning creatures divined the snarehud for then,, and sc.atching up the ground near the trap thev
often managed to run off with the bait without being caught Thismade Sabnie beside himself with rage ; "for," he said "such asubterfuge \yas unworthy of a respectable fox."
About the 10th December, the wind having veered round to the

south-west, the snow again began to fall, but not in thick flakes orm lar.re quantities. The wind b.;ng high, however, the cold was
severely teit, and A was necessary to settle in-doors again, anitowumfc
domestic occupations. Hobson distributed lime lozenges and limf
jnice to every one as a precaution against the scorbutic affections
Mhich damp cold p^duces. No symptoms of scurvy had fortunateljj
as yet appeared amongst the occupants of the fort, thanks to the
sanitary precautions taken.

The winter solstice was now approaching, when the darkness ofthe
. olar night would be most profound, as the sun would be at the

lowest maximum point below the horizon of the northern hemi-
sphere. At midnight the southern edges of the l.mg white plains
were touched with a faint glimmer of twilight, that ^vas all, and it

.
would be impossible to imagine anything more melancholy than thegloomy stilhuss and darkness of the vast expanse.

H<.bson felt inore secure from the attacks of wild -^sasts, now that
the approaches to the enceinte had been cleared of snow, which was
a forturinte circumstance, as ominous growlingb were heard, the
nature of which no one could mistake.

There was no fear of visits from Indian huntera or Canadians at
this time of year, but an incident occurred proving that these dis-
tricts were not altogether depopulated even in thb winter, and which
was qu.te an episode in the long dreary dark months. Some human
beings still lingered on the coast hunting morses and camping under
the snow.^^ They belonged to the race of Esquimaux. " or eaters of
raw flesh, which is scattered over the continent of North America
rom Baffin 8 Bay to Behring Strait, seldom, however, advanciJ
farther south than the Great Slave Lake.
On the morning of the Uth December, or rather nine houn
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before midd.y, Sergeant Long, on his return from an excursion along
the coast, endo.1 his report to the LieMtenant by saying, that if his
eyes had not deceived him, a tribe of nomads were encamped about
four miles from the fort, n^ar a little cape jutting out from the
coast.

" What do you suppose these nomads are ? " inquired Hobson.
' Either men or morses," replied the S'^rgeant. " There 's no

medium !

"

The brave Sergeant would have been considerably surprised if
any one had told him that some naturalists admit the existence of
the " medium," the idea of which he scouted; and certain mvanU
have with some humour classed the Esquimaux as an " intermediate
species " between man and the sea-cow.

Lieutenant Hobson, Mrs Barnett, Madge, and a lew others at once
went to ascertain the tiuth of the report. Well wrapt uo, and on
their guard against a sudden chill, their feet cased in furred boots
and guns and hatchets in their hands, they issued from the postern'
vid made their way over the frozen snow along the coaat, strewn
with masses of ice.

The moon, already in the last quarter, shed a few faint rays through
the mists which shrouded the ice-fields. After marching for about
an hour, the Lieutenant began to tldnl: that the Sergeant had been
mista n, and that what he had seen were morses, who bad returned
to their native element through the holes in the ice which they
always keep open. ^

But T ong, pointing to a grey ^vreath of smoke curling out of a
conical protuberance on the icefield some hundred steps off, con-
tented himself with observing quietly—

" The morses are smoking, then !
"

Ashe spoke some living creatures came out of the hut draffdnc
themselves along the snow. They were Esquimaux, but whethe^
male or fema e none but a native could have said, for their costumes
were all exactly alike.

Indeed without in the least sharing the opinion of the naturalistquoted above, any one might have taken the rough shaggy figure
for seals or some other amphibious animals. Tbere^vere !S.i fhe-four fol].g,ow. and two children. Although very short thevwere broad-chested and mu.cular. They had Ihe Z nose

'

on!
^

eye-lashes, large mouths, thick lips, long black coar eTa"' a"lbeardless chins of their race. Their costume consisted of abound
a
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\

coat made of the skin of the ^vaI^u8, a hood, boots, trousers, andmittens of the same material. They gazed at the Europeans in

"Does any one understand Esquimaux 1" inquired the Lieu-
tenant. ^ «u

No one was acquainted with that idiom, and everyone started

et'^M/"'"'
^"^'nediately exclaimed in English, "Welcome: wel-

It was an Esquimaux, and, as they learned later, a woman, who,
approachnig Mr^ Barneit, held out her hand.

The lady, much surprised, replied in a \^^s words, which the native
girl reauily understood, and the whole family was in^•ited to follow
the Europeans to the fort.

The Esquimaux looked searclm.gly at the strangers, and after afew moments hesitaiion they accompanied the Lieutenant, keeping,
close together, however. ' "

Arrived at the enceinte, the native woman, seeing the house, ofthe existence of which she had had no idea, exclaimed-
" House ! snow-house !

"

She asked If it were made of snow, wh^cli was a natural question
enough, for the house was all but hidden beneath ti,o white masswhich covered the gr.,„nd. She was made to u„de,4and that itwas bu.lt of wood

;
she then turned and said a few .ords to her

companions, who made signs of acquiescence, and they all passed
t^hrough the postern, and were taken to the large room in the chief

They removed their hoods, and it became possible to distinguish
sexes. There were two men, about forty or fifty years old, with
)ollowi.sh-red complexions, sharp teeth, and projecting cheek bones
^^ hich gave them son.ethmg of the appearance of carnivorous animalswo women still young, wiiose matted h^ir was adorned with the'teeth and claws of Pohvr bears ; and two children, about five or six

abZ tt
' P'':,^^"^f ^-^^^^^^^^ ^i^l^ intelligent faces, who lookedabout them with wide wondering eyes.

" I believe the Esquimaux are always hungry," said Hobsnn, "so
1 don t suppose our guests would object to a slice of venison "

In obedience to the Lieutenant's order, Joliffe brought some
remdeer-venison which the poor creatures devoured witl. .reedy
avidity

;
but the young woman who had answered in E^i^lishbehaved with greater refinement, and watched xMra Barnett and'tlie
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women of the fort without onco removing her eyes from them.
Presently noticing the baby in Mrs Mac NrVs arms, slie rose and
ran up to it, speaking to it in a soft voice, and caressing it tenderly.

Indeed if not exactly superior, the young girl was certainly mora
civilised than her companions, which was especially noticeable when,
being attacked by a slight fit of coughing, she put her iiand before
hei mouth in the manner enjoined by the first rules of civilised
society.

Tliis significant gesture did not escape any one, and Mrs Barnett,
who chatted for some time with the Esquimaux woman, learned from'
her in 11 few short sentences that she had been for a year in the
service of the Danish governor of Upper Navik, whose wife was
Eniilisli, and that she had left Greenland to follow her family to
the hunting grounds. The two men were her brothers

; the other
woman was her sister-in-law, m.^rried to one of the men, and mother
of the two children. They were all returning from Melbourne Island,
on the eastern coast of English America, and were making for Point
Barrow, <m the western coast of Russian America, the home of
their tribe, and were considerably asto... r.ed to find a factory
establisued on Cape Bathurst. Indeed the ^wo men shook their
heads when they spoke of it. Did they disapprove 01 the cou-
struction of a fort at this particular point of the coast? Pi.' iiey
tlunk the situation ill-chosen? In spite of all his endei-^ours
Hobson could get no satisfactory reply to these questions, or rather
he could not i nderstand the answers he received.

The name of the young girl was Kalumah, Ind she seemed tohave taken a great fancy to Mrs Barnett. But sociab'e as she was
she appeared to feel no regret at having left the governor of Uppe^
Navik, and to be sincerely attached to her relatior^

Ar!^v' r!r^^"^
themselves with the reindeer-venison, and

drinking half a pint of rum, in which the children had their share
the Esquimaux took leave of their hosts; but before sayin. good^bye the young ^irl invited Mrs Barnett to visit their snow-hut andthe ady proniiseH to do so the next day, weather permitting.

The next day was fine, and accompanied by Madge, Lieutenant
Hobson, and a .ew soldiers, well armed in case any b^ars sho d beprowl.ng about, Mrs Barnett set out for " Cape Esqnimaur.'' as theyhad named the spot where th. little colony had encamped.'

^

Kalumah hastened forward to meet her friend of yest.niav andpointed to th^ hut with an air of pride. It was a'ar^Z:"^
15
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snow, with an opening in the summit, through which the smoke
from the fire inside made its v/ay. These snow-houses, called igloos
in the language of the Esquimaux, are constructed with great
rapidity, and are admirably suited to the climate. In them their
owner^ can endure a temperature 40° below zero, without fires, and
without suffering much. In the summer the Esquimaux encamp
m tents made of seal and reindeei skins, which are called htpics.

It was no easy matter to get into this hut. The only opening was
a hole close to the ground, and it was necessary to creep through a
kind of passage three or four feet long, which is about the thickness
of the walls of these snow houses. But a traveller by profession, a

- laureate of the Royal Society, could not hesitate, and Mrs Paulina
Barnett did not hesitate ! Followed by Madge, she brr.vely entered
the narrow tunnel in imitation of her guide.^ Lieutenant Hobson
and his men dispensed with paying their respects inside.
And Mrs Barnett soon discovered that the chief difficulty was not

getting into the hut, but remaining in it when there. The room
was heated by a fire, on which the bones of morses were burning;
and the air was full of the smell of the fetid oil of a lamp, of greasy
garments, and the flesh of the amphibious animals which form the
chief article of an Esquimaux's diet. It was suffocating and sick-
ening

! Aladge could not stand it, and hurried out at once, but
Mrs Barnett, rather than hurt the feelings of the young native,
showed superhuman courage, and extended her visit over five long
minutes !—five centuries ! The two children and their mother were
at home, but the men had gone to hunt morses four or five miles
from their camp.

Once out of the hut, Mrs Barnett drew a long sigh of relief, and
the color returned to her blanched cheeks.

" Well, madam," inquired the Lieutenant, " what do you think of
Esquiu^aux houses?"

The ventilation leaves something to be desired !
" she replied

simply.

The interesting native family remained encamped near Cape
Esquimaux for eight days. The men passed twelve hours out of
every twenty-four hunting morses. With a patience which none
but sportsmen could understand, they would watch for the
amphibious animals near the holes through which th^y come up to
the surface of the ice-field to breathe. When the morse appears, a
rope with a running noose is flung round its body a little below the
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I of relief, and

) you think of

head, and it ia dragged on to the ice-field, often with considerable

difficulty, and killed with hatchets. It is really more like fishing

than hunting. It is considered a great treat to drink the warm
blood of the walrus, and the Esquimaux often indulgo in it to excels.

Kalumah came to the fort every day in spite of the severity of the

weather. She was neves tired of going through the different rooms,

and watching Mrs Joliffe at her cooking or sewing. She asked the

English name of everything, and talked for hours together with

Mrs Barnett, if the term *' talking " can be applied to an exchange

of words after long deliberation on in/ch sides. When Mrs Banit'tt

read aloud, Kalumah listened with great attention, although she

probably understood nothing of what t^he heard.

The young native girl had a sweet voice, and sometimes sang

some strange melancholy rhythmical songs with a peculiar metre,

and, if we may so expiess it, a frosty ring about them, peculiarly

characteristic of their origin.

Mrs Barnett liad tlie patiertce to translate one of these Greenland

sagas, which was sung to a sad air, inters[)ersed with long pauses,

and filled with strange intervals, which produced an indescribable

fcffect. We give an English rendering of Mrs Barnett's translation,

which may give a faint idea of this strange hyperborean poetry ;—

GREENLAND SONO.
Dark is the sky,

The sun sinks wearily

;

My trembling heart, with sorrow filled,

Aches drearily

!

My sweet child at my songs is smiling still,

While at his tender heart the icicles lie chUL

CJhild of ray dreams !

Thy love doth cheer me ; ,

The cruel biting frost I brave

But to be near thee !

Ah me, Ah me, could these i'ot tears of mine
But melt the icicles around that heart of thine f

Could we once more
Meet heart to heart.

Thy little hands close clasped in mine,
No more to part

Then on thy chill heart rays from heaven above
Should fall, auJ softly melt it with the warmth of lev* f
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On the 20th DepprnKo,. !, t- .

~
" ' ~

of the occupants of tt ^,^^^'---^-^'7 came to take leave

MrsBarnett, who wouldVadL'? T '""''^ ^ ^^"^ ^"^
tl- young 'native conltn^\TT'"fJ^^^
Peop:e; ,he promised, however to^T''^^''* % ^''''' ^'^ «^«
B..mmer. '

iiowever, to return io Fort Hope in the

^o^'^r^^e^^ «^P--*«^ ^rs Bamett with a
which shetn.ed[::^"p,^^^^^^^^^ of black beads,

good stock of provisions wWch tf.
"", T' '^' ^''' P^^P^^ «

after a few words of Seful a.t Vf^'^ "^ *^^^' «^«^S« = ^^d
whole party sec out tfwtX ^ ^^'^^°''"' ^^'^"^ ^^^^^^^^ the

thick fogs on the shorr '' *^' "'''' ^"^^^ disappearing in th.
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UBRCUSy FSEBZSS,

\4 ^^Tu ^T »* *7 calm weather fayoured the operatioo,

having „h„3.n so i^^o.^^::X^^^^Z'^,^'"'^' ""

great „™ber of f„„od animals of alltincL were tee«tT^
^

and Sabine and Marbre killed a g„«l man;p„1^w &t»enty starving wolves were shot Hunger renTered^. TTammak aggressive, and bands of them gatherJaCttb. ft in
'

theair with hoarse howls, and am„ngsfr.^;itis'.tr;h t'

°
,

"^'^ '^"'^^°- '^e Fahrenheit thermometer fell fn i «• k i
^ero, and the gale r.ared like a voUey of mrketrv Hnh, fTcare to provide the animals with food enouTtl i 1 T *°'^''

Christn.as Day, the dav of hi .f ^ ^^* ^''^^'^ ^««^«-

Of .11 Englishmen tX^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^V'^
'^^^^

turned thanks to Ond fn.\.
8oiem.'.ity. The colonists re-

»..d .he wo kl
, wh' h^d aToM?^ t'"

""°"«'' '° ^'^^ ?-"»

^

aasembled wi,. thel mitt^ -Sd tlT
,''.°"°""f '"' ""y' ""»"'"'»'

on whici. ,g„red twoZrc::ttmas';trd[:r
'' ''"'"'^"'^ '^"^'

t.bi: :X^t^^ "' 5"-" "»-''- f'^ centre of the

""ly by the livi;^ ZC7:: s^Mt^thVr r"'
™'" "" '^''^

»trange fantastic forms. The p tL of
'" "•''°''°°" "'™""«

watch«I the flickering illnmi.L I ^ ^""'"^ '°^ " ""ey

lessened after imlZg s^I fTb'"''- "f '""'°"'"" ™ »'
B..f n,™ „,- ^ » 'o™ "' '"e bnrning liauid.

the name, began to pale; bluish' tongue, .tm fitf,,,,^
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licked the plump sides of the national pudding for a few minutes,
and then died away.

Strange to say, although the lamps had not been relit, the room
did not become dark on the extinction of the flames. A bright red
light was streaming through tb^ window, which had passed un-
noticed in the previous illumination.

The revellers started to their feet, and looked at each other in
astonishment.

" A fire ! " cried several

But unless the house itself were burning, there could not be a
fire anywhere near Cape Bathurst.

The Lieutenant rushed to the window, and at once understood
the cause of the phenomenon. It was an eruption.

Indeed, above the western clifi's beyond Walruses' Bay the horizon
was on tiie. The summits of the igneous hills, some miles from
Cape Bathurst, could not be seen ; but the sheaf of flame shot up
to a considerable height, lighting up the whole country in a weird,
unearthly manner.

" It is more beautiful than the Aurora Borealis I " exclaimed Mrs
Barnett.

Thomas Black indignantly protested against this assertion. A
terrestrial phenomenon more beautiful than a meteor ! But no one
was disposed t( argue with him about it, for all hurried out, in spite
of the bitter gale and biting cold, to watch the glorious spectacle of
the flashing sheaf of flames standing out against the black back-
ground of the night sky.

Had not the mouths and ears of the party been cased in furs,
they would have been able to hear the rumbling noise of the enip.
tion, and to tell each other of the impressions made upon them by
this magnificent sight ; but, as it was, they could neither speak nor
hear. They might well be content, however, with gazing upon such
a glorious scene—a scene which once looked upon could never ba
forgotten. The glowing sheets of flames contrasted ahke with the
gloomy darkness of the heavens and the dazzling whiteness of
the far-stretching carpet of snow, and producer! eff"ects of light
and shade which no pen or pencil could adequately portray. The
throbbing reverberations spread beyond the zenith, gradually
quenching the light of all the stars. The white ground became
dashed with golden tints, thp hummocks on the. ice-field and the
huge icebergs in the background reflecting the glimmering colours
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like 80 many glowing mirrors. The rays of light, striking on the
edges or surfaces of the ice, became bent and diffracted ; the an'^les
and varying inclinations on which they fell fretting them fnto
fringes of clour, and reflecting them back with changed and
heightened beauty. It was like a fairy scene in which ice and snow
combined to add eclat to a melee of rays in wliich luminous waves
rushed upon each other, breaking into coloured ripples.

But the excessive oold soon drove the admiring spectators back to
their warm dwelling, and many a nose paid dearly for the feast
enjoyed by the eyes.

During the following days the cold became doubly severe. The
mercurial thermometer was of course no longer of any use for mark-
ing degrees, and an alcohol thermometer had to be used. On the
night of the 28th to the 29th December the column fell to 32"
below zero.

The stoves were pUed up with fuel, but the temperature in
the house could not be maintained above 20° degrees. The bed-
rooms were exceedingly cold, and ten feet from the stove, in the
large room, its heat could not be felt af aU. The little baby had
the warmest corner, and its cradle was rocked in turn by those who
came to the fire. Opening doors or windows was strictly forbidden,
as the vapour in the rooms would immediately have been converted
into snow, and in the passage the bieatliing of the inmates already
produced that result. Every now and then dull reports were heard,
which startled those unaccustomed to living in such high latitudes'.
They were caused by the cracking of th. trunks of trees, of which
the walls were composed, under the influence of the intense cold.
The stock of rum and gin stowed away in the garret had to be
brought down into the sitting-room, as the alcohol was freezinc. and
smkmg to the bottom of the bottles. The spruce-beer made from a
dacoction of young fir-branchlets burst the barrels in which it was
kept as it froze, whilst ail solid bodies resisted the introduction of
heat as if they were petrified. Wood burnt very slowly, and Hobson
was obUged to sacrifice some of the wakus-oU to quicken its com-
bustion. Fortunately the chimneys drew well, so that there was no
disagreeable smeU inside, although for a long distance ontside the
air was impregnated with the fetid odour of the smoke from Fort
Hope, which a casual observer might therefore have pronounced an
unhealthy building.

Oneeymptom we must notice was the great thirst from whi-T^
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.ff«t of the cold w«. i„t.„.. d"W.3Thil R k"'-
*"°""'

by her kindness, brightness, and svmDathv <3nrv,
^""^e®,^ °*''«"

dowa, annoimced that the cold wa. still „o the incrc^e o!T.'31at December, the mercury waa all frozen hard in he oiefen, o?.b^_^matrume„t. ao that the temperature waa W below fr^L"!

Mra Barnett a happy new year, and complimented her on h.courage and good temper with which she eXed fh^
of this northern winter. The astronomert. noXotnTZun.ve«al mterchange of good wishes amongst the 3ie« of tehtt^. colony; but his only thought on^InteringTothl y^was, that .t was the beginning „f that in which the ecTeclC
Z, T '"""°- ^"^""""^'y *"« K™""' health st?u1;mSgood and any syn.ptoms of scurvy were pr„mi.ay checkeTr"^use of hme-juice and iime-lozengea. ^

It would not do, luwever, to rejoice too scon. The winter I,^ahfl to est three months. The aun would doubt eesX™'^^™
tte horjn u. due tin.e ; but there waa n„ reason to th „TSa^ ttcold had reached its madmum intensity, eapecially aa in mmtnorthern countries lebroary is the month dnrfng whict the Ternperature falls lowest However that mmJif i... fi, ,

in the severity .f the weatW du^:^Z fat kt^ofTL
""™

and on the 8th January the .IcoholCm,!J^L^d „uZwn,dow of the passage marked 66° below ze^ Ifew ^^more^d^the minimum temperature at FortZZJ^X^'^Z

Mverily ,f the cold. He began to fear that the furred animal,would have h, .eek . le..^^ ^^^^ furtherTuft, wM^
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would of course thwart all his plans for hunting in the early sprinir
Moreover, he sometimes heard subterranean rumblings, which were
evidently connected with the volcanic eruption. The western
horizon still glowed with the reflection of the burning lava and it
was evident that some great convulsion was going on in the bowels
of the earth. Might not the close vicinity of an active volcano
be dangerous to the new fort ? Such was the question which the
subterranean rumblings force-^ upon the mind of the Lieutenant
but he kept his vague apprehensions to himself.

'

Of course under these circumstances no one dreamt of leavine
the house The animals were well provided for, and being accu^
tomed to long fasts in the winter, required no attention hem their
masters, so that there really was no necessity for any exposure
out of doors. It was difficult enough to endure the inside tempera-
ture, even with the help of a plentiful combustion of wood and oil •

for, m spite of every precaution, damp crept into the ill-ventilated
rooms and layers of ice, increasing in thickness every day. were
formed upon the beams. The condensers were choked up, and one
of them burst from the pressure of the ice.

Lieutenant Hobson did not spare his fuel ; he was, in fact, rather
lavish of It m his anxiety to raise the temperature, which, when the
nres got low—as of course sometimes happened—fell to 16»
Fahrenheit. The men on guard, who relieved each other every
hour, had strict orders to keep up the fires, and great waa thedismay of the Lieutenant when Sergeant Long said to him one

" "We shall be out of wood soon I

"

" Out of wood
!

' exclaimed Hobson

soo7 ""or
""'

^*;f
^g«<^*i"g ^^^^ *«d we must lay in fresh stores

iTfe ;h.t
'"''' ^ ^"°^' *^°"«^' *^^* ^* ^"^ ^ ^*^h« risk of hislife that any one goes out in this cold !

"

^ll'^'^'^Y ^''^'°°- "^* ^«* * «^i«take not ti, buUd the

forLrl \ } * ""^ '* ^ *°° ^^ I «»gi^t 'lot to have

paS Bu'twLVr? ^"^"Vr"^^^
'^^'""' ^^« ^-^

wood lastr "' ''"' ^' ""^°"«- ^^^ ^-g will the

0.^^^^:j^^^^- «- - -other two

'Let us hope by that time that the severity of the cold r^^
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hove decreased, and that we may venture across the court of the

fort without danger."

" I doubt it, sir," replied Long, shaking his head. " The r.tmo-

sphere is very clear, the wind is still in the north, and I shall not

be surprised if this temperature is maintained for another fifteen

(lays—until the new moon, in fact."

" Well, my brave fellow," said tlie Lieutenant, '* we won't die of

cold if we can help it, and the day we have to brave the outside

air

" We will brave it, sir," said Long.

Hobson pressed his subordir-ice's hand, well knowing the \ )or

fellow's devotion.

We might fancy that Hob8:)n and the Sergeant were exaggerating

when they alluded to fatal results from sudden exposure to the

open air, but they spoke from eXt)erience, gained from long resi-

dence in the rigorous Polar regions. They had seen strong men fall

fainting on <he ice under similar circumstances ; th ir breath failed

them, and they were taken up in a state of suflFocati )n. Incredible

. '"-ch facts may appear, they have been of frequent occurrence

ainon-st those whc have vintered in the extreme north. In their

journey along the shores o' Hudson's Bay in 1746, Moor and Smith

saw many incidents of this kind,—some of their companions

were kille struck down by the cold, and there can be no doubt th.'».t

sudden death may result from braving a temperature in which

mercury freezes.

Such was the distressing state of chings at Fort Hope, when a

new danger arose to aggravate the sufferings of the colonists.
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THE LARGE POLAR BEARS,

Sif^^^ °"'y °°® °^ ^^° ^o'l'' windows through which it was

Mva P"^^^^'® *° ^"°^ ^'^'^ *^^ ''""''t of t^'® fort was that opening
WX:^ at the end of the entrance passage. The outside shutters
had not been closed

; but before it could be seen through it had to
be washed with boiling water, as the panes were covered with a
thick "Gating of ice. This was done several times a day by the
Lieutenant's orders, when the districts surrounding the fort were
carefully examined, and the state of fhe sky, and of the alcohol
thermometer placed outside, were accurately noted.
On the 6th January, , Awards eleven o'clock in the morning, KeUet,

whose turn it was to look out, suddenly called the Sergeant, and
pointed to some moving masses indistinctly visible in the gloom.
Long, approaching the window observed quietly

" They are bears !
"

^

In fact half-a-dozen of these formidable animals had succeeded
in getting over the palisades, and, attracted by the smoke from the
chrnneys, were advancing unon the house.
On hearing of the approach of the bears, Hobson at once ordered

the wnidow of the passage to be barricaded inside ; it was the only
unprotected opening in the ho'ise, and when it was secured it
appeared mipossible foi the bears to effect an eramnce. The window
was, therefore, quickly dosed up with bar.% which the carpenter
Mac-i\ab wedged firmly "n, leaving a narrow slit throu-h which to
watch the movements of tLe unwelcome visitors

^

" Now," observed the head carpenter, « these gentlemen can't get
in without our permission, and we have time to hold i. ouncil of
war.

"Well, Lieutenant," exclaimed Mrs Barnett, « nothing has been
wanting to our^northern wint r ! After the cold come the bears."

JNot after replied the lieutenant, "but, which is a serious
master, with the cold, and a cold so intense that we cannot venture
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suppose they will soon get tired of prowlin.

lady, and return us they came "

Hobson shook hi.s head as if he ha.l his doubts.
I ou don t know these animals mi.J.m 'r\ . .

wi.i. hu„ge. „„a „u, „„. ,„ „::;;'::r,:r .„e'„!T^

"'" '-'""'

Are you anxious, then ?
"

W.th these words riobson tur.ied to tlui window .,,,,1 M,. n

-•th eve„ J:;:,';';lr:: ::i;:,:t::;;::r'
"" t -'

attocked, whilst h«e the sie.,e wo ,1. 1. . l'
.". ?" "

'"''"•^

-ia wo„,„ „„ite ,.eve„t .n^Vr^'lVri:
""""•^"- ''"' '"«

great l,ea,i agait.st the whlw "It ^„
'""' """''' '"^ ''

The Lieutenant an
" ^esI^ZTlT"""": *'"™' ^"" '""''"^-

a r, the <„s,de temperature being already far too Imv T, ,

'

o,no^he hnrnt wasW„ so hfrd that ft hadt ^iJ:;:;';™
I"

The day passed without any incidpnf 'Vu^ i

prowling round the hou.P hi .f !•'

'''''' "^^"^ ''^"^ ^'"^me,

was kepf all Iht a^d u'f 7'^ "^ "° ^^"'^^ ^"^'^'^^ ^atch

to have^ef th toun t" '. f "' '" '""""^^ ^'^^^ -^-^^
R.,f

,'"'"'' court—at any rate, they weie nowhere to be ^PPnBut about seven o'clock Marbre we„„ up to .hHoa to f .some provisions, and on his return announced that the hwalking about the roof.
"^ ^^""''^ ^^^'^

Hobson, the Sergeant, Mae-Nab, and two or three soldier, «.'
itheir arms, and rushed to the ladder in the pas a^fwhioh

municatedwiththeloftbyatrap-door. The cr^L^ttHo"



of these

' said the

^^^

*'The bc-ars we>e walking about on the roof," ^c.- Page 142.
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intense in the loft that the men could not hold the barrels of their
guns, and their breath fro^e as it left their lips and floated aboutthem as snow. "ut^uK

Marbre «^s ri^^ht
; the bears were all ou the roof, and the soundof their feet and their growls could be distinctly heard. Theirgreat claws caught :n the laths of the roof beneath the ice, andSwas some danger that they might have sufficient strength to tearaway the woodwork. 6 " w tear

The Lieutenant and his men, becoming giddy and faint from the

th state of affairs m as hopeful a tone as he could a.s.Mme.
The bears he said, -are now upon the roof. We ourselveshave nothing to fear, as they can't get into our rooms; ^TZmay force an entrance to the loft, and devour the furs stowed awlythere. Now these furs belong to the Company, and it is our dutHopreserve them from injury. I ask you then, my friends to alfmein removing them to a place of safety "1^

All eagerly volunteered, and relieving each other in parties of

thTcl f'"i
" r' ""' '^^^ ^"PP^^'^d ^^« -tense seveX oth old for long at a time, they managed to carry all the furs intothe large room m about an hour.

Whilst the work was proceeding, the bears continued their efforteto get in, and tried to lift up the rafters of the roof t
places the laths became broken bv thiir ^ t \ ' ^"^ '"""^

moment ^ ^ " 8^^« ^^7 every

gradual, penet™.S ^'00" Th.fi '""""'. "^ ™"'

bab, o.„,„„i™,y to her ice-cold bre.s." S^l'^^tr'^t.it'
< /»

'•'
<
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At three o'clock in the morning, Hobson consulted the thermc^meter harming an tl^ ],,ge room, about ten feet from the stove.
It marked 4° Fahrenheit below zero.
The Lieutenant pressed his hand to his forehead, and lookedmournfully at his silent companions without a. word. His half-con-

t"::c>ter\f
""'^'

^^^ '^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^^ «^-^' -^ ^«--^ing rooted to the spot when a hand was laid upon his shoulderHe^surted and looked round to see Mrs Barnett beside him

enerrtir "^ """f
""" ^""'' ^i^"^«»^»* Hobson

!
" exclaimed the

ouSs !

'' "" ' "' ''""'' '" ^^'^ "^^ "^'^°-^ ^" ^ff-rt t—

e

corrI'''l'f
'-^'^^ *^'

•

^^^"*^"''^"*' f^^'i"g revived by the moralcourage of nis companion-" yes, something must be done !
"

andh cal ed toget er Long. Mac-Nab, and Rae'the blacksmith, as the

to ti : "nd
"

'"i^"''--^^"'
*^>^-^l- -ith Mrs Barnett, hastenedo the uMdow and having washed the panes with boiling water.they consulted the thermometer outside.

'

" Seventy.t«.o degrees ! " cried Hobson. " My friends, two coursesonly are open to us, we can risk our lives to get a fresh supply offuel, 01 we can burn the benches, beds, partition walls, and every.
thing in the house to feed our .toves for a few days longer. Adesperate alternative, for the cold may last for some time yet ; there
18 no sign of a change in the weather."

"Let us risk our lives to get fuel ! " said Sergeant Long.
A.l agreed that it would be the best course, and without anotherword each one set to work to prepare for the emer|ency
The following were the precautions taken to save the lives of

thos^e who were about to risk themselves for the sake of the general

The shed in which the wood was stored was about fifty steps
on the lef

,
behind the principal house. It was decided that one \ithe men should try and run to the shed. He was to take one rop,wound round his body, and to carry another in his hand, one eWi

of which nas to be held by one of his comrades. Once at the shed,
he was o h.ad one of the sledges there with fuel, and tie one rope
to the front, and the other to the back of the vehicle, so th-,k„
could be dragged backwards and forwards between the ho .s^ andthe shed without much danger. A tug violently shaking or Hr the

^ V^
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Other cord would be the signal that the sledge was filled with fuel

at the shed, or unloaded at the house.

A very clever plan, certainly ; but two things might defeat it.

The door of the shed might be so blocked up with ice that it would
be very difficult to open it, or the bears might come down from
the roof and prowl about the court. Two risks to be run 1

Long, Mac-Nab, and Rae, all three volunteered for the perilous
service ; but the Sergeant reminded the other two tha<-> they were
married, and insisted upon being the first to venture.

When the Lieutenant expressed a wish to go himself, Mrs Bamett
said earnestly, " You are our chief

; you have no right to expose
yourself. Let Sergeant Long go."

Hobson could not but realise that hia office imposed caution, and
being called upon to decide which of his companions should go, he
chose the Sergeant. Mrs Barnett pressed the brave man's hand
with ill-concealed emotion ; and the rest of the colonists, asleep or
stupefied, knew nothing of the attempt about to be made to save
their lives.

Two long ropes were got ready. The Sergeant wound one round
his body above the warm furs, worth some thousand pounds sterling,

in which he was encased, and tied the other to his belt, on which he
hung a tinder-box and a loaded revolver. Just before starting be
swallowed down half a glass of rum, as he said, " to insura a good
load of wood."

Hobson, Rae, and Mac-Nab accompanied the brave fellow through
the kitchen, where the fire had just gone out, and into the passage.
Rae climbed up to the trap-door of the loft, and peeping through it,

made sure that the bears were still on the xoot The moment for
action had arrived.

One door of the passage \ open, and in spite of the thick furs
in which they were wrapped, all felt chilled to the very marrow of
their bones ; and when the second door was pushed open, they re-

coiled for an instant, panting for breath, whilst the moisture held
in suspension in the air of the passage covered the walls and the
floor with fine snow.

The weather outside was extremely dry, and the stars shone with
extraordinary brilliancy. Sergciuit Long rashed out without a
n-oment's hesitation, dragging the cord behind him, one end of which
was held by his companions ; the outer door was pushed to, and
Hobson.

liiS passage ^iid ciOcOd
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the second door, behind which they waited. If Long did notreturn in a few minutes, tliey might conclude that his enterprise hadsucceeded, and that, safe in the shed, he was loading the first train

i^ r^ ^f\ ™'""*'' ^' '^^ =^°^^ °"S^^ to suffice for this opera-

When the Sergeant was fairly off, Hobson and Mac-Nab walked
together towards the end of the passage.

.Mean«.hile Rae had been watching the bears and the loft. It was
80 Clark that a 1 hoped Long's movements would escape the notice ofthe hungry animals.

Ten minutes elapsed, and the three watchers went back to thenarrow space between the two doors, waiting for the signal to begiven to drag in the sledge.
^

hJil' ""Tr-*"
'"°''" ^^' '"'^ ^^"^^^"^"^ "^ot'*«"^««« in theirhands Their anxiety can be imagined. It was a quarter of an hoar

since the Sergeant had started, plenty of time for all he had to doand be had given? no signal.
'

Hobson waited a few minutes longer, and then tightening his hold

h n t"/.^ *, T"^i''
^' ^'^^^^ " '^°" '" ^''^ companions to pull withium If the load of wood were not quite ready, the Sergeant could

easily stop it from being dragged away.
The rope was pulled vigorously. A heavy object seemed to slidealong the snow. In a few moments it reached the outer door
It was the body of the Sergeant, with the rope round liis waist

1 oor Long had never reached the shed. He had fallen faintincr to
tne ground, and after twenty minutes' exposure to such a temnera-
turo there was little hope that he would revive.
A cry of gnef and despair burst from the lips of Mac-Nab and Rae.

Ihey lifted their unhappy comrade from the grour.d, and carried
l.im mto the passage

: but as the Lieutenant was closing the outer
doo^^son.ething pushed violently against it, and a horrible growl was

"Help! "cried Hobson.
Mac-Nab and Rae rushed to their officer's assistance; but Mr?

Barnetthad been beforehand with them, and was struggling. uiU.
all her strength to help Hobson to close the door. In vain • the
monstrous brute, throwing the whole weight of its body against it
would force its way into thr. i.assage in another moment.
Mrs Barnett, whose presence of mind did not forsake her now

8eized one of the pistols in the Lieutenants belt, and waiting quietlv
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nntil the animal shoved its head between the door and the wall
discharged the contents into its open mouth.
The bear fell backwards, mortally wounded no doubt and the

door was shut and securely fastened.

The body of the Sergeant was then carried into the la.e,<3 room.
But, alas

!
the fire was dying out. How wa* it possible to restore

thj vital heat with no means of obtaining warmth 1

" I will go—I will go and fetch some wood 1 " cried the blacksmith
Rae.

" Yes, Rae, we will go together I " exdaimed Mrs Bamett, whose
courage was unabated.

« No, my friends, no ! " cried Hobson j "you would fall victims
to the cold, or the bears, or both. Let us burn all there is to burn
in the house, and leave the rest to God !

"

And the poor half-frozen settlers rose and laid about them witli

their hatchets like madmen. Benches, tables, and partition walk
were thrown down, broken up, crushed to pieces, and piled up in ihe
stove of the large room and kitchen furnace. Very soon good tires

were burning, on which a few drops of walrus-oil were poured, so
that the temperature of the rooms quickly rose a dozen degrees.

Every effort was made to restore the Sergeant He was rubbed
with warm rum, and gradually the circulation of his blood was
restored. The white blotches with which parts of his body were
covered began to disappear

; but he had suffered dreadfully, and
several hours elapsed before he could articulate a word. He was laid"

in a warm bed, and Mrs Bamett and Madge watched by him until
the next morning.

Meanwhile Hobson, Mac-Nab, and Rae consulted how best to
escape from their terrible situation. It was impossible to shut their
eyes to the fact that in two days this fresh supply of fuel would be
exhausted, and then, if the cold continued, what would become rf
them all 1 The new moon had risen forty-eight hours ago, and there
was no sign of a change in the weather! The north wind still

swept the face of the country with its icy breath ; the barometer
remained at « fine dry weather ;

" and there was not a vapour to be
seen above the endless succession of ice-fields. There was reason to
fear that the intense cold would last a long time yet, but what was
to be done ? Would it do to try once more to get to the wood shed,
when the bears had been roused by the shot, and rendered dnuhlv
dangerous '] Would it be possible to attack these dreadful creatures
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I

in the open air? No, it would be madness, and certain de:.„h for
all!

Fortunately the temperature of the rooms had now become more
beiirable, and in the morning Mrs JolifTe served up a breakfast of
hot meat and tea. Hot grog was served out, and the brave Ser-
geant was able to take his share. The heat from the stoves warmed
the bodies and reanimated the drooping courage of the poor colonists,
who were now ready to attack the bears at a word from Hobsoii.'

But the Lieutenant, thinking the forces unequally matched, would
not risk the attempt ; and it appeared likely that tjjo day would
pass without any inv..dent worthy of note, when at about three o'clock
in the afternoon a great noise was heard on the top of the house.

" There they are !
" cried two or three soldiers, hastily arming

themselves with hatchets and pistols.

It was evident that the bears had torn away one of the rafters of
the roof, and got into the loft.

" Let every one remain where he is
! " cried the Lieutenant. " Rae,

the trap 1

"

The blacksmith rushed into the passage, scaled the ladder, and
shut i»nd securely fastened the trap-door.

A dreadful noise was now heard—growling, stamping of feet, and
tearing of claws. It was doubtful whether tbe danger of the anxious
listeners was increased, or thti reverse. Some were of opinion that if

all the bears were in the loft, it would be easier to attack them.
They would be less formidable in a narrow space, and there would
nut be the same risk of suffocation from cold.' Of course a ccMlict
with such fierce creatures must still be very perilous, but it no longer
appeared so desperate as before.

It was nov/ debated whether it would be better to go and attack
the besiegers, or to remain on the defensive. Only one soldier

could get through the narrow trap-door at a time, and this made
Ilobson hesitate, and finally resolve to wait. The Sergeant and
others, whose bravery none could doubt, agreed that he was in the
right, and it might be possible that some new incident would occur
to modify the situation. It was almost impossible for the bears to
break through the beams of the ceiling, as they had the rafters of
the roof, so that there was little fear that they would get on to the
ground-floor.

The day passed by in anxious expectation, and at night no one
CQul'^ alpAn fr»v t.lio immai* ma/^a V>»» 4-V./» f.>-:~.._ 1 i._
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The next day, about nine o'clock, a fresh complication compelled
Hobson to take active steps.

He knew that the pipes of the stove and kitchen furqace ran all

along the loft, and being made of lime-bricks but imperfectly cemented
together, they could not resist great pressure for any length of time.
Now some of the bears scratched a^ the masonry, whilst others leant
against the pipes for the sake of the warmth from the sto"** • so that
ihe bricks began to give way, and soon tut stoves and furn .. ceased
to draw.

This really was an irreparable misfortune, which *
i have dis-

heartened less energetic men. But things were not yet at their worst
Whilst the fire became lower and lower, a thick, nauseous, acrid
smoke filled the house ; the pipes were broken, and the smoke soon
became so thick that the lamps went out. Hobson now saw that
he must leave the house if he wished to escape suffocation, but to
leave th? nouse would bo to perish with cold. At this fresh misfor-
tune some of the women screamed; and Hobson, seizing a hatchet,
shouted in a loud voice

—

" To the btars ! to the bears, my friends 1

"

It was the forlorn-hope. These t-rrible creatures must r^
destroyed. All rushed into the passage and made for tho ladder,
Hobson leading the way. The trap-door was opened, and a few
shots were fired into the black whirlpool of smoke. Mingled howls
and screams were heard, and blood began » t both sides ; but
the fearful conflict was waged in profoum *

In the midst of the melee a terrible .?.. . ..ng sound suddenl-
drowned the tumult, the ground became violently agitated, and the
house rocked as if it were being torn up from its foundations. The
beams of the walls separated, and through the openings Fobson and
his companions saw the terrified bears rushing away into tje aark-
uess, howling with rage and fright.



CHAPTER XXn.

FIVE MONTHS MORE,

VIOLENT earthquake had shaken Cape Bathurst. Such

W^^ convulsions were probably frequent in this volcanic regioh,

and the connection between them and eruptions was once

more demonstrated.

H()bs(m well understood the significance of what had occurred,

and waited in nnxious suspense. He knew that the earth might

open and swallow up the little colony; but only one shock was felt,

and that was rather a rebound than a vertical upheaval, which made

the house lean over towards the lake, and burst open its walls.

Tm mediately after this one shock, the ground again b«/iame firm and

motionless.

The hop.se, although damaged, was still habitable ; the breaches in

the ..-alls were quickly repaired, and the pipes of the chimneys were

patched together again somehow.

Forttniately the wounds tlie soldiers had received in their struggle,

with the bej.rs were slight, and merely required dressing.

T\\ > iniscrablp days ensued, during which the woodwork of the

bods atnl the planks of the partition walls were burnL, and the most

pressing repairs executed by Mac-Nab and his men. Tlie piles,

well driven into Mie earth, had not yielded ; but it was evident that

the earthqualce had caused a sinking of the level of \L^ coast on

which the fort v/as built, which might seriously compromise the

safety of the buildinsr. Hobson was most anxious to ascertain the

extent of the alteration of elevation, but the pitiless cold prever .cd

him from venturing outside.

But at last there were symptoms of an approaching change in the

weather. The stars shone with vather less brilliancy, and on the

1 1th January the barometer feil slightly ; ha.'" vapours floated in

the air, the condensation of which would raise the temperature ; and

on the 12th January the wind veered to the south-west, aud snow

fell at iri'cgular interrals.

pM
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The thermometer outside suddenly rose to 15" above zero, and
tt the frozen colonists it was like the beginning of spriiicr.

At eleven o'clock the same morning all were out of doors. They
were like a band of captives unexpectedly set free. They were,
however, absolutely forbidden to go beyond the enceinte of the fort

in case of awkward meetings.

The sun had not yet reappeared above the horizon, but it

approached it nearly enough to produce a long twilight, during
which objects could be distinctly seen to a distance of two miles

;

and Hobson's first thought was to ascertain what difference the
earthquake had produced in the appearance of the surrounding
districts.

Certain changes had been effected. The crest of the promontory
of Cape Bathurst had been broken off, and large pieces of the cliff

had been flung upon the beach. The whole mass of the cape
seemed to have been bent towards the lake, altering the elevation

of the plateau on which the fort was built. The soil on the west
appeared to have been depressed, whilst that on the east had been
elevated. One of the results of this change of level would unfor-

tunately be, that when the thaw set in, the waters of the lake and
of Paulina river, in obedience to the law requiring liquids to main-
tain their level, would inundate a portion of the western coast.

The stream would probably scoop out another bed, and the natural
harbour at its mouth would be destroyed. The hiPs on the eastern
bank seemed to be considerably depressed, bnt the cliffs on the west
were too far off for any accurate observations to be made. The
important alteration produced by the earthquake may, in fact, be
summed up in a very few words : the horizontal character of the
ground was replaced by a slope from east to west.

" Well, Lieutenant," said Mrs Barnett, laughing, « you were good
enough to give my name to the port and river, and now there will

be neither Paulina river nor Port Barnett I must say I have been
hardly used."

"Well, madam," replied Hobson, "although the river is gone, the
lake remains, and we will call it Lake Barnett. T. hope that it

at least will remain true to you."

Mr and Mrs Joliffe, on leaving the house, had hurried, one to the
doghouse, the other to the reindeer-stable. The dogs had not
suffered much from their long confinement, and rushed into the

17
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court barking with delight. One reindeer had died, but the others,
though thm, appeared to be in good health.

" Well, madam," said the Lieutenant, " we have got through our
troubles better than we could have expected."
"I never despaired," replied the lady. "The miseries of an

Arctic muter would not conquer men like you and your com-
panions."

" To own the truth, madam," replied Hobson, « I never experi-
enced such intense cold before, in all the years I have spent in the
nortli

;
and if it had lasted many days longer we should all have

been lost.

" The earthquake came in the nick of time then, not only to
drive away the bears, but also to modify the extremity of the
cold 1

"

" Perhaps so, ma.iam. All natural phenomena influence each
other to a certain extent. But the volcanic structure of the soil
makes me rather wneasy. I cannot but regret the close vicinity of
this active volcano. If the lava from it cannot reach us, the
earthquakes connected with it can. Just look at our house now I

"

" Oh, all that can be put right when the fine weather comes, and
you will make it all the stronger for the painful experience you have
gained.

" Of course we shall, but meanwhile I am afraid you won't find
- It very comfortable."

" Are you speaking to me, Lieutenant ? to an old traveller like
me ? I shall imagine myself one of the crew of a small vessel, and
now that it does not pitch and toss, I shall have no fear of beina
sea-sick." °

" What you say does not surprise me," replied Hobson ;
« wo aU

know your grandeur of character, your moral courage and imper-
turbable good temper. You have done much to help us all to bear
our troubles, and I thank you in my own name and that of my
men." '

" You flatter me, Lieutenant
; you flatter me."

" No, 10 ; I only say whut evgry one thinks. But may I ask you
one question. You know that next June, Captain Craventy is to
send us a convoy with provisions, which w.": take back our furs to
Fort Reliance. I suppose our friend Thomas Black, after having
seen his eclipse, will return with the Captain's men. Do you mean
to accompany him ?

"
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"Do you mean to send me backt" asked the lady with a

smile

" madam !
"

" Weil, my superior officer," replied Mrs Barnett, extending her

hand to the Lieutenant, " I shall ask you to allow me to spend

another \ inter at Fort Hope. Next year one of the Company's

sliips will probably anchor off Cape Bathurst, and I shall return in

it. Having come overland, I should like to go back by Behring

Strait."

The Lieutenant was delighted with his companion's decision.

The two had become sincerely attached to each other, and had

many tastes and qualities in common. The hour of separation

could not fail to be painful to both ; and who could tell what further

trials awaited 'the colonists, in which their combined infiuence

might .'uxstain the courage of the rest ?

On the 20th January the sun at last reappeared, and the Polar

night was at an end. It only remained above the horizon for a

few minutes, and was greeted with joyous hurrahs by the settlers.

From this date the days gradually increased in length.

Throughout the month of February, and until the 15th March,

there were abrupt transitions from fine to bad weather. T^'e fine

days were so cold that tlie hunters could not go out ; and in the bad

wea'.lier snowstorms kept them in. It was only between whiles

that any outdoor work could be done ; and long excursions were

lut of the question. There was no necessity for them, however, as

the traps were in full activity. In the latter end of the winter,

martens, foxes, ermines, wolverines, and other valuable animals

were taken in large numbers, and the trappers had plenty to do.

In March an excursion was ventured on as far as Walruses' Bay
and it was noticed that the earthquake had considerably altered the

form of the cliffs, which were much depressed j whilst the igneous

hills beyond, with their summits wrapped in mist, seemed to look

larger and more threatening than ever.

About the 20th March the hunters sighted the first swans migrat-

ing from the south, and uttering shrill cries as they flew. A few
snow buntings and winter hawks were also seen. But the ground
was still covered with thick layers of frozen snow^ and the sun
was powerless to melt the hard surface of the lake and sea.

The breaking up of the frost did not commence until early in

April. The ice burst with a noise like the discharge of artillery.
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Sudden changes took place in the appearance of the icebergs

:

broken by collisions, undermined by the action of the water once
more set free, huge masses rolled over with an awful crash, in con-
sequence of the diaplacement of their centre of gravity, causing
.mctures and fissures in the ice-fields which greatly accelJrated their
breaking up.

At this time the mean temperature was 32» above zero, so
that the upper layer of ice on the beach rapidly dissolved, whilst
the Cham of icebergs, drifted along by the curients of the Polar
bea, gradually drew back and became lost in the fogs on the
horizon. On the 15fch April the sea was open, and a vessel from
the Pacific Ocean coming through Behring Strait, could certainly
have skirted along the American coast, and have anchored off Cape
Bathurst.

Whilst the ice was disappearing from the ocean, Lake Barnett
was also laying aside its slippery armour, much to the delight
of the thousands of ducks and other water-fowl which began to
teem upon its bank As Hobson had foreseen, however, the level
of the lake was afi-ected by the slope of the soil. That part of the
beach which stretched away from the enceinte of the fort and
was bounded on the east by wooded hills, had increased considerablym extent

;
and Hobson estimated that the waters of the lake had

receded five hundred paces on the eastern bank. As a natural con-
sequenne, the water on the western side had risen, and if not held
back by some natural barrier, would inundate the country.
On the whole, it was fortunate that the slope was from east to

west
;
for had it been from v est to east, the factory must have been

submerged.

The little river dried up as soon as the thaw set free its waters.
It might almost be said to have run back to its source, so abrupt
was the slope of its bed from north to south.

" We have now to erase a river from the map of the Arctic
regions," observed Hobson to his Sergeant. « It would have been
embarrassir.g if we had been dependent on the truant for drinkable
water. Fortunately we have still Lake Barnett, and I don't suppose
our thirsty men will drain it quite dry."

"Yes, we've got the lake," replied the Sergeant; "but do you
think its waters have remained sweet?"

Hobson started and looked at his subordinate wllh knitted brows.
It had not occurred to him that a fissure in the ground might have
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wtablished a communication between tho lake and the sea ! Should
it be so, ruin must ensue, and the factory would inevitably have to

be abandoned after all.

The Lieutenant and Hobson rushed to the lake and found their

fears groundless. Its waters were still sweet.

Early in May the snow had disappeared in several places, and a
scanty vegetation clovhed the soil. Tiny mosses and slender grasses

timidly pushed .;p tlieir stems above the ground, and the sorrel and
cochlearia seeds : ''>ich Mrs Joliffe had planted began to sprout.
The carpet of snow iiad protected them through the bitter winter

;

but they had still to be saved from the beaks of birds and the
teeth of rodents. This arduous and important task was confided to

the worthy Corporal, who acquitted himself of it with the zeal and
devotion of a scarecrow in a kitchen-garden.

The long days had now returned, and hunting was resumed.
Hobson was anxious to have a good stock of furs for the a^^euts

from Fort Reliance to take charge of when they arrived, as they
would do in a few weeks. Marbre, Sabine, and the others, therefore,

commenced the campaign. Their excursions were neither long nor
fatiguing : they never went further than two miles from °Cape
Bathurst, for they had never before been in a district so well
stocked with game ; and they were both surprised and delighted.
Martens, reindeer, hares, caribous, foxes, and ermines passed close
to their gnns.

One thing, however, excited some regret in the minds of the
colonists, not a trace was to be seen of their old enemies the bears •

and it seemed as if they had taken all their relations with them!
Perhaps the earthquake had frightened them away, for they have a
very delicate nervous organisation, if such an expression can be
applied to a mere quadruped. It was a pity they were gone, fur
vengeance could not be wreaked upon them.

The month of May was very wet. Rain and snow succeeded oar-li

other. The mean temperature was only 41" above zero. Foag
were of frequent occurrence, and so thick that it would often have
been imprudent to go any distance from the fort. Petersen and
Kellet once caused their companions grave anxiety by disappearing
i'T forty-eight hours. They had lost their way, and turned to the
south when they thought they were near to Walruses' Bay. They
came back exhausted and half dead with hunger.
June came at last, and with it really fine warm weather. The
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colonists were able to leave oflF their winter clothing. They worked
realously at repairing the house, the foundations of which had to
be propped up

; and Hobson also ordered the construction of a larc^e

magazine at the southern corner of the court. The quantity of
game justified the expenditure of time .and labour involved: the
number of furs collected was already considerable, and it was
necessary to have some place set aside in which t' keep them.

The Lieutenant now expected every day the arrival of tl.i

dct.ic:-.n?).fc CO be sent by Captain Craventy. A good many things
vera still required for the new settlement. The stores were getting
low; and if the party had left the fort in the beginning of May, they
ought to reach Cape Bathur^t towards the middle of June. It will
be remembered that the Captain and his Lieutenant had fixed upon
the cape as the spot of rendezvous, and Hobson having constructed
his fort on it, there was no fear of the reinforcements failing to find
him.

From the 15th June the districts surrounding the cape were
carefully watched. The British flag waved from the su nmit of the
cliff, and could be seen at a'considerable distance. It was probable
that the convoy would follow the Lieutenant's example, and skirt
along the coast from Coronation Gulf. If not exactly the shortest,
it was the surest route, at a time when, the sea being free from ice
the coast-lino could be easily followed.

When the month of June passed without the arrival of the
expected party, Hobson began to feel rather uneasy, especially as
the country again became wrapped in fogs. He began to fear that
the agents might lose their way, and often talked the matter over
with Mrs Barnett, Mac-Nab, and Ike.

Thomas Black made no attempt to conceal his uneasiness, for he
was anxious to return with the party from Tort Reliance as soon as
he had seen his eclipse

; and should anything keep them back from
coming, he would have to resign himself to another winter, a
prospect which did not please him at all ; an 1 in reply to his eager
questions, Hobson could say little to reassure him.
The 4th July dawned. No news ! Some men sent to the south-

east to reconnoitre, returned, bringing no tidin"-s.

Either the agents had never started, or they had lost their \\;\y.

The latter hypothesis was unfortunately the more probable.
Hobson knev/ Captain Craventy, and felt confident that he had sent
off the convoy at the time named.
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His inoreasing anxiety will therefore be readily understood. The
fine seagon was rapidly passing away. Another two months and
the Arctic winter, with its bitter winds, its whirlpool* of »now, and
its long nights, t. 3uld again set in.

Hobson, as we v^ell know, was not a man to yield to misfortune
without a struggle. Something must be done, and with the ready
concurrence of the astronomer the following plan was decided on.

It v.'as 1..W the 6th July. In another fortnight—July 18th—the
solar eclipse was to take pliice, and »fter that Thomas Blr k would
be free to leave Fort Hope. It was therefore agreed that if by that
tim« the agents had not arrived, a convoy of a few men and ^our ^r
five sledges should leave the factory, and make for the Gr. : Slave
Lake, taking with them some of the most valuable furs ; and if no
accident befell them, they might hope to arrive at Fort Reli-
ance in six weeks at the latest—that is to say, towards ihe end
Cf A.UgU8t.

This matter settled, Thomas Black shrank back into his rhell, and
became once more the man of one idea, awaiting the moment when
the moon, passing between the orb of day and "himself," should
totally eclipse the disc of the sun.
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fHE mists did not disperse. The sun shone feebly throngh
thick curtains of fog, and the astronomer began to have a
great dread lest the eclipse should not be visible after all

bomotimes the fog was so dense that the cammit of the cape could
lot be seen from the court of the fort.

Ilobson got more and more uieasy. Ue had no longer any doubt
that the co«voy had gone astray in the strange land; moreover
vague apprehensions and sad forebodings increased his depression
lie comd not look into the future with any confidence-why, be
won d have found it impossible to expLiin, Everything apparently
conibmed to reassure him. In spite of the great rigour of the winter,
his little colony was in excellent health. No quarrels had arisen
amongst the colonists, and their zeal and enthusiasm was still
unabated. The surrounding districts Avere well stocked with game
the harvest of furs had surpassed his expectations, and the Company
might well be satisfied with the result of the enterprise. Even if no
fresh supply of provisions arrived, the resources of the country were
such that ihe prosi)ect of a .econd winter need awake no misgivings.
A\Jiy, then, was Lieutenant Hobson losing hope and confidence?
He and Mrs Barnett had many a talk on the subject ; and the

latter did ail she could to raise the drooping spirits of the command-
ing officer, urging upoi. him all the considerations enumerated above

;

and one day walking with him along the beach, she pleaded the
cause of Cape Batturst and the factory, built at the coat of so much
sutfering, with more than usual eloquence.

**Yes, yes, madam, you are right," replied Hobson; "but we
can t help our presentiments. I am no visionary. Twenty times in
my soldier's life I have been in critical circumstances, and have never
lost presence of mind for one instant ; and now for the first time in
my life I am uneasy about the future. If I had to face a positive

I
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danger, I should have no fear ; bat a vague unccrtxiin peril of which
I have only a presentiment "

«' What danger do you mean t " inquired Mrs Bamett ; " a danger
from men, from animals, or the elementsV

" Of animals I havo no dread whatever, madam ; it is for them
to tremble before the huntara of Caije Bathurst, nor do I fear n)en •

the >e districts are frequented by nouo but Ilsquimaux, and the
Indians seldom venture so far north."

" Besides, Lieutenant," said Mrs Bamett, «« the Canadians, whoso
arrival you so much feared in the fine season, hav* never appeared."

" I am very sorry for it, madam."
" What

!
you regret the absence of the rivals who are so evidently

hostile to your Compr.ny ?
"

" i\fndam, I am both glad and sorry that they have not come •

that will of coursej)U2zle you. But observe that the expected con-
voy from Fort lleliance has not arrived. It is the same with the
agents of the St Louis Fur Company ; they might have come, and
they hdve not done so. Not a single Esquimaux has visited this part
of the coaet during the summer either "

"And what do you conclude from all this?" inquired Mra
Bamett

"I conclude that it is not so «<«y to get to Cape Bathurst or to
Fort Hope as we could wish."

The lady looked into the Lieuteiiant's anxious face, strack with
the melancholy and significant intonation of the word easy,

" Lieutenant Hobaon/' she said earnestly, " if you fear neithur
men nor animals, I must conclude that your anxiety has reference

£0 the elements."

" Madam," he replied, " I do not Lnow if my spirit be broken,
or if .ny presentiments blind me, but there seems to me to be
something uncanny about this district. If I had kno^n it better I
should not have settled down in it. I have already called your
attention to certain peculiarities, which to me appear inexplicable •

the total absence of stones everywhere, and the clear-cut line of the
coast I can't make out about the primitive formation of this end
of the continent. I know that the vicinity of a volcano may
cause some phenomena ; but you remember what I said to you on
the subject of the tides I

"

" Oh yes, perfectly."

*' Where the sea ought, according to the obsenrations of explei^rs
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across the sea, which was now open, and stretched away as far as
tlie eya could reach.

During the month of July hunting the furred animals was dis-
con inued, as the martens, foxes, and others had already lost their
wmter beauty. No game was brought down but that required for
food, such as caribous. Polar hares, &c, which, strange to say
mstead of being scared away by the guns, continued t^ multiply
near the ..rt. Uvs Barnett did not fail to note this pecuUar, aucL
as the event proved, significant fact.

i
,

v^

No change had taken place in the situation on the 15th JulvNo news from Fort Reliance. The expected convoy did not arriveand Hobson resolved to execute his project of sending to Captain
Craventy, as Captam Craventy did not come to him
Of course none but Sergeant Long could be appointed to thecommand of the little troop, although the faithful fellow would

rather not have been separated from his Lieutenant. A considerable
time must necessarily elapse before he could get back to Fort HoneHe would have to pass the winter at Fort Reliance, and return the
next summer. Eight months at least ! It is true either Mac-Nab
or Rae could have taken the Sergeant's place ; but then they were
married, and the one being a master carpenter, and the other the
only blacksmith, the colonists could not well have dispensed with
tlicir services. '

Such were the grounds on which the Lieutenant chose Lon-. andthe Sergeant submitted with military obedience. The four soldiers
ejected o accompany l.im were Belcher, Pond, Petersen, and KeUctwho declared their readiness to start.

Four sledges and their teams of dogs were told off for the service.They were to take a good stock of provisions, and the most valuable
of the fnrs. Foxes, ermines, martens, st-ans, lynxes, musk-rats
gluttons Ac, all contributed to the precious convoy. The sTartwas fixed for the n.orning of the 19th July, the day after the
eclipse. Of course Thomas Black was to accompany th"^^ ^.^eatand one sledge was to convoy his precious person and instrum:,!^

The worthy savant endured agonies of suspense in the few davspreceding the phenomenon which he awaited with so nmch mpatience. He mi..ht well be anxious; for one day it was fine Tdanother wet, now mists obscured the sun, or thick Togs Lid U

provoking fickleness and uncertainty. What if during the fe.r
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moments of tbo eclipse the queen of the niglit and the great orb

of dny should be wrapped in an opaque cloud at the critical moment,

BO that he, the astronomer, Thomas Black, come so far to watch the

phenomenon, should be unable to see the luminous corona or the

red prominences ! llow terrible would be the disappointment ! How
many dangers, how much suffering, how much fatigue, would have

been gone througlt in vain !

" To have come so far to see the moon, and not to see iti " ho

cried in a comically piteous tone.

No, he could not face the thought, and early of an evening hQ

would climb to the summit of the csipe and gaze into the heavens.

The fair Fhocbe was nowhere to be seen ; for it being three days

before new moon, she was accompanying the sun in his daily coursCi

and her light was quenched in his beams.

Many a time did Thomas Black relieve his over-burdened heart

by pouring out his troubles to Mrs Barnet* The good lady felt

sincerely Forry for him, and one day, anxious to reassure him, she

told him that the barometer showed a certain tendency to rise, and

reminded htm that they were in the fine season.

" The fine season
!

" cried the poor astronomer, shrugging his

shoulders. *' Who can speak of a fine season in such a country oa

thUI"
" Well, but, Mr Black," said Mrs Barnett, " suppose, for the sake

of argument, that you miss this eclipse by any unlucky '^hance, I

suppose there will be another some day. The eclipse of July 18th

will not bo the last of this cer .ury."

" No, madam, no," returned Black j
" thcro will be five mere total

eclipses of the sun before 1900, One on the 31st December 18G1,

which will be total for the Atlantic Ocean, the Mediterranean, and the

Sahara Desert ; a second on the 22d December 1870, total for the

Azores, the south of Spain, Algeria, Sicil)', and Turkey; a third on the

19th August 1887, total for the north-east of Germany, the south of

Russia, and Central Asia ; a fourth on the 9th August 1896, visible in

Greenland, Laplnnd, and Siberia ; and lastly, a fifth on the 28th May
1900, which will be total for the United States, Spain, Algeria, and

Egypt.'
" Well, Mr Black," resumed Mrs Barnett, " if you lose the

eclipse of the 18th July ISGO, you can console yourself by looking

forward to that of the 31st December 18C1. It will only bo seven-

teen mouths I

"
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" I can console myself, madam," said tlio astronomer gravely, " by

looking forward to that of 189G. I skill have to wait not seven-

teen months, but thirty-six years 1

"

"May I ask why 1"

" Because of all the ecHpsas, it alone—that of 9th August 1890—
will bo total for places in high latitudes, such as Laiilaud, Siberia,

or Greenland."

" I3nt what is the special interest of an observation tikcn in these

elevated latitudes?"

"AVhat special interest? " cried Thomas Black ; "why, a scientific

interest of the highest importance. Eclipses have very rarely been

watched near tlio Pole, where the sun, being very little above the

horizon, is apparently considerably increased in size. The disc of

the moon which is to intervene between us and the sun is sui-ject

to a similar apiK-Trent extension, and therefore it may be that the

red prominences and the luminous corona can be more thoroughly

examined. This, madam, :<» wh^ \ have travelled all this distance to

watch the eclipse .above the seventieth parallel. A similar opportunity

will not occur until 189G, and who can tell if I shall be alive then ?
"

To this burst of enthusiasm tliero was no reply to be made ; and

the astronomer's anxiety and depression increased, for the inconstant

weather seemed more and more disposed to play him some ill-natured

trick.

It was very fine on the 16th July, but the next day it was loudy

and misty, and Thomas Black became really ill. The feverish state

he had been in for so long seemed likely to result in a serious

illness. Mrs Barnctt and llobson tried in vain to soothe hiir., and

Sergeant Long and the others could not understand how it was

possible to bo so unhappy for '* love of the moon."

At last the great day—the 18th July—dawned. According to

the calculations of astronomers, the total eclipse was to last four

minutes thirty-seven seconds—that is to say, from forty-three

minutes fifteen seconds past eleven to forty-seven minutes lifty-

seven seconds past eleven A.U.

" What do I ask ? what do I ask t " moaned the astronomer, tear-

ing his hair. " Only one little corner of the sky free from clouds I

only the small space in which the eclipse is to take place I And
for how long? For four short minutes I After that, let it snow,

let it thunder, let the elements break loose in fury, I should care uo

more fur it all than a snail for a chronometer 1

"

1

f
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It 18 not to be denied that Thomas Black had some grounds
for his fears. It really seemed likely that observations would
be impossible. At daybreak the horizon was shroude.l in mists.
Heavy clouds were coming up from the south, and coverin.- the
very portion of the sky in which the eclipse was to take place.
But doubtless the patron saint of astronomers had pity on poor
Black, for towards eight o'clock a slight wind arose and swept the
mists and clouds from the sky, leaving it bright and clear

!

A cry of gratitude burst from the lips of the astronomer, and
his heart beat high with newly-awakened hope. The sun shooe
briglitly, and the moon, so soon to darken it, was as yet invisible
in its glorious beams.

Thomas Black's instruments were already carefully placed on the
promontory, and having pointed them towards the southern horizon,
he awaited the event with calmness restored, and ibe coolness
necessary for taking his observation. What was there left to fear?
Nothing, unless it was that the sky might fall upon his head I At
nine o'clock there' was not a cloud, not a vapour left upon the sky
from the zenith to the horizon. Never were circumsUnces more
favourable to an astronomical observation.

The whole party were anxious to take part in the observation,
and all gathered round the astronomer on Cape Bathurst. Gradu-
ally the siui rose above thn horizon, describing an extended arc
above the vast plain stretch., g away to the south. No one spoke,
but awaited the eclipse in solemn silence.

Towards half-past nine the eclii^se commenced. The disc of the
moon seemed to graze that of the sun. But the moon's shadow was
not to fall completely on the earth, hiding the sun, until between forty-
three minutes past eleven and fortyseven minutes fifty-seven seconds
past eleven. That was the time fixed in the almanacs, and every one
knows that no error can creep into them, established, verified, and
controlled as they are by the scientific men of all the observatories
in the world.

The astronomer had brought a good many glasses with him, and
he distributed thorn amongst his companions, that all might watch
the progress of the phenomenon without injury to the eyes.
The brown disc of the moon gradually advanced, and terrestrial

objects began to assume a peculiar orange hue, whilst the atmo-
sphere on the zenith completely changed colour. At a quarter-past
ten half the disc of the sun was darkened, and a few do-^s which

I
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happened to be at liberty sliowed signs of uneacinesa and bowled

piteously. The wild ducks, thinking niglit bad come, began to

utter sleepy calls and to seek their nests, and the mothers gathered

their littlo ones uudcr their wings. The hush of eventide fell upon

all animated nature.

At eleven o'clock two-thirds of the sun were covered, and all

terrestrial objects became a kind of vinous red. A gloomy twilight

set in, to bo succeeded during the four minutes of totality by absolute

d^xrlvness. A few planets, amongst others Mercury and Venus,

began to appear, and some constellations—Capella, C| and ^ of

Taurus, and <p '•f Orion. The darkness deepened every moment.

Thomas Black remained motionless, with his eye glued to the

glass of his instrument, eagerly watching the progress of the

phenomenon. At forty-three minutes past eleven the discs of the

two luminaries ought to be exactly opposite to each other, that of

the moon completely hiding that of the sun.

" Forty-three minutes past eleven," announced Hobson, who was
attentively watching the minute hand of his chronometer.

Thomas Black remained motionless, stooping over his instrument.

Half a minute passed, and then the astouomer drew himself up,

with eyes distended and eager. Once more he bent over the

telescope, and cried in a choked voice

—

" She is going ! she is going I The moon, the moon is going t

She is disappearing, running away I

"

True enough the disc of the moon was gliding away from that of

the sun without having completely covered it

!

The astronomer had fallen backwards, completely overcome. Tlio

four minutes were past. The luminous corona had not appeared !

" What is the matter 1 " inquired liobson.

"The matter is," screamed the poor astronomer, "that the

eclipsn v as not total—not total for this portion of the globe 1 Do
ycu hear 1 It was not to-t-a-1 ! I say not to-t-a*! !

1

"

" Then your almanacs are incorrect"

" Incorrect ! Don't tell that to me, if you please. Lieutenant

Hobson !

"

" But what then ? " said Hobson, suddenly changing countennnce.

" Why," said Black, " wo are not after all on the sevcnticlh

parallel
!

"

" Only fancy! " cried Mrs Ba.nett.

" We can soon prove it," said the astronomer, whose eyes flashf^d
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witli rage and disappointiueiit. " The 8U!» ^^\\\ pass the meridiah in
a few minutes.

, . . My sextunt—quick . . . mi-.ke haste !
»

One of the soldiers rushed to the house and fetched the instru-
ment required.

The astronomer pointed it upon the sun ; he watched the orb of
day pass the meridian, and rapidiy noted down a few calcuhitions.

•• What was the situation of Cape Bathurst a year ago, when we
took the latitude?" he iiiquirod.

"Seventy degrees, forty-four minutes, and thirty-seven seconds,"
replied Hobson.

•' '.Veil, sir, it is now seventy-three degrees, seven minutes, and
twenty seconds

!
You see we are not under the seventieth parallel ! "

" Or rather we are no longer there !
" muttered Hobsop

^ sudden light iiad broken in upon his mind, all the phenomena
liitherto so incxphcuLle were jiow explained.

Cape Bathurst had drifted three degrees farther north since the
arrival of the Lieutenant and his companions !

KND OF PART I.
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d FLOATING FOXT,

ft^^ '? ^°? F^P®* ^°"°^'^ ^'y Lieutenant HoImioJ, on the
bordeiB of ibe Polar Sea, had drifted ! Was the courageous

„,ial,f ^!^ X.
?' ?''"P'''y *° ^^*™^ ^°^ ^^^» No; any onemight have been deceived as he had been. No human prevision

could have foreseen such a calamity. He me^int to buUdupon a
rock, and ne had not^ even built upon sand. The peninsula of
Victoria, which the best maps of English America join to theAmencan contment, had been torn suddenly away from it This
peniusvUa was in fact nothing but an immense piece of ice, fivehundred square miles in extent, converted by successive deposits
of sand and earth into apparently sclid ground well clothed with
vegetation. Connected with the mainland for thousands of cen-unes the earthquake of the 8th of January had dragged it awayfrom Its moonngs, and it was now a floating island, atlhe mercy ofthe winds and waves and had been carried along the Arctic Oceanby powerful currents for the last three months 1

; :

Yes Fort Hope was built upon ice I Hobson at once under-stood the mysterious change in their latitude. The isthmus!

v1 ''
.7:.*^' "'f

"^ ^^"^ ^^^^^ «=^"»«^*«d the peninsula ofVictoria with the mai-ilaud-had been snapped in two by a sub-
terranean convulsion connected with the eruption of the volcanosome months before. As long as the north..n winter continued
the f/ozen sea mauitained things as they were; but when the thaw
came, when the ice fields, meUed beneath the rays of the sun, andhe huge icebergs driven out into the offing, drew back to the
farthest limits of the horizon-when the sea at last became open, the
>vhoIe peninsulH drifted away, with its woods, its clifl's, its pro.montones, its inland lagoon, and its coast-line, under the influence
of a current about which nothing was known. For months this
drifting had been going on unnoticed by the coloniste. who even

%
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\

when bunting did not go far from Fort Hopo. Beach-marks, if

they had been made, would have been useless , for heavy mists

obscured everything at a short distance, the ground reinniiied

apparently firm aud motionless, and there was, in short, nothing to

Lint to the Lieutenant and his men that they had become islanders.

The position of the new island with regard to the rising and setting

of the sun was the same as before. Had the cardinal points changed
their position, had the island turned round the Lieutenant, the

astronomer, or Mrs Barnett, would certainly have noticed and
understood the change ; but in its course the island had thus fur

followed a parallel of latitude, and its motion, though rapid, had
been imperceptible.

Although Hobson had no doubt of the moral and physical

courage and determination of his companions, ho determined not

to acquaint tbera with the truth. It would bo time enough to tell

them of their altered position when it had been thoroughly studied.

Fortunately the good fellows, soldiers or workmen, took littlo

notice of the astronomical observations, and not being able to see

the consequences involved, they did not trouble themselyes about

the change of latitude just announced.

The Lieutenant determined to conceal his anxiety, and seeing no
remedy for the misfortune, mastered his emotion by a strong eflort,

and tried to console Thomas Black, who was lamenting his dis-

appointment and tearing his hair.

The astronomer had no doubt about the misfortune of which
he was the victim. Not having, like the Lieutenant, noticed the

peculiarities of the district, he did not look beyond the one fact in

which he was interested : on the day fixed, at the time named, the

moon had not completely eclipsed the sun. And what could he

conclude but that, to the disgrace of observatories, the almanacs were

false, and that the long desired eclipse, his own eclipse, Thomas
Black's, which he had come so far and through so many dangers to see,

had not been " total " for this particular district under the seventieth

parallel ! No, no, it was impossible to believe it; he could not face

the terrible certainty, and he was overwhelmed with disappointment.

He was soon to learn the truth, however.

Meanwhile Hobson let his men imagine that the failure of the

eclipse could only interest himself and the astronomer, and they

returned to their ordinary occupations ; but as they were leaving.

Corporal Joliffe stopped suddenly and said, touching his cap

—
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" Moy I ask you one question, sir ?

"

der^firar:i?or„;^ ^ ^^ ^''•" ^«p"«^ ^^^ ^-^^-t, who wo.
But Joliffe hesitated, and his little wife nudged his elbow"Well Lieutenant," resumed the Corporal ''it's iuTJL , u

seventieth decree of latituda— 'f »-
^*"*'°'~'

,
« « J"«t about the

were."
latitude-J we are not where we thought we

Tlie Lieutenant frowned

tliat concern yon I" *' •••'»" "li"' doM

double paj"
*" '"°"«'' '^""» Co^P"? P~«.«d u.

Hobsoii drew a si^h of rMiof t* ™.iii u
n.enl,ad be.a profiled higtrL^Tl'^.r!,'")'™* """ *"

inexplicable, will no'SToL?:^'.""
"""»^''' "W* » "ally

"ot below, but ab^;. rt^^er^iTl r'.""""' ^« "^
your double pay...

'"«"'«* pwaUel, and m ym will get

-ticks to nt»
""^ """"' °«""y. •"" "»» U» money

Aad with tin. rnge remark the men drew off litil. A^

'^p^J^^iz:^*' ''""' «» ««"•• -'»' Hob«„
" Eemain here, Sergeant Long."

Jitr.Sdrr^lL.'"'"* •» "^ ^ «d ^ited for th.

Biatii 11 rtromcr" '""^' "- ^•«' «'^8«^ ^hon...
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The brave woman seemed rather surprised than uneasy, and it waa
doubtful whether or no nhe understood tho significance of what had
occurred. Had the truth flashed upon her as it had upon the
Lieutenant? had she, like Lira, at once seen all the conseouences
involved t However it may htfve been, shj said not a wo'rd, but
leant upon Madge, whose arm wa^ round her mistress's waist

The astronomer hurried to and fro, he could i:ot keep stilL His
hair was disordered

; he alternately wrung his hands and let them
drop against his sides, igaculatxons of despair burst from hia
lips

;
he shook his fist at the sun, and stared at it with distended

eyea

Presently, however, he grew calmer ; he felt able to speak, and
with crossed arms, flashing eyes, flushed face, and frowning brows,
he strode up to the Lieutenant

^
" I have a score to settle with you ! " he cried. « Yes, with you,

Lieutenant Hobson, agent of the Hudson's Bay Company I

"

The tone, the attitude, the words, were uncommonly like a
chaUenge; but Hobson felt so truly sorry for the poor man's dis-
appointment that he could not take offence, and only looked at him
quietly.

" Mr Hobson," resumed Black with iU-concealed irritation, "will
you be kind enough to inform me what all thU means? Have you
anything to do with this mystery ? If so, sir, you have struck at
those higher than I, and you may come to repent it !

"

" What do you mean, Mr Black ? " inquired Hobs^^n calmly.
"I mean, sir," resumed the astronomer, "that you were ordered

to take your detachment to the seventieth parallel of lati-
tude !

"

" Or beyond it," said Hobson.
'• Beyond it, sir I " cried Black ;

« what have I to do beyond iti
To observe the total eclipse of the sun, I ought not to have crossed
the limits included in the seventieth parallel ; I ought to have remainedm that portion of English America, and here I am three degrees
above it I"

^

" WeU, Mr Black," roplied Hobson, stiU quietly, "we were mis-
taken, that is all!

"

" That is all I " screamed the astronomer, exasperated at the Li*

.

tenant's calmness.

« Let me remind yon," resumed Hobson, " that if I was mistaken,
yon shared my error—yes, yow, Mr Black \ tot on our arrival at
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Cape Batbunt we took the latitude of our position together,—you
with your instruments, I with mine. You cannot, then, make rae

responsible for a mistake you made youraelf."

At this reply Ihe astronomer was taken aback, and in spite of
his ragp had not a word to say. What excuse was tliere for him \

If any one was in fault, it ras he ! And what would tlie scientific

men of Europe think of him ? Vhat v juld they say at the Qreen-
wi'b Observatory of an astronomer so awkward as to make a mietake
in taking latitude 1 Thomas Black make an error of two or three
degrees in taking the altitude of the sun I and undor what circum-
Btaucfts ! When the result would be to make him lose the obser-

vatiiin of a total eclipse, under conditions which would not be
reproduced for a very long time. Thomas Black was a dishonoured
wownt I

^- Bui howl** he exclaimed, again tearing his hair—" how could I

make such a mistake ( Am I no longer fit to handle a sextant] Can
I not calculr.te an angle ? I am blind ! and if so, notliing remains for

me to do, but to fling myself head foremost from this cape I

"

" Mr Black," said Hobson gravelyj " dr) not reproach yourself

—

you have made no mistake—^you have nothing to regret."

" Then it 's only you I

"

" I am no more guilty than you ar« Listen to me, I beg of yoa,

and you too," he added, turning to Mrs Barnett, " and yoa, aud you,

Madge, and Sergeant Long, but keep what I tell you a profound
secret. There is no need to frighten and dishearten our comrades."

The foui dre«v near to the Lieutenant without a word, but there

vas a tacit agreement to keep the secret about to be revealed to

them.

" My friends," said Hobson, " a year ago, on our arrival at Cape
Bathurst, we took our bearings, and found that we were on the
seventieth degree of latitude, and if we are now beyond that degree
it is because Cape Bathurst hps drifted 1

"

" Drifted !
" cried Thomas Black. " Tell that to those who will

believe it I When was a large cape known to drift before 1

"

" It is true, though, Mr Black," replied Hobson gravely. " The
whole of tbg peninsula of Victovia is nothing more than an island

of ice. The earthqu ke separated it from the American continent,

and now ^ne of ^ho jt(u-*' Arctic currents is bearing it along."
" Wheic < " Hsked iSargeat i Long.
** Where it pieaseA C.d for it to go," replied, thy Lie-atenant.

:^•^V^t •. .

^
« '^»
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For some time not another word was spoken. All involuntarily
turned towards the south, where the broken isthmus was situated

;

but from their position they could only see the sea horizon on the
north. Hiid Cape Bathnrst beeu situated a few hundred feet more
above the level of the oceaii, they would have been able at a glance
to ascertain the limits of their island home.

All were deeply moved at the sight of Fort Hope and all its

occupants borne away from all : ...d ground, and floating at the
mercy of winds and waves.

" Then, Lieutenant," said Mrs Barnett at last, "all the strange
phenomena you observed are now explained !

"

"Yes, madam," he replied, "everything is explained. The
peniiisula of Victoria, now an island, which we thought fiim ground
with an immovable foundation, is nothing more than a vast sheet of
ice welded for centuries to the American continent. Gradually the
wind has strewn it with earth and sand, and scattered over them
the seciis from wliich have sprung the trees and mosses with which
it is clothed. Rain-water filled the lagoon, and produced the little

river
; vegetation transformed the appearance of the ground ; but

beneath the lake, beneath the soil of earth and sand—in a word
beneath our feet is a foundation of ice, which floats upon the water-
by reason of its being specifically liojitor than it. Yes, it is a sheet
jf ice whicl' bears us up, and is carrying us away

; and tliis is why we
have not found a single flmt or stone upon its surface ! This is why
its sliores ari= perpendicular, this is why we found ice ten feet below
the surface when we dug the reindeer pit—this, in short, is why the
tide was not noticeable on the peninsula, which rose and sank with
the ebb and flow of the waves !

"

" Everything is indeed explained," said Mrs Barnett, " and your
presentiments did not deceive you ; but can you exi)lain wliy the
tides, which do not aflect us at all now, were to a slight extent per-
ceptible on oui arrival ?

"

" Simply because, mad;-m, on our arrival the peninsula was still

connected by means of its flexible isthmus with the American
continent. It offered a certain resistance to the current, and on its

northern shores the tide rose two feet beyond low-water mark, instead
of the twenty we re;isonably expected. But from the moment when
the earthquake broke the connecting link, from the moment when
the peninsula became an island free from all control, it rose and sank
with the ebb and flow of the tide; and, as we noticed together
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at full moon a few days ago, no sensible difference was produced on
our sliores."

In spite of his despair, Thomas Black listened attentively to Hob-
son's explanations, and could not but see the reasonableness of his

deductions ; bui he was furious at such a rare, unexpected, and, as he
said, " ridiculous " phenomenon occurring just so as to make him
miss the eclipse, and he 8i*ld not a word, but maintained a gloomy,
even haughty silence.

"Poor Mr Black," saic Mrs Barnett, "it must be owned that an
astronomer was never more hardly used than you since the world
began !

"

*' In any case, however," said Hobson, t'lming to her, " we have
neither of us anything to reproach ourselves with. No one can find

fault with us. Nature alone is to blame. The earthquake cut oft

our communication with the mainland, and converted our peninsula

into a floating island ; and this explains why the furred and other

animals, imprisoned like ourselves, have become so numerous round
the fort I

"

** This, too, is why the rivals you so much dreaded have not visited

us. Lieutenant I
" exclaimed Madge.

" And this," added the Sergeant, " accounts for the non-arrival

of the convoy sent to Cape Bathurst by Captain Craventy !

"

''- And this is why," said Mrs Barnett, looking at the Lieutenant,

"I must give up all hope of returning to Europe this year at

least
!

"

The tone of voice in which the lady made this last remark showed
that she resigned herself to her fate more readily than co.:ld have
been expected. She seemed suddenly to have made up her mind
to make the best of the situation, which would no doubt give her

an opportunity of making a great many interesting observations.

And after all, what good would grumbling have donel Keeriraina-

tions were worse than useless. Thej- could not have altered their

position, or have checked the course of the wandering island, and
there whs no means of reuniting it to a continent. No; God alone

could decide the future of Fort Hope. They must bow to Hi^
will.



CHAPTER IL

WHERE ARE WET

T was necessary carefully to study the unexpected and novel

fj^ situation in -which the agents of the Company now found

themselves, and Hobson did so with his chart before hi n.

He could not ascertain the longitude of Victoria Island—the ori-

ginal name being retained—until the next day, and the latitude had
already been taken. For the longitude, the altitude of the sun

must be asctertained before and after noon, and two hour angles

must he measured.

At two o'clock P.M. Hobson and Black took the height of the

sun above the horizon with the sextant, and they hoped to recom-

mence the same operation the next morning towards ten o'clock A.M.,

so as to be able to infer from the two altitudes obtained the exact

point of. the Arctic Ocean then occupied by their island.

The party did not, however, at once return to the fort, but
remained talking together for some little time on the promontory.

Mailge declared she was quite resigned, and .vidently thought only

of her mistress, at whom she could not look without em.otion ; she

could not bear to think of the sufferings and trials her " dear girl
"

might have to go through in the future. She was ready to lay down
her life for " Paulina," but what good could that do now 1 She
knew, however, that Mrs Baniett was not a woman to sink under
her misfortunes, and 'ideed at present there was really no need for

any one to despair.

There was no immediate danger to be dreaded, and a catastrophe

might even yet be avoided. This Hobson carefully explained to

Lis companions.

Two dangers threatened the island floating along the coast of

North America, only two.

It would be drawn by the currents of the open sea to the high
Polar latitudes, from which there ia no return.
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Or the current would take it to the south, perhaps through
Behring Strait into the Pacific Ocean.

In the former contingency, the colonists, shut in by ice and sur-

rpunded by impassable icebergs, would have no means of communi-
cation with their fel'ow-creatures, and would die of cold and hunger
in the solitudes of the north.

In the latter contingency, Victoria Island, driven by the currents

to the western waters of the Pacific, would gradually melt and %o to

pieces beneath the feet of its inhabitants.

In either case death would await the Lieutenant and his com-
panions, and the fort, erected at the cost of so much labour and suf-

fering, would be destroyed.

But it was scarcely probable that either of these events would
happen. The sieason was already considerably advanced, and in less

than three months the sea would again be rendered motionless by
the icy hand of the Polar winter. The ocean would again be con-

verted into aii ice-field, and by meana of sledges they might get to

the nearest land—the coast of Russian America if the island re-

mained in the east, or the coast of Asia if 'i were driven to the west.

" For," added Hobson, '* we have absolutely no control over our

floating island. Having no sail to hoist, as in a boat, we cannot

guide it in the least. Where it takes us we must go."

All that Hobson said was clear, concise, and to the point. There

could be no doubt that the bitter cold of winter would solder Victoria

Island to the vast ice-field, and it was highly probable that it would
drift neither too far north nor too far south. To have to cross a

few hundred miles of ice was no such terrible prospect for brave

and resolute men accustomed to long excursions in the Arctic

regions. It would be necessary, it was true, to abandon Fort

Hope—the object of so many hopes, and to lose the benefit of all

their exertions, but what of that? The factory, built upon a

shifting soil, could be of no further use to the Company. Sooner

or later it would be swallowed up by the ocean, and what was the

good of useless regrets ? It must, therefore, be deserted as soon as

circumstances should permit.

The only thing against the safety of the colonists was—and the

Lieutenant dwelt long on this point—that during the eight or nine

weeks which must elapse before the solidification of the Arctic

Ocean, Victoria Island might be dragged too far north or south.
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I

Arctic explorers had often told of pieces of ice being drifted an
immense distance without any possibility of stopping them.

Everything then depended on the force and direction of the
currents from the opening of Behring Strait; and it 'vould be
necessary carefully to ascertain all that a chart of the Arctic Ocean
could telL flobson had such a chart, and invited all who were
with him on the cape to come to his room and look at it ; but
before going down to the fort he once more urged upon them the
necessity of keeping their situation a secret.

"It is not yet desperate," he said, "and it is therefore quite
'unnecessary to damp the spirits of our comrades, who will perhaps
not be able to understand, as we do, all the chances in our
favour,"

" Would it not be prudent to build a boat large enough to hold
us all, and strong enough to carry us a few hundred miles over the
sea "

" observed Mrs Barnett.

" It would*b3 prudent certainly," said Hobson, "and we will do it.

I must think of some pretext for beginning the work at once, and
give the necessary orders to the head carpenter. But taking to a
boat can only be a forlorn hope when everything else has failed.
We must try all we can to avoid being on the island when the ice
breaks up, and we must make for the mainland as soon as ever the
sea is frozen over."

Hobson was right. It would take about three months to buUd
a thirty or thirty-five ton vessel, and the sea would not be open
when it was fiiiished. It would be very dangerous to embark the
whole party when the ice was breaking up all round, and he would
be well out of his difficulties if he coald get across the ice to firm
ground before the next thaw set in. This was why Hobson thought
a boat a forlorn hope, a desperate makeshift, and Qvevj one agreed
with him.

Secrecy was once more promised, for it was felt that Hobson
was the best judge of the matter, and a few minutes later the five
conspirators were seated together in the large room of Fort Hope,
which was then deserted, eagerly examining an excellent m.p of the
oceanic and atmospheric currents of the Arctic Ocean, special atten-
tion being naturally given to that part of the Polar Sea between
Cape Bathurst and Behring Strait.

Two principal currents divide the dangerous latitudes compre-
hended between the Polar Circle and the imperfectly known zonii.
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called the North-West i .issage since M'Clure's daring discovery—at

least only two have been hitherto noticed by marine surveyors.

One is called the Eamtchatka Current. It takes its rise in th«

offing outside the peninsula of that name, follows the coast of Asia,

and passes through Behring Strait, touching Cape East, a promon-

tory of Siberia. After running due north for about six hundred

miles from the strait, it turns suddenly to the east, pretty nearly

following the same parallel as M'Clure's Passage, and probably

doing much to keep that communication open for a few mouths in

the warm season.

The other current, called Behring Current, flows jr.st the other

way. After running from east to west at about a hundred miles at

the most from the coast, it comes into collision, so to speak, with

the Kamtcliotka Current at the opening of the strait, and turning to

the south approaches the shores of Russian America, crosses Behring

Sea, and finally breaks on the kind of circular dam formed by the

Aleutian Islands.

Hobson's map gave a very exact aummary of the most recent

nautical observations, so that it could be relied on.

The Lieutenant examined it carefully before speaking, and then

pressing his hand to his head, as if oppressed by some sad presenti-

ment, he observed

—

"Let us hope that fate will not take u& to remote northern

latitudes. Our wandering island would run a risk of never return-

ing."

" Why, Lieutenant 1 " broke in Mrs Bamett.
•

' Why, madam ? " replied Hobson ;
" look well at this part of th»

Arctic Ocean, and you will readily understand why. Two currents,

both dangerous for us, run opposite ways. When tb'^y meet, the island

must necessarily become stationary, and that at a great distance

from any land. At that point it will have to remain for the winter,

aud when the next thaw sets in, it will either follow the Kamt-
chatka Current to the deserted regions of the north-west, or it will

float down with the Behring Current to be swallowed op by tho

Pacific Ocean."
*' That will not happen, Lieutenant," said Madge in a tone of

earnest conviction ;
" God would nevor permit that."

" I can't make out," sflid Mi 3 Bainett, " whereabouts in the

Polar Sea we are at this moment ; for I see but one current from
-i-:_i- 1 j:

*'"^~"'V *tKf MhAW *A\/& bAA" f* VHa%-«
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and that is the dangerous Kamtrbatka Current. Are you not afraid
that it has us in its fatal embrace, and is carrying us with it to th«
shores of North Georgia ?

"

" I think not," replied Hobson, after a moment's reflection.

" Why not t"

" Because it i* . ve./ rapid current, madam ; and if we had been
following it for three months, we should have had some land in

sight by ^his time, and there is none, absolutely none !

"

" Where, then, do you suppose Wd are 1 " inqui ed Mrs Bamett
" Most likely between the Kamtchatka Current and the coast,

perhaps in some vast eddy unmarked upon the map."
" That cannot be, Lieutenant," replied Mrs Barnett, quickly.

"Why not, madam, why not?"
" Because if Victoria Island were in an eddy, it would have

veered round to a certain extent, and our position with regard to
the cardinal points would have changed in the last three months,
which is certainly not the case."

" You are right, madam, you are quite right The only explana-
tion I can think of is, that there is some other current, not markei
on our map. Oh, that tomorrow were 'ere that I might find out
our longitude \ really this uncertainty is terrible 1

"

'* To-morrow will come," observed Madge.

There was nothing to do but to wait. The party therefore

separated, all returning to their ordinary occupations. Sergeant
Long informed his comrades that the departure for Fort Reliance,

fixed for the next day, was put off. He gave as reasons that the

season was too far advanced to get to the souther, factory before

the great cold set in, that the astronomer was anxious to complete his

meteorological observations, and would therefore submit to another

winter in the north, that game was so plentiful provisions from
Fort Reliance were not needed, &c., &c. But about all these

matters the brave fellows cared little.

Lieutenant Hobson ordered his men to spare the furred animals

in future, and only to kill edibJe game, so as to lay up fresh stores

for the coming winter ; he also forbade them to go laore than two
miles Icom the fort, not wishing Marbre and Sabine to come
suddenly upon a sea-horizon, where the isthmus connecting the

peninsula of Victoria with the mainland was visible a few months

before. The disappearance of the book of land would inevitably

have betrayed everything.
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The day appeared endless to Lieutenant Hobson. Again and
•gain he returned to Cape Batburst either alone, or accompanied by
Mrs Barnett. The latter, inured to danger, ^ho^ed no fear ; she

even joked the Lieutenant about his floating island boing perhaps,

after fill, the proper conveyance 'or going to the North Pole. " With
ft favourable current might they not reach that hitherto inaccessible

point of the globe 1

"

Lieutenant Hobscn saook his head as he listened to his com-

panion's fancy, and kept his eyes fixed upon the horizon, hoping to

catch a glimpse of some land, no inalter what, in the distance. But

no, sea and sky met in an absolutely unbroken circular line, confirm-

ing Hobson's opinion that Victoria Island was drifting to the west

rather than in any other direction.

" Lieucenant," at last said Mrs Barnett, " don't you mean to make
a tour of our island as soon as possible ?

"

" Yes, madam, of course ; as soon a3 I have taken our bearings,

I mean to ascertain the form and extent of our dominions. It

seems, however, that bh^ fracture was made at the isthmus itself, so

that the whole peninsula has become an island."

"A strange destiny is ours, Lieutenant," said Mrs Barnett.

" Others return from their travels to add new districts to geogra-

phical maps, but we shall have to efface the supposed peninsula of

Victoria 1"

The next day, July 18th, the sky was very clear, and at ten

o'clock in the morning Hobson obtained a satisfactory altitude cf

the sun, and, comparing it with that of the observation of the day

before, he ascertained exactly the longitude in which they were.

The island was then in 157° 37' longitude west from Greenwich.

The latitude obtained the day before at noon almost immediately

after the eclipse was, as we know, 73" 7' 20" north.

The spot was looked out on the map in the p 4ience of Mrs

Barnett and Sergeant Long.

It was indeed a most anxious moment, and the following result

was arrived at.

The wandering island was moving in a westerly direction, borne

uloug by a current unmarked on the chart, and unknown to

hydrographers, which was evidently carrying it towards Behring

St'trait. All the dangers foreseen by Hobson were then imminent,

if Victoria Island did not again touch the mainland before the

winter.
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"But how far are we fro.n tlie ^inoilcan continent 1 that is the

west important point just at present," said M.-s Barnett.

i-Iobson took liis conipivsses, and carefully nie.isured the narrowest

part of the sea between the coast and the seventieth itaraliel.

"We ai-6 actually more than two hundred anJ fifty miles from

Toint Barrow, the northernmost extremity of llussian Aaier! ;a,"

he replied.

" We ought to know, then, how many miles the island has drifted

since it left the mainland," said Sergeant Long.

"Seven hundred miles at least," replied Hobson, . ^ter having

again consulted the clir.it.

" An;, at about what time dc you suppose the drifting com-

menced ?

"

" Most likely towards the end of April ; the ice-field broke o

then, and the icebergs which e8capo(^ melting drew back to ilie

north. We A^-vy, therefore, conclude U.at Victoria Island lias been

moving along with tlie current par ;lel with the coi st at an average

rate of ten miles a day."

" No very v.;pid pace after all !
" exclaimed Mrs Barnett

"Too fust, madam, when you think where wp may be taken

during the two months in which th^; sea will remain open in this

part of the Arctic Ocean."

The three friend remained silent, and looked fixedly at the

chart of the fearful Polrr regions, towards which they were beir.g

irresistibly drav.n, and which have hitherto succossfuUy resisted

all attempts to explore them.

"There is, then, nothing to be done? Nothing to try?" said Mrs

Barnett after a pause.

" Nothing, madam," replied Hobson ;
" nothing wliatevor. We

must wait ; we must all pray for the speedy arrival of the Arctic

winter generally so much dreadert by sailors, but which alone can

save us now. The winter will bring ice, our only anchor of salva-

tion, the only po^er whicl^ cau arrest the course of this wanderirg

island."
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7ROM i.hat day, July 18th, it was decided that the bearings

should be taken as on board a vessel whenever the state of

the atmosphere rendered the operation possible. Was not

the island, in fact, a disabled ship, tossed about without sails or

helm.

The next day after taking the bearings, Hobson announced that

without change of latitude the island had advanced several miles

farther west. Mac-Nab was ordered to commence the construction

cf a huge boat, Hobson telling him, in explanation, that he proposed

making a reconnaissance of the coast, as far as Russian America

next summer. The carpenter asked no further questions, but pro-

ceeded to choose bis wood, and fixed upon the beach at the foot of

Cape Batburst as his dockyard, so that he might easily be able to

launch his vessel.

Hobson intended to set ont the same day on his excursion round

the island in which he and his comrades were imprisoned. Many
changes might take place in the configuration of tbia sheet of ice,

subject as it was to the influence of the variable temperature of the

waves, and it was important to determine its actual form at the

present time, its area, and its thickness in different parts. The

point of rupture, which was most likely at the isthmus itself, ought

to be examined with special care ; the fracture being still fresh,

it mighu be possible to ascertain the exact ai.-angement of the

stratified layers ol ice and earth of which the soil of the island was

composed.

But in the afternoon the sky cloud<;d over suddenly, and a

violent squall, accompanied with thick mists, swept down upon the

fort. Presently torrents of rain fell, and large hailstones rattled on

the roof, whilst a few distant ciaps of thunder were heard, a

phenomenon of exceedingly rare occurrence in such elevated
T afif ii/)jkli
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Hobson was obliged to put off his trip, and wait until the fury
of the elements abated, but during the 20th, 21st, and 22d July,
no change occurred. The storm raged, the floods of heaven were
let loose, ahd the waves broke upon the beach with a deafening
roar. Liquid avalanches were flung with such force upon Cape
Bathurst, that there was reason to dread that it might give way

;

its stabHity was, in fact, somewhat problematical, as it consisted
merely of an aggregation of sand and earth, without any firm
foundation. Vessels at sea might well be pitied in this fearful
gale, but the floating island was of too vast a bulk to be affected
by the agitation of the waves, and remained indifferent to their
furv.

During the night of the 22d July the tempest suddenly ceased.
A strong breeze from the north-east dispelled the last mists upoii
the horizon. The barometer rose a few degrees, and the weather
appeared likely to favour Hobson's expedition.

He was to be accompanied by Mrs Barnett and Sergeant Long,
and expected to be absent a day or two. T.' e little party took
some salt meat, biscuits, and a fsw flasks of rum with them, and
there was nothing in their excursion to suprise the rest of the
colonists. The days were just then ve^y long, the sun only dis-
appearing below the horizon for a few hours.

There were no wild animals to be feared now. The bears seemed
to have fled by instinct ^'rom the peninsula whilst it -vas still

connected with the mainland, but to neglect no precaution each of
the three explorers was provided with a gun. The Lieutenant and
his subordinate also carried hatchets and ice-chisels, which a
traveller in the Polar regions should never be without.

During the absence of the Lieutenant and the Sergeant, the
command of the fort fell to Corporal Joliffe,or rather to his little wife,
and Hobson knew that he could trust her. Thomas Black could
not be depended on • he would not even join the exploring party
he promised, however, to watch the northern latitudes very carefully,'

and to note any change which should take place in the sea or the
position of the cape during tho absence of the Lieutenant.
Mrs Barnett had endeavoured to reason with tho unfortunate

astronomer, but he would listen to nothing. He felt that Nature
had deceived him, and that he could never forgive her.

After many a hearty farewell, the Lieutenant and his two com-
paniona left the fort by the postern gate, and, turning to the west,
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followed the lengthened curve of the coast betweeu Capes Bathurat

and Esquimaux.

It was eight o'clock in the morning ; the oblique rays of the su^

struck upon the beach, and touched it with many •: brilliant tint,

the angry billows of the sea were sinking to rest, and the birds,

ptarmigans, guillemots puffins, and petrels, driven away by the

storm, were returning by thousands. Troops of ducks were

hastening back to Lake Barnett, flying close, although they knew it

not, to Mrs Joliffe's saucepan. Polar hares, martens, musk-rats,

and ermines rose before the travellers and fled at their approach,

but not with any great appearance of haste or terror. The animals

evidently felt drawn towards their old enemies by a common
danger.

" They know well enough that they are hemmed in by the sea

and cannot quit the island," observed Hcbson.
" They are all in the habit of seeking warmer climates in the

south in tbewirter, are they not?" inquired Mrs Barnett

" Yes, madam, but unless they are presently able to cross the ice-

field, they will have to remain prisoners like ourselves, and I am
afraid the greater number will die of cold or hunger.

" I hope they will be good enough to supply us with food for a

long time," observed the Sergeant, " and I think it is very fortunate

that they had not the sense to run away before the rupture of the

isthmus."

" The birds will, however, leave ''oaV^ added Mrs Barnett.

" Oh yes, madam, everything with wings will go, they can traverse

long distances without fatigue, and, more fortunate than ourselves,

th'^y will regain terra firmaJ*

" Could we not use them as messengers 1 " asked Mvs Barnett

" A good idea, madam, a capital idea," said Hobson. " We
might easily c?itch some hundreds of these birds, and tie a paper

round their necks with our exact situation written upon it Juhu

Boss in 1848 tried similar means to acquaint the survivors of the

Franklin expedition with the presence of his ships, t^^e Unterprue

and the Inmstigator in the Polar seas. He caught some hundreds

of white foxes in traps, rivetted a copper collar round the neck

of each with all the necessary information engraved upon it, and

then set them free in every direction."

" Perhaps some of the messengers may have fallen into the hands

of t;Kf> shi^wrecksd wand'^'ST' '

I
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"Perhaps so," replied Hobson ; "I know that an old fox was
taken by Captain H&tteras during Lis voyage of discovery, wearing
a collar half worn away and hidden beneath his thick Vt^hite fur.
What we cannot do with the quadrupeds, we will do with the
birds."

Chatting thus and laying plans for the future, the three explorers
continued to follow the coast. They noticed no change ; the abrupt
cliffs covered with earth and sand showed no signs of a recent altera-
tion in the extent of the island. It was, however, to be feared that
the vast sheet of ice would be worn away at the base by the action
of the warm currents, and on this point Hobson was naturally
anxious.

By eleven o'clock in the morning the eight miles between Capes
Bathurst and Esquimaux had been traversed. A few traces of the
encampment of Kalumah's party still remained ; of course the snow
huts had ei^tirely disappeared, but some cinders and walrus bones
marked the spot.

The three explorers halted here for a short time, they intended to
pass the few short hours of the night at Walruses' Bay, which they
hoped to reach in a few hours. They breakfasted seated on a slightly
rising ground covered with a scanty and stunted herbage. Before
their eyes lay the ocean bounded by a clearly-defined sea-horizon,
without a sail or an iceberg to break the monotony of the vast ex-
panse of water.

•' Should you be very much surprised if some vessel came in sight
now, Lieutenant?" inquired Mrs Barnett.

" I should be very agreeably surprised, madam," replied Hobson.
"It is not at all uncommon for whalers to come as far north as this,

especially now that the Arctic Ocean is frequented by whales and
cacholots, but you must remember that it is the 23rd July, and the
summer is far advanced. The whole fleet of whaling vessels is

probably now in Gulf Kotzebue, at the entrance to°the strait.

Whalers shun the sudden changes in the Arctic Ocean, and with
good reason. They dread being shut in the ice ; and the icebergs,

avalanches, and ice-fields they avoid, are the very things for which
W3 earnestly pray."

" Thay will come, Lieutenant," said Long ;
" have patience, in an-

other two months the waves will no longer break upon the shores
of Cape Esquimaux."

** Cane EsouimauT f
" nhsfirvorl M pa Rnr.nMf «tUI. ^ ~~,;ia

xiiac
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name, like those we gave to the other parts of the peninsula, may

turn out unfortunate too. We have lost Port Barnett /rad Paulina

River ; who can tell whether Cape Esquimaux and Walruses' Bay

may not also disappear in time 1
"

" They too will disappear, madam," replied Hobson, " and after

them the whole of Victoria Island, for nothing now connects it with

a continent, and it is doomed to destruction. This result is inevit-

able, and our choice of geographical names wUl be thrown away
;

but fortunately the Royal Society has not yet adopted them,

and Sir Roderick Murchison will have nothing to efface on his

maps,"
" One name he will," exclaimed the Sergeant.

" Wb'ch ? " inquired Hobson.
'' Cape Bathurst," replied Long.
** Ah, yes, you are right. Cape Bathurst must now be removed

from maps of the Polar regions."

Two hours' rest were all the explorers cared for, and at one

o'clock they prepared to resume their journey.

Before starting Hobson once more looked round him from the

summit of Cape Esquimaux ; but seeing nothing worthy of notice,

he rejoined Mrs Burnett and Sergeant Long.

" Madam," he said, addressing tLe lady, " you have not forgotten

the fa-nily of natives vie met here last winter 1"

" Oh no, I have always held, dear little Kalumah in friendly

remembrance. . She promised to come and see us again at Fort

Hope, but she will not be able to do so. But why do you ask me
about the natives now 1

"

" Because I remember something to which, much to my regret,

I did not at the time attach sufficient importance.'*

" What was that 1
"

"You remember the uneasy surprise the men manifested a^ find-

ing a factory at the foot of Cape Bathurst."

"Oh yes, perfectly."

"You remember that I tried to make out what the natives

meant, and that I could not do so ?

"

*' Yes, I remember."

"Well," added Hobson, "I know now why they shook their

heads. From tradition experience, or something, the Esquimaux

knew what the peninsuia really was, they knew we had not built

on firm ground. But as things had probably remained as tiny
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were for centuries, they thought there v/as no immediate danger,
and that it was not worth while to explain themselves."

"Very likely you are right," replied Mrs Barnett ; "but I feel

sure that Kalirmah had no suspicion of her companion's fears, or
she would have warned us."

Hobson quite agreed with Mrs Barnett, and Sergeant Long
observed

—

"It really seems to have beon by a kind of fatality that we
settled ourselves upon this peninsula just before it was torn away
from the mainland. I suppose, Lieutenant, that it had been con-

nected for a very I jng time, perhaps fo- centuries."

" You might say for thousands and thousands of years, Sergeant,"
replied Hobson. " Kemember that the soil on which we are t: sad-
ing has been brought here by the wind, litcle by little, that the

sand has accumulated grain by grain ! Think of the time it must
have taken for the seeds of firs, willows, and arbutus to become
shrubs and trees ! Perhaps the sheet of ice on which we float was
welded to the continent before the creation of man !

"

"Well," cried Long, "it really might have waited a few cen-
turies longer before it drifted. How much anxiety and how many
dangers we might t'len have been spared !"

Sergeant Long's most sensible remark closed the conversation,
and the iourney was resumed.

From v^'ape Esquimaux to Walruses' Bay the coast ran almost
due south, following the one hundred and twenty-seventh meridian.
Looking -behind them they could see one corner of the lagoon, its

waters spaikling in the sunbeams, and a little beyond the wooded
heights in which it was framed. Large eagles soared above their

heads, their cries and the loud flapping of their wings breaking
the stillness, and furred animals of many kinds, martena,
polecats, ermines, <fec., crouching behind some rising ground,
or hiding amongst the stunted bushes and willows, gazed inquir-

ingly at the intruders. They seemed to understand that they
had nothing to fear, Hobson caught a glimpse of a few Beavers
wandering about, evidently ill at ease, and puzzled at the disap-

pearance of the little river. With no lodges to shelter them, and no
stream by which to '^nild a new home, they were doomed to die of

cold when the severe trost set in. Sergeant Long also saw a troop
of wolves crossing the plain.

It was evident that specimens of the whole Arctic Fauna were
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imprisoned on the island, aitd there was every roason to fear that,

when famished with luwger, all the carnivorous beasts would be
formidable enemies to i^ - occupauta of Fort Hope.

Fortunately, however, one race of animals appeared to be quite

unrepresented. Not a single white bear was seen ! Once the

Sergeant thought he saw an enormous white mass moving- about on
the other side of a clump of willows, but on close examiuation

decided that he was mistaken.

The coast near Walruses' Bay was, on the whole, only slightly

elevated above the sea-level, and in the distance the waves broke
into running foam as they do upon a sloping beach. It was to be

feared that the soil had little stability, but there was no mean.s of

judging of the modifications which had taken place since their last

visit, and Hobson much regretted that he had not made bench

,
marks about Cape Bathurst before he left, that he might judge of

the amount of sinking or depression which took place. He deter-

mined, however, to take this precaution on his return.

It will be understood that, under the circumstances, the party did

not advance very rapidly. A pause was often made to examine
the soil, or to see if there were any sign of an approaching fracture

on the coast, and sometimes the explorers wandered inland for half

a mile. Here and thei the Sergeant planted branches of willow

or birch to serve as landmarks for the future, especially wherever

undermining seemed to be going on rapidly and the solidity

the ground was doubtful. By this means it would be easy to

ascertain the changes which might take place.

They did advance, however, and at three o'clock in the after-

noon they were only three miles from Walruses' Bay, and Hobson
called Mrs Burnett's attention to the important changes which had
been eflfected by the rupture of the isthmus.

Formerly the south-western horizon was shut in by a long slightly

curved coast-line, formed by the shores of Liverpool Bay. Now u

sea-line bounded the view, the continent having disappeared.

Victoria Island ended in an abrupt angle where it had broken off,

and all felt sure that on turning round that angle the ocean would
be sp ead out before them, and that its waves would bathe the
wholt, of the southern side of the island, which was once the con-

necting-link between Walruses' Bay and Washburn Bay.

Mrs Barnett could not look at the changed aspect of the scene
without emotion. She had exnectad it^ and vet her heart beat

- ' ».
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almost audibly. She gazed acroas the sea for th«* missing continent,

which was now left several hundred miles behind, and it rushed
upon Imp iriiiid with a fresh shock that she wouM never set foot

on Aiuciica again. Her agitation was indeed excusable, and it was
shared by the Lieutenant and the Serg^^ant.

All qtil'ikened tlieir steps, eager to reach the abrupt angle in the
eouth. Tlie ground rose slightly as they advanced, and the layers

of earth and suud liecauie thicker ; this of course was explained by
tl.e former proximity of this part of the coa«t to the true continent
Tlie thickness of the crust of ice and of the layer of earth at the point
of junction increasing, as it probably did, evory century, explained
the hing resistance of the istlimus, which nothing but some extra-

ordinary convulsion could have overcome. Such a convulsion
Wiis the eartiiquake of the 8th January, which, although it had only
affLcted the continent of North America, had sufficed to l)reak the
connecting-link, and to launch Victoria Island upon the wide
ocean.

At four o'clock p.m., the angle was reached. Wal 'uses' Bay,
formed l>y an indentation of the firm ground, had disappeared ! It

had rcnuiined behind with the conf .lent

" P.y my faith, madam !
" exclaimed tlie Sergea '.., "it's lucky for

you we didn't call it Paulina Barnett Bay !

"

•' Yes," re{)lied the lady, " I begin to think I am an unlucky ^'od.

mo'^er for newly-discovered places."

,/
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A NIGHT ENCAMPMENT,

^ND eo Eobson had not bee' mistaken about tT»e point of

rupture. It woi the isthmus which had yielded in the
shock of the earthqualce. Not a trace wab to be seen of

the A.merican continent, not a single clilf, even the volcano on the
west had disappeared. Nothing but the sea everywhere.

The island on t.Is side 'nded in a cape, coming to an almost
sharp point, and it was eviaent that the substratum of ice, fretted by
the warmer waters of the current and exuosed to all the fury of the
elements, must rapidly dissolve.

The explorers resumed the-r march, following tbe couvse o the
fracture, which ran from west to east in an almost straight iiud.

Its edges were not jagged or broken, but clear cut, as i ' the division

had been made with a sharp instrument, and hern „ ^d there the
conformation of the soil could be easily examined. The banks
half ice, h&lf sa' \ and earth—rose some ten feet from the water.

They were perfectly perpendicular, without the slightest slope, and
in some places there were traces of recent lands'ips. Sf jeant
Long pointed to several small blocks of ice floaiin;- in the offing,

and rapidly melting, which had evidently been broken off from thair

island. The action of the warm surf would, of course, soon eat
away the new coast-line, which time had not yet clothed with a
Und of cement of snow and sand, such as covered the rest of the
b mch, and altogether the state of things- was very f,ir fror.. le-

assuiing.

Before taking any rest, Mrs Barnett, Hobson, and long, wore
anxious to finish their examination of the southern edge of the
island. Thexe would be plenty of daylight, for the sun would not
set until eleven o'clock p.m. The briliant orb of day was slowly
advancing along the western horizon, and its oblique rays cast
long shadows of themselv^is before the explorers, who conversed at
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intervals after long silent pauses, during which they gazed at the

sea and thought of the dark future before them.

Hobson, intended to encamp for the night at Washburn Bay.

When there eighteen miles would have been traversed, and, if he

were not mistaken, half his circular journey would be accomplished.

After a few hours' repose he meant to return to Tort Hope along

the western coast.

No fresh incident marked the exploration of the short distance

between Walruses' Bay and Washburn Bay, and at seven o'clock in

the evening the spot chosen for the encairnment was reached. A
similar ''hange had taken place here. Of Washburn Bay, nothing

remained but the curve formed by the coast-line cf the island, and
which was once its northern boundary. It stretched away without

a break for seven miles to the cape they had named Cape Michael.

This side of the island did not appear to have suflFered at all in

conaequence of the rui)ture. The thickets of pine and birch, massed

a little behind the cape, were in their fullest beanty at this time of

year, and a good many furred animals were disporting themselves

on the plain.

A halt was made at Washburn Bay, and the explorers were able

to enjoy an extended view on the south, although they could not

see any great distance on the north. The sun was so low on the

horizon, that its rays were intercepted by the rising ground on the

west, and did not reach the little bay. It was not, however, yet

,
night, nor could it be called twilight, as the sun had not set.

" Lieutenant," said Long, ** if by some miracle a bell were now
to ring, what do you suppose it would mean?"

" That it was supper-time," replied Hobson. " Don't you agree

with me, Mrs Barnett ?

"

" Indeed I do," replied the lady addressed, *' and as our cloth is

spread for us, let us sit down. This moss, although slightly worn,

will suit us admirably, and was evidently intended for us by
Providence."

The bag of provisions was opened ; some salt meat, a harft pat6

from Mrd Joliffe's larder, with a few biscuits, formed their frugal

supper.

The meal was quickly over, and Hobson returned to the south-

west angle of the island, whilst Mrs Barnett rested at the foot of

a low fir tree, and Sergeant Long made ready the night quarters.

The Lieutenant was anxious vD examine the piece of ice which
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formed the island, to ascertain, if possible, something of its structure.

A little bank, produced by a landslip, enabled him to step down to

the level of the sea, and from there he was able to look clof-ely at

the steep wall which formed the coast. Where he stood the soil rose

scarcely three feet above the water. The upper part consisted of a

thin layer of earth and sand mixed with crushed shells ; and the

lower of hard, compact, and, if we may so express it, " metallic " ice,

strong enough to support the upper soil of the island.

This layer of ice was not more than one foot above the sea- level.

In consequence of the recent fracture, it was easy to see the regular

disposition of the sheets of ice piled up horizontally, and which had

evidently been produced by successive frosts in comparatively

quieter waters.

We know that freezing commences on the surface of liquids, and

as the cold increases, the thickness of the crust becomes greater, the

solidification proceeding from the top downwards. That at least is

the case in waters that are at rest ; it has, however, been observed

that the very reverse is the case in running waters—the ice forming

at the bottom, and subsequently rising to the surface.

It was evident, then, that the floe which formed the foundation

of Victoria Island had been formed in calm waters on the shores

of the Nortt American continent. The freezing had evidently

commence i ..n tve surface, and the thaw would begin at the bottom,

according v wai-known lawj so that the ice-field would gradually

decrease in weight as it becam*" thawed by the warmer waters

through which it was passing, and the general level of the island

would sink in proportion.

This was the great danger.

As we have juse stated, Hobson noticed that the solid ice, the ice-

field properly so called, was only about one foot above the sea-levol 1

We know that four-fifths of a floating mass of ice are always sub-

merged. For one foot of an iceberg or ice-field above the water,

there are four below it. It must, however, be remarked that the

density, or rather specific weight of floating ice, varies considerably

according to its mode of formation or origin. The ice-masses which

proceed from se.% water, porous, opaque, and tingi . with blue or

green, according as they are struck by the rays of the sun, are

lighter than ice formed from fresh water. All things considered,

and making due allowance for the weight of the mineral and

regelable layer above the ice..H()b»uu coucludeu it to be about four
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or five feet thick V)e]o\v the sea-level. The diflferent declivities of

the island, .the little hills and rising ground, would of course only

affect the upper soil, and it might reasonably be supposed that the

wandering island was not immersed more than five feet.

This made Hobson very anxious. Only five feet ! Setting aside

the causes of dissolution to which the ice-field might be subjected,

would not the slightest shock cause a rupture of the surface ? Might
not a rough sea or a gale of wind cause a dislocation of the ice-field,

which would lead to its breaking up into small portions, and to its

final decomposition ? Oh for the speedy arrival of the winter, with
its bitter cold ! Would that the column of mercury were frozen in

its cistern ! Nothing but the rigour of an Arctic Avinter could con-

solidate and thicken the foundation of their island, and establish a
means of communication between it and the continent.

Hobson returned to the halting-place little cheered by his dis-

coveries, and found Long busy making arrangements for the night

;

for he had no idea of sleeping beneath tlio open sky, although Mrs
Barnett declared hersilf quite ready to do so. He told the Lieu-

tenant that he intended to dig a hole in the i big enough to hold

three persons—in fact to make a kind of snow-hut, in which they
would be protected^ fi (^ui the cold night air.

" In the land of the Esquimaux," he said, " nothing is wiser than
to do as the Esquimaux do."

Hobson approved, but advised the Sergeant not to dig too deeply,

as the ice T7as not more than five feet thick.

Long set to work. With the aid of his hatchet and ice-chisel he
had soon cleared away the earth, and hollowed out a kind of pas-

sage sloping gentlv down to the crust of ice.

He next attacked the brittle mass, which had been covered over

with sand and earth for so many centuries. It would not take

more than an hour to hollow out a subterranean retreat, or rather a

burrow with walls ( i ice, which would keep in the heat, and there-

fore serve well for a resting-place during the short night.

Whilst Long was working away like a white ant, Hobson com-
municated the result of his observations to Mrs Barnett. He did
.i3t disguise from her that the construction of Victoria Island ren-

dered him very uneasy. He felt sure that the thinness of the ice

would lead to the opening of ravines on the surface before long
j

where, it would be impossible to foresee, and of course it would be
equally impossible to prevent tiiem. The wandering island might
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at any moment settle down in consequence of a change in its speci-

fic gravity, or break up into more or less numerous islets, the duration

of which must necessarily be ephemeral. He judged, therefore, that

it would be best for the members of the colony to keep together as

much as possible, and not to leave the fort, that they might ail

share the same changes.

Hobson was proceeding further to unfold his views when cries

for help were heard.

Mrs Bamett started to her "feet, and both looked round in every

direction, but nothing was to be seen.

The cries were now redoubled, and Hobson exclaimed—
" The Sergeant ! the Sergeant !

"

And followed by Mrs Barnett, he rushed towards the burrow, and

he had scarcely reached the opening of the snow-house before he

saw Sergeant Long clutching with both hands at his knife, which

he had stuck in the wall of ice, and calling out loudly, although

with the most perfect self-possession.

His head and arms alone were visible. Whilst he was digging,

the ice had given way suddenly beneath him, and he was plunged

into water up to his waist.

Hobson merely said

—

" Keep hold I

"

And creeping through the passage, he was soon at the edge of the

hole. The poor Sergeant seized his hand, and he was soon rescued

from his perilous position.

"Good God! Sergeant!" exclaimed Mrs Barnett; "what has

happened 1

"

"Nothing," replied Long, shaking himself like a wet spaniel,

" except that the ice gave way under me, and I took a compulsory

bath."

" You forgot what I told you about not digging too deeply, then,''

said Hobson.

" Beg pardon, sir ; I hadn't cut through fifteen inches of the ice
;

and I expect there was a kind of cavern where I was workino'—tho

ice did not touch the water. It was just like going through a

ceiling. If I hadn't been able to hang on by my knife, I should
have slipped under the island like a fool, and that would have been
a pity, wouldn't it, madam ?

"

** A vortr oraaf. nifw rtyo Kwova •P/>11/»»

his hand.
-J o- V5 -'»<»Tv xvxAvri
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Longs explanation was correct; for some reason cv another-
uost

1 kely from an accumulation of air- the ice ],ad formed a kindof vault above the wat.r, and of course it soon gave way under heweight of the Sergeant and the blows of his chisel
The same thing migl.t happen in other parts of the island, whichwas anything but reassuring. Where could they be cer .in oreading on firm ground ? Might not 'he earth gL way beneath

heir feet at any minute? What heart, however brave, wou dtthave sunk at the thought of the thin partition between them a.^dthe awful gulf of the ocean 1

rJrT^'u
^•''"^' .^'?''''''''' *^°"«^- ^"* li"l« «f ^i« tath, and wasready to begin mining in some other place. This Mrs Barnett

tTe Ir T ^ '"^^' ^" '^' '^''^ '^ ^^«"^^ ^« ^- "o harm

;

the shelter of the coppice near would be protection enough for themaU
;
and Sergeant Long was obliged to submit.

b2h' r^P.^*'' '^'''^^/'' ™«^«d back some thirty yards from the

t llow \T^ ^\T^ '" "^^'^ ^''^ ^ ^«" «1'""P« of pines and

"docltr^ d ''f'^'^^'^'l
^« called a wood. To^^rds ten

fi ! L t^PPT^ ^'' '^' ^^^ ^°"^« °^ *^« «igl^<^ - crackling
fire of dead branches was blazing at the camp

^

.l.^r° ^^f.T ^
t"'

0PP«'^*'i"ity of drying his legs, of which hegladly availed himself. He and Hobson talked toge her earnestly
until twilight set in, and Mrs Barnett occasionally joinedT the
conversation, doing the best she could to cheer t^V disheartened
Lxeutenant The sky was bright with stars, and the holy influenceof the night could not fail to calm his troubled spirit. The windmurmured softly amongst the pines ; even the sea appeared to bewrapt m slumber, its bosom slightly heaving with the swell, whichdied away upon the beach with a faint rippling sound. AU ieationwas hushed not even the wail of a .ea-bird broke upon Uie ear /thecrisp crackling of the dead branches was exchanged for a stLdy
flame and nothing but the voices of the wanderers broke the suIklime, the awful silence of the night.

"Who would imagine," said Mrs Barnett, "that we were floatingon the surface of the ocean ! It really requires an effort to realisf
t for the sea which IS carrying us along in its fatal grasp appears
to be absolutely motionless !

" ^^

" Y;«;.f*?*f
/;/.eplied Hobson; "and if the floor of our carriai^ewere oouu, u i aia uut know that sooner or later the keel of oiir
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boat will be missing, that some day its bull will burst open, and
finally, if I knew where we are going, I should rather enjoy floating

on the ocean like this."

"Well, Lieutenant," rejoined Mrs Barnett, "could there be a
pleasanter mode of travelling than ourst We feel no motion.

Our island has exactly the same speed as the current which is bear-

ing it awiiy. Is it not like a balloon voyage in the air? What
could be more delightful than advancing with one's house, garden,

park, (fee. 1 A wandering island, with a solid insubmersible founda-

tion, would really be the most comfortable and wonderful conveyance

that could possibly be imagined. I have heard of hanging gardens.

Perhaps some day floating parks will be invented which will carry

us all over the globe I Their size will render them insensible to the

action of the waves, they will have nothing to fear from storms,

and perhaps with a favourable wind they might be guided by
means of imme^-^e sails ! What marvels of vegetation would be

spread before the eyes of tL^ passengers when they passed from

temperate to torrid zones ! With skilful pilots, well acquainted

with the currents, it might be possible to remain in one latitude,

and enjoy a perpetual spring."

Hobson could not help smiling at Mrs Barnett's fancies. T^e
brave woman ran on with such an easy flow of words, she talked

with as little eff'ort as Victoria Island moved. And was she not

right 1 It would have been a very pleasant mode of travelling it

there had been no danger of their conveyance melting and being

swallowed up by the sea.

The night passed on, and the explorers slept a few hours. At
daybreak they breakfasted, and tboroughly enjoyed their meaL
The warmth and rest had refreshed them, and they resumed theii*

journey at about six o'clock a.m.

From Cape Michael to the former Port Barnett the coast ran in

an almost straight line from south to north for about eleven miles.

There was nothing worthy of note about it ; the shores were low and
pretty even all the way, and seemed to have suflered no alteration

since the breaking of the isthmus. Long, in obedience to the

Lieutenant, made bench-marks along the beach, that any future

change might be easily noted.

Hobson was naturally anxious to get back to Fort Hope the same
day, and Mra Barnett was also eager to return to her friends. It
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CHAPTER V.

fROM JULY 2STH TO AUGUST ViTB,

OBPON'S first care on his return to the fort, was to make
inquiries of Thomas Blank as to the situation of the

little colony. No cliange had taken place for the laat

twenty-* air hours ; but, as subsequently appeared, the island had

floated one degree »if latitude further south, whilst still retaining

its motion towards the wes^ It wa now at the eanie distance from

the eqiiat'jr as Icy Cape, a little proin.jntory of western Alaska,

and two hundred n»;les from the American coast The speed of the

ourrent seemed to be less here than in the eastern pr.rt of the

Arctic Ocean ; but the island continued to .'•dvanco^ and, much to

Hobson's annoyance, towara •'
v dreaded Behring Strait. It was

now only the 24th July, and a current of ^'veroge .«peed would

carry ii in another nio!ith through th*^ strait rnd into the hcc .ed

waves of the Pacific, where it would me '• like a lump of sugar in

a glass of water."

Mrs Burnett acquainted Madge with tl.e result of the exploration

of the island. She explained to her the a-iingenient of the layera

of earth and ice at the part where the isthmus- had beer- broken oflf

;

told her that the thickness of the ice Deiow the sea-ievel was

estimated at five feet ; related the accident to Sergeant Long—in

short, she made her fully understand the reasons there were to fear

the breaking up or sinking of the ice-field.

The rest of the colony had, however, no suspicion of the ti.ith ;

a feeling of perfect security prevailed. It never occurred to any of

the brave fellows that Foit Hope was floating above an awful

abyss, and that the lives of all its inhabitants were in danger. All

were in good health, the weather was fine, and the climate pleasant

and bracing. The baby Michael got on wonderfully ; he was

begitining to toddle about between the house and the palisade ; and

Corporal Joliffe, who was extremely fond of him, was already

beginning to teach hira to hold a gun, and ta understand the first

,%.\*-
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w.fe pra,ed every day, wa« as yet'deniedtThem
'""' '' "'" ^'

MeanwhUe the soldiers had plenty to ,io
'

4:ir.er.l:;vrz;trS;*^^^^^ ^°"^. »^

neglected none of tUdrt es at LT /"' '"" ^^ *»"' ""^
son let things go 0.7^ fffh! ft . T^ ™ "^ '">™™'- Hob-

promised, Sa^ZZ^ n klt^ he if'"^ '"" "'' ""
serious question was often Lenss d^ by the

1'° '^"7^°^ "^^
and Mrs Barnett and Madse dTffered fr„^ ?K T •"^'^ '"' '^'"
ject. They thought it »oTd be bHtc „ t u'e wh l"", 'll 'tmen were brave and energetic, not like'v to vw/^ !

""
'
""

^ '•eeded' 'Vhe if f
/^-^^-^"g and strengthening the fort pro-'Ceaed. Ihe palisaded enceinte was reuaired with « ! , ^ -

made higher in manyplaces soth-it^tL H l^^
"^"^ ^^'^^^'' and

when he should be sent to reUeve gn^rd • hTL that ,?
'

a md,t^ loot to ae buildings, «./,»de them t, y'tlf™The palisade was now completely finished «„J m. wT ^'

Bering the sufferings of the l=^t ^i^tm tl^ZTsClT'up against the house itself wit), « ^. / ®^^*^ *'^''s«

games, and w;r' The thr" ""/'" *^ '^ "^^^ ^^ --J«>

a on, 80 that the large house was relieved of them aa well as

•mitmtfltiitit
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behtdtf^.''
''^^'"^ / "^"S^"* ^^^ ^'^^ °»^y ^^ '^J«o erectedbehind the house near the powder-magazine, leaving the loft freefor stores; and the rafters and ribs of the latter were bound withiron cramps, that thej might be able to resist all attacka

»..d h!
,*^^°;"^«»^«d to build a little wooden chapel, whichhad been included m Hobson's original plan of the factoid -butIts erection was put oflF until the next summer.

^ '

With what eager interest would the Lieutenant have once watchedthe progress of his establishment
! Had he been building on farmground, with what delight would he have watched the houses shed^and n.agaz.nes risl.g around him! He remembered the scheme oicrowning Cape Bathurst with a redoubt for the protec ion of FortHope with a sigh The very name of the factoi^, " Fort Hope "

':^^^^^'^^ '-'-'' - - -re trulTbe

These various works took up the whole summer, and there was notime for ennui. The construction of the boat proceeded ^317Mac-Nab meant it to be of about thirty tons mLurement whichwould make it arge enough to cariy some twenty passengers severalhundred miles in the fine season. The carpenter had been forturlteenough to find some bent pieces of wood, so that heZ^^^l7Z
to form the fir^t nbs of the vessel, and soon the stem and sten post"^

Vi ilt^^^^^^^^^^^^

uponthe dockyard at the foot ofCape BathurstWh.18 the.carpenters were busy with hatchets, saws, and adzesthe liunters were eagerly hunting the reindee; and Polar wLwhich abounded near the fort The Lieutenant, however, told MaT:and Sabine not to go far away, stating as a reason, that until the

ri 'fs'%r:rr''^'1'^'i'
-^wlsh to attrac't the notice o

B.?"L^'^ \^"'V' r"'''?
'^ ^* ""^ "°* "°^ ''^' *o SO to Walruses'

" No, Marbre ; it would be useless."

huIdr.J'''"f'"'"'
''"'^'"'^ *"" ^'" *^^* ^^^'•"^e^' Er.y was two

the island '"'' '"' "^^ ''"^ ""^ ''' «^°^^- *^ b« ^-ted on

destrTeven IT'T^ f"''
^°^^°" ''''''^'''^ *^« «^*«-tionaesperate even now. He often assured Mrs Barnott \f.A.. .^a

i-oa^ iiuii iie was convinced the island would 1

22
^ together until the
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bitter cold of winter should thicken its foundation and arrest its

course at one and the same time.

After bis journey of discovery, Flobson estimated exactly the ?rea

of his new dominions. The island measured more than forty miles

round, from which its superficial arrear would appear to be about

one hundred and forty miles at the least. By way of comparison, we

may say that Victoria Island was rather larger than St Helena, and

its area was about the same as that of Paris within the line of forti-

fications. If then it should break up into fragments, the separate

parts might still be of sufficient size to be habitable for some

time.

When Mrs Bamett expressed her surprise that a floating ice-

field could be so large, Hobson replied by reminding her of the

observations of Arctic navigators. Parry, Penny, and Franklin had

met with ice-fields in the Polar seas one hundred miles long and

fifty broad. Captain Kellet abandoned his boat on an ice-field

meiisuring at least three hundred square miles, and what was

Victoria Island compared to it ?

Its size was, however, sufficient to justify a hope that it would

resist the action of the warm currents until the cold weatlier set in.

Hubson would not allow himself to doubt ; his despair aro le rather

from the knowledge that the fruit of all his cares, anxieties, and

diingers must eventually be swallowed up by the deep, and it was

no wonder that he could take no interest in the works that were

going on.

Iklrs Barnett kept up a good heart through it all ; she encouraged

her comrades in their work, and took her share in it, as if she had

still a future to look forward to. Seeing what an interest Mrs

Joliffe took in her plants, she joined her every day in the garden.

There was now a fine crop of sorr'i and scurvy-grass—thanks to the

Corporal's unwearying exertions eep off the birds of every kind,

which congregated by hundreds.

The taming of the reindeer had been quite successful ; there were

now a good many young, and little 3»Iichael had been partly brought

up on the milk of the mothers. There were now some thirty head

in the herd which grazed near the fort, and a supply of the herbage

on which they feed was dried and laid up for Ihe. winter. These

useful animals, which are easily domesticated, were already quite

familif r with all the colonists, and did not go far from the enceinte.

Some of them were used in alodges to carry timber backwards and
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forwards. A good many reindeer, still wild, now fell into the trap
half way between the fort and Port Barnett. It will be remembered
that a large bear was once taken in it; but nothing of the kind
occurred this season-none fell victims but the reindeer, whose flesh
was salted and laid by for future use. Twenty at least were taken
which m the ordinary course of things would have gone down t^
the south in the winter.

One day, however, the reindeer-trap suddenly became useless in
consequence of the conformation <.f the soil. After visitin- it as
usual, the hunter Marbre approached Hobson, and said to him in
a significant tc 3—

^'' I have jusc paid my daily visit to the reindeer-trap, sir."
" Well, Marbre, I hope you have been as successful to-day as

yesterday, and have caught a couple of reindeer," replied Hobson.
^'^'
No, sir, no," replied Marbre, with some embarrassment.

" Your trap has not yielded its ordinary contingent then ?
"

"No, sir; and if any animal had fallen in, it would certainly
have been drowned !

"

" Drowned !

» cried the Lieutenant, looking at the hunter with
an anxious expression.

" Yes, sir," replied Murbre, looking attentively at his superior
" the pit is full of water."

'

" Ah
!
" said Hobson, in the tone of a man who attached no im-

portance to that
;
" you knov-- y(,ur pit was partly hollowed out of

ice
;
Its walls have rnelted with the heat of the sun, and then "

'•Beg pardon for interrupting you, sir," said Marbre j "but the
water ca!)not have been produced by the melting of ice

"

" Why not, MarLre ?

"

o •
.

" Because if it came from ice it would be sweet, as you explained
to me once before. Now the water in our pit is salt 1

"

Master of himself as h. was, Hobson could not help chan-ine
COuntenuMce slightly, and he had not a word to say.

°

" IJesides," added Marbre, " I wanted to sound the trench to
see how deep tha water was, and to my great surprise, I can tell you.
I could not find the bottom."

'

"Well Marbre," replied Hobson hastily, "there is nothing so
wonderful in that. Some fracture of the soil has established a com-
munication between the sea and the trap. So don't be uneasy
about it, my brave fellow, but leave the trap alone for the present
and be content with setting snares near the fort"
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Marbre touched his ca*> respectfully, and turned on his b3el, but
not before he had given Lis chief a searching glance.

^
Hobson remained very thoughtful for a few moments. Marbre's

tidings were of grave importance. It was evident that the bottom
of the trench, gradually melted by the warm waters of the sea, had
given way.

Hobson at once called the Sergeant, and having acquainted
him with the incident, they went together, unnoticed by their com-
panions, to the beach at the foot of Cape Bathurst, where they had
made the bench-marks.

They examined them carefully, and found that since they last did
so, the floating island had sunk six inches.

'\ We are sinking gradually," murmured Sergeant Long. « The
ice is wearing away."

« Oh for the winter ! the winter I " cried Hobson, stamping his
foot upon the ground.

But as yet, alas
! there was no sign of the approach of the cold

season. The thermometer maintained a mean height of 59° Fahren-
heit, and during the few hours of the night the column of mercury
scarcely went down three degrees.

Preparations for the approaching winter went on apace, and there
was really nothing wanting to Fort Hope, although it had not been
revictualled by Captain Craventy's detachment. The long hours of
the Arctic night might be awaited in perfect security. The stores
were of course carefully husbiinded. There still remained plenty of
spirits, only small quantities having been consumed \ and there was
a good stock of biscuits, which, once gone, could not be replaced.
Fresh venison and salt meat were to be had in abundance, and
with some antiscorbutic vegetables, the diet was most healthy ; and
all the members of the little colony were well.

•A good deal of timber was cut in the woods clothing the eastern
slopes of Lake Barnett. Many were the birch-trees, pines, and firs

which fell beneath the axe of Mac-Nab, and were dragged to the
house by the tamed reindeer. The carpenter did not'spare the
little forest, jiltliough he cut his wood judiciously; 'or he never
dreamt that tii:?ber might fail him, imagining, as he did, Victoria
Island to be a peninsula, and knowing the districts near Cape
Michael to be rich in different species of trees.

Many a time did the unconscious carpenter congratulate his Lieu-
tenant on having chosen a spot so favoured by Heaven. Woods, game^
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furred animals, a lajroon teeniin? with fish, plenty of herbs for the
animals, and, as Corporal Joliile would have added, double pay for
the men. Was not Caiie Buthurst a corner of a privileged land, the
like of which was not to be found in the whole Arctic regions ?

Tru'y Ilobson waa a favourite of Heaven, and ought to return thanka
to I'rovidence every day for the discovery of this unique spot.

Ah, Mac-Nab, you little knew how you wrung the heart of your
ina»ster when you talked in that strain !

The manufacture of winter garments was not neglected in the
factory. Airs Barnctt, Madge, Mrs Mac-Nab, Afrs IJae, and Mrs
Ji»liffe—when she could leave her fires—were alike indefatigable.

Mrs Barnett knew that they would all have to leave the fort in the
depth of winter, and was determined that every one should be
warmly clothed. They would have to face the bitterest cold fo- a
good many days during the Tolar night, if Victoria Island should
halt far from the contii ?nt. Boots and clothes ought indeed to be
strong and Avell made, for crossing some hundreds of miles under
such circumstances. Mrs Barnett and Madge devoted all their ener-

gies to the matter in hand, and the furs, which they knew it would
bo impossible to save, were turned to good account. They were
used double, so that the soft hair was both inside and outside of the
clothesi ; and when wearing them, the whole party would be as richly

attired as the grandest i)rincesses, or the most wealthy ladies. Those
not in the secret were rather surprised at the free use made of the
Company's property; but Ilobson'sauthority was not to be questioned,
and really martens, polecats, musk-rats, beavers, and foxes multi-
plied with such rapidity near the fort, that all the furs used could
easily be replaced by a few shots, or the setting of a few traps

;

and when Mrs Mac-Nab saw the beautiful ermine coat which had
been made for her baby, her delight was unbounded, and she no
longer wondered at anything.

So passed the days until the middle of the month of August. The
weather continued fine, and any mists which gathered on the horizon
were quickly dispersed by the sunbeams.

Every day Hobson took the bearings, taking care, however, to go
some distance from the fort, that suspicions might not be aroused

;

and he also visited different parts of the island, and was reassured
by finding that no important changes appeared to be taking place.

On the IGth August Victoria Island was situated in IG?* 2?'

west longitude, and 70" 49' north latitude. It had, therefore,
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drifted slightly to the soutli, but without getting any nearer to the
American coast, which curved consiilcrably.

The distance traversed by tlio island since the fracture of the
iathmus, or rather since the last thaw, could not be less than eleven
or twelve huiuircd miles to the west.

But what was this distance compared to the vast extent of the
occ-n? Had not boats been known to be drifted seveml thousands
of miles by currents? T'-s not this the case with the English ship
liesoluie, the American br.j Aihancf, and «ith the Fox, all of which
were carried along upon ice-fields until the winter arrested their
idvauc« 1

i
[



CHAPTER VL

TEN DAYS OF TEu dST,

ROM tbe 17th to the 20th August the weather continued
fine, and tbe temi)erature moderate. The mists on the
horizon were not resolved into clouds, and altogether the

weather was exceptionally beautiful for such an elevated position.
It will be readily understood, hov. jver, that Hohson could take no
pleasure in the fineness of ^he climate.

On tlie 21st August, however, the barometer gave notice of an
approaching change. The column of mercury suddenly fell con-
siderably, the sun was comi.letely hidden at the moment of culmina-
tion, and Hobson was unable to take his bearings.

The ije:.t day the wind changed and blew strongly from the
north-west, torrents of rain falling at intervals. Meanwhile, how-
ever, the temperature did not change to any sensible extent, the
thermometer remaining at 54° Fahrenheit.

Fortunately the proposed works were now all finished, and Mao-
Nab had comi)leted the carcass of his boat, which was planked and
ribbed. Hunting might now be neglected a little, as the stores
were complete, which was fortunate, for the weather became very
bad. The wind was high, the rain incessant, and thick fogs rendered
it impossible to go beyond the enceinte of the tort.

" What do you think of this change in the weather, Lieutenant 1"
inquired Mrs Baniett on the morning of the 27th August ; " mio'ht
it not be in our favour ?

"

" I should not like to be sure of it, mcdam," replied Hobori

:

"but anything is better for us than the magnificent weather we
have lately had, during which the sun made the waters warmer and
warmer. Then, too, the wind from the north-west is so very strong
that it may perhaps drive us nearer to the American continent."

" Unfortunately," observed Long, « we can't take our bearings
every day now. It 's impossible to see either sun, moon, or stars
in t.Vlia ^'r " -

r
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" We shall see well enough to recognise America, if we get any«
where near it," said Mrs Barnett. " Whatever land we approach will
be welcome. It will most likely be some part of Russian America—probably Western Alaska."

" You are right, madam," said Hebson ; '« for, unfortunately, in
the whole Arctic Ocean cheiv. is not an island, an islet, or even a
rock to which we could fasten our vessel i

"

•' Well," rejoined Mrs Rarnett, " why sliould not our conveyance
take us straight to the coasts of Asia? Might not tb« currents
carry us past the opening of Behring Strait and la.i . on the
shores of Siberia ]

"

" No, madam, no," replied Hobson ; " our ice-field would soon
meet the Kamtchatka current, and be carried by it to the north-
west. It is more likely, however, that this wind will drive us
towards the 8^ore8 of Russian America."

*• We must keep watch, then," said Mrs Barnett, "and ascertain
our position as soon as possible."

"We shall indeed keep watch," replied Hobson, "although this
fog is very much against us. If we should be driven on to the coast,
the shock wfli be felt even if we cannot see. Let 's hope the island
will not iaii to pieces i:i this storm! That is at present our
principal danger. Well, when it comes ^ve shall see what there la

to be done, and Lieanwhile we must wait pat'ently,"

Of cou'^e this conversation was not hel "-»- public room
where the soldiers and women worked to^ \t was in her
own room, with the window looking out on lue court, that Mrs
Barnett received visitors. It was almost impossible to see indoors
even in the daytime, and the wind could be hen-d rushing by out-
side like an avalanche. Fortunately, Cape Bathurst proteci'^d the
h^, 'se from the north-east winds, but the sand and earth froia its

summit were »irled down upon the roof with a noise like the
pattering of uu. Mac-Nab began to feel fresh uneasiness about
his chimneys, which it was absolutely necessary to keep in good
order. With the roaring 01 the wind was mingled that of the sea,

as its huge waves broke up^ a. the beach. The storm had become
a hurricane.

.In spite of the fury of the gale, Hobson determined on the
morning of the 28th of August to climb to the summit of Cape
Bathurst, in order to examin. the state of the horizon, the sea, and
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the sky. He therefore wrapped himself up, taking care to have
nothing about hiin likely to give hold the wind, and set out.
He gut to the foot of the cape without much difficulty. The sand

and earth blinded him, it is true, but protected by the cliff he had
not as yet actually faced the wind. Tne fatigue began when he
attempted to climb the almost perpendicular sides of the promon-
to.y

;
but by clutching at the tufts of herbs with which they were

covered, he managed to get to the top, but there the fury of the gale
was sucii that he could neither remain standing nor seated; he was
therefore forced to fling himself upon his face behind the little cop-
pice and cling to some shrubs, only raising his head and shoulders
above the ground.

The appearance of sea and sky was indeed terrible. The spray
dashed over the Lieutenant's head, and half-a-mile from the capa
water and clouds were confounded together in a thick mist. Low
jagged rain-clouds were chased along the heavens with giddy
rapidity, and heavy masses of vapour were piled upon the zenith.
Every now and then an awful stillness fell ui.on the land, and the
r:ily sounds were the breaking of the surf upon the beach' and the
roaring of^the ^ngry billows; but then the tempest recommenced
with redoubled fury, and Hobson felt the cape tremble to its founda-
tions. Sometimes the rain poured down with such violence that it
resembled grape-shot.

It was indeed a terrible hurricane from the very worst quarter of
the heavens. This north-east wind might blow for a long time and
cause all manner of havoc. Yet Hobson, who would generally have
grieved over the destruction around him, did not complain,—on the
contrary, he rejoiced ; for if, as he hoped, i he island held together, it
must be driven to the south-west by this wind, so much more
powerf-ul than the currents. Ana the south-west meant land—hope
—safety I Yes, for his own sake, and for that of all with him, he
hoped that the hurricane would last until it had flung them upon'the
land, no matter where. That which would have been fatal to a ship
was the best thing that could happen to the floating island.

For a quarter of an hour Hobson remained crouching upon the
ground, clutching at the shrubs like a drowning man at a spar,
lashed by the wind, drenched by the rain and the spray, struggling
to estimate all the chances of safety the storm might aflford^him.
At the end of that time he let himself slide down the cape, and
fought his way to Fort Ho"e,
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Hobson's first care was to tell his comrades that the hurricane was
not yet at its height, and that it would probably last a long time
yet. He announced these tidings with the manner of one bringing

good news, and every one looked at him in astonishment. Their chief

officer really seemed to take a delight in the fury of the elements.

On the 30th Hobson again bnived the tempest, not this time
climbing the cape, but going down to the beach. What was his

joy at noticing some long weeds floating on the top of the waves, of

a kind which did not grow on Victoria Island. Christopher

Columbus' delight was not greater when he saw the sea-weed which
told him of the proximity of land.

The Lieutenant hurried back to the fort, and told Mrs Barnett

and Sergeant Long of his discovery. He had a good mind to tell

every one the whole truth now, but a strange presentiment kept
him silent.

The occupants of the fort had plenty to amuse them in the long

days of compulsory confinement. They went on improving the

inside of the various buildings, and dug trenches in the court to

carry away tlie rain-water. Mac-Nab, a hammer in one hand and a

nail in the other, was always busy at a job in some corner or another,

jind nobody to(»k much note of the tempest outside in the daytime

;

but at night it was impossible to sleep, the wind boat upon the

buildings like a battering-ram
; between the house and the cape some-

times whirled a huge waterspout of extraordinary dimensions ; the

pl.iiika cracked, the beams seemed about to separate, and there was
danger of the whole structure tumbling down. Mac-Nab and his

men lived in a state of perpetual dread, and had to be continually

on the watch.

Meanwhile, Hobson was uneasy about the stability of the island

itself, rather than that of the house upon it. The tempest

became so violent, and the sea so rough, that there was really a
danger of the dislocation of the ice-field. It seemed impossible for

it to re jist much longer, diminished as it was in thickness and
subject to the perpetual action of tl 9 waves. It is true that its

inhabitants did not feel any motion, on account of its \ast extent,

but it suffered from it none the less. The point at issue waa
simply :—Would the island last until it was flung upon the coast,

or would it fall to pieces before it touched firm ground 1

There could be no doubt that thus far it had resisted. Aa th©

Lieutenant explained to Mrs Barnett, had it already been brokeiiy
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had the ice-field already divided into a number of islets, the occu-
pants of the fort must have acticed it, for the different pieces would
have been small enough to be affected by the motion of the sea, and
the people on any one of them would have been pitched about like
passengers on a boat. This was not the cnse, and in his daily
observations Lieutenant Hobson had noticed no movement what-
ever, not so much as a trembling of the island, which appeared
as firm and motionless as when it was still connected by its
isthmus with the mainland.

But the breaking up, which had not yet taken place, might
happen at any minute.

Hobson was most anxious to ascertain whether Victoria Island
driven by the north-west wind out of the current, had approached
the continent. Everything, in fact, depended upon this, which was
their last chance of safety. But without sun, moon, or stars
instruments were of course useless, as no observations could be
taken, and the exact position of the island could not be deter-
mined. If, then, they were approaching the land, they would only
know it when the land came in sight, and llobson's only means of
ascertaining anything in time to be of any service, was to get to
the south of his dangerous dominions. The position of Victoria
Island with regard to the cardinal points had not sensibly altered
all the time. Cape Bathurst still pointed to the north, as it did
when it was the advanced post of North America. It was, there-
fore, evident that if Victoria Island should come alongside of the
continent, it would touch it with its southern side,—the communi-
cation would, in a word, be re-established by means of the broken
isthmus

;
it was, therefore, imperative to ascertain what was goim^

on in that direction.
°

Hobson determined to go to Cape Michael, however terrible the
storm might be, but he meant to keep the real motive of his
reconnaissance a secret from his companions. Sergeant Long was
to accompany him.

About four o'clock p.m., o„ the 31st August, Hobson sent for
the bergeant m his own room, that they might arrange together for
all eventualities.

"Sergeant Long," he began, '« it is necessary that we should,
without delay, ascertain the position of Victoria Island, and above— „_... ,„^ „,^^ |,„g^ jjy ^ ^_pg^ dvivm it near to the American
coutiaeut,"
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" I quite agree with you, sir," replied Long, " and the sooner we
find out the better.''

*' But it will necessitate our going down to the south of the
island."

" I am ready, sir."

" I know, Sergeant, that you are always ready to do your duty

;

but you will not go ak»ne. Two of us ought to go, that we may
be able to let our comrades know if any land is in sight ; and
besides I must see for myself ... we will go together."

" When you like, Lieutenant, just when you think best."

" We will start this evening at nine o'clock, whei> everybody eke
has gone to bed."

" Yes, they would all want to come with us," said Long, " and
they must not know why we go so far from the factory."

" No, they must not know," replied Hobson, " and if I can, I
will keep the knowledge of our awful situation from them until the
end."

'* It is agreed then, "ir ?

"

" Yes. You will take a tinder-box and some touchwood^ with
you, so that we can make a signal if necessary—if land is in si^ht
in the south, for instance."

" Yes, sir."

*' We shall have a rough journey, Sergeant"
"What does that matter, sir; but by the way—the lady I*
" I don't think I shall tell her. She would want to go with

us."

" And she could not," said the Sergeant, " a woman could not
battle with such a gale. Just see how its fury is increasing at this

moment !

"

Indeed the house was rocking to such an extent that it seemed
likely to be torn from its foundations.

" No," said Hobson, " courageous as she is, she could not, she
ought not to accompany us. But on second thought}, it will be best

to tell her of cur project. She ought to know in case any accident

should befall us "
. .

" Yes," replied Long, " we ought not to keep anything from he^
and if we do not come back "...

" At nine o'clock then. Sergeant.'*

" At nine o'clock."

' A fungus lued as tinder (Polyporou* timtarius},
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And with a military salute Sergeant Long retired.

A few minutes later llobson was telling Mrs Barnott of his
scheme. As he expected the brave woman insisted on accompany-
ing bim, and was quite ready to face the tempest. Hobson did not
dissuade her by dwelling on the dangers of the expedition, he
merely said that her presence was necessary at the fort during his
absence, and that her remaining would set his mind at ease! If
any accident happened to him it would be a comfort to know that
she would take his place.

Mrs Burnett understood and said no more about going; but only
urged Hobson not to risk himself unnecessarily. To remember that
he was the chief oflScer, that his life was not his own, but necessary
to the safety of all. The Lieutenant promised to be as prudent as
possible

;
but added that the examination of the south of the island

must be made at once, and he would make it. The next day Mrs
Barnett merely told her companions that the Lieutenant and
the Sergeant had gone to mak . a final reconnaiasauce before the
winter set in.
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CHAPTER VIL
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I F/JIB AND A CRY,

|QE Lieutenant and the Sergeant spent the evening in the

large room of the fort, where all were assembled except

the astronomer, who still remained shut up in his cabia.

The men were busy over their various occupations, some cleaning

their arms, others mending or sharpening their tools. The women
were stitching away industriously, and Mrs Paulina Barnett waa

reading aloud ; but she was often interrupted not only by the noise

of the wind, which shook the walls of the house like a battering-ram,

but by the cries of the baby. Corporal Joliflfe, who had undertaken

to amuse him, had enough to do. The young gentleman had ridden

upon his playmate's knees until they were worn out, and the

Corporal at last put the indefatigable little cavalier on the large

table, where he rolled about to his heart's content until he fell

asleep.

At eight o'clock prayers were read as usual, the lamps were

extinguished, and all retired to rest.

When every one was asleep, Hobson and Long crept cautiously

across the large room and gained the passage, where they found

Mrs Barnett, who wished to press their hands once more.

" Till to-morrow," she said to the Lieutenant.

" Yes," replied Hobson, ** to-morrow, madam, without fail."

" But if you are delayed ?

"

" You must wait patiently for us," replied the Lieutenant, " for

if in examining the southern horizon we should see a fire, which is

not unlikely this dark night, we should know that we were near the

coasts of New Georgia, and then it would be desirable for me to as-

certain our position by daylight. In fact, we may be away forty-eight

hours. If, however, we can get to Cape Michael before midnight,

we shall be back at the fort to-morrow evening. So wait patiently,

madam, and believe that we shall incur no unnecessary risk."
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" But," added the lady, " suppose you don't get back to- morrow,
suppose you are away more than two days ?

"

"

" Then we shall not return at all," replied Hobson simply.
The door was opened, Mrs Barnett closed it behind the Lieutenant

and his companion and went back to her own room, where Madge
awaited her, feeling anxious and thoughtful.
Hobson and Long made their way across the inner court through

a whirlwind which nearly knocked them down ; but clinging to each
other, and leaning on their iron-bound staffs, they reached the
postern gates, and set out beween the hills and the eastern bank of
the lagoon.

A faint twilight enabled them to see their way. The moon
which was new the night before, would m.:, appear above the horizon'
and there was nothing to lessen the gloom of the darkness, which
would, however, last but a few houkB longer.

The wind and rain were as violent as e°ver. The Lieutenant and
his companion wore impervious boots and water-proof cloaks well
pulled in at the waist, and the hood completely covering their heads
Thus protected they got along at a ra],id pace, for the wind was
behind them, and sometimes drove them on rather faster than they
cared to go. Talking was quite out of the question, and they did
not attempt it, for they were deafened by the hurricane, and out of
breath with the buffeting th-^y received.

Hobson did not mean to follow the coast, the windings of which
n :!d have taken him a long way round, and have brought him
face to face with the wind, which swept over the sea with nothing
to break its fury. His idea was to cut across in a straight line
from Cape Bathurst to Cape Michael, and he was provided with a
pocket compass with which to ascertain his bearings. He hoped by
tins means to cross the ten or eleven miles between him and his goal
just before the twilight faded and gave place to the two hours of
real darkness.

Bent almost double, with rounded shoulders and stoopin^ heads,
the two pressed on. As long as they kept near the lake tliey did
not meet the gale full face, the little hills crowned with trees afforded
them some protection, the wind howled fearfully as it bent and
distorted the branches, almost tearing the trunks up by the roots •

but It partly exhausted its strength, and even the rain wb<jn it
reached the explorers was converted into impalpable mist, so that
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for ftbonfc four miles they did not suffer half as much as ther
expected tv>.

But when they reached the southern skirts of the wood, where
the hills disappeared, and there were neither trees nor rising ground,
the wind swept along witli awful force, and involuntarily they
paused for a moment. They were still six miles from Cape
MicliHeL

^

•• We are going to have a bad time of it," shouted Lieutenant
Hobson in the Sergeant's ear.

" Yes, the wind and rain will conspire to give us a good beating,"
answered Long.

*"

" I am afraid that now and then we shall have hail as well,"
added Hobson.

" It won't be as deadly as grape-shot," replied Long coolly, "and
we have both been through that, and so forwards !

"

" Forwards, my brave comrade !

"

Tt was then ten o'clock. The twilight was fading away, dying as
It drowned in tlie mists or quenched by the wind and the rain.
There was still, however, some light, and the Lieutenant struck his
flint, and consulted his compass, passing a piece of burning touchwood
over it, and then, drawing his cloak more closely around him, he
plunged after the Sergeant across the unprotected plain.
At the first step, both were flung violently to the ground, but

they managed to scramble up, and clinging to each other with their
backs bent like two old crippled peasants, they struck into a kind of
ambling trot.

There was a kind of awful grandeur in the storm to which
neither-was ins* ble. Jagged masses of mist and ragged rain-
clouds swept alu..g the ground. The loose earth and sand were
whirled into the air and flung down again like grape-shot, and the
lips of Hubson and his companion were wet with salt spray, althout^h
the sea was two or three miles distant at least.

*

During the rare brief pauses in the gale, they stopped and took
breath, whilst the Lieutenant ascertained their position as accurately
as possible.

The tempest increased as the night advanced, the air and water
seemed to be absolutely confounded together, and low down on the
horizon was formed one of those fearful waterspouts which can
overthrow houses, tear up forests, and which the vessels whose
safety they threaten attack with artillery. It really seemed as if
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the ocean itielf wm being torn from its bf '* and flang OTer the
devoted little island.

Hobeon could not help wondering how it T>ras that the ice-field

which supported it was not broken in a hundred pla jes in thit

violent convulsion of the sea, the roaring of which could be djsticr'tly

heard where h« stood. Presently Long, r-ho was a lew steps m
advance, sto

,
suddenly, and turning round nuuki; i to make

the Lieutenu . near the broken word*—
" Not that way I

»

"Why not?

»

"The sea!"

" What, the sea I We cannot possibly have got to the south-
east coast 1

"

" Look, look, Lieutenant I

"

Tt was true, a vast sheet of water was indistinctly visible oofore
them, and large waves were rolling up and breaking at the Lieu-
tenant's feet

Hobson again had recourse tc his <i'nt, and with the aid of some
lighted touchwood consulted the needle of his compass very care-

f lly.

" No," he said, " the sea is farther to the lort, Wf have not yet
passed th*^ wood between us and Cape Michael"

" Then it L "

" It is a fracture of the 'siand
!

" cried Hob-'on, as both were
compelled to fling themselves to the ground before the wind ;

" eituoi

a large portion of our land has beer broken off and drifted away,
or a gulf has been made, which w ?mi go rounu. Forwards !

"

They struggled to their i..8t«" t,.;:ica tc tlie right towards the
centre of the island, i-ot ut - ten minutes the/ pressed on in
silence, fearing, not without reason, that all communication with the
south of the island would be found to be cut off. Presently, however
they no longer heard the noise of the breakers.

" It is only a gulf." screamed Hobson in the Sergeant's ear.
" Let us turn round."

And they resumed their original direction towards the south, but
^th knew only too well that they had a fearful danger iv face, for
that portion of the island on which they were was evidently cracked
for a long distance, and might at any moment separate er^tirely

;

should it do so under the influence of the waves, they wt'.ilc^

inevitably be drifted away, whither they knew not. Yet thsy did

1 .. /
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not hesitete tut plunged into the mist, not even pausing to wonder
if they should ever get back.

w^uuer

»,.7f^'f r^'l""'
^°^^^°'^^"g« "-^^3*' I^o^ever, have pressed upon thehea t of the Lieutenant. Could he now hope thai the island wouMhold together until the winter? had not the inevitable breakinrup

already commenced ? If the wind should not drive thein on to\he
coa.t, were they not doomed to perish very soon, to be swallowed upby the deep, leavmg no trace behind them? What a fearful prospect
lor all the unconscious inhabitants of tlie fort

'

But through it all the two men, upheld by he consciousness of aduty to perform, bravely struggled on against the gale, which nearly

hltZ
to pieces along the new beach, the foam sometimes

bathing their feet, and presently gained the large wood which shutm Cape Michael. This they would have to cross to get to the
coast by the shortest route, and they entered it in complete dark-
ness, the wind thundering among the branches over their heads
Everything seemed to be breaking to pieces around them, the dis-
located branches intercepted their passage, and every moment they
ran a nsk of being crushed beneath a falling tree, or they stumbled
over a stump they had not been able to see in the gloom The
noise of the waves on the other side of the wood was a sufficipnt
guide to their steps, and sometimes the furious breakers shook the
weakened ground beneath their feet. Holding each other's Lands
lest they should lose each other, supponing each other, and the one
helping the other up when he fell over some obstacle, they at lasfr
reached the poini for which they were bound.

But the instant they quitted the shelter of the wood a perfect
whirlwind tore them a.under, and iiung them upon the ground.'

Nergeant, Sergeant 1 Where are you 1 " cried Hobson with all
the dtrength of his lungs.

" Here, here 1 " roared Long in reply.

And creeping on the ground they strnggled to reach each other •

but It seemed as if a powerful hand rivctted them to the spot on
which they had fallen, and it was only after many futile efforts that
they managed to read, each other. Having done so, they tied their
belts together to prevent another separation, and crept along the
sand to a little rising ground ciuwned by a small clump ^f pines.
Once there they were a little more protected, and they proceede<l to
dig themselves a hole, in which tb.y crouched i« a state of absolute
exhaustion and prostration.
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It was half-past eleven o'clock p.ic.

For some minutes neither spoke. With eyes half closed they lay
in a kind of torpor, whilst the trees above them bent beneath the
wind, and their branches rattled like the bones of a skeleton. But
yet again they roused themselves from this fatal lethargy, and a few
mouthfuls of rum from the Sergeant's flask revived them.

" Let us hope these trees will hold," at last observed Hobson.
" And that our hole will not blow away with them," added the

Sergeant, crouching in the soft sand.
' Well !

" said Hobson, " here we are at last, a few feet from Cape
Michael, and a; we came to make observations, let us make them.
I have a presentiment. Sergeant, only a presentiment, remember,
that we are not far from firm ground !

"

Had the southern horizon been visible the two adventurers
would have been able to see two-thirds of it from their position

;

but it was too dark to make out anything, and if the hurricane had
indeed driven them within sight of land, they would not be able to
see it until daylight, unless a fire should be lighted on the con-
tinent.

As the Lieutenant had told Mrs Barnett, fishermen often visited
that part of North America, which is called New Georgia, and there
are a good many small native colonies, the members of which
collect the teeth of mammoths, these fossil elephants being
very numerous in these latitudes. A few degrees farther south, on
the island of Sitka, rises New-Archangel, the principal settlement
in Russian America, and the head-quarters of the Russian Fur
Company, whose jurisdiction once extended over the whole of the
Aleutian Islands. The shores of the Arctic Ocean are, however,
the favourite resort of hunters, especially since the Hudson's Bay
Company took a lease of the districts formerly in the hands of the
Russians

; and Hobson, Ithough he knew nothing of the country,
w'as well acquainted with the habits of those who were likely to
visit it at this time of the year, and was justified in thinking that
he might meet fellow-countrymen, perhaps even members of his
own Company, or, failing them, some native Indians, scouring the
coapjs.

But could the Lieutenant reasonably hope that Victoria Island
had been driven towards the coast \

" Yes, a hundred times yes," he repeated to the Sergeant again
and again. " For seven days a hurricane has been blowing from the

1 F ,
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northeast, and although I know that the island is very flat, and
there is not much for the wind to take hold of, still all tbese little

hills and woods spread out like sails must have felt the influence of
the wind to a certain extent. Moreover, the sea which bears us
along feels its power, and large waves are certainly running in shore.
It is impossible for us to have remained in the current which was
dragging us to the west, we must have been driven out of it, and
towards tJve south. Last time we took our bearings we were two
hundred miles from the coast, and in seven days"

" Your reasonings are very just, Lieutenant," replied the Sergeant,
" and I feel that whether the wind helps us or not, God will not
forsake us. It cannot be His will that so many unfortunate creatures
should perish, and I put my trust in Him !

"

The two talked on in broken sentences, making each other hear
above the roaiing of the storm, and struggling to pierce the gloom
which closed them in on every side ; but they could see nothing,
not a ray of light broke the thick darkness.

About half-past one a.m. the hurricane ceased for a few minutes
whilst the fury of the sea seemed to be redoubled, and the 'arge
waves, lashed into foam, broke over each other with a roar like
thunder.

Suddenly Hobson seizing his companion's arm shouted
*' Sergeant, do you hear?"

"What?"
" The noise of the sea?"

" Of counse I do, sir," rej.lied Long, listening more attentively,
"and tiie sound of the breuker.s seems to me not"

" Not exactly the same . . . isn't it Sergeant; listen, listen, it is
like the sound of surf ! ... it seems as if the waves were breaking
against rocks I

"

IToV^.snn and the Sergeant now listened intently, the monotonous
Mniiid of the waves dasliing acniiist each other in the offing was
certainly exclinnged for th<; rtgnlar rolling sound produced by the
breaking of water against a hard body ; they heard the reverberating
echoes which told of the neighbourhood of rocks, and they knew
that along the whole of the coast of their island there was not a
single stone, and nothing more sonorous than the earth and sand of
which it was coriposed !

^

Could they have been deceived ? The Sergeant tried to rise to
listen better, but he was immediately flung down by the hurricane

1.
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which recommenced with renewed violence. The lull was over, and
again the uoise of the waves was drowned in the shrill whistling of
the wind, and the peculiar echo could no longer be made out

The anxiety of the two explorers will readily be imagined. They
again crouched down in their hole, doubtinjr whether it would not
perhaps be prudent to leave even this shelter, for they felt the sand
giving way beneath them, and the pines cracking at their very roots
They persevered, however, iu gazing towards the south, every nerve
strained to the utmost, in the effort to distinguish objects through
the darkness.

"

The first grey twilight of the dawn miirht soon be expected to
appear, and a little before half-past tw(. A.1C. Long suddenly ex-
claimed :

"I see it!'*

" What ?

"

"Afire!"

"Afire?"
" Ves, there—over there !"

And he pointed to the south-west. Was he mistaken? No, Tor
Bobson also made out a faint glimmer in the direction indicated.

" Yes
!
" he cried, " yes, Sergeant, a fire ; there is land there j"

" Unless It IS a fire on board ship," replied Long.
" A ship at saa in this weather ! " exclaimed Eobsou, " impossible!

No, no, there is land there, land I t.li you, a few mUes from
us !

"

" Well, let us make a signal ["

" Yes, Sergeant, we will reply to the fire on the mainland by a
fire on our island !

"

Of course neither Hobson nor Long had a torch, but above their
heads rose i.-esinous pines distorted by the hurricane.

'• Your flint. Sergeant," said Hobson.
Long at once struck his flint, lighted the touchwood, and creeping

along the sand climbed to the foot o " tae thicket of firs, where he
WHS soon jomed by the Lieutenant. There was plenty of deadwood
about, and they piled it up at the stems of the trees, set fire to
It, and soon, the wind helping them, they Lad the satisfaction of
seeing the whole thicket in a blaze.

"Ah!" said Hobson, " as ue saw their fire, they will see oursl"
The firs burnt with a lurid glare like a large torch. The dried

resin m the old trunks aided the ccnfiagration, aad they were
24
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mpidly consumed. At last the crackling ceased, the flames died

away, and all was darkness.

Hobson and Long looked in vain for an answering fire—nothing

was to be seen. For ten minutes they watched, hoping against

hope, and were just beginning to despair, when suddenly a cry was

heard, a distinct cry for help. It was a human voice, and it came
from the sea.

Hobson and I-ong, wild with eager anxiety, let themselves slide

down to the shore.

The cry was not, however, repeated.

The daylight was now gradually beginning to appear, and the

violence of the tempest seemed to be decreasing. Soon it was light

enough for the horizon to be examuied.

But there was no land in sight, sea and sky were still blended in

one unbroken circle.



CHAPTER VIIL

UjRS PAVLINA BARNETfs EXCURSION,

^.©HE whole morning Hobsoti aiid Sergeant Long wandered

Jlj^ a'^out the coast. The weather was much improved, the
^"^ rain had ceased, and the wind had veered round to the

south-east with extraordinary suddenness, without unfortunately

decreasing in violence, c.i using fresh anxiety to the Lieutenant, who
could no longer hope to reach the mainland.

The south-east wind would drive the wandering island farther

from the continent, and fling it into the dangerous currents, which
must drift it to the north of the Arctic Ocean.

How could tliey even be sure that they had really approached
the coast during the awful night just over. Might it not have been
merely a fancy of tlie Lieutenant's? The air was now clear, and
they could look round a radius of several miles

;
yet there was

nothing in the least resembling land within sight. Might they not
adopt the Sergeant's suggestion, that a ship had passed tbvi island

during the night, that the tire and cry were alike signals of sailors

in distress ? And if it had been a vessel, must it not have foundered

in such a storm 1

Whatever the explanation there was no sign of a wreck to be
seen either in the offing or on the beach, and the waves, now driven

along by the wind from the land, were large enough to have over-

whelmed any vessel

" Well, Lieutenant," said Sergeant Long, "what is to be done?"
"We must remain U|)on our island," replied the Lieutenant,

pressing his hand to his brow ;
" we must remain on our island and

wait for winter ; it alone can save us."

It was now mid-day, and Hobson, anxious to get back to Fort
Hope before the evening, at once turned towards Cape Bathurst.

The wind, being now on their backs, helped them a'ong as it had
done before. They could not help feeling very uneasy, as they were
naturally afraid that the island might have separated into two
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narts in the storm. The gulf observed the night before mi-'ht have
spread farther, and if so they would be cut oflF from tlieir fdeiids
They 80011 reached the wood they had crossed the night before

Numbers of trees were lying on the ground, some with broken
stems, others torn up by the roots frcun the soft soil, which had not
afforded them sufficient support. The few which remainea erect
were stripped of their leaves, and their naked branches creaked and
moaned as the south-east wind swept over them.
Two miles beyond this desolated forest the wanderers arrived at

the edge of the gulf they had seen the night before without being
able to judge of its extent. They examined it carefully, and found
that It was about fifty feet wide, cutting the coast line straight
across near Cape Michael and what was formerly Fort Barnett,
forming a kind of estuary running more than a mile and a half
iiihind- If the sea should again become rough in a fresh storm,
this gulf would widen more and more.

Just as Hobson approached the beach, he saw a large piece of ice
separate from the island and float away I

"Ah !
" murmured Long, " that is the danger I

"

Both then turned hurriedly to the west, and walked as fast as
they could round the huge gulf, making direct for Fort Hope.

^

They noticed no other changes by the way, and towards four
o clock they crossed the court and found all their comrades at thei-
usual occupations.

H bs^u told his men that he had wished once more before the
winter to^ see if there were any signs of the approach of Capt.iin
Craveuty's convoy, and that his expedition had been fruitless.

" Then, sir," observed Marbre, " I suppose we must give up all
idea of seeing our comrades from Fort Reliance for this year at
least t

"

"I iJtiink you muct," replied Hobson simply, re-entering the
public room.

Mrs Barnett and Madge were told of the two chief events of the
exploration

: the fire and the cry. Hobson was quite sure that
neither he nor the Sergeant were mistaken. The fire had really
been seen, the cry had really been heard ; and after a long consul-
tation every one came to the conclusion that a ship in distress had
passed within sight during the night, and that the island had not
approached the American coast.

The southeast wind quickly chased away the clouds and mista^

ll
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URS PAULINA BARNETT*S EXCURSION, 825

80 that Hobsou hoped to be able to take his bearings the next day.
The night was colder and a fine snow fell, which quickly covered
the ground. This first sign of winter was hailed with delight by
all who knew of the peril of their situation.

On the 2ud September the sky gradually became free from
vapo.us of all kinds, and the sun again appeared. Patiently the
Lieutenant awaited its culmination

; at noon he took the latitude
and two hours later a calculation of hour-angles gave hun the
longitude.

The following were the results obtained : Latitude, 70° 5T •

longitude, 170° 30'.
*

So that, in spite of the violence of the hurricane, the island had
renmined in much the same latitude, although it li.-.d been drifted
somewhat farther west. They were now abreast ct Behring Strait,
but four hundred miles at least north of Capes East and Prince of
Wales, which jut out on either side at the narrowest part of the
passage.

The situation was, therefore, more dangerous than ever, as the
island was daily getting nearer to the dangerous Kanitchatka
Current, which, if it once seized it in its rapid waters, might carry
it far away to the north. Its fate would now soon be decided. It
would either stop where the two currents met, and there be shut in
l.y the ice of the approacliing winter, or it would be drifted away
aud lost in the solitudes of the remote hyperborean regions.

Hobson was painfully moved on ascertaining the°true state of
things, and being anxious to oonceal' Lis emotion, he shut himself
up in his own room and did not appear again that day. With his
chart before him, he racked his brains to find some way out of the
difficulties with which be wjis beset.

The temi)erature fell scnne degrees farther the same day, and the
mists, which had collected above the south-eastern horizon the day
before, resolved themselves into snow during the uight, so that the
next day the white carpet was two inches thick. Winter was
coming at last.

On September 3rd Mrs Barnett resolved to go a few miles along
the coast towards Cape Esquimaux. She wished to see for herself
the changes lately produced. If she had mentioned her project
to the Lieutenant, he w(,uld certainly have offered to accompany
her; but slo did not wish to disturb him, and decided to go with-
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out him, taking Madge with her. There waa really nothing to fear.
the only formidable animals, the Dears, seemed to have quite de'
8erted the island after the earthquake; and two women might, with-out danger, venture on a walk of a few hours without an escort
Madge agreed at once to Mrs Barnett's proposal, and w! uout aword to ar.y one they set out at eight o'clod a.m., provided withan ice-chisel, a flask of spirits, and a wallet of provisions
After leaving Cape Bathurst they turned to the west. The sunwas already draggfcg its slow course along the horizon, for at thistime of year it would only be a few degrees above it at its culmina-

tion. But its oblique rays were clear and powerful, and the snowWM already melting here and there beneath their influence
The coast was alive with flocks of birds of many kinds •

ptarmigans, guillemote, pufiins, wild geese, and ducks of everv
variety fluttered about, uttering their various cries, skimming the
surface of the sea or of the lagoon, according as their tastes ledthem to prefer salt or fresh water,

Mrs Barnett had now a capital opportunity of seeing how many
furred animals haunted the neighbourhood of Fort Hope Martens
ermines musk-rats, and foxes were numerous, and the magazines
of the factory might easily have been filled with their skins butwhat good would that be now ? The inoflFensive creatures, knowing
that hunting was suspended, went and came fearlessly, venturing
close up to the palisade, an.l becoming tamer every day Their
inst,„ct doubtless told them that they and their old enemies were
alike prisoiiers on the island, and a common danger bound them
together. It struck Mrs Barnett as strange that the two enthusi-
astic hunters-Marbre and Sabine-should obey the Lieutenant's
ord.rs to spare the furred animals without remonstrance or com-
plaint and appeared n.,t even to wish to shoot the valuable game
around them. It was true the foxes and others had not yet assumed
their winter robes, but this was not enough to explain the strange
indifference of the two hunters.

Whilst walking at a good pace and talking over their strange
situation, Mrs Barnett and Madge carefully noted the peculiarities
of the sandy coast^ The ravages recently made by the sea were
distinctly visible. Fresh landslips enabled them to see new fracturesm the ice distinctly. The strand, fretted away in many places, hadsunk to an enormous extent, and the waves washed along a level
beach where the perpendicular shores had once cuecked their ad-
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vance. It was evident that parts of the island were now only oa a
level with the ocean.

"0 Madge!" exclaimed Mrs Bamett, pointing to the long
smooth tracts on which the curling waves broke in rapid succession,
our situation has indeed become aggravated by the awful storm 1

It IS evident that the level of the whole island is gradually becoming
lower. It IS now only a question of time. Will the winter come
soon enough to save us 1 Everything depends upon that."
"The winter will come, my dear girl," replied Madge with her

usual unshaken confidence. " We have already had two falls of
snow. Ice is begininng to accumulate, and God will send it us in
time, I feel sure."

" You are right, Madge, we must have faith ! " said Mrs Barnett.
"We women who do not trouble ourselves about the scientific
reasons for physical phenomena can hope, when men who are better
informed, perhaps, despair. That is one of our blessings, which our
Lieutenant unfortunately does not share. He sees the significance

y. facts, he reflects, he alculates, he reckons up the time still remain-
ing to us, and I see that he is beginning to lose all hope."

" He is a brave, energetic man, for all that," replied Madge.
"Yes," added Mrs Barnett, '« and if it be in the power of man to

save us, he will do it"

By nine o'clock the two women had walked four miles. They
were often obliged to go inland for some little distance, to avoid
parts of the coast already invaded by the sea. Here and there the
waves had encroached half-a-mile beyond the former high-water line,
and the thickness of the ice-field had been considerably reduced.'
There was danger that it would soon yield in many places, and
that new bays would be formed all along the coast.

As they got farther from the fort Mrs Barnett noticed that the
number of furred animals decreased considerably. The poor crea-
tures evidently felt more secure near a human habitation. The
only formidable animals which had not been led by instinct to
escape in time from the dangerous island were a few wolves, savage
beasts which even a common danger did not conciliate. Mrs Bame'tt
and Madge saw several wandering about on the plains, but they
did not approach, and soon disappeared behind the hill*, on the
south of the lagoon.

** What wiU become of all these imprisoned animali," said Madge,

-A^...'
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" when nil food fails tbem, and they are famished with hunirer in
th« winter?"

*

" They will not be famished in a liurry, Jfadge," replied Mrs
Barnett, *' and wo shall have nothing to fefr from them ; all the
martens, ermines, and Polar hares, which we spare will fall an easy
prey to them. The is not our danger ; the brittle ground beneath
our feet, wliich ',;,iy at any f.ioment give way. i» our real peril.
Only look h(.w the sea is advancing here. It already covers half
the pl.iin, and the waves, still comparatively warm, are oating away
our island above and below at tlie same time I If the colo does not
stop \t very soon, the .sea will shortly join the lake, and weshaillose
oiii- lagoon as we lost our river and onr port!"

" Well, if that should happen it will indeed be an irreparable
misfortune! " exclaimed Mn'gg.

"Why? "asked Mrs Barnett, looking inquiringly at her com-
panion.

" Because we shall have no more fresh watur," replied Madge.
"Oh, we shall not want f(ir fresh wftter, Madge," said Mrs

Barnett
;
" the rain, the snow, the ice, the icebergs of the ocean,

the very ice-field on which we doat, will supply us with that ; no)
no, that is not our danger."

About ten r.'clock Mrs Barnett and Madge had reached the rising
ground above Cape Esquimaux, hut at least two milos inland, for they
had found it impossible ta follow the coast, worn away as it was by
tne sea. Being rather tind with the many detours they had had to
make, they decided to rest a few minutes before setting off on their
return to Fort Hope. A little hill crowned by a clump of birch
trees and a fev ihrubs aHbrded a pleasant shelter, and a bank
covered with yellow moss, from which the snow had melted, served
them as a seat. The little wallet was opened, and they shared their
simple repast like sisters.

Half an hour later, Mrs Barnett proposed that they should climb
along the promontory to the sea, and find out the exact state of
Cape Esquimaux. She was anxious to know if the point of it

had resisted the storm, and Madge declared herself ready to follow
" her dear girl" wherever she went, but at the same time reminded
her that they were eight or nine miles from Cape Bathurst already,
and that they must not make Lieutenant Hobson uneasy by tco
long an absence.

But some presentimen- made Mrs Barnett insist upon doing as
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she proposed, and she was right, as the event proved. It would
only delay them half an houv after all.

They had not gone a quarter of « mile before Mrs Barnett stopped
suddenly, and pointed to some clear and regular impressions upon
the snow. Thes > marks must have been made within the last nine
or ten hours, or tae last fall of snow would have covered them over.

*j
WhHC aninia. has passed along here, I wonder?" said Madge.

" It was not an animal," said Mrs Barnett, bending down to
examme the marks more closely, " not a quadruped certainly, for
Its four feet would have left impressions very diflFerent from these.
Look, Madge, they are the footprints of a human person I

"

" But who could have been here ? " inquired Madge j
*« non'- of

the soldiers or women have left the fort, and we are on an island,
remember. You must be mistaken, my dear j but we will follow
the marks, and see where they lead us."

They did so, and fifty paces farther on both again paused.
" Look, Madge, look I " cried Mrs Barnett, seizing her companion's

arm, " and then say if I am mistaken."
Near the .'ootprints there were marks of a heavy body having been

dragged along the snow, and the impression of a hand.
" It is the hand of a woman or a child

! " cried Madge.
" Yes !

" replied Mrs Barnett ;
" a woman or a chUd has fallen

here exhausted, and risen again to stumble farther on; look, the
footprints again, and farther on more falls

!

"

" Who, who could it have been ? " exclaimed Madge.
"How can I tell?" replied Mrs Barnett. "Some unfortunate

creature inii)iisoned like ourselves for three or four months perhaps.
Or some shipwrecked wretch flung upon the coaut in the storm.*
You remember jhe fire and the cry of which Sergeant Loi;g and
Lieutenant Hobson spoke. Come, come, Madge, there may be
some one in danger for us to save

!

And Mrs Barnett, dragging Madge with her, ran along foUow-
ing the traces, and further on found that they were stained with
blood.

The brave, tender-hearted woman, had spoken of saving some one in
danger; had she then forgotten that there was no safety for any upon
the island, doomed sooner or later to be swallowed up by the ocean?
The impressions on the ground led towards Cape Esquimaux.

And the two carefuUy traced them, but the footprints presently
disappeared, whilst the blood-stains increased, making an irregular
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pathway along the snow. It was evident the poor wretch had been
unable to walk farther, and had crept along on hands and knees

;
here and there fragments of torn clothes were scattered about, bits
of sealskin and fur.

" Ci.n.e, come," cried Mrs Barnett, whose heart beat violently.
Madge followed her, they were only a few yards from Capo

Esquimaux, which now rose only a few feet upon the sea-level against
the background of the sky, and was quite deserted.

The iini)res8i{)ns now led them to the right of the cape, and run-
iiing along they soon climbed to the top, but there was still nothing,
absolutely nothing, to be «ccn. At the foot of the cape, where the
Blight ascent began, the traces turned to the right, and led straight
to the sea.

llvH Barnett was turning to the right also, but yxt^t as she was
stepping on to the beach, Madge, who had been following lier and
looking about uneasily, caught hold of her hand, and exclaimed—

" Stop ! stop !

"

"No, Madge, no !" cried Mrs Barnett, who was drawn alon<» by
a kind of instinct in spite of herself.

°

"Stop, stop, and look !
» cried Madge, tightening her hold on her

mistress's hand.

On the beach, about fifty paces from Cape Esquimaux, a large
white !nass was moving about and growling angrily.

It was an immense Polar bear, and the two women watched it
with beating lieaits. It was pacing ro.rnd and round a bundle of
fur on the ground, which it smelt at every now and then, lifting it

up and letting it fail again. The bundle of fur looked like the dead
body of a walrus.

Mrs Barnett and Madge did not know what to think, whether to
advance or to retreat, but presently as the body was moved about
a kind of hood fell back from the head, and some long locks of
brown hair were throvn over the snow.

" It is a woman
! a woman ! " cried Sirs Barnett, eager to rush to

her assistance and find out if she Avere dead or alive !

" Stop !

» repeated Madge, holding her back ;
*' the bear won't

harm her."

And, indeed, the formidable creature merely turned the body over,
and sln.wedno inclination of tearing it with its dreadful claws. It
went away and came back apparently uncertain what to do. It had
act yet perceived the two women who were so anxiously watching it

«,»
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Suddouly a loud crack was heard. The earth shook, and it
seemed as if the whole of Cape Esquimaux were about to be
|/lunged into the sea.

^

A large piece of the isian-i had broken away, and a huge p?ece of
ice, the centre of gravity of which had been displaced by the altera-
t.on m Its specific weight, drifted away, carrying with it the bear
and the body of the woman.

Mrs Earnett screamed, and would have iJung herseL' upon the
broken ice before it floated away, if Madge had not clutched her
nand hrmly, saying quietly

—

"Stop! stopl"

At the noise produced h^ ...e breaking off of tha piece of ice, the
beai started back with a fearful growl, and, leaving the body, rushed
to the s.de where the fracture had taken place ; but he wi already

'ZLT Tl ^" '^' ""'' ''"^ '"^ ^^ *«"°^ ^« ^'^" round andround the islet, tearing up tue ground with his claws, and sta^ .ii^
the sand and snow about hfm. * ^

Presently he retumed to the motionless body, and, tj the horror
of cne two wom.n, ,eijied it by the clothes with his teeth, andcarrying it.to the edge of the ice, plunged with it into the sea.Bemg a powerful swimmer, like the whole race ot Arctic bears,he soon gained the shores of the island. With a great exertion olstrength he inanaged to cl.mb up the ice, and having reached the
surface of the island he quietly kid down the body he hadbrought with him. ^

Madges hold, she rushed to the beach, never thinking of the
dariger she r*.n m facing a formidable carnivorous creature

The bear seeing bar approach, reared upon his hind legs, andcame towards he., but at about ten paces off he paused, shook
his great head, and turning round with a low growl, quietly

WhtT^-'"''";.^'
'^^^ ''''''' "^ '^« ^^'^"d' without once look^ing behind him. He, too, was evidently aflected by the mysterious

fear which had tamed all the wUd animals „n the island
Mrs Barnett was soon bending ever the body stretched about thesnow. "

A cry of astonishment burst fi-om he" lips

:

" Madge, Madge, come !

" she exclaimed "

aiadge approached and looked long and fixedly at the inanimatebod>. It was the young Esquimaux girl Kaium&h J

25
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KALUMah'S ADVENTORBS,

^\LUMAH on the floating island, two hundred miles from the
Aiiiericaii coast. It was almost incredible !

The first thing to be ascertained was whether the poor
creature still breathed. Was it possible to restore her to life? Mrs
Barnett loosened her clothes, and found that her body was not yet
quite cold. Her heart beat very feebly, but it did beat. The blood
they had seen came from a slight wound in her hand; Madge
bound it up with her handkerchief, and the bleeding soon ceased.

At the same time Mrs Barnett raised the poor girl's head, and
managed to puur a few drops of rum between her parted lips. She
then bathed her forehead and temples with cold water, and waited.
A few minutes passed by, and neither of the watchers were able

to utter a word, so anxious were they lest the faint spark of life

remaining to the young Esquimaux should be quenched.
But at last Kalumah's breast heaved with a faint sigh, her hands

moved feebly, and presently she opened her eyea, and recognising
her preserver she aiurmured

—

" Mrs Barnett ! Mrs Barnett !

"

The lady was not a little suiprised at hearing her own name.
Had Kalumah voluntarily sought the floating island, and did she
expect to find her old European friends on it ? If so, how had she
come to know it, and how had she managed to reach the island, two
hiijidred miles froii> the mainland 'I How could she have guessed that
the ice-field was bearing Mrs Barnett and all the occupants of Fort
Hope away from the Ameiican coaat ? Really it all seemed quite
inexplics^ble.

" She lives—she wi.'^ recover I
" exclaimed Madge, who felt the

vital heat and pulsation returning to the poor bruised body.
" Poor child, poor child 1

" said Mrs Barnett, much affected ; "the
murmured my name when she w..^ at the point of death."

But now Kalpmah again half opened her eyes, and looked about
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her with a dreamy unsatisfied expression, presently, however, seeing
Mrs Barnett, her face brightened, the same name again burst from
her lips, and painfully raising her hand she let it fall on that of

her friend.

The anxious care of the two women soon revived Ealumah,
whose extreme exhaustion arose not only from fatigue but also

from hunger. She had eaten nothing for forty-eight hours. Some
pieces of cold venison and a little rum refreshed her, and she soon
felt able to accompany her newly-found friends to the fort.

Before starting, however, Kaluniah, seated on the sand between
Mrs Barnett and Madge, overwhelmed them with thanks and ex-

pressions of attachment. Then she told h ^r story : she had not
forgotten the Europeans of Fort Hope, and the thought of Mrs
Paulina Barnett had been ever pn^sent with her. It was not. by
chance, as we shall see, that slie had lome to Victoria Island.

The following is a brief summary of v.hat Kalumah related to

Mrs Barnett :

—

Our readers will remember the young Esquimaux's promise to

come and see her friends at Fort Hope again in the fine seascn of

the next year. The long Polar night being over, a-id the month of

May having come round, Kalumah set out to fulfil her pledge.

She left Russian America, where she had wintered, and accompanied
by one of her brothers-in-law, started for the peninsula of Victoria.

Six weeks later, towards the middle of June, she got to that part

of British America which is near Cape Bathurst. She at once

recognised the volcanic mountains shutting in Liverpool Bay, and
twenty miles farther east she came to Walruses' Bay, where her people

had so often hunted morses and seals.

But beyond the bay on the north, there was nothing to be seen.

The coast suddenly sank to the south-east in an almost straight

line. Cape Esquimaux and Cape Bathurst had alike disappeared.

Kalumah understood what had happened. Either the whole of

the peninsula had been swallowed up by the waves, or it was float-

ing away as an island, no one knew whither !

Kalumah*8 tears flowed fast at the loss of those whom she had
come so far to see.

Her brother-in-law, ' >wever, had not appeared surprised at the

catastrophe. A kind ot legend or tradition had been handed down
amongst the nomad tribes of North America, that Cape Bathurst

did not form part of the mainland, b"it had been joined on \^ \%
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thousands of years before, and would sooner or later be torn away
in some convulsion of nature. Hence the surpiise at finding the

factory founded by Hobson at the foot of the cape. But with the
unfortunate reserve characteristic of their race, and perhaps also

under the influence of that enmity which all natives feel for those

who settle in their ^/juntry, they said nothing to the Lieutenaut,

whose fort was already finished. Kalumah knew nothing of this

tradition, which after all rested on no trustworthy evidence, and
probably belonged to the many northern legends relating to the

creation. This was how it was that the colonists of Fort Hope
were not warned of the danger they ran in settling on such a spot.

Had a word in season been spoken to Hobson he would certainly

have gone farther in search of some firmer foundation for his fort,

than this soil, certain peculiarities of which he had noticed at the
first.

When Kalumah had made quite sure that all trace of Cape
^athurst was gone, she explored the coast as far as the further side

if Washburn Bay, but without finding any sign of those she sought,

md at last there was nothing left for her to do but to return to the
fisheries of Russian America.

She and her brother-in-law left Walruses' Bay at the end of June,
and following the coast got back to New Georgia towards the end of

July, after an absolutely fruitless journey.

Kalumah now gave up all hope of again seeing Mrs Barnett and
the other colonists of Fort Hope. She concluded that they had all

been swallowed up by the ocean long ago.

At this part of her tale the young Esquimaux looked at Mrs
Barnett with eyes full of tears, and pressed her hand affectionaly,

and then she murmured her thanks to God for her own preservation

through the means of her friend.

Kalumah on her return lioine resumed her customary occupa-
tions, and worked with the rest of her tribe at the fisheries near
Icy Cape, a point a httle above tlie seventieth parallel, and more
than six hundred miles from Cape Bathurst.

Nothing worthy of note happened during the first half of the

month of April ; but towards the end the storm began which had
caused Hobson so much uneasiness, and which had apparently

extended its ravages over the whole of the Arctic Ocean and
beyond Behring Strait. It was equally violent at Icy Cape and on
yietoria Ifiland^ and, as the Ideufcenant ascertained in taking his
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bearings, the latter was then not more than two hundred miles from
the coast.

As Mrs Barnett listened to Kalumah, her previous information

enabled her rapidly to find the key to the strange events which had
taken place, and to account for the arrival of the young native on
the island.

During the first days of the storm the Esquimaux of Icy Cape
were coi.fiued to their huts. They could neither get out nor fish.,

But during the night of the Slst August w. kind of presentiment led

Kalumah to venture down to the beach, and, braving the wind and
rain in all their fury, she peered anxiously through the darkness at

the waves rising mountains high.

Presently she thought she saw a huge mass driven along by the
hurricane parallel with the coast. Gifted witli extremely keen
sight—as are all these wandering tribes accustomed to the long
dark Polar nights—she felt sure that she was not mistaken.

Something of vast bulk was passing two miles from the coast

aiid that something could be neither a whale, a boat, nor, at this

time of the year, even an iceberg.

But Kalumah did not stop to reason. The truth flashed upon
her like a revelation. Before her excited imagination rose the
images of her friends. She saw them all once more, Mrs Barnett,

Madge, Lieutenant Hobson, the baby she had covered with kisses at

Fort Hope. Yes, they were passing, borne along in the storm on a
floating ice-field

!

Kalumah did not doubt or hesitate a moment. She felt that she
must tell the poor shipwrecked people, which she was sure they
were, of the close vicinity of the land. She ran to her hut, seized

a torch of tow and resin, such as the Esquimaux use when fishing

at night, lit it and waved it on the beach at the summit of Icy
Cape.

This was the fire which Hobson and Long had seen w^en crouch-
ing on Cape Michael on the night uf the 31st August.

Imagine the delight and excitement of the young Esquimaux
when a signal replied to hers, when she saw the huge fire lit by
Lieutenant Hobson, the reflection of which reached the American
coast, although he did not dream that he was so near it.

But it quickly went out, the lull in the storm only lasted a few
minutes, and the I'earful gale, veering round to the south-east, swept
along vyith redoubled violence.
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Kalumah feared that her " prey," so she called the floating island,

was about to escape her, and that it would not be driven on to the

shore. She saw it fading away, and knew that it would soon dis-

appear in the darkness and be lost to her on the boundless ocean.

It was indeed a terrible moment for the young native, and she

determined at all hazards to let her friends know of their situation.

There might yet be time for them to take some steps for their

deliverance, although every hour took them farther from the coa-

tiuent.

She did not hesitate a moment, her kayak was at hand, the frail

bark in which she had more than once braved the storms of the

Arctic Ocean, she pushed it down to the sea, hastily laced on the

sealskin jacket fastened to the canoe, and, the long paddle in her

hand, she plunged into the daikness.

Mrs Barnett here pressed the brave child to her heart, and Madge
shed tears of sympathy.

When launched upon the roaring ocean, Ealnmab found the change

of wind in her favour. The waves dashed over her kayak, it is true,

but they were powerless to harm the light boat, which floated on
their crests like a straw. It was capsized several times, but &
stroke of the paddle righted it at once.

After about an hour's hard work, Kalumah could ste the wander^

ing island more distinctly, and had no longer any doubt of efifecting

her purpose, as she was but a quarter of a mile from the beach.

It was then that she uttered the cry which Hobson and Long
had heard.

But, alas ! Kalumah now felt herself being carried away towards

the west by r powerful current, which could take firmer hold of
her kayak than of the floating island !

In vain she struggled to beat back with her paddle, the light boat
shot along like an arrow. She uttered leam after scream, but
she was unheard, for she was already far away, aud when the day
broke the coasts of Alaska and the island she nad wished to reach,

were but two distant masses on the horizon.

Did she despair ? Not yet. It was impossible to get back to the
American continent in the teeth of the terrible wind which was driv-

ing the island before it at a rapid pace, taking it out two hundred
miles in thirty-six hours, and assisted by the current from the coast

There was but one thing left to do. To get to the island by
\ j'ii _ ... .... .

•
seeping m «ii@ ooius ciureni; wniCQ was djciibuig it away.
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But, alas ! the poor girl's strength was not equal to her courage,

she was faint from want of food, and, exhausted as she was, she

could no longer wield her paddle.

For some hours she straggled on, i nd seemed to be approach-

ing the island, although those on it could not see her, as she was

but a speck upon the ocean. She struggled on until her stiffened

arms and bleeding hands fell powerless, and, losing consciousness,

fihe was floated along in her frail kayak at the mercy of winds and

waves.

She did not know how long this lasted, she remembered nothing

more, until a sudden shock roused her, her kayak had truck

against something, it opened beneath her, and she was plunged

into cold water, the freshness of which revived her. A few moments

later, she was flung upon the sand in a dying state by a large

wave.

This had taken place the night before, just before dawn—that is

to say, about two or three o'clock in the morning. Kalumah had

then been seventy hours at sea since she embarked !

The young native had no idea where she had been thrown,

whether on the continent or on the floating islaid, which she had

so bravely sought, but she hoped the latter. Yes, hoped that she had

reached her friends, although she knew that the wind and current

had driven them into the open sea, and not towards the coast

!

The thought revived her, and, shattered as she was, she struggled

to her feet, and tried to follow the coast.

She had, in fact, been providentially thrown on that portion of

Victoria Island which was formerly the upper comer of Walruses'

Bay. But, worn away as it was by the waves, she did rot recognise

the land with which she had once been familiar.

She tottered on, stopped, and again struggled to advance; the beach

before her appeared endless, she had so often to go round where the

sea had encroached upon the sand. And so dragging herself 'dong,

stumbling and scrambling up again, she at last approached the

little wood where Mrs Barnett and Madge had halted that very

morning. We know that the two won^ jn found the footprints left

by Kalumah in the snow not far from this very spot, and it was at

a short distance farther on that the poor girl fell for the last time.

Exhausted by fatigue and hunger, she still managed to creep along

on hands and knees for a few minutes longer.

a. urcstv ziupu A.cpi< ucr ii'Uiu ucspair, xOr Sue uau a» laav xcCu^xuetcU
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Cape Esquimaux, at the foot of which she and her people had en-
camped the year before. Sho knew now that she was but eight
miles from the factory, and that she had only to follow the path she
had so often traversed when she went to visit her friends at Fort
Hope.

Yes, this hope sustained her, but she had scarcely reached the
beach when her forces entirely failed her, and she again lost all
consciousness. But for Mrs Barnett she would have died.

" But, dear lady," she added, '« I knew that you would come to
my rescue, and that God would save me by your means."
We know the rest. We know the providential instinct which led

Mrs Barnett and Madge to explore this part rf the coast on thia
very day, and the presentiment which made them visit Cape Esqui-
maux after they had rested, and before returning to Fort Hone.
We know too—as Mrs Barnett related to Kaluraah—how the piece
of ice had floated away, and how the bear had acted under the cir-
cumst&nces.

" And after all," added Mrs Barnett with a smile, "It was not I who
saved you, but the good creature without whose aid you would
never have come back to us, and if ever we see him again we will
treat him with the respect due to your preserver."

During this long conversation Kalumah was rested and refreshed,
and Mrs Barnett proposed that they should return to the fort at
once, as she had already been too long awaj. The young girl
immediately rose ready to start.

Mrs Barnett r^as indeed most \nxious to tell the Lieutenant of
all that had happened during the night of the storm, when the
wandering island had near»d the American continentj but she urged
Kalumah to keep her adventures secret, and to say nothing about
the situation of the island. She would naturally be supposed to
have come along the coast, in fulfilment of the promise she had
made to visit her friends in tho fine season. Her arrival would tend
only to strengthen the bolief of the colonists that no changes had
taken place in the country around Cape Bathurst, and to set at rest
the doubts any of them might have entert&ined.

It was about three o'clock when Madge and Mrs Barnett, with
Kalumah hanging on her arm, set out towards the east, and before
five o'clock in the aftemoon they all arrived at the postern of the
forti
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' 'fke waves dashed over her kayak,"— Pago 2;]6.
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CHAPTER X.

THB KAMTCHATKA CURRENT,

^E can readily imagine the reception given to Kalumah by all

at the fort. It seemed to them that the communication
with the outer world was reopened. Mrs Mac-Nab, Mrs

Rae, and Mrs Joliffe overwhelmed her with caresses, but Kalumah's
first thought waa for the little child, she caught sight of him im-
niediateiy, and running to him covered him with kisses.

The young native was charmed and touched with the hospitMity
of her European hosts. A positive fitt was held in her honour,
and every one was delighted that she would have to remaii. at the
fort for the winter, the season being too far ad<ranced for her to get
back to the settlemer % of Russian America before the cold set in.

But if all the settlera were agreeably surpriaod at the appearance
of Kalumah, what must Lieutenant Hobson have thought when ho
flaw her leaning on Mrs Bamett's arm. A sudden hope flashed

across his mind like lightning, and as quickly died away : perhaps
in spite of the evidence of his daily observations Victoria Island had
run aground somewhere on the continent unnoticed by any of
them.

Mrs Bamett read the Lieutenant's thoughts in hia face, and shook
her head sadly.

He saw that no change had taken place in their situation, and
waited until Mrs Bamett was able to explain Kalumah's appear-
ance,

A few minutes later he was walking along the beach with the
lady, listening with great interest to her account of Kalumah's ad •

ventures.

So he had been right in aU his conjectures. The north-east

hurricane had driven the island out of the current. The ice-field had
approached within a mile at least of th.e American continent. It

iind not been a fiiv on board ship which they had seen, or the cry

oi a siiipwreeked mariuer which they had heard. The mainland
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had been close at hand, and had the north-east ^7ind blown hard for

another hour Victoria Isknd would have struck against the coast of

R.iasiaii America. And then at this critical moment a fatal, a

terrible wind had driven the island away from the iUainland back
to the open sea, and it was again a the grasp of the irresistible

current, and w ^ being carried along with a speed which nothing

oould check, the mighty south-east wind aiding its headlong course,

to that terribly dangerous spot where it would be exposed to con-

trary attractions, either of which mi ;ht lead to its destruction and
that of all the unfortunate people d agged along with it.

For the hundredth time t.hq Lieutenant and Mrs Bamett dis-

cussed all the bearings of the case, and then Hobsou inquired if any
important changes had taken place in the appearance of the districts

between Cape Bathurst and Walruses' Bay ?

Mrs Bamett replied that in some places the level of the coast

appeared to be lowered, and that the waves now covared tracts of

Band which were formerly out of their reach. She related what hud
happened at Cape Esquimaux, arid tl e important fracture which
had taken place at that part of the coant.

Nothing could have been less aatififactory. It was evident that

the ice-field forming the foundation of the island was breaking up.

What had happened at Cape Esquiin.'^ux might at any moment be

reproduced at Cape Bathurst, At any hour of the day ur night the

houses of the factory might be swallowed up by the deep, and the

only thing which could save them was the winter, the bitter winter

which was fortunately rapidly approaching.

The next day, September 4th, when Hobson took his bearings, he
found that the position of Victoria Island had not .seuciibly changed

since the day before. It had remained motionless netween the two
contrary currents, which was on the whole the very best thing

that coulu Ixnve h^^jpened.

"If ov,\» the rdd would fix Ud where we are, if the ice-wall

would shu<. us m, and tue sea become' petrified around us,"

exclaimed Hobson, " I should feel that our safety was assured. Wa
are but two hundred miles from the coast at this moment, and by

venturing across the frozen ice-fields we might perhaps reach either

Russian America or Kamtchatka. Winter, winter at any price, let

the vrin' .c set in, no matter how rapidly."

lleanwhiie, according to the Lieutenant's orders, the preparations

fpr %hm winter were completed. Enough forage to last the does the
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whole of the PoW night was stored up. They were all in good

health, but getting rather fat with having nothing to do. They

could not be taken too much care of, as they wou d have to work

terribly hard in the journey across the ice after the abandonment

of Fort Hope. It was most important to keep up their strength,

and they were fed on raw reindeer venison, plenty of which was

easily attainable.

The tame reindeer also prospered, their stable was comfortable,

and a good supply of moss was laid by for them in the magazines

of the fort. The females provided Mrs Joliffe with plenty of milk

for her daily culinary needs.

The Corporal and his little wife had also sown fresh seeds,

encouraged bv the success of the last in the warm sft«>.son. The

ground had been prepared beforehand for the planting of scurvy-

grass and Labrador Tea. It was important that there should be no

lack of these valuable anti-scorbutics.

The sheds were filled with wood up to the very ruo£ Winter

might come as soon as it liked now, and freeze the mercury in the

cistern of the thermometer, there was no fear that they would again

be reduced to bum their furniture as they had the year before.

Mac-Nab and his men had become wise by experience, and the

chips left from the boat-building added considerably to their stock of

fuel.

About this time a few animals were taketi which had already

assumed their winter furs, such as marteni, polecats, blue foxes, and

ermines. Marbre and Sabine had obtained leave from the Lieu-

tenant to set some traps outside the ercpinte. He did not like to

refuse them this permission, lest they should become discontented, as

he had really no reason to assign for putting a stop to the collect-

ing of furs, although he knew full well that the destruction of these

harmless creatures could do nobody any good. Their flesh was, how-

ever, useful for feeding the dogs, and enabled them to economise

the reindeer venison.

All was now prepared for the winter, and the soldiers worked

with an energy which they would certainly not have shown if they

had been told the secret of their situation.

During the next few days the bearings were taken wlih the

greatest care, but no change was noticeable in the situation of

Victoria Island ; and Hobson, finding that it was motionless, began

to have fresh hope. Although there were as yet no Bymptoms o^
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winter in inorganic nature, the temperatm aintaining a mean
height of 49° Fahrenheit, soire swans flying i. .he south in search
of a warmer climate Wus a good omen. Other birds capable cf
a long-t stained flight over vast tracts of the ocean began to desert
the island. They knew full well that the continent of Amnrica
and of Asia, with their less severe climates and their plentiful
resources of every kind, were nuc far off, and that their wings were
strong enough to carry them there. A good many of these birds
were caught; and by Mrs Barnett's advice the Lieutenant tied
round their necks a stiflf cloth ticket, on which was inscribed the
position of the wandering island, and the names of its inhabi-
tants. The birds were then set free, and their captors watched them
wing their way to the south with envious eyes.

Of course none were in the secret of the sending forth of these
messengers, except Mrs Barnett, Madge, Kalumah, Hobson, and
Long.

The poor quadrupeds were unable to seek their usual winter
refuges in the south. Under ordiiv-.ry circumstances the reindeer,
Polar hares, and even the wolves would have left early in September
ft»r the shores of the Grea*. Bear and Slave Lakes, a good many
degfees farther south

;
but now the sea was an insurmountable bar-

rier, and they, too, would have to wait until the winter should
render it passable. Led by instinct they had doubtless tried to
leave the island, but, turned back by the water, the instinct of
self-preservation had brough. them to the neighbourhood of Fort
Hope, to be near the men who were once their hunters and most
formi(lat)le enemies, but were now, like themselves, rendered compa-
ratively inoffensive by their imprisonuient.

The observations of the 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th September,
revealed no alteration in the position of Victoria Island. The laige
eddy between the two currents kept it stationary. Another fifteen
days, another three weeks of this state of things, and Hobson felt
that they might be saved.

But they were not yet out of danger, and many terrible, almost
supernatural, trials st 11 awaited the inhabitants of Fort Hope.
On the 10th of September observations showed a displace-nent

of Victoria Island. Only a slight displacement, but in a northerly
direction.

Hobson was in dismay : the island was finally in the grasp of the
»v I ^i.

.J
...Kt t,do uiiitiuj^ fcuwuiub lae uniiijowii iatitudHa
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where the large icebergs come into being ; it was on its way to the

vast solitudes of the Arctic Ocean, interdicted to the human race,

from which there is no return.

Hobson did not hide this new danger from those who were in the
secret of the situiition. Mrs Barnett, Madge,''Kalumah, and Ser*

geant Long received this fresh blow with courage and resignation.

" Perhaps," said Mrs Barnett, " the island may stop even yet.

Perhaps it will move slowly. Let us hope on ... . and wait !

The winter is not far off, and we are going to meet it. la any case

God's will be done !
"

" My friends," said Hobson earnestly, *' do you not think I ought
now to tell our comrades. You see in what a terrible position we
are and all th*' c may await us ! Is it not taking too great a respon^

sibility to keep them in ignorance of the peril they are in ?"

"T should wait a little longer," replied Mrs Barnett without
hesitation ;

" I would not give them all over to despair until the last

chance is gone.'*

" That is ray opinion also," said Long.

Hobson had thought the same, and was glad to find that his

companions agreed with him in the matter.

On the 11th and 12th September, the motion towards the north
was more noticeable. Victoria Island was drifting at a rate of

from twelve to thirteen mihs a day, so that each day took them the

same distance farther from the land and nearer to the north. They
were, in short, following the decided course made by the Kanitchalfai

Current, and would quickly pass that seventieth degree which once
cut across the extremity of Cape Bathurst, and beyond which no
land of any kind was to be met with in this part oi the Arctic

Ocean.

Every day Hobson looked out their position on the map, and saw
only too clearly to what awful solitudes the wandering island was
drifting.

The only hope left consisted, as Mrs Barnett had said, 'v- the

fact that they were going to meet the winter. In thus drifting

towards the north '.hey would soon encounter those ice-cold waters,

which would consolidate and strengthen the foundations of the

island. But if the danger of being swallowed up by the waves was
decreased, would not the unfortunate colonists have an immense
distance to traverse to get back from these remote northern regi -ns?

Had the boat b'jen HuitiLed, Lieutenant Hobson would not have
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hesitated to embark the whole party in it, but in spite of the zealous

efforts of the carpenter it was not nearly ready, and indeefl it

taxed Mac-Nab's powers to the uttermost to construct u vessel

on which to trust the lives of twenty persons in such a dangerous
sea.

By the 16th September Victoria Island was between seventy-

tliree and eighty miles north of the spot where its course had been
arrested for a few days between the Behring and Kamtchatka Cur-
rents. There were now, however, many signs of the approach of

winter. Snow fell frequer tly and in large flakes. The column of

mercury fell gradually. The mean temperature was still 44" Fahren-
heit during the day, but at night it fell to 32". The sun described

an extremely lengthened curve above the horizon, not rising more
than a few degrees even at noon, and disappearing for eleven hours
out of eve'-y twenty-four.

At last, on the night of the 16th September, the first signs of

ice appeared upon the sea in the shape of small isolated crystals

like snow, which stained the clear surface of the water. As was
noticed by the fainoi"'. explorer Scoresby, these crystals immedi-
ately calmed the waves, like the oil which sailors pour upon the

sea to produce a momentary cessation of its agitation. These
crystals showed a tendency to weld themselves together, but they
were broken and separated by the motion of the water as soon as
they had combined to any extent.

Hobsoii watched the appearance of tt e " young ice " with extreme
attention. He knew that twenty-four hours would suffice to make
the ice-crust two or three inches thick, strong enough in fact to

bear the weight of a man. He thcivifore expected that Victoria

Island would shortly be arrested in its course to the north.

But the day undid the work of the night, and if the speed of the
island slackened during the darkness in consequence of the obstacles

in its path, they were removed in the next twelve hours, and the
island was carried rapidly along again by the powerful current

The distance from the northern regions became daily less, and
nothing could be done to lessen the evil.

At the autumnal equinox on the 21st of September, the day and
night were of equal length, and from that date the night gradually
became longer and longer. The winter was coming at last, but it

did not set in rapidly or with any rigour. Victoria Island was

Rtieth parallel ; andnow nearlv a desrree farthflr nnrfh t.Vinn •h" «>
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on this 21st September, a rotating motion was for the first time

noticed, a motion estimated by Hobson at about a quarter of the

circumference.

Imagine the anxiety of the unfortunate Ideutennnt. The secret

he had so long carefully kept was now about to be betrayed by

nature to the least clecr-sighted. Of course the rotation altered the

cardinal points of the island. Cape Bathurst no longer pointed to

the north, but to the east. The sun, moon, and stars rose and

set on a different horizon, and it was impossible that men lik*

Mac-I7<tb, Rae, Marbre and others, accustomed to note the signs of

the heavens, could fail to be struck by the change, and understand

its meaning.

To Hobson's great satisfaction, however, the brave soldiers

appeared to notice nothing ; the displacement with regard to the

cardiial points was not, it was true, very considerable, and it was

often too foggy for tha rising and setting of the heavenly bodiea to

be accurately observed.

Unfortunately the -otation appealed to be accompanied by an

increase of speed. From that date Victoria Island drifted at the

rate of a mile an hour. It advanced farther and farther north,

farther and farther away from all land. Hobson did not even yet

despair, for it was not in his nature to do so, but he felt confused

and astray, and longed for the winter with all his heart.

At last the temperature began to f&ll still lower. Snow fell plenti-

fully on the 23d and 24th September, and increased the thickness

of the coating of ice on the sea. Gradually the vast ice-field was

formed on every side, the island in its advance continually broke

it up, but each day it became firmer and better able to resist. The

sea succumbed to the petrifying hand of winter, and bec^^me frozen

as far as the eye could reach, and on Septi^mber 27th, when the

bearings were taken, it was found that Victoria Island had not

moved since the day before. It was imprisoned in a vast ice-field,

it was motionless in longitude 177» 22', and latitude 77° 67'

—

more than six hundred miles from any continent.
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CHAPTER XI.

A COMMUNICA TION BROM UBUldNANT HOBSON,

I UCH was the situation. To use Sergeant Long's expression,

the island had " cast anchor," and was as stationary as

when the istlimus connected it with the mainland. But
six hundred miles now separated it from inhabited countries, six

hnndreu miles which would have to be traversed in sledges across

the solidified surface of the sea, amongst the icebergs which the cold

would build up, in the bitterest months of the Arctic winter.

It would be a fearful undertaking, but hesitation was iripossible.

The winter, for which Lieutenant Hobson had so ardently longed,

had come at last, and arrested the fatal march of the island to the

north. It would throw a bridge six hundred miles long from their

desolate home to the continents on the touth, and the new chances
of safety must not be neglected, every effort must be made to restore

the colonists, so long lost in the hyperborean regions, to their

friends.

As Hobson explained to his companions, it would be madness to

linger till the spring should again thaw the ice, which would be to

abandon themselves once more to the capricious Behring currents.

They must wait until the sea was quite firmly frozen over, which at

the most would be in another three or four weeks. Meanwhile the

Lieutenant proposed making frequent excursions on the ice-deld

encircling the island, in order to ascertain its thickness, its fiuita-

bility for the passage of sledges, and the best route to take across

it so as to reach the shores of Asia or America.
** Of course," observed Hobson to Mrs Barnett and Sergeant Long,

" we would all rather make for Russian America than Asia, if a
choice is open to us."

" Kalumah will be very useful to us," said Mrs Barnett, " for as

a native she will be thoroughly acquainted with the whole of

Alaska."

** Yes, indeed," replied Hobson, " her arrival was most fortunate
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for QB. Thanks to her, we shall be easily able to get to the settle-

ment of Fort Michael on Norton Sound, perhaps even to New Arch-

angel, a good deal further outh, where we cun pass the rest of the

winter."

" Poor Fort Hope ! " exclaimed Mrs Barnett, " it goes to ray

heart to think of abandoning it on this island. It has been built

at the cost of so much trouble and fatigue, everything about it hiis

been so admirably arranged by you. Lieutenant 1 I feel as if my
heart would break when we leave it finally."

*' You will not suflfer more than I shall, madam," replied Hobson,

"and perhaps not so much. It is the chief work of my life ; I have

devoted all my powers to the foundation of Fort Hope, so unfortu-

nately named, and I shall never cease to regret having to leave it.

And what will the Company say which confided this task to me, for

after all I am but its humble agent."

"It will say," cried Mrs Barnett with enthusiasm, "it will say

that you have done your duty, that you are not responsible for the

caprices of nature, which is ever more powerful than man. It will

understand that you could not foresee what has happened, for it was

beyond the penetration of the most far-sighted man, and it will know
that it owes the preservation of the whole party to your prudence

and moral courage."

"Thank you, madam," replied the Lieutenant, pressing Mrs
Barnett's hand, " thank you for your warm-hearted words. But I

have had some experience of men, and I know that success is always

admired and failure condemned. But the will of Heaven be

done I"

Sergeit..« Long, anxious to turn the Lieutenant from his melan-

choly thoughts, now began to talk about the preparations for the

approaching departure, and asked if it was not time to tell his

comrades the truth.

" Let us wait a little longer," replied Hobson. " "We have saved

the poor fellows much anxiety and worry already, let us keep silent

until the day is fixed for t>.e start, and then we will reveal the

whole truth."

This point b "ig decided, the ordinary occupations of the factory

went on for a few weeks longer.

How different was the situation of the colonists a year ago, when
they were all looking forward to the future in happy unconscious-

Il€sS I
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A year ago the first Bymptoms of the cold season were appearing^

even as they were now. The "young ice" was gradually forming

along the coast. The lagoon, its waters being quieter than thc^e

of the sea, was the first to fre«>zo over. The temperature remained

about one or two degrees above free:,inp point in the day, and fell

to three or four degrees below in 1.he night. Hobson again made

liis men assume their winter garments, the linen vests and 'urs before

described. The condensers were again set up inside the house, the

air vessel and air-pumps were cleaned, the traps were set round

the palisades or liflFerent parts of Cape Bathurst, and Marbre and

Sabino got plenty of game, and finally the last touches were given

to the inner rooms of the principal house.

Although Fort Hope was now about two degrees farthe north

than at the same time the year before, there was no sensible

difference in the state of the temperature. The fact is, the distance

between the seventieth and seventy-second parallels is not great

enougl- to affect the mean iieight of the thermometer ; on the con.

trary, it really seemed to be less cold than at the beginning of the

winter before. Perhaps, however, that was because the colonista

were now, to a certain extent, acclimatised.

Certainly the winter did not set in so abruptly as last time.

The weather was very damp, and the atmosphere was always

charged with vapour, which fell now as rain now as snow. In

Lieutenant Hobson's opinion, at least, it was not nearly cold

enough.

The sea froze all round thp " land, it is true, but not in a regular

or continuous sheet of ice. Large blackish patches here and t^ere

showed that the icicle., were not thoroughly cemented togetuer.

Loud resonant noises were constantly heard, produced by the

breaking of the ice-field when the rain melted the imperfectly

welded edges of the blocks composing it. There was no rapid

accumulation 01 lump upon lump such as is generally seen in

intense cold. Icebergs and hummocks were few and scattered, and

-ie-wall as yet shut in the horizon.

This season would have been just the thing for the explorers of

the North-West Pu^'.age, or the seekers of the North Pole," repeated

Sergeant Long again aud again, " bi it is most unfavourable for us,

and very much against our ever getting bad' to our own land !

"

This went on throughout October, and Hobson announced that

the m'dan temnerature was no lower than 32* Fahrenheit, and it is
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well known that several days of cold, 7* or 8* below zero, aro re-

quired for the sea to freeze hard.

Had proof been needed that the ice-field was impassable, a fact

Tioticed by Mrs Barnett and Hobson would have sufficed.

The animals imprisoned in the island, the furred animals, rein-

deer, wolves, (fee, would have left the island had it been possible to

cross the sea, but they continued to gather in large niiinbers round
tlio factory, and to seek tlie vicinity of man. The wolves caiiiu

actually within musket-range of the enceinte to devour the martons
and Polar hares, whiJ- were their only food. The famished reindeer

having neither moss nor herbs on which to browse, roved about
Cape Bathurst in herds. A solitary bear, no doubt the one to which
Mrs Barnett and Kalumnh felt fhey owed a debt of gratitude, often

passed to and fro amongst the trees of the woods, on the banks of

the lagoon, and the presence of all these animals, especially of the

ruminants, wliich require an exclusively vegetable diet, proved that

flight was impossible.

We have said that the thermometer remained at freezing point,

and Hobson found on consulting his journal that at the same time

the year before, it had already marked 20' Fahrenheit below zer",

proving how unequally cold is distributed in the capricious Polar

regions.

The colonists therefore did not suffer much, and were not confined

to the house at all. It was, however, very damp indeed, rain

mixed with snow fell constantly, ;ind the falling of the barometer

proved that the atmosphere was charged with vapour.

Throughout October the Lieutenant and Long made many
excursions to ascertain the state of the ice-field in the offing ; one

day they went to Cape Michael, another to the edge of the former

Walruses' Bay, anxious to see if it would be jjossible to cross to the

continent of America or Asia, or if the start would have to be put

off.

But the surface of the ice-field was covered with puddles of

water, and in 8(mie parts riddled with b(»les, which would certainly

have been impassable for sledges. It seemed as if it would be

scarcely Siife for a sii^gle traveller to venture across the half-liquid,

half-sitlid masses. Tt was easy to see that the cold had been neither

severe nor equally maintained, for the ice consisted of an accumu-
lation of sharp points, crystals, prisms, polyhedrons, and figures of
rvtry va.ieiy, liKs an 5.ggreg«tioii 01 stalactites. It was uioro like
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a glacier than a " fields" and even if it had been practicable, walking

on it would have been very tiring.

Hobsou and Long managed with great difficulty to scramble over

a mile or two towards the south, bat at the expense of a vaat

amount of time, so that they were compelled to admit that they

must vait some time yet, and they returned to Fort Hope dis-

appointed and disheartened.

The f rst days of November came, and the temperature fell a little,

but only a very few degrees, which was not n^; irly enough. Victoria

Island was wrapped in damp fogs, and the lamps had to be lit during

the day. It was peeessary, however, to economise the oil as much as

possible, as the supply was running short. No fresh stores had been

brought by Captain Craventy's promised convoy, and there were

no more walruses to be hunted. Should the dark winter be pro-

longed, the colonists would be compelled to have recourse to the

fat of nimals, perhaps even to the resin of the firs, to get a little

light. The days were already very short, and the pale disc of the

sun, yielding no warmth, and deprived of all its brightness, only

appeared above the horizon for a few hours at a time. Yes, winter

had come with its mists, its rain, and its snow, but without the

long- desired cold.

On the 11th November something of a fitt was held at Fort

Hope. Mrs Joliffe served up a few extras at dinner, for it was the

anniversary of the birth of little Michael Mac-Nab. He was now

a year old, and was the delight of everybody. He had large blua

eyes and fair curly hair, like his father, the head carpentT, who

was very proud of the resemblance. At dessert the baby was

solemnly weighed. It was worth something to see him struggling

in the scales, and to hear his astonished cries ! He actually weighed

thirty-four pounds ! The announcement of this wonderful weight

was greeted with loud cheers, and Mrs Mac-Nab was congratulated

by everybody on her fine boy. Why Corporal Joliffe felt that he

ought to share the compliments it is difficult to imagine, unless it

was as a kind of foster-father or nurse to the baby. He had car-

ried the child about, dandled and rocked him 30 often, that he felt

he had something to do with his specific weight I

The next day, November 12th, the sun did not appear abovt ih»

horizon. The long Polar night was beginning nine days sooner

than it had done the year before, in consequence of the difference

in the latitude of Victoria Island thou aiid now.
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The disappearance of the sun did not, however, produce any
change in the state of the atmosphere. The temperature was as

changeable as ever. The thermometer fell one day and rose the

next. Bain and snow succeeded each other. The wind was soft,

and did not settle in any quarter, but often veered round to e'-\;ry

point of the compass in the course of a single day. The constant

damp was very unhealthy, and likely to lead to scorbutic affections

amongst the colonists, but fortunately, although the lime juice and
lime lozenges were running short, and no fresh stock had been

obtained, the scurvy-grass and sorrel had yielded a very good
crop, and, by the advice ox Lieutenant Hobson, a portion of them
was eaten daily.

Every effort must, however, be made to get away from Fort Hope.

Under the circumstances, three months would scarcely be long

enough for them all to get to the nearest continent It was im-

possible to risk being overtaken by the thaw on the ice-field, and
therefore if they started at all it must be at the end of November.

The journey would have been diflBcult enough, even if the ice had
been rendered solid everywhere by a severe winter, anr^ ii* this

uncertain weather it wa. a most serious matter.

On the 13tL November, Hobson, Mrs Barnett, and the Sergeant

met to decide on the day of departure. The Sergeant was of opinion

that they ought to leave the island as soon as possible.

" For," he said, " we must make allowance for all the possible

delays during a march of six hundred miles. We ought to ieach

the continent before March, or we may be surprised by the thaw,

and then we shall be in a worse predicament than we are on our

island."

" But/' said Mrs Barnett, " is the sea firm enough for us to cross

itt"
** I think it is," said Long, " and the ice gets thicker every day.

The barometer, too, is gradually rising, and by the time our prepara-

tions are con.pleted, which will be in about another week, I think,

I hope that the really cold weather will have set in."

" The winter hasbeguu very badly," said Hobson, " in fact every-

thing seems to combine against us. Strange seasons have often

been experienced on these seas ; I have heard of whalers being able

to navigate in places where, even in the summer at another time

they would not have had an inch of water beneath their keels.

In my opinion there io not a day to be lost, and I cannot sufficiently

27
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regret that the ordinary temperature of these regions does not assist

us."

" It will later," said Mrs Bamett, " and we must be ready to

take advantage of every chance in our favour. When do you pro-

pose starting, Lieutenant 7

"

* At the end of November at the latest," replied Hobaon, "but

if in a week hence our preparations are finished, and the route

appears practicable, we will start then."

"Very well," said Long, "we will get ready without losing an

instant."

" Then," said Mrs Bamett, " you will now tell our companions

of the situation in which they are placed 1

"

" Yes, madam, the moment to speak and the time for action have

alike arrived."

" And when do you propose enlightening them t"

" At once. Sergeant Long," he added, turning to his subordinate,

who at once drew himself up in a military attitude, '* call all your

men together in the large room to receive a communication."

Sergeant Long touched his cap, and turning on his heel left the

room without a word.

For some minutes Mrs Bamett and Hobson were left alone, but

neither of them spoke.

The Sergeant quickly returned, and told Hobson that his orders

were executed.

The Lieutenant and the lady at once went into the large room.

All the njembers of the colony, men and women, were assembled in

the dimly lighted room.

Hobson came forward, and standing in the centre of the group

said very gravely

—

" My friends, until to-day 1 have felt it my duty, in order to

spare you useless unxiety, to conceal from you the situation of our

fort An earthquake separated us from the continent. Cape

Bathurst has broken away from the mainland. Our peninsula is but

an island of ice, a wandering island "

At this moment Marbre stepped forward, and said quietly,

"We knew it, sir I"
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CHAPTER Xn.

A CHANCE TO BE TRIED,

3HE brave fellows knew it then I And that they might not

S*kS add to the cares of their chief, they had pretended to know
nothing, and had worked away at the preparations for the

winter with the same zeal os the year before.

Tea.-s of emotion stood in Hobson's eyes, and he made no attempt

to conceal them, but seizing Marbre's outstretched hand, lie pressed

it in his own.

Yes, the soldiers all knew it, for Marbre had guessed it long ago.

The filling of the reindeer trap with salt water, tho non-arrival of

the detachment from Fort Reliance, the observations of latitude and
longitude taken every day, which would have been useless on fiim

ground, the precautions observed by Hobson to prevent any one
seeing him take the bearings, the fact of the animals remaining on
the island after winter had set in, and the change in the position of

the cardinal points during the last few days, which they bad noticed

at once, had all been tokens -asily interpreted by the inhabitants of

Fort Hope. The arrival of Kalumah had puzded them, but they

had concluded that she had been thrown upon the islaad in the

storm, and they were right, as we are aware.

Marbre, upon whom the truth had first dawned, confided his

suspicions to Mac-Nab the carpenter and Rae the blacksmith. All

three faced J-he situation calmly enough, and agreed that they ought

to tell their comrades and wives, but decided to let the Lieutenant

think they knew nothing, and to obey him without question as

before.

"You are indeed brave fellows, my friends," exclaimed Mrs
Bamett, who was much touched by this delicate feeling, *'you are

true soldiers I

"

" Our Lieutenant may depend upon us," said jiI«c-Nab, "he has

done his duty, and we will do ours."
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" I know you will, dear comrades," said Hobson, " and if only

Heaven will help and not forsake us, we will help ourselves."

The Lieutenant then related all that had happened since the

time when the earthquake broke the isthmus, and converted the
districts round Cape Bathurst into an island. He told how, when
the sea became free from ice in the spring, the new island had been
drifted more than two hundred miles away from the coast by an
unknown current, how the hurricane had driven it back within
sight of land, how it had again been carried away in the night of the
31st August, and, lastly, how Kalumah had bravely risked her life

to come to the aid of her European friends. Then he enumerated
the changes the island had undergone, explaiaing how the warmer
waters had worn it away, and his fear that it might be carried to
the Pacific, or seized by the Kamtchatka Current, concluding his
narrative by stating that the wandering island had finally stopped on
the 27th of last September.

The chart of the Arctic seas was then brought, and Hobson
pointed out the position occupied by the island—six hundred miles
from all land.

He ended by saying that the situation was extremely dangerous,
that the island would inevitably be crushed when the ice broke up,
and that, before having recourse to the boat—which could not be
used until the next summer—they must +.ry to get back to the
American continent by crossing the ice-field.

" We shall have six hundred miles to go in the cold and darkness
of the Polar night. It will be hard work, my friends, but you know
as well as I do that there can be no shrinking from the task."

" When you give the signal to start, Lieutenant, we will follow
you," said Mac-Nab.

All being of one mind, the preparations for departure were firom

that date rapidly pushed forward. The men bravely faced the, fact

that they would have six hundred miles to travel under very trying

circumstances. Sergeant Long superintended the works, whilst
Hobson, the two hunters, and Mrs Barnott, often went to test the firm-

ness of the ice-field. Kalumah frequently accompanied them, and
her remarks, founded on experience, might possibly be of g^at use
to the Lieutenant. Unless they were prevented they were to start

on the 20th November, and there was lot a motient to lose.

As Hobson had foreseen, the wind having risen, the temperature
icu '^ii^uMTj^ ouu Due coiUiua oi wdivuijr iii&rjced ^ii" Faiirenheit.
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Snov, which soon became hardened, replaced the rain of the preced-

ing days. A few more days of such cold and sledges could be

used. The little bay hollowed out of the cliffs of Cape Michael Was

partly filled with ice and snow ; but it must not be forgotten that

its calmer waters froze more quickly than those of the open sea,

which were not yet in a satisfactory condition.

The wind continued to blow almost incessantly, and with con.

siderable violence, but the motion of waves interfered with the

regular formation and consolidation of the ice. Large pools of water

occurred here and there between the pieces of ice, and it was impos-

sible to attempt to cross it.

" The weather is certainly getting colder," observed Mrs Bamett

to Lieutenant Hobson, as they were exploring the south of the

island together on the 10th November, "the temperature is becom-

ing lower and lower, and these liquid spaces will soon freeze over."

" I think you are right, madam," replied Hobson, " but the way
in which they will freeze over will not be very favourable to our

plans. The pieces of ice are small, and tl^eir jagged edges will

stick up all over the surface, making it very rough, so that if our

sledges get over it at all. It will only be with very great difficulty."

" But," resumed Mrs Bamett, " if I am not mistakon, a heavy

fall of snow, lasting a few days or even a few hours, would su^ce

to level the entire surface !

"

" Yes, yes," replied Hobson, " but if snow should fall, it wUl

be because the temperature has risen ; and if it rises, the ice-field

will break up again, so that either contingency will be against

us!"

"It really would be a strange freak of fortune if we should

experience a temperate instead of an Arctic winter in the midst of

the Polar Sea 1 " observed Mrs Barnett.

" It has happened before, madam, it has happened before. Let

me remind you of the great severity of last cold season ; now it has

been noticed that two long bittir winters seldom succeed each other,

and the whalers of the northern seas know it well. A bitter winter

when we should have been glad of a mild one, and a mild one

when we so sorely need the reverse. It must be owned, we have

been strangely unfortunate thus far ! And when I think of six

hundred tniles to cross with women and a child !"....
And Hobson pointed to the vast white plain, with strange irre-

gular markings like guipure work, stretching away into the infinite
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distance. Sad and desolate enough it looked, the imperfectly frown
surface cracking every now and then with an ominous sound. A
pale moon, its light half quenched in the damp mists, rose but a few
degrees above the gloomy horizon and shot a few faint beams upon
the melancholy scene. The half-darkness and the refraction com-
bined doubled the size of every object. Icebergs of moderate
height assumed gigantic proportions, and were in some cases dis-

torted into the forms of fabulous monsters. Birds passed overhead
with loud flapping of wings, and in consequence of : i optical

illusion the smallest of them appeared as large as a condor or a vul-
ture. In the midst of the icebergs yawned apparently huge black
tunnels, into which the boldest man would scarcely dare to venture,
and now and then sudden convulsions took place, as the icebergs,
worn away at the base, heeled over with a crash, the sonorous echoes
taking up the sounds and carrying them along. The rapid changes
resembled the transformation scenes of fairyland, and terrible indeed
must all those phenomena have appeared '

» the luckless colonists

who were about to venture across the ice-fie! i I

In spite of her iuoral and physical courage Mrs Barnett could not
control an -nvolurtary shudder. Soul and body alike shrunk from
the awful prospec*^ and she was tempted to shut her eyes and stop
her ears that she might see and hear no more. When the moon
w ? for a moment veiled behind a heavy cloud, the glov-^m of the
Polar landscape became still more awe-inspiring, and before her
mind's eye rose a vision of the caravan of men and women
struggling across these vast solitudes in the midst of hurricanes,

snow-storms, avalanches, and in the thick darkness of the Arctic
night I

Mrs Barnetfc, however, forced herself to look ; she wished to accuo-

tom her eyes to these scenes, and to teach herself not to shrink from
facing their terrors. But as she gazed a cry suddenly burst from
her lips, and seizing Hobson's hand, she pointed to a huge object,

of ill-defined dimensions, moving about in the uncertain light, scarcelv
a hundred paces from where they stood.

i.t was a white monster of immense size, mora tlian a hundred
feet high. It was pacing slowly along over the broken ice, bound-
ing from one piece to another, and beating the air with its

huge feet, between which it could have held ten large dogs at least.

It, too, seemed to be seeking a practicable path across the ice—it,

i-vj, =v.wjijvu ;*M^iuus i/u liy iroin i/ne GOoni6€l isianci. Xfiv it>0 t'ave
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way beneath its weight, and it had often considerable difficulty in

regaining its feet.

The monster made its way thus for about a quarter of a mile

across the ice, and then, its farther progress being barred, it turned

round aad advanoad towards the «pot whec« Mrs Barnett and the

Lieutenant stood.

Hobson seized the gun which was slung over hia shoulder and

presented it at the animal, ^ it almost immediately lowering the

weapon, be said *o Mrs Barnett

—

" A beai, ma jim, only a bear, the size of which has bet *«
; reatly

magniSed by refraction."

It w/'
, in fact, a Polar bear, and Mrs Barnett drew a long

breath o' .alief as she understood the optical illusion rf which she

Lad been the victim. Then an idea struck her.

** It is my bear I
" she exclaimed, " the bear with the devotion of

a Newiot^ndland dog 1 Probably the only one still on the islands

But what is he doing here 1

"

" He is trying to get away," replied Hobson, si aking his h .tad.

" He is trying to escape from this doomed island, and he cf.nnot

do so 1 He is proving to us that we cannot pass where he has had

to turn bach I

"

Hobson was right, the imprisoned animal had tried to leave the

iland and to get to the continent, and having failed it ^as return-

Ii'5 to the coast. Shaking its head and gvowling, it passed some

twenty paces from the two watchers, and, either not seeing them or

disdaining to take any notice of them, it walked heavily on

towards Cape Michael, and soon disappeared behind the rising

ground.

Lieutenant Hobson and Mrs Barnett returned sadly and silently

to the fort.

The preparations for departure went on as rapidly, however, as if

it were possible to leave the island. Nothing was neglected to pro>

mote the success of the undertaking, every possible danger had to

be foi'eseen, and not only had the ordinary difficulties and dangers

of a journey across the ice to be allowed for, but also the sudden

changes of weather peculiar to the Polar regions, which so obstin-

Witely resist every attempt to explore them.

The teams of ckgs required special attention. They were

allowed to ran abcut near the fort, chat t'>ey might regain the activity
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of which too long a rest had, to some extent, deprived them, and

they were soon in a condition to make a long march.

The sledges were carefully examined and repaired. The rough

surface of the ice-field would give them many violent shocks, and

they were therefore thoroughly overhauled by Mac-Nab and his

men, the inner framework and the curved fronts being carefully

repaired and strengthened.

Two large waggon sledges w .« built, one for the transport of

provisions, the other for the p itries. The£ 3 were to be drawn by

the tamed reindeer, which had been well trained for the service.

The peltries or furs were articles of luxury with which it was not

perhaps quite prudent to burden the travellers, but Hobson was

anxious to consider the interests of the Company as much as possible,

although he was resolved to abandon them, en rouU^ if they harassed

or impeded his march. No freah risk was run of injury of the furs,

for of course they would have been lost if left at the factory.

It was of course quite another matter with the provisions, of

which a good and plentiful supply was absolutely necessary. It

was of no use to count on the product of the chase this time. As

soon as the passage of the ice-field became practicable, all the edible

vame would get on ahead and reach the mainland before the

caravan. One waggon sledge was therefore packed with salt meat,

corned beef, hare pat^, dried fish, biscuits—the stock of which was

unfortunately getting low—and an ample reserve of sorrel, scurvy-

grass, rum, spirits of wine, for making warm drinks, &c. &c.

Hobson would have been glad to take some fuel with him, as he

wovild not meet with a tree, a shrub, or a bit of moss throughout

the march of six hundred miles, nor could he hope for pieces of

wreck or timber cast up by the sea, but he did not dare to overload

his sledges with wood. Fortunately there was no lack of warm

comfortable garments, and in case of need they could draw upon

the reserve of peltries in the waggon.

Thomiis Black, who since his misfortune had altogether retired

from the world, shunning his companions, taking part in none of

the consultations, and remaining shut up in his own room, re-

appeared as soon as the day of departure was definitely fixed. But

even then he attended to nothing but the sledge which was to carry

his person, his instruments, and his regi8t«r8. Always very silent, it

was now impossible to get a word out of him. He had forgotten

jt.Viiniy AVAn thftfc liA vruA. sl (ir.iAntifin nriAn. &n<1 slncA Via hn/]fiVfiF^
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been deceived about the eclipse, since the solution of the problem
of the red prominences of the moon bad escaped him, he had taken
no notice of any of the peculiar phenomena of the high latitudes,

such as liie Aurora Borealis, halos, parhelia, <&c.

During the last few days every one worked so hard that all was
ready for the start on the morning of the 18th November.

But, alas
! the ice-field was still impassable. Although the ther-

mometer had fallen slightly, the cold had not been severe enougli
to freeze the surface of the sea with any uniformity, and the snow
which feil war^ fine and intermittent. Hobson, Marbre, and Sabim;
went along the coast every day from Cape Michael to what was
once the corner of the old Walruses' Bay. They even ventured out
about a mile and a half upon the ice-field, but were compelled to

admit that it was broken by rents, crevasses, and fissures in every
direction. Not only would it be impossible for sledges io cross it,

it was dangerous for unencumbered pedestrians. Hobson and his

two men underwent the greatest fatigue in these short excursions,
and more than once they ran a risk of being unable to get back
to Victoria Island across the ever-changing, ever-moving blocks of

ice.

Really all nature seemed to be in league against the luckless
colonists.

On the 18th and 19th November, the thermometer rose, whilst
the barometer fell. Fatal results were to be feared from this

change in the state <\i the atmosphere. Whilst the cold dtcreased
the sky became covered with cNmds, which presently resolved
themselves into heavy rain instead of the sadly-needed snow, tke
column of mercury standing at 34° Fahrenheit. These showers
of comparatively warm water melted the snow and ice in many
places, and the result can easily be imagined. It really seemed as

if a thaw were setting in, and there were symptoms of a general
breaking up of the ice-field. In spite of the dreadful weather,
however, Hobson went to the south of the island every day, and
every day returned more disheartened than before.

On the 20th, a tempest resembling in violence that of the month
before, broke upon the gloomy Arctic solitudes, compelling the
colonists to give up going out, and to remain shut up in Fort
Hope for two days.



CHAPTER XIIL

ACROSS THB ICB-FIELD.

§T last, on the 22d of November, the weather moderated. In

a few hours the storm suddenly ceased. The wind veered

round to the north, and the thermometer fell several

degrees. A few birds capable of a longHSUstained flight took wing

and disappeared. There really seemed to be a likelihood that the

temperature was at last going lo become what it ought to be at this

time of the year in such an elevated latitude. The colonists might

well regret that it was not now what it had been during the last

cold season, when the column of mercury fell to 72° Fahrenheit

below zero.

Hobson determined no longer to delay leaving Victoria Island,

and on the morning of the 22d the whole of the little colony was

ready to leave the island, which was now firmly welded to the ice-

field, and by its means connected with the American continent, six

hundred miles away.

At half-past eleven A.M., Hob&on gave the signal of departure. The

sky was grey but clear, and lighted up from the horizon to the

zenith by a magnificent Aurora Borealis. The dogs were harnessed

to the sledges, and three couple of reindeer to the waggon sledges.

Silently they wetided their way towards Cape Michael, where they

would quit the island, properly so called, for the ice-field.

The caravan at first skirted along the wooded hill on the east of

Lake Barnett, but as they were rounding the corner all paused to

look round for the last time at Cape Bathurst, which they were

leaving never to return. A few snow-encrusted rafters stood out in

the light of the Aurora Borealis, a few white lines marked the

boundaries of the enceinte of the factory, a white mass here and

there, a few blue wreaths of smoke from the expiring fire never to

be rekindled j this was all that could be seen of Fort Hope, now
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useless and deserted, but erected at the cost of so much labour and
so much anxiety.

" Farewell, farewell, to our poor Arctic home ! " exclaimed Mrs.
Barnett, waving her hand for the last time ; and all sadly and
silently resumed their journey.

At one o'clock the detachment arrived at Cape Michael, after
having rounded the gulf which the cold had imperfectly frozen
over. Thus far the difficulties of the journey had not been very
great, for the ground of the island was smooth compared to the
ice-field, which was strewn with icebergs, hummocks, and packs,
between which, practicable passes had to be found at the cost of
an immense amount of fatigue.

Towards the evening of the same day the party had advanced
several miles on the ice-field, and a halt for the night was ordered

;

the encampment was to be formed by hollowing out snow-houses
in the Esquimaux style. The work was quickly accomplished
with the ice-chisels, and at eight o'clock, after a salt meat supper,
every one had crept into the holes, which are much warmer than
anybody would imagine.

Before retiring, however, Mrs. Barnett asked the Lieutenant
how far he thought they had come.

" Not more than ten miles, I think," jplied Hobson.
" Ten from six hundred !

" exclaimed Mrs Barnett. "At this rate
it will take us three months to get to the American continent !

"

" Perhaps more, madam," replied Hobson, " for we shall not be
able to get on faster than tb's. We are not travelling as we were
last year over the frozen plains between Fort Reliance and Cape
Bathurst

;
but on a distorted ice-field crushed by the pressure of

the icebergs across which there is no easy route. I expect to meet
with almost insurmountable difficulties on the way ; may we be
able to conquer them ! It is not of so much importance, however,
to march quick ^s to preserve our health, and I shall indeed
think myself fortunate if all my comrades answer to their names
in the roll-call on our arrival at Fort Reliance. Heaven grant we
may have all landed at some point, no matter where, of the Amer-
ican continent in three months' time ; if so, we shall never be able
to return thanks enouffh."

The night passed without incident ; but during the long vigil
which he kept, Hobson fancied he noticed certain ill-omened trem-
blings on the spot he had chosen for his encampment, and could

28
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not but fear that the vast ice-field was insufficiently cemented, and

that there would be numerous rents in the surface which would

greatly impede his progress, and render communication with firm

ground very uncertaia Moreover, before he started, he had

observed that none of the animals had left the vicinity of the fort,

and they would certainly have sought a warmer climate had not their

instinct warned them of obstacles in their way. Yet the Lieutenant

felt that he had only done his duty in making this attempt to restore

his little colony to an inhabited land, before the setting in of the

thaw, and whether he succeeded or had to turn back he would have

no reason to reproach himself.

The next day, November 23d, the detachment could not ij

advance ten miles towards the east, so great were the diffi<

met with. The ice-field was fearfully distorted, and herel

there many layers of ice were piled one upon another, doubtless

driven along by the irresistible force of the ice-wall into tbe

,

funnel of the Ar-'tic Ocean. Hence a confusion of masses

which looked as if they had been suddenly dropped by a har

incapable of holding them, and strewn about in every direction. ^^
It was clear that a caravan of sledges, drawn by dogs and refi^i'

deer, could not possibly get over these blocks ; and it was equally

clear that a path could not be cut through them with the hatchet or

ice-chisel. Some of the icebergs assumed extraordinary forms, and

there were groups which looked like towns falling into ruins. Some

towered three or four hundred feet above the level of the ice-field,

and were capped with tottering masses of debris, which the slightest

shake or shock or gust of wind would bring down in avalanches.

The greatest precautions were, therefore, necessary in rounding

these ice-mountains, and orders were given not to speak above a

whisper, and not to excite the dogs by cracking the whips in these

dangerous passes.

Bat an inmiense amount of time was lost in looking for practicable

passages, and the travellers were worn out with fatigue, often going

i-^i miles round Viefore they could advance one in the required direc-

tion towards the east. The only comfort was that the ground still

remained firm beneath their feet.

On the 24th November, however, fresh obstacles arose, which

Hobsou really feared, with considerable reason, would be insurmount-

able.

After g-itting over one wall of ice which rose some twenty mileo
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from Victoria Island, the party found themsfllves on a much Icm
nndulating ice-field, the different portions of which had evidently

not been subjected to any great pressure. Tt was clear that in con-

sequence of the direction of the currents t afluence of the masses
of permanent ice in the north had not here oeen felt, and Hobson
and his comrades soon found that this ice-field was intersected

with wide and deep crevasses not yet frozen over. The temperature
here was comparatively warm, and the thermometer maintained a
mean height of more than 34° Fahrenheit. Salt wat^r, as is

well known, does not freeze so readily as fresh, but requires several

degrees of cold below freezing point before it becomes solidified, and
the sea was therefore still liquid. All the icebergs and floes here had
come from latitudes farther north, and, if we may so express it,

lived upon the cold they had brought with them. The whole of
the southern portion of the Arctic Ocean was most imperfectly

frozen, and a warm rain was falling, which hastened the dissolution

of what ice there was.

On the 24th November the advance of the travellers was abso-

lutely arrested by a crevasse full of rough water strewn with small

icicles—a crev^isse not more than a hundred feet wide, it is true, but
probably many miles long.

For two whole hours the party skirted along the western edge of

this gap, in the hope of coming to the end of it and getting to the

other side, so as to resume their march to the east, but it was
all in vain, they were obliged to give it up and encamp on the wrong
aide.

Hobson and Long, however, proceeded for another quarter of a

mile along the interminable crevasse, mentally cursing the mildness

of the winter which had brought them into such a strait.

"We must pass somehow," said Long, " for we can't stay where

we are."

" Yes, yes," replied the Lieutenant, " and we shall pass it, either by
going up to the north, or down to the south, it must end somewhere.

But after we have got round this we shall come to othera, and so

it will go on perhaps for hundred of miles, as long as this uncertain

and most unfortunate weather continues !

"

" Well, Lieutenant, we must ascertain the truth once for all before

we resume our journey," said the Sergeant.

"We must indeed, Sergeant," replied Hobson firmly, "or w
9haU run a risk of not having crossed half the distance b tweQu u
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and America .aftor travelling five or six hundred miles out of our
way. Yes, before going farther, I must make quite sure of the

state of the ice-field, and that is what I am aboi ^• to do."

And without another word Hobson stripped himself, plunged
into the balf-frozen water, and being a powerful swimmer a few
s^^^rokes soon brought him to the other side of the crevasse, when he
disappeared amongst the icebergs.

A few hours later the Lieutenant reached the encampment, to

which Long had already returned, in an exhausted condition. He
tooV Mrs Barnett and the Sergeant aside, and told them that the

ice-field was impracticable, adding

—

" Perhaps one man on foot without a sledge or any encumbrances

might get acrosp, but for a caravan it is impossible. The
crevasses increase towardf the east, and a boat would really be
of more use than a sleage if we wish to reach the American
coast."

" Well," said Long, " if one man could cross, ought not one of

us to attempt it, and go and seek assistance for the rest."

" I thought of trying it mj'self," replied Hobson.
" You, Lieutenant !

"

" You, sir !
" cried Mrs Barnett and Long in one breath.

These two exclamations showed Hobson how unexpected and
inopportune liis proposal appeared. How could h-^, the chief of the

expedition, tl ink of deserting those confided to him, even although

it was in their interests and at great risk to himself. It was quite

impossible, and the Lieutenant did not insist upon it.

" Yes," he said, " I understand how it appears to you, my friends,

and I will not abandon you. It would, indeed, be quite useless

for any one to attempt the passage ; he would not succeed, he would
fall by the way, and find a watery grave when the thaw sets in.

And even suppose he reached New Archangel, how could he come
to our rescue ? Would he charter a vessel to seek for us ? Suppose
he did, it could not start until after the thaw. And who can tell

where the currents will then have taken Victoria Island, either yet

farther north or to the Behring Sea !

" Yes, Lieutenant, you are .-ight," replied Long ;
" let us remain

together, and if we are to be saved in a boat, there is Mac-N"ab's

on Victoria Island, and for it at least we shall not have to wait!

"

Mrs Bainett had listened without saying a word, but she under-

stood that the ice-field being impassable, they had now nothinc to
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depend on but the carpenter's boat, and th"t they would have to wait

bravely for the thaw.

" What are you going to do, then ? " she inquired at Ifit
" Return to Victoria Island."

" Let us return then, and Qod be with us I

"

The rest of the travellers had uow gathered round tho Lieutenant,

and he laiJ his plan^^ before them.

At first all were disposed to rebel, the "'>'>r creatures had been
coanting on getting back to their homes, an .elt absolutely crushed

at the disappointment, but they soon recovered their dejection and
declared themselves ready to obey.

Hobson then told them the results of the examination he had
just made. They learnt that the obstacles in their way on the east

were so numerous that it would be absolutely impossible to paid

with the sledges and their contents, and as the journ , would last

several months, the provisions, &c., could not be dispensed with.
** We are now," added the Lieutenant, " cut '^ff from all com-

munication with the mainland, and by going farther towards the

east we run a risk, after enduring great fatigues, of finding it

impossible to get back to the island, now our only refuge, ff the

thaw should overtake us on the ice-field, we aro I :!st. I have not

disguised nor have I exaggerated the truth, and I knew, my friends,

that I am ^.peaking to men who have found that I am not a man to

turn back from difficulties. But I repeat, the taak we Live set

ourselves is impossible !

"

The men trusted their .
*' '-' jlicitly. They knew his courage

and energy, and felt as ... ^ listened to his w^rds that it was
indeed impossible to cross the ice.

It was decided to start on the return journey to Fort Hope the nex';

day, and it was accomplished under mosi distressing circumstances.

The weather was dreadful, squalls swept Jowu upon the ice-field,

and rain fell in torrents. The difficulty of finding the way in the

darkness through the labyrinth of icebergs can well be imagined .'

It took no less than four days and four nights to get back to th

island. Several teams of dogs with their sledges fell into the

crevasses, but thanks to Hobson's skill, prudence, and devotion, he

lost not onp >f his party. But what terrible dangers and fatigues

they had to go through, and how awful was the prospect, of a loiher

winter on the wandering island to the unfortunate colonists I

A*«",
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CHAPTER XIV.

Tff£ WIN'SLR MONTHS.

jHE party did not arrive at Fort Hope until the 28th, after

a most arduous journey. They had now nothing to depend
on but the boat, and that they could not use until the

sea was open, which would not be for six months.

Preparations for another winter were therefore made. The
sledges were unloaded, the provisions put back in the pantry, and
the clothes, arms, furs, &c., in the magazines. The dogs returned

to their dog-house, and the reindeer to their stable.

Great was the despair of Thoinas Elack at this return to seclu-

sion. The poor astronomer carried his instruments, his books, and
his MbS. back to his room, and more angry than ever with *' the
evii fate which pursued him," he held himseit aloof from every-

thing which went on in the factory.

All were again settled at their usual winter avocations the da;'

after their arrival, and the monotorous winter life once more com-
menced. Needlework, mending the clothes, taking care of the furs,

some of which might yet be saved, the observation of the weather,

the examination of the ice-field, ard readii.g aloud, were the daily

occupations. Mrs Barnett was, as before, the leader in everything,

and her influence was everywhere felt. If, as som- times happened,
now that all were uneasy about the ft tuie, a slight disagreement
occurred between any of the soldier,}, a few words from Mrs Barnett
soon set matters straight, for she had acquired wonderful power
over the little world in which she moved, and ..he always used it

for the good of the community.

Kalumah had become a great favourite with everybody, for sh:

was always pleaf;ant and obliging. Mrs Ba.nett had undertaken
her education, and she got on -niickly, for she was both intelligent

and eager to learn. She improved her English speaking, and also

taught her to read and write in that language. There were, however,
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twelve masters for Kalumah, all eager to assist in this branch of

her education, as the soldiers had all been taught reading, writing,

and arithmetic either in England or in English colonies.

The building of the boat proceeded rapidly, and it was to be
planked and decked before the end of the month. Mac-Nab and
some of his men worked hard in the darkness outside, with no light

but the flames of burning resin, whilst others were busy making the

rigging in tho magazines of the factory. Although the season was
now far advanced, the weather still remained very undecided. The
cold was sometimes intense, but owing to the prevalence of west
winds it never lasted long.

Thus passed the whole of December, rain and intermittent falls

of snow succeeded each other, the temperature meanwhile varying

.om 26* to 34° Fahrenheit. The consumption of fuel was moderate,

although there was no need to econon'ise it, the reserves being

considerable. It was otherwise with the oil, upon which they

depended for light, for the stcoJc was getting so low that the

Lieutenant could at last only allow the lamps to be lit for a fe .v

hours every day. He tried using reindeer fat for lighting the house,

but the smell of it was so unbearable that every one preferred being

in the dark. All work had of course to be given up for the time,

and very tedious did the long dark hours appear.

Some Auroras Borealis and two or three lunar halos appeared at

full moon, and Thomas Black might n ,w have minutely observed all

these phenomenon, and have made precise caiculations on their inten-

sity, their coloration, c nectionwith the electric state of the atmo-

sphere, and their influ' ce upon the magnetic needle, &c. But the

astronomer did not ovea leave his room. His spirit was completely

crushed.

On the 30th December the light of the moon revej^'ed a long

circular line of icebergs shutting in the horizon on the noifh and
east of Victoria Island. This v^as the ice-wall, the frozen masses of

which were piled up to a height of some three 01 four hundred

feet. Two-thirds of the island were hemmc^ in by this mighty

barrier, and it seemed probable that the blockade would become

yet more complete.

The sky was clear for the tirst week c^ January. The new year,

1861, opened ^Hh very cold weather, and the column of mercury

fell to 8" Fahrenheit. It was tha lowest tempei ture that had yet

II

i
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been experienced in this singular winter, although it was anything
but low for such a high latitude.

The Lieutenant felt it his duty once more to take the latitude

and longitude of tlie island by means of stellar observations, and
found that its position had not changed at all.

About this time, in spite of all their economy, the oil seemed
likely to fail altogether. The sun would not appear above the
horizon before early in February, so that there was a month to wait
during which there was a danger of the colonists having to remain
in complete darkness. Thanks to the young Esquimaux, however
a fresh supply of oil for the lamps was obtained.

On the 3rd January Kalumah walked to Cape Bathurst to

examine the state of the ice. All along the south of the island

the ice-field was very compact, the icicles of which it was com-
posed were more firmly welded together, there were no liquid spaces

between them, and the surface of the floe, though rough, was per-

fectly firm everywhere. This was no doubt caused by the f-c sure

of the chain of icebergs on the horizon, which drove the ice towards
the north, and squeezed it against the island.

Although she saw no crevasses or rents, the young native noticed

many circular holes neatly cut in the ice, the use of which she knew
perfectly well. They were the holes kept open by seals imprisoned
beneath the solid crust of ice, and by which they came to the surface

to breathe and look for mosses under the snow on the coast.

Kalumah knew that in the winter bears will crouch patiently near
these holes, and watching for the moment when the seal comes out
of the water, they rush upon it, hug it to death in their paws, and
carry it oflf. She knew, too, that the Esquimaux, not less patient

than the bears, also watch for the appearance of these animals, and
throwing a running noose over their heads when they push them up,

drag them to the surface.

What bears and Esquimaux could do might certainly also be done
by skilful hunters, and Kalumah hastened back to the fort to tell

the Lieutenant of what she had seen, feeling sure that where these

holes were seals were not far off.

Hobson sent for the hunters, and the young native described to

them the way in which the Esquimaux capture these animals m the
winter, and begged them to try.

She had not finished speaking before Sabine had a strong rope
with a runninor noose readvin his li-ain! nnrl

t>n.
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Mrs Barnett, Kalumah, and two or three soldiers, the hunters
hurried to Cape Bathurst, and whilst the women remained on the
beach, the men made their way to the holes pointed out by
Kalumah. Each one was provided with a rope, and stationed

himself at a different hole.

A long time of waiting ensued—no sign of the seals, but at last

the water in the hole Marbre had chosen began to bubble, and a

head with long tusks appeared. It was that of a walrua Marbre
flung his running noose skilfully over its neck and pulled it tightly.

His comrades rushed to his assistance, .and with some difficulty the

huge beast was dragged upon the ice, and despatched with
hatchets.

It was a great success, and the colonists were delighted with this

novel fishing. Other walruses were taken in the same way, and
furnished plenty of oil, which, though not strictly of the right sort,

did very well for the lamps, and there was no longer any lack of

light in any of the rooms of Fort Hope.

The cold was even now not very severe, and had the colonists

been 0.. the American mainland they could only have rejoiced in the

mildness of the winter. They were sheltered by the chain of ice-

bergs from the north and west winds, and the month of January
passed on with the thermometer never many degrees below freezing

point, so that the sea round Victoria Island was never frozen hard.

Fissures of more or less extent broke the regularity of the surface

in the offing, as was p.oved by the continued presence of the rumi-

nants and furred animals near the factory, all of which had become

strangely tame, forming in fact part of the menagerie of the

colony.

According to Hobson's orders, all these creatures were unmolested.

It would have been useless to kill them, and a reindeer was only

occasionally slaughtered to obtain a fresh supply of venison. Some
of the furred animals even ventured into the enceinte, and they

were not driven away. The martens and foxes were in all the

splendour of their winter clothing, and under ordinary circumstances

would have been of immense value. These rodents found plenty of

moss under the snow, thanks to the mildness of the season, and did

not therefore live upon the reserves of the factory.

It was with some apprehensions for the future that the end of

the winter was awaited, but Mrs Barnett did all in her power to

brighteu the monotonous existeuoe of her cumpauiuus in exile.
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Only one incident occurred in the month of January, and that

one was distressing enough. On the 7th, Michael Mac-Nab was

taken ill—severe headache, great thirst and alternations of shiver-

ing and fever, soon reduced the poor little fellow to a sad state.

His mother and father, and indeed all his friends, were in very

great trouble. No one knew what to do, as it was impossible to

say what his illness was, but Madge, who retained her senses

about her, advised cooling drinks and poultices. Kalumah was

indefatigable, remaining day and night by her favourite's bedside,

and refusing to take any rest.

About the third day there was no longer any doubt as to the

nature of the malady. A rash came out all over the child's body,

and it was evident that he had malignant scarlatina, which would

certainly produce internal inflammation.

Children of a year old are rarely attacked with this terrible dis-

ease, but cases do occasionally occur. The medicine-chest of the

factory was necessarily insufficiently stocked, but Madge, who had

nursed several patients through scarlet lever, remembered that

tincture of belladonna was recommended, and administered one

or two drops to the little invalid every day. The greatest care

was taken lest he should catch cold ; he was at once removed to

his parents' room, and the rash soon came out freely. Tiny red

points appeared on his tongue, his lips, and even on the globes of

his eyes. Two days later his skin assumed a violet hue, then it

became white and fell off in scales.

It was now that double care was required to combat the great

internal inflammation, which proved the severity of the attack,

Nothing was neglected, the boy was, in fact, aumirably nursed,

%nd on the 20th January, twelve days after he was taken ill, he

was pronounced out of danger.

Great was the joy in the factory. The baby was the child df

the fort, of the regiment ! He was born in the terrible northern

latitudes, in the colony itself, he had been named Michael Hope,

and he had come to be regarded as a kind of talisman in the

dangers and difficulties around, and all felt sure that God would

not take him from them.

Poor Kalumah would certainly not have survived him had ha

died, but he gradually recovered, and fresh hope seemed to come

bjtck when he was restored to the little circle.
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alternations of hope and fear. The situation of Victoria Island had
not changed in the least, and it was still wrapped in the gloom of
the apparently interminable Polar night. Snow fell abundantly for
some days, and was piled up on the ground to the height of two
feet.

On the 27th a somewhat alarming visit was received at the fort.
The soldiers Belcher and Pond, when on guard in front of the
enceinte in the morning, saw a huge bear quietly advancing towards
the fort. They hurried into the large room, and told Mrs Barnett
of the approach of the formidable carnivorous beast.

" Perhaps it is only our bear again," observed Mrs Barnett to
Hobson, and accompanied by him, and followed by the Sergeant,
Sabine, and some soldiers provided with guns, she fearlessly walked
to the postern.

The bear was now about two hundred paces off, and was walking
along without hesitation, us if he had some settled plan in view.

" I know him I " cried Mrs Barnett, " it is your bear, Kalumah,
your preserver

!

"

" Oh, don't kill my bear ! " exclaimed the young Esquimaux.
" He shall not be killed," said the Lieutenant ; " don't injure him,

my good fellows," he added to the men, "he will probably return
as he came."

" But suppose he intends coming into the enceinte \ " said Long,
who had his doubts as to the friendly propensities of Polar bears.

" Let him come, Sergeant," said Mrs Barnett, " he is a prisoner
like ourselves, and you know prisoners "

"Don't eat each other," added Hobson. " True, but only when
they belong to the same species. For your sake, however, we will
spare this fellow-sufferer, and only defend ourselves if he attack us.

I think, however, it will be as prudent to go back to the house.
We must not put too strong a temptation in the way of our carni-
vorous friend

!

"

This was certainly good advice, and all returned to the large
room, the windows were closed, but not the shutters.

Through the panes the movements of the visitor were watched.
The bear, finding the postern unfastened, quietly pushed open the
door, looked in, carefully examined the jjremised, and finally entered
the enceinte. Having reached the centre, he examined the buildings
around iiim, went towards the reindeer stable and dog-house,
listened for a momejit to the bowlings of the dogs and the uneasy

I
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noises made by the reindeer, then continued his walic round the

palisade, and at last came and leant his great head against one of

the windows of the large room.

To own the truth everybody started back, several of the soldiers

seized their guns, and Sergeant Long began to fear he had let the

joke go too far.

But Kalumah came forward, and looked through the thin parti-

tion with her sweet eyes. The bear seemed to recognise her, at

least so she thought, and doubtless satisfied with his inspection, he

gave a hearty grow], and turning away left, che enceinte, as Hobson

had prophesied, as he entered it.

This was tiie bear's first and last visit to the fort, and on his

dei)arture everything went on as quietly as before.

The little boj^'s recovery progressed favourably, and at the end of

the month he was as rosy and as bright as ever.

At noon on the 3ril of February, the northern horizon was touched

with a faint glimmer of liglit, which did not fade away for an hour,

and the yellow disc of the sun appeared for an instant for the first

time since the commencement of the long Polar night.

*;i*«lifi^»a-"»-
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CHAPTER XV.

A LAST EXPLORING BXPEDaTIOH.

.ROM this date, February 3rd, the sun rose each day higher
above the horizon, the nights were, however, still very
long, and, as is often the case in February, the cold in-

creased, the thermometer marking only 1* Fahrenheit, the lowest
temperature experienced throughout this extraordinary winter.

" When does the thaw commence in these northern seas ? " inquired
Mrs Barnett of the Lieutenant.

"In ordinary seasons," replied Hobson, "the ice does not break
up untU early in May

; but the winter has been so mild that unless
a very hard frost should now set in, the thaw may commence at the
beginning of April. At least that is my opinion."

" We shall still have two months to wait then 1

"

" Yes, two months, for it would not be prudent to launch our
boat too soon amongst the floating ice; and I think our best plan
will be to wait until our island has reached the narrowest part of
Behring Strait, which is not more than two hundred miles wide."
"What do you mean?" exclaimed Mrs Barnett, considerably

Bi ised at the Lieutenant's reply. " Have you forgotten that it
was the Kamtchatka Current which brought us where we now are
and which may seize us again when the thaw sets in and carry ui
yet farther north?"

" I do not think it will, madam ; indeed I feel quite sure that that
wiil not happen. The thaw always takes place from north to south,
and although the Kamtchatka Current runs the other way, the ice
always goes down the Behring Curreut. Other reasons there a-^
for my opinion which I cannot now enumerate. But the icebergs
invariably drift towards the Pacific, and are there melted by its
wanner waters. Ask Kalumah if I am not riglit. She knows these
latitudes well, and will tell you that the thaw always ptbceeds from
the north to the south.'*
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Kalumfth when questioned confirmed all that the Lieutenant had

said, so that it apptarer' probable that the island would be driftej

to the south like a huge ice-floe, that ia to say, t(» the narrowe purt

of Behring Strait, which is much frequented in the summer oj t' »

fishermen of New Arcluuigel, who are *lie most exjierienced marinera

of those waters. Maidng allowance for jiU delays they might ' ui

hope to set foot on the continent before May, and although tuo cold

had not been very intense there was every reason to believe that the

foundations of Victoria Island had been thickened and strengthened

by a fieah accumulation of ice at the base, and tliat it would hold

together for several months to come.

There wiis then nothing for the colonists to do but to wait patiently,

— still to wi;?t 1

The convalescence of 'Ittle Michael continued to p; ogress favour-

ably. On the 20th of February he went out for the first time,

forty days after he wi taken ill. By this we mean that he went

from his bedroom into the large room, where he was petted and

made nmch of. His mother, acting l)y .Madge's advice, put o'f

weaning him for soir '> little time, and he soon got back his

strength. The soldiers had mside i.iany little toys for him during

his illness, and he was now as happy as any child in the wide

world.

The last week of February was very wet, rain and snow falling

alternately. A strong wind blew from the north-west, and the

temperature was low enough for I.irge quantities of snow to fall
;

the gale, however, increased in v olence, and on the side of Cape

Bathurst and the chain of iceoergs the noise of the tempest was

deafening. The huge ice-n)as8es were dung '.j,ainst each other, and

fell with a roar like that of thun.^ , The ice on the north was

compressed and piled up on the shores (*r the island. There really

seemed to be a danger th .t the cape itself—which was but a kind

of iceberg cajiped with earth and sand—would be flung down.

Some large pieces of ice, in spite of their 'eight, were driven to the

very foot of the palisaded enceinte ; but fortunately for the factory

the cape retained its position ; had it given way all the buildings

must inevitably have been crushed beneath it.

It will be easily understood that the position of Victoria Island,

at the opening of a narrow strait about which the ice accumulated in

large quantities, was extremely peri' .is , f'.vr it might at any time be

swept by a horizontal avahmche, or crushed beneath the hug^ blocks

'-*„
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of ice driven inland from the offing, and so become engulfed before
the thaw. This was a new danger to be added t-) all the others
already threatening the little band. Mrs Barnett, seeing the
awful power of the pressure in the offing, and the violence with
which the moving masses of ice crushed upon each othe: realised
the full magnitude of the peril they would all be in whe the thaw
commenced. She often mentioned i>er fears to the Lieutenant, and
he shook his head like a man who had no reply to make.

Early in March the squall ceased, and the full extent of the trans-
formation of the ice-field was rev aled. It seemed as if by a kind of
glissade the chain of icebergs had drawn nearer to the island. In some
parts it was not two miles distant, and it advanced like a glacier on
the move, with the difference that the latter has a descending and
the ice-wall a horizontal motion. Between tlie lofty chain of ice-moun-
tains the ice-field was fearfully distorted: strewn with hummocks
broken obelisks, shattered blocks, overturned pyramids, it resem-
bled a tempest-tossed sea or a ruined town, in which not a building
or a monument had remained standing, and abov^ it all the mighty
icebergs reared their snowy crests, standing out against the sky with
their pointed peaks, their rugged cones, and solid buttresses, forming
a fitting frame for the weird fantastic landscape at their feet.
At this date the little vessel was quite finished. This boat was

rather heavy in shape, as might have been expected, but she did
credit to Mac-Nab, and shaped as she was like a barire at the
bows, she ought the better to withstand the shocks of the floating
ice. She might have been taken for one of those Dutch boats which
venture upon the northern waters. Her rig, which was completed,
consisted, hke that of a cutter, of a mainsail and a jib carried on
a single maat. The tent canvass of the factory had been made use
of for sailcloth.

This boat would carry the whole colony, and if, as the Lieutenant
hoped, the island were drifted to Behring Strait, the vessel would
easily make her way to land, even from the widest part of the
i'assage. There waa then nothing to be done but wait for t're
thaw. I

Hobson now decided to make a long excursion to the south to
ascertain the state of the ice-field, to see whether there were any
signs of its breaking up, to examine the chain of icebergs by which
It was hemmed in, to make sure, in short, whether it would really be
useless to attempt to cross to the American continent. Maiw inci-

\
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dents might occur, many fresh dangers might arise before the thaw,

and it would therefore be but prudent to make a reconnaissance on

tlie ice-field.

The expedition was organised and tLe start fixed for March 7tb.

Hobson, Mrs Earnett, Kalutnah, Marbre, and Sabine weie to go,

and, if the route should be practicable, they would try and find a

li.issage across the chain of icebergs. In any case, however, they

were not to be absent for more than forty-eight hours.

A good stock of provisions was prepared, and, well provided for

every contingency, the little party left Fort Hope on the morning

of the 7th March and turned towards Cape Michael.

Tlie thermometer then marked 32° Fahrenheit. The atmosphere

was mist}', but the weather was perfectly calm. The sun was now

above the horizon for seven or eight hours a day, and its oblique

rays afforded plenty of light.

At nine o'clock, after a short halt, the party descended the slope

of Cape Michael and made their way across the ice-fields in a south-

easterly direction. On this side the ice-wall rose not three miles

from the cape.

The march wa% of courso very slow. Every minute a crevasse

had to be turned, or a hummock too high to be climbod. It was

evident that a sledge could not have got over the rough distorted

surface, which consisted of an accumulation of blocks of ice of every

shape and size, some of which really seemed to retain their equili-

brium by a miracle. Others had been but recently overturned, as

could be seen from the clearly cut fractures and sharp corners. Not

a sign was to be seen of any living creature, no footprints told of

the passage of man or beast, and the very birds had deserted these

awful solitudes.

Mrs Barnett was astonished at the scene before he- and asked

the Lieutenant how they could possibly have crossed the ice-fields

if tliey had started in December, and he replied by reminding her

that it was then in a very different condition ; the enor i')U» pres-

sure of the advancing icebergs had not then commenced, the -rface

)f the sea was comparati^ly even, and the only danger v.as from its

insufficient aoliditicatioi.. The irregularities which now barred their

passage did not exist early in the winter.

They managed, however, to advance towards the mighty ice-wall,

Kalumah generally leading the way. Like a chamois on the Alpine

rocks, the young girl firmly treaded the ice-masses with a swiftness
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Of foot and an absence of hesitation which was really marvellous.
She knew by instinct the best way through the labyrinth of icebergsand was an unernng guide to her companions.

*

About noon the ba^e of the ice-wall was reached, but it had taken
three hours to get over ' ree miles.

The icy barrier presenced a truly imposing appearance, rising as
It did mere than four hundred feet above the ice-field. The various
strata of which it was formed were clearly defined, and the glisten-
ing surface was tinged with many a delicately-shad.d hue. Jasper-
like ribbons of green and blue alternated with streaks and dashes
of all the colours of the rainbow, strewn with enamelled arabesques
sparkling crystals, and delicate ice-flowers. No cUff, however stmnUi;
distorted, could give any idea of this marvellous half opaque, half
transparent ice-wall, and no description could do justice to the won-
dertul effects of chiara-oscuro produced upon it.

It would not do, however, to approach too near to these beetlin<.
cliffs, the solidity of which was very doubtful Internal fracture's
and rents were already commencing, the work of destruction and
decomposition was proceeding rapidly, axded by the imprisoned
air-bubbles

;
and the fragility of the huge structure, built up by the

cold, was manifest to every eye. It could not survive the Arctic
winter, it waa doomed to melt beneath the sunbeams, and it contained
material enough to feed large rivers.

Lie-tenant Hobson had warned his companions of the danc^er of
the avalanches which constantly fall f-m the summits of the ice-
bergs, and they did not therefore go far along their base. That this
prudence was necessary was pro^dd by the falliug of a hu<re block
at two o'clock, at the entrance to a kind of valley which they were
about to cress It must have w.,ghed more than a hundred tons
and It was Qashed upon the ice-field with a fearful crash, bursting
like a bomD-shell. Fortunately .o one was hurt by the splinters
From two to five o'clock the e: lorers followed a no row winding

path leading down amongs* :
. ^oebergs ; they were anxious to know

\t It led right through f ., out could not at once ascertain. In
this vaUey, as it might ho called, theytwere able t. examine the
internal structure of the icy barrier. The blocks of which it was
built up were here arrang^i vvith greater symmetry than outside. In
some places tranks of trees were seen embedded in the ice, all how-
ever, of Tropical not Polar species, which had evidently been brought
to Arctic regions hj ihe Qulf Stream, and would be taken back to
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the ocean when the iJiaw should hafe converted into water the ice

which now held them in its chill embrace.

At five o'clock it became too dark to go any further. The travel-

lers had not gone more than about two miles in tb*) valley, but it

was so sinuous, that it was impossible to estimate exactly the dis>

tance traversed.

The signal to halt was given by the Lieutenant, and Marbre and

Sabine quickly dug out a grotto in the ice with their chisels, into

which the whole party crept, and after a good supper all were soon

asleep.

Every one was up at eight o'clock the next morning, and Hobson

decided to follow the valley for another mile, in the hope of finding

out whether it went right through the ice-wall. The direction of

the pass, judging from the position of the sun, had now changed from

north to south-east, and as early as eleven o'clock the party came out

on the opposite side of the chain of icebergs. The passage was

therefore proved t« run completely through the barrier.

The aspect uf the ioe-field on the eastern side was exactly

similar to that on the west. The same confusio!) of ice-masses, the

same accumulation of hummocks and icebergs, hs far »'• the eye could

reach, with occasional alternations of smooth surfaces of small extent,

intersected by numerous crevasses, the edges of which were already

melting fast. The same complete solitude, the same desertion, not

u bird, not an animal to be seen.

Mrs Barnett climbed to the top of ;i hummock, and there

remained for an hour, gazing upon the sad and desolate Polar

landscape before her. Her thoughts involuntarily flew back to the

miserable attempt .to escape that had been made five months before.

Once more she saw the men and women of the hapless caravan

encamped in the darkness of these frozen solitudes, or struggling

against insurmountable difficulties to reach the mainland.

At last the Lieutenant broke in upon her reverie, and said

—

" Madam, it ii more than twenty-four hours since we left

the fort. We now know the thickness of the ice-wall, and as we
promised not to be away longer than forty-eight hours, I think it

is time to retrace our steps."

Mrs Barnett saw the justice of the Lieutenant's remark. They
had ascertained that the barrier of ice was of moderate thickness, that

it would melt away quickly enough to allow of the passage of Mac-

Nab's boat after the thaw, and it would therefore be well to hasten
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back lest a snow-storm or change in the weather of any kind should
render return through the winding valley difficult.

The party breakfasted and set out on the return journey about
one o'clock p.m.

The night was passed as before in an ice- cavern, and the route
resumed at eight o'clock the next morning, March 9th.

The travellers now turned their backs upon the sun, as they were
making for the west, but the weather was fine, and the orb of day,
already high in the heavens, flung some of its rays across the valley
and lit up the glittering ice-walls on either side.

Mrs Barnett and Kalumah were a little behind the rest of the
party chatting together, and looking about them as they wound
through the narrow passages pointed out by Marbre and Sabine.
They expected to get out of the valley quickly, and be back at the
fort before sunset, as they had only two or three miles cf the island
to cross after leaving the ice. This would be a few hours after the
time fixed, oat not long enough to cause any serious anxiety to their
friends at home.

They made theii calculation without allowing for an incident
which no human perspicacity could possibly have foreseen.

It was about ten o'clock when Marbre and Sabine, who were
some twenty paces in advance of the rest, suddenly stopped and
appeared to be debating some point. When the others came up,
Sabine was holding out his compass to Marbre, who was staring at
it with an expression of the utmost astonishment.

" What an extraordinary thing 1
''

he exclaimed, and added,
turning to the Lieutenant

—

"Will you tell me, sir, the position of the island with regard to
the ice-wall, is it on the east or west?

"

" On the west," replied Hobson, not a little surprised at the
question, "you kuuw that well enough, Marbre."
"I know it well enough! I know it well enough!" repeated

Marbre, shaking his head, " and if it is on the west, we are going
wrong, and away from the island !

"

" What, away from the island I " exclaimed the Lieutenant, struck
with the hunter's air of conviction.

" We are indeed, sir," said Marbre ;
" look at the compass ; my

name is not Marbre if it does aot show that we are walking towards
the east not the west

!

"

" Impossible 1 " exclaimed Mrs Barnett,
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" Look, madam," said Sabine.

It was true. The needle pointed in exactly the opposite direction
to that expected. Hobson looked thoughtful and said nothing.

" We must have made a mistake when we left the ice-cavern this
mon.ing," observed Sabine, " we ought to have turned to the left

instead of to the right."

" Mo, no," said Mrs Barnett, " I am sure we did not make a
mistake !

"

" But " said Marbre.

"But," interrupted Mrs Barnett, "look at the sun. Does it

no longer rise in the east? Now as we turned our backs on it

this m-rning, and it is still behind us, we must be walking towards
the west, so that when we get out of the valley on the western side
of the chain of icebergs, we must come to the island we left
there."

Marbre, struck dumb by this irrefutable argument, crossed his
arms and said no more.

" Then if so," said Sabine, « the sun and the compass are in
complete contradiction of each other 1

"

"At this moment they are," said Hobson, "and the reason is
simple enough; in these high northern latitudes, and in latitudes
in t e neighbourhood of the magnetic pole, the compasses are some-
ti les disturi ,3d, and the deviation of their needles is so great as
entirely to mislead travellers."

" All right then," said Marbre, " we have only to go on keeping
our backs to the sun."

"Certainly," replied Lieutenant Hobson, "there can be no
hesitation which to choose, the sun or our compass, nothing disturbs
the sun."

Tiie march was resumed, the sun was still behind them, and
there was really no objection to be made to Hobson's theory,
founded, as it was, upon the position then occupied by the radiant
orb of day.

The little troop marched on, but they did not get out of the
valley as soon as they expected. Hobson had counted on leaving
the ice-wall befOre noon, and it was past two when they reached
the opening of the narrow pass.

Strange as was this delay, it had not made any one uneasy, and
the astonishment of all can readily be imagined when, on ste])ping
on to the ice field, at the base of the cliain of icebergs, no si-u \.'as
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Yes!—The island, which on this side had been such a
conspicuous object, owing to the height of Cape Michael crowned
with trees had disappeared. In its place stretched a vast ice-field
lit up by the sunbeams.

AJl looked around them, und then at each other in amazement
The island ought to be there !

" cried Sabine
"But It is not there." said Marbre. " Oh, .'r-Lieutenant-where

IS It ? what has become of it ?

"

But Hobson had not a word to say in reply, and Mrs Barnett
was equally dumfounded.

Kalumah now approached Lieutenant Hobson, and touchinij his
arm, ske said

—

e «
« We went wrong in the valley,' we went up it instead of down

It. we shall only get back to where we were yesterday by crossing
the Cham of icebergs. Come, come !

"

•' &

^

Hobson and the others mechanically followed Kalumah, and trust-
ing m the young native's sagacity, retraced their steps. Appear-
ances were, however, certainly against her, for they were now walkin.^
towards the sun in an easterly direction.

°

Kalumah did not explain her motives, but muttered as she went
along—

" Let us make haste 1

"

AU were quite exhausted, and could scarcely get along, when
they found themselves on the other side of the ice-wall, after a walk
of three hours. The night had now fallen, and it was too dark to
see if the island was there, but they were not long left in doubt
At about a hundred paces off, burning torches were moving about,

whilst reports of guns and shouts were heard.
The explorers replied, and were scon joined by Sergeant Long and

others, smongst them Thomas Black, whose anxiety as to the fate of
his friends had at last roused him from his torpor. The poor
fellows left on the island had been in a terrible state of uneasiness
thinking that Hobson and. his party had lost their way. They
were right, but what was it that had made them think so ? -

Twenty.four hours before, the immense ice-field and the island
had turned half round, and in consequence of this displacement
they were no longer on the west, but on the east of the ice-wall

'
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CHAPTER XVL

TffB BREAK-UP OF THE ICS,

JWO hourr later all had returned to Fort Hope, and the next

|<^ day the sun for the first time shone upon that jiart of the

coast which was formerly on the west of the island.

Kalumah, to whom this phenomenon was familiar, had beeo right,

and if the sun had not been the guilty party neither had the

compass I

The position of Victoria Island with regard to the cardinal

points was again completely changed. Since it had broken loose

from the mainland the island—and not only the island, but the vast

ice-field in which it was enclosed—had turned half round. This

displacement proved that the ice-field was not connected with the

continent, and that the thaw would soon set in.

" Well, Lieutenant," said Mrs Bamett, " this change of front is

certainly in our favour. Cape Bathurst and Fort Hope are now
turned towards the north-east, in other words towards the point

nearest to the continent, and the ice-wall, through which our boat

could only have made its way by a difficult and dangerous passage,

is no longer between ua and America. And so all is for the best, is

it noti " added Mrs Bamett with a smile.

" Indeed it is," replied Hobson, who fully realised all that was

involved in this change of the position of Victoria Island.

No incident occurred between the 10th and 21st March, but

there were indications of the approaching change of season. The

temperature varied from 43° to 50* Fahrenheit, and it appeared

likely that the breaking up of the ice would commence suddenly.

Fresh crevasses opened, and the unfrozen water flooded the surface

of the ice. As the whalers poetically express it, the " wounds of

the ice-field bled copiously," and the opening of these "wounds"

was accompanied by a sound like the roar of artillery. A warm

rain fell for several hours, and accelerated the dissolution of the

solid coatins of the ocean.
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The birds, ptarmigans, puffiiiR, ducks, <fec., which had deserted
the is'and in the beginning of the winter, now returned in lar^e
numbers. Mfirbre and Sabine killed a few of them, and on some
were found the tickets tied round their neck.s by the Lieutenant
several months before. Flocks of white trumpeter swans also
reappeared, and filled tlie air with their loud clarion tones ; whilst
the quadrupeds, rodents, and c.irnivora alike continued to frequent
the vicinity of the fort like tame domestic animals.

Whenever the state of the sky permitted, which was almost every
day, Hobson took the altitude of the sun. Sometimes Mrs Barnett,
who had become quite exi)ert in handling the sextant, assisted him,'
or took the observation in his stead. It was : ow most important
to note the very slightest changes in the latitude and lo.-.gitude of
the island. It was still doubtful to which current it would be
subject after the thaw, and the question whether it would be drifted
north or south was the chie. subject of the discussions between the
Lieutenant and Mrs Barnett.

The brave lady had always given proof of an energy superior to
that of most of her sex, and now she was to be seen every day
braving fatigue, and venturing on to the half decomposed, or
" pancake " ice, in all weathers, through snow or rai»-, and on her
return to the factory ready to cheer and help eve' ybody, and to
superintend all that was goiwg on. We must add ( lat her efforts
were ably seconded by the faithful Madge.
Mrs Barnett had compelled herself to look the future firmly in

the face, and although she could not fail to fear for the safety of all,
and sad presentiments haunted her, she never allowed herself to
betray any uneasiness. Her courage and confidence never seemed
to waver, she was as ever the kind encouraging friend of each and
all, and none could have dreamt of the conflict of spirit going on
beneath her quiet exterior demeanour. Lieutenant Hobson's
admiration of her character waa unbounded, and he had also entire
confidence in Kalumah, often trusting to her natural instiuct as
implicitly as a hunter to that of his dog.

The young Esquimaux was, in fact, very intelligent, and familiar
from babyhood with the phenomena of the P<,lar regions. On board
a whaler she might have advantageously replaced many an ice-
master or pilot, vhoae business it is to guide a boat amongst the
1C6*

Every day Kalumah went to examine the state of the ice-field,
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Tho nature of the noise produced by tlie breaking of the icebergs In
the distance was enough to tell her how far the decomposition had
advanced. No foot was snrer than hers upon the ice, no one could
spring more lightly forwards than she when her instinct told her
that the smooth surfa.-.e was rotten underneath, and she would scud
across an icj-field riddled with fissures without a moment's hesita-
tion.

From the 20th to the 30th March, the thaw made rapid progress.
Rain fell abundantly and accelerated the dissolution of the ice. It
was Lo be hoped that the ice-field would soon open right across, and
that in about fifteen days Hobson v.ould be able to steer his boat into
the open sea. He was determined to lose no time, as he did not
know but that the Kamtchatka Onrrent might sweep the island to
ttic north before it could come under the influence of the Bchrinir
Current. ®

" But," Kalumah repeated again and again, " there is no fear of
that, the breaking up of the ice does not proceed upwards but
downwards. The danger is there I " she added, pointing to the
south in the direction of the vast Pacific Ocean.
The young girl's confidence on this point reassured Hobson, for

he had no reason now to dread the falling to pieces of the island in
the warm waters of the Pacific. He meant everybody to be on
board the boat before that could happen, and they would not
have far to go to get to one or the other continent, as the strait ism reality a kind of funnel through which the waters flow between
Cape East on the Asiatic side and Cape Prince of Wales on the
Anieiican.

This will explain the eager attention with which the slightest
change in the position of the island was noticed. The bearings
were taken every day, and everything was prepared for an approach-
ing and perhaps sudden and hurried embarkation.

Of course all the ordinary avocations of the factory were now
discontijiued. There was no hunting or setting of traps. The
magazines were already piled up with furs, most of which would be
lust. The hunters and trappers had literally nothing to do ; but
Mac-Nab and his men, having finished their boat, employed their
leisure time in strengthening the principal house of the fort, which
would probably be subjected to considerable pressure from the
accumulation of ice on the coast during the furtlier progress of the
thaw, unless indeed Cape Bathurst should prove a sufiicient proteo-
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THE BRBAK'UP OF THB ICS, 285

tion. Strong Sbruts were fixed against the outside walls, vertical

props were placed inside the rooms to afford additional support to

the beams of the ceiling, and the roof was strengthened so that it

could bear a considerable weight. These various works were com-
pleted early in April, and their utility, or rather their vital import-
ance, was very soon manifested.

Each day brought fresh symptoms of returning spring, which
seemed likely to set in early after this strangely mild Polar winter.

A few tender shoots appeared upon the trees, and the newly-thawed
sap swelled the bark of bteches, willows, and arbutus. Tiny mosses
tinged with pale green the slopes under the direct influence of the
sunbeams ; but they were not likely to spread much, as the greedy
rodents collected about the fort pounced upon and devoured them
almost before they were above the ground.

Great were the sufferings of Corporal Joliffe at this tim,e. We
know that he had undertaken to protect the plot of ground culti-

vated by his wife. Under ordinary circumstances he would merely
have had to drive a\ ay feathered pilferers, such as guillemots or
puffins, from his sorrel and scurvy-grass. A scarecrow would have
been enough to get rid of them, still more the Corporal in person.

But now all the rodents and ruminants of the Arctic fauna con-
biiied to lay siege to his territory ; reindeer, Polar hares, musk-rats,

shrews, martens, «fcc., braved all the threatening gestures of the Cor-
poral, and the poor man was in despair, for whilst he was defending
one end of his field the enemy was preying upon the other.

It would certainly have been wiser to let the poor creatures enjoy
unmolested the crops which could be of no use to the colon iats, as

the fort was to be so soon abandoned, and Mrs Barnett tried to per-

suade the angry Corporal to do so, when he came to her twenty
times a day with the same wearisome tale, but he would not listen

to her:

" To lose the fruit of all our trouble 1 " he repeated; " to leave an
establishment which was prospering so well ! To give up the plants

Mrs Jolifie and I sowed so carefully ! . . . madam, sometimes
I feel disposed to let you all go, and stay here with my wife 1 I

am sure the Company would give up all claim on the island to

us"

Mrs Barnett conld not help laughing at this absurd speech, and
sent the Corporal to his little wife, who had long ago resigned herself

to the loss of her sorrel, scurvy-grass, and other medicimal herbs.
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We must here remark, that the health o/ all the colonists remained
firn,>d, they had at least escaped illness ; the baby, too, was now quite
well again, and throve admirably in tha mild weather of the early
spring.

The thaw continued to proceed rapidly from the 2nd to the 6th
April. The weatht was warm but cloudy, and rain fell frequently
in large drops. The wind blew from the south-west and was laden
with the heated dust of the continent. Unfortunately the sky was
so hazy, that it was quite impossible to take observations, neither
sun, moon, nor stars could be seen through the heavy m\%t\ and
this was the more provoking, as it was of the greatest importance to
ni:>te the slightest movements of the island.

It was on the night of the 7th April that the actual breaking up
of the ice commenced. In the morning the Lieutenant, Mrs Bar-
nett, Kalumah, and Sergeant Long, had climbed to the summit of
Cape Bathurst, and saw that a great change had taken place in the
chain of icebergs. The huge barrier had parted nearly ir- the
middle, and now formed two separate masses, the larger of which
seemed to be moving northwards.

Was it the Kamtchatka Current which produced this motion ]
Would the floating island take the same direction ? The intense
anxiety of the Lieutenant and his companions can easily be
imagined. Their fate might now be decided in a few hours, and if
they should be drifted some hundred miles to the north, it would
be very difficult to reach the continent in a vessel so small as
tiicirs.

Unfortunately it was impossible to ascertain the nature or estent
of the displacemt which was going on. One thing was, however
evident, the island was not yet moving, at least not in the same
direction as the ice-wall. It therefore seemed probable that
whilst part of the ice-field was floating to the north, that portion
immediately surrounding the island still remained .stationary.

This displacement of the icebergs did not in the least alter the
opinion of the young Esquim.:ux. Kalumah still maintained that
the thaw would proceed from north to south, and that the ice-wall
would shortly feel the influence of the Behring Current. To make
herself more easily undarstood, she traced the direction of the
current on the sand with a little piece of wood, -and made signs
that in following it the island must approach the American con-
tmeot, JIo jirgument could shake her conviction on this point, and
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it was almost impossible uot to feel reassured wLen listening to the
confident expressions of the intelligent native girl.

The events of the 8th, 9th, and 10th April, seemed, however to
prove Kalumah to be in the wrong. The northern portion of the chain
of icebergs drifted farther and farther north. The breaking up of
the ice proceeded rapidly and with a great noise, and the ice-field
opened all round the ' land with a deafening crash. Out of doors
It was impossible to hear one's self speak, a ceaseless roar like that
of artillery drowned every other sound.
About half a mile from the coast on that part of the island over-

looked by Cape Bathurst, the blocks of ice were already beginnbg
to crowd together, ar(i to pile themselves upon each other The
ice-waU had broken up into numerous separate icebergs, which were
drifting towards the north. At least it seemed as if they were mov-
ing in that direction. Hobson became more and more uneasy, and
nothing that Kalumah could say reassured him. He replied by
coimter-argumento, which could not shake her faith in her own
belief.

At last, on the morning of the 1 1th April, flobson showed Kalumalt
the last icebergs disappearing in the north, and again endeavoured
to prove to her that facts were against her.

"No, no 1" replied Kalumah, with an air of greater conviction
than ever, "no, the icebergs are not gomg to the north, but our
island IS going to the south !

"

She might perhaps be right after aU, and Hobson was much
struck by this last reply. It was really possible that the motion of
the icebergs towards the north was only apparent, and that Victoria
Island, dragged along with the ice-field, was drifting towards the
strait.. But it was impossible to ascertain whether this were really
the case, as neither the latitude nor longitude could be taken.
The situation was aggravated b> a phenomenon peculiar to the

Polar regions, which rendered it sliU darker and more impossible to
take observations of any kind.

At the very time of the breakmgnp of the ice, the tempera-
ture fell several degrees. A dense mist presently enveloped the
Arctic latitudes, but not an ordinary mist. The soil as covered
with a white crust, totally distinct from hoar-frost—it was, in fact
a watery vapour which congeals on its precipitation. The minute
particles of which this mist was composed formed a thick layer on
trees, shrubs, the walls of the fort, and any projecting surfaces

I
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which bristled with pyraiuidal or prismatic crystals, the apexes of

which pointed to the wind.

Hobson at once understood the nature of this atmospherio

phenomenon, which whalers and explorers have often noticed iu

the spring in the Polar regions.

"It is not a mist or fog," he said to his companions, "it is a *frost-

rime,' a dense vapour which remains in a state of complete con-

gelation."

But whether a fog or a frozen mist this phenomenon was none

the less to be regretted, for it rose a hundred feet at least above the

level of the sea, and it was so opaque that the colonists could not

see each other when only two or three paces apart.

Every one's disappointment was very great. Nature really seemc J

determined to try them to the uttermost. When Uie break up of

the ice had come at last, when the wandering island was to leave

the spot in which it had so long been imprisoned, and its movements

ought to be watched with the greatest care, this fog prevented all

observations.

This strte of things continued for four days. The frost-rime did

not disappear until the 15th April, but on the morning of that date

a strong wind from the south i-ent it open and dispersed it.

The sun shone brightly once more, and Hobson eagerly seized

his instruments. He took the altitude, and found that the exact

position of Victoria Island was then : Latitude, 69° 57' ; longitude,

179° 33'.

Kalumah was right, Victoria Island, in the grasp of the Behring

Current, was drifting towards the south.
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CHAPTER XVIL

THE AVALANCHE,

?HE colonists were then at last approaching the more
frequented latitudes of Behring Sea. There was no longer
any danger that they would be drifted to the north, and

all they had to do was to watch the displacement of the island, and
to estimate the speed of its motion, which would probably be very
unequal, on account of the obstacles in its path, Hobson most
carefully noted every incident, taking alternately solar and stellar

altitudes, and the next day, April 16th, after ascertaining the
bearings, he calculated that if its present speed wei maintained,
Victoria Island would reach the Arctic Circle, from which it was now
separated at the most by four degrees of latitude, tuwat.ls the
beginning of May.

It was probable that, 'vhen the island reached the narrowest
portion of the strait, it would remain stationary until the thaw broke
it up, the boat would then be launched, and the colonists would
set sail for the American continent.

Everything was ready for an immediate embarkation, and the
inhabitants of the island waited with greater patience and confidence
than ever. They felt, poor things, that the end of their trials was
surely near at last, and that nothing could prevent their landing on
one side or the other of the strait in a few days.

This prospect cheered them up wonderfully, and the gaiety

natural to them all, which they had lost in the terrible anxiety
they had so long endured, was restored. The common meals were
quite festel, as there was no need for economising the stores under
present circumstances. The influence of the spring became more
and more sensibly felt, and every one enjoyed the balmy air, and
breathed mere freely than before.

During the next few days, several excursions were made to the

interior of the island and along the coast. iii,erywhere the furred

animals, <fec., still abounded, for even now they could not cross to
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the continent, the connection bet\\een it ai<d the ice-field being

l)roken, and their continued preBonce waa a fresh proof that the

island was no longer stationary.

No chanjre had taken place on the island at Cape Esquimaux,

Cape Michcel, alons? the coa-jt, or on the wv>;)ded heights of tin;

interior, and the banks of the lagooii. The large gulf which h.ul

opened near Cape Michael during the storm had closed in tlic

winter, and tuere was uo other fissure on the surface of the

Sllll

During thsse excursions, bands of wolves were seen scuddiiii;

across parts of the islaiid. Of all the a!iiiiiaU theae fierce carni-

vonuis beasts were the only ones which the feeling of a common
danger had not tamed.

Kalumah's preserver was seen several times. This worthy bear

paced to and fro on the deserted plains in melancholy mood, pausing

in his walk as the explorers passed, and sometimes following them

to the fort, knowing well th.it he had nothing to fear from them.

On the 20th April Lieutenant Hobson ascertained that the

wandering island was still drifting to the south. .AJlthat remained

of the ice-wall, that is to say, tiie southern portion of the icebergs,

followed it, but as there were no bench marks, tiie changes of position

could only be estimated by astronomical observations.

Hobson took several soundings in different parts of the ground,

especially at the foot of Cii[)e Bathurst, and on the shores of the

l.igoon. He was anxious to ascertain the thickness of the layer

of ice supporting the earth and sand, and found that it had

not inci eased during the winter, and that tho general level of the

island did not appear to have risen higher above that of the sea.

The conclusion he drew from these facts was, that no time should

be lost in getting away frorr. the fragile island, which would rai)idly

break up and dissolve in the warmer waters of the Pacillc.

About the 25tn April the beaiing of the island was again changed,

the whole ice-field had moved round from east to west tweive

points, so that Cape Bathurst pointed to the north-west. The last

remains of the ice-wall now shut in the northern horizon, so that

there coula be no doubt that the ice-field was moving freely in t la-

strait, and that it nowhere touched any land.

The fatal moment was approaching. Diurnal or nocturuul

observations gave the exact position of the island, and consequently

of the ice-field. On the 30th of April, both were together drifting
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across Kotzebue Sou»?d, a large triangular gulf running some
distance inlani on the American coaHt, and bounded on the south
by Cape Prince of Wales, which might, [lerhaps, arrest the courje of
the island if it ehould devipte in tb? «'ery least from ilie middle of
the narrow pass.

Tha weather was now pretty fine, and the column of mercury
often marked SO' Fahrenheit. The colonists had loft off their
winter garments some weeks before, and held themselves in
constant readiness to leave the island. ThoLias Black had already
transported his instruments ar.d books into the boat, which was
waiting ou the beach. A good many provisions had aIso been
embarked and some of the ,»it valu/ible furs.

On the 2d of May a very carefully taken observation showed
that Victoria Idand had a tendancy to drift towards the east, and
consequently to reach tlu v.meriian conMnent. This was fortunate,
as tiiey were now out of danger of being taken any farther the
Kamtchatka Current, which, as is well known, runs along the coast
of Asia. At last tha tida was turning in favour of the .ulonists !

'•I think our bad fortune is at last at an end," observed
Sergeant Long to Mrs Barnett, "and that our misfortunes are
really over; I don't suppose t'-Lere are any more dangers to be
feared now."

" i quite agree with you," raplied Mre Earnett, " and it is very
fortunate that we had to give up our journey acroso the ice-field a
few months ago ; we ought to be very thankful that it was impas-
sible 1

"

Mrs Barnett was certainly justified in speaking aa she did for
what fearful fatigues and sufi'erings they would all have had to
undergo in crossing five hundred miles of ice in the darkness of th^
Polar night 1

On the 6th May, Hobson announced that Victoria Island had
just crossed tha Arctic •-.rcle. It had at last re-entered that zone of
the terrestrial sphere in which at one period of the year the sun
does not set. The poor people all felt that they were returning to
the inhabited globe.

The event of crossing the Arctic Circle was celebrated in ranch
the same way as crossing the Equator for the first time would be
on board ship, and many a glass of spirits was drank in hoxiour
of the eve nt.

There was now nothing left to do but to wait till the broken and

\
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half-melt(3d ice should allow of the passage of the boat, which was

to bear the whole colony to the land.

During the 7th May the island turned round to the extent of

another quarter of its circumference. Cape Eathurst now pointed

due north, and those masses of the old chain of icebergs which still

remained standing were now above it, so that it occupied much tlie

same position as that assigned to it in maps when it was united tu

the American continent. The island had gradually turned com-

pletely round, and the sun had risen successively on every point of

its shores.

The observations of the 8th May showed that the island had

become stationary near the middle of the passage, at least forty

miles from Cape Prince of Wales, so that land Avaa now at a com-

paratively short distance from it, and the safety of all seemed to be

secured.

In the evening a good supper was served in the large room,

and the healths of Mrs Barnett and of Lieutenant Hobson were

proposed.

The same night the Lieutenant determined to go and see if any

changes had taken place in the ice-field on the south, hoping that a

practicable passage might have been opened.

Mrs Barnett was anxious to accompany him, but he persuaded

her to rest a little instead, and started off, accompanied only by

Sergeant Long.

Mrs Barnett, Madge, and Kalumah returned to the principal house

after seeing them off, and the soldiers and women had already gone

to bed in the different apartments assigned to them.

It was a fine night, there was no moon, but the stars shone very

brightly, and as the ice-field vividly reflected their light, it was

possible to see for a considerable distance.

It was nine o'clock when the two explorers left the fort and

turned towards that part of the coast between Port Barnett and

Cape Michael. They followed the beach for about two .niles, and

found the ice-field in a state of positive chaos. The sea was one

vast aggregation of crystals of every size, it looked as if it had

been petrified fauddenly when tossing in a tempest, and, alas, there

was even now no free 'lassage between the ice-masses—it would be

impossible for a boat to pass yet.

Hobson and Long remained on the ice-field talking and looking

about them until midnight, and then seeing that there was still
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nothing to do but to wait, they decided to go back to Fort Hope
and rest for a few hours.

They had gone some hundred paces, and had reached the dried-

up bed of Paulina River- when an unexpected noise arrested them.
It was a distant rumbling from the northern part of tha ice-field,

and it became louder and louder until it was almost deafening.

Something dreadful was going on in the quarter from which it came,
and Hobson fancied he felt the ice beneath his feet trembling, which
was certainly far from reassuring.

" The noise comes from the chain of icebergs,'* exclaimed Long,
" what can be going on there %

"

Hobson did not answer, but feeling dreadfully anxious he rushed
towards the fort dragging his companion rJwer him.

" To the fort ! to the fort," he cried at last, " the ice may have
opened, we may be able to launch our boat on the sea !"

And the two ran as fast as ever they could towards Fort Hope by
the shortest way.

A thousand conjectures crowded upon them. From what new
phenomenpn did the unexpected noise proceed 1 Did the sleeping

inhabitants of the fort know what was going on 1 They must cer-

tainly have heard the noise, for, ir. vulgar language, it was loud

enough to wake the dead.

Hobson and Long crossed the two miles between them and Fort

llope in twenty minutes, but before they reached the enceinte they

saw the men and women they had left asleep hurrying away in

terrified disorder, uttering cries of despair.

The carpenter Mac-Nab, seeing the Lieutenant, ran towards him
with his little boy in his arms.

" Look, sir, look 1 " he cried, drawing his master towards a little

hill which rose a few yards behind the fort.

Hobson obeyed, and saw that part of the ice-wall, which, when he

left, was two or three miles off in the oflSng, had fallen upon the coast

of tne island. Cape Bathnrst no longer existed, the mass of earth and

Band of which it was composed had been swept away by the icebergs

and scattered over the palisades. The principal house and all the

buildings connected with it on the north were buried beneath the

avalanche. Masses '" ice were crowding upon each other and

tumbling over with aii awful crash, crushing everything beneath

them. It was like an army of icebergs taking possession of the

54
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The boat which had been built at the foot of the cape was

completely destroyed. The last hope of the unfortunate colonists

was gone i

As they stood watching the awful scene, the buildings, formerly

occupied by the soldiers and women, and from whicu tbey had

escaped in time, gave way beneath an immense block of ice which

fell upon them. A ciy of despair burst from the lips of the house-

less outcasts.

"And the others, where are they?" cried the Lieutenant in

heart-rending tones.

" There !
" replied Mac-Nab, pointing to the heap of sand, earth,

and ice, beneath which the principal house had entirely disappeared.

Yes, the illustrious lady traveller, Madge, Kalumah, and Thomas

Black, were buried beneath the avalanche which had surprised thein

in their sleep 1

*
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CHAPTER XVIIL

ALL AT WORK.

FEARFUL catastrophe had occurrad. The Ice-wall nad
been flung upon the wandering island, the volume below
the water being five times that of the projecting part, it

had corae uader the influence of the submarine currents, and, open-

ing IV way for itself between the broken ice-masses, it had fallen

bodily u^jon Victoria Island, which, driven along by this mighty
propelling force, was drifting rapidly to the south.

Mac-Nab and his companions, aroused by the noise of the ava

'

lauche dashing down upon the dog-house, stable, and principal house,

had been able to escape in time, but now the work of destruction

was complete. Not a trace remained of the buildings in which they
had slept, and the island was bearing all its inhabitants with it to

the unfathomable depths of the ocean ! Perhaps, however, Mrs
Barnett, Madge, Kalumah, and the astronomer, were still living!

Dead or alive they must be dug out.

At this thought Hobson recovered his composure and shouted

—

" Get shovels and pickaxes ! The house is strong 1 it may have
held together ! Let us set to work !

"

There were plenty of tools and pickaxes, but it was really impos-
sible to approach the enceinte. The masses of ice were rolling down
from the summits of the icebergs, and some parts of the ice-wall

still towered amongst the ruins two hundred feet above the island.

The force with which the tossing masses, which seemed to be surg-

ing all along the northern horizon, were overthrown can be imagined

;

the whole coast between the former Cape Jathurst and Cape Esqui-
maux was not only hemmed in, but literally invaded by these

moving mountains, which, impelled by a force they could not resist,

had already advanced more than a quarter of a mile inland.

Every moment the trembling of the ground and a loud report

1/
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gave notice that anothei' of these masses had rolled over, and there

was a danger that the island would sink beneath the weight thrown

upon it. A very apparent lowering of the level had taken place

all along that part of the coast near Cape Bathurst, it was evidently

gradually sinking down, and the sea had already encroached nearly

as far as the lagoon.

The situation of the colonists was truly terrible, unable as they

were to attempt to save their companions, and driven from the

enceinte by the crashing avalanches, over which they had no power

whatever. They could only wait, a prey to the most awful fore-

bodings.

Day dawned at last, and how fearful a scene wat, presented by
the districts around Cape Bathurst I Tiie horizon was shut in on

every side by ice-masses, but their advance appeared to be checked

for the moment at least. Th3 ruins of the ice-wall were at rest,

and it was only now and then that a few blocks rolled down from

the still tottering crests of the remaining icebergs. But the whole

mass—a great part of its volume being sunk beneath the surface

of the sea—was in the grasp of a powerful current, and was driving

the island along with it to the south, that is to say, to the ocean,

in the depths of which they would alike be engulfed.

Those who were thus borne along upon the island were not fully

conscious of the peril in which they stood. Tliey had their comrades

to save, and amongst them the brave woman who Ijad so won all

their hearts, and for whom they would gladly have laid down their

lives. The time for action had come, they could again approach the

palisades, and there was not " "aoment to lose, as the poor creatures

bad already been buried beneath the avalanche for six hours.

We have already said that Cape Bathurst no longer existed.

Struck by a huge iceberg it had fallen bodily upon the factory,

breaking the boat and crushing the dog-house and stable with the

poor creatures in them. The principal hoube next disappeared

beneath the masses of earth and sand, upon which rolled blocks of

ice to a height of fifty or sixty feet. The court of the fort was filled

up, of the palicade not a post was to be seen, and it was from

beneath this accumulation of earth, sand, and ice, that the victims

were to be dug out.

Before beginning to work Hobson called the head carpenter to

him, a d asked ii he thought the house could bear the weight of

the aTaiaIlCu6,

«-

^
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" I think so, sir," replied Mac-Nab ;
" in fact, I may almost say I

am sure of it. You remember how we sl.engthened it, it has been

'caseraated,' and the vertical beams bet;veen the ceilings and floors

must have offered great resistance ; moreover, the layer of earth and

sand with which the roof was first covered must have broken the

shock of the fall of the blocks of ice from the icebergs."

•' God grant you may be right, Mac-Nab," replied Hobson, " and

that we may be spared the great grief of losing our friends !

"

The Lieutenant then sent for Mrs Joliffe, and asked her if plenty

of provisions had been left in the house.

" Oh, yes," replied Mrs Joliffe, " there was plenty to eat in the

pant.y and kitchen."

" And any water 1

"

" Yes, water and rum too."

" All right, then," said Hobson, " they will not be starved—^but

how about air 1

"

To this question Mac-Nab could make no reply, and if, as he

hoped, the house had not given way, the want of air woula be the

chief danger of the four victims. By prompt measures, however,

they might yet be saved, and the first thing to be done was to open

a communication with the outer air.

All aet to work zealously, men and women alike seizing shovels

and pickaxes. The masses of ice, sand, and earth, were vigorously

attacked at the risk of provoking fresh downfalls ; but the proceed-

ings were ably directed by Mac-Nab.

It appeared to him best to begin at the top of the accumulated

masses so as to roll down loose blocks on the side of the lagoon.

The smaller pieces were easily dealt with, with pick and crowbar, but

the large blocks had to be broken up. Some of great size were melted

with the aid of a large fire of resinous wood, and every means

was tried to destroy or get rid of the ice in the shortest possible

time.

But so great was the accumulation, that although all worked

without pause, except when they snatched a little food, ther*^ was no

sensible diminution in its amount when the sun disappeared below

the horizon. It was not, however, really of quite so great a height

as before, and it v^as determined to go on working from above through

the night, and when there was no longer any danger of fresh falls

Mac-Nab L^ped to be able to sink a vertical shaft in the compact

mass, so as to admit the outer air to the house as soon as possible.
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All night long the party worked at the excavation, attacking the

masses with iron and heat, as the one or the other seemed more

likely to be eflfective. The men wielded the pickaxe whilst the

women kept up the fires ; but all were animated by one purpose—

the saving 01 the lives of Mrs Burnett, Madge, Kalumah, and the

astronomer.

When morning dawned the poor creatures had been buried for

thirty hours in air necessarily "ery impure under so thick a

cover.

The progress made in the night had been so great that Mac-Nab
prepared to sink his shaft, which he meant to go straight down to the

top of the iiouse ; and which, according to his calculation, would not

have to be more than fifty feet deep. It would be easy enough to

sink this 8hr.ft through the twenty feet of ice ; but great difficulty

would be experienced when the earth and sand were reached, as,

being very brittle, they would of course constantly fill in the shaft,

and its sides would therefore have to be lined. Long pieces of

wood were prepared for this purpose, and the boring proceeded.

Only three men could work at it together, and the soldiers relieved

each other constantly, so that the excavation seemed likely to pro-

ceed rapidly.

As might be surposed the poor fellows alternated between hope

and fear when souie obstacle delayed them. When a sudden fall

undid their work they felt discouraged, and nothing but Mac-Nab'a

steady voice could have rallied them. As the men toiled in turn at

their weary task the women stood watcliing theru from the foot of a

hill, saying little, but often praying silently. They had now nothing

to do but to prepare the food, which the men devoured in their

short intervals of repose.

The boring proceeded without any very great difficulty, but the

ice was so hard that the progress was but slow. At the end of the

second day Mac-Nab had nearly reached the layer of earth and

sand, and could not hope t'^ qet to the top of the house before the

end of the next day.

Night fell, but the work was continued by the light of torches.

A " snow-house " was hastily dug out in one of the hummocks on

the shore as a temporary shelter for the women and the little boy.

The wind had veered to the south- west, and a cold rain began to fall,

accompanied with occasional squalls ; but neither the Lieutenant

uoi his men dreamt of leaving off work.
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Now began the worst part of the task. It was really impossible

to bore in the shifting masses of sand and earth, and it became

necessary to prop up the sides of the shaft with wood, the loose

earth being drawn to the surface in a bucket hung on a rope.
^

Of

course under the circumstances the work could not proceed rapidly,

: i might occur at any moment, and the miners were in danger of

being buried in their turn.

Mac-Nab was generally the one to remain at the bottom of the

narrow shaft, directing the excavation, and frequently sounding with

a long pick, but as it met wi:h no resistance, it was evident that it

did not reach the roof of the house.

When the morning once more dawned, only ten feet had been

excavated in the mass of earth and sand, so that twenty remained

to be bored through before the roof of the house could be reached,

that is to say, if it had not given way, and still occupied the position

it did before the fail of the avalanche.

It was now fifty-four hours since Mrs Bamett and her com-

panions were buried !

Mac-Nab and the Lieutenant often wondered if they on heir side

had made any effort to open a communication with the outer air.

They felt sure that \ Ith her usual courage, Mrs Bamett would have

tried to find some way out if her movement* were free. Some

tools had been left in the house, and KeUet, one of the carpenter's

men, remembered leaving his pickaxe in the kitchen. The prisoners

might have broken open one of the doors and begun to pierce a gallery

across the layer of earth. But such a gallery could only be driven

in a horizontal direction, and would be a much longer business than

the sinking of a shaft from aoo/e, for the masses flung down by

the avalanche, although only sixty feet deep, covered a space more

than five hundred feet in diameter. Of course the piisoners could

not be aware of this fact, and if they should succeed in boring their

horizontal gallery, it would be eight days at least before they could

cut through the last layer of ice, and by that time they would be

totally deprived of air, if not of food.

Nevertheless the Lieutenant carefully went over every portion of

the accumulation himself, and listened intently for any sounds 1

subterranean digging, but he heard nothing.

On the return of day the men toiled with fresh energy, bucket

after bucket was drawn to the surface of the shaft loaded with earth.

The clumsy wooden props answered admirably in keeping the earth
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from filling in the pii, a few falls occurred, but they were rapidly

checked, and no frasli misfortunes occurred througl.out the day,

except that the soldier Gurry received a blow on the head from a

falling block of ice. The wound was not howevbi- severe, .vnd he

would not leave his work.

At four o'clock the dhaft was fifty feet deep altogether, having

been snnk through twenty feet of ice and thirty of sand and earth.

It was at this depth that Mac Nab had exfjcctedto reach the roof

of the house, if it had resisted the pressure jf tlie avalanche.

He was then at the bottom of the shaft, and his disappointment

and dismay can be imagined when, on driving his pickaxe into

the ground ai> far as it would go, it met with no resistanoe

whfitever.

oabine was with him, ami for a few moments he remained with

his ari"3 crossed, silently looking at his companion.

" No roof then ] '' inquired the hunter.

"Nothiii^f whatever," replied the carpenter, " but let us work on,

the roof has bent of course, but the flo'-.r of the loft cannot have

jr'"en way. Another ten feet and we shall come to that floor, or

'3isie

Mic-Nab did not finish his senteoce, and the two resumed their

work with the strength of despair.

At six o'clock in the evening, another ten or twelve feet had been

dug out.

Mac-Nab sounded again, nothing yet, his pick still sunk it: the

shifting earth, and flinging it from him, he buried his face in iiis

hands and muttered

—

" Poor things, poor things !
" He then climbed to the opening of

the shaft by means of the wood-work.

The Lieutenant and the Sergeant were together in greater anxiety

ilian ever, and taking thorn aside, the car, enter told them of iiis

dreadful disapp>oii'.tu\oitt.

"Then," observed Hobson, "the house must have been crushed

by the avalanche, and the poor people in it"

" No !" cried the head-cai' lenter with earnes* conviction, "no, it

cannot have been crushed, it must have resisted, strengthened as it

was. It cannot-~it cannot have been crushed !"

"Well, the:., what has happened?" said the Lieutenant in a

broken voice, his eyes filling with tears.

** Giraplr this," replied Mac-Nab, " the house itself ha*! remained
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intact, but the ground on which it was built must have sunk. The
house has gone through the crust of ice whicli forms the foundation
of the island. It has not been crushed, but enguixed, and the
poor creatures in it "—^

—

" Are drowned ! " cried Long.
Yes, Sergeant, drowned without a moment's notice—drowned

like passengers on a ioundered vessel
!

"

For some minutes the three men remained silent. Mac-Nab's
idea was probably correct. Nothing was more likely than that the
ice formmg the foundation of the idand had given way under such
enormous pressure. The vertical props which supported the beams of
the ceihng, and rested on those of the floor, had evidently aided the
catastrophe by their weight, and the whole house had been enr^ulf^d

" W'^ll, Mac-Nab," said Hobson at last, " if we cannot find" them
alive "

'I

We must recover their bodies," added the head carpenter.
" And with these words Mac-Nab, accompanied by the Lieutenant

went back to his work at the bottom of the shaft without a word
to any of his comrades of the terrible form his anxiety had now
assumed.

_

The excavation continued throughout the night, the men reliev-mg each other every hour, and Hobson and Mac-Nab watched them
at work without a moment's rest.

At three o'clock in the morning Reliefs pickaxe struck against
something hard, which gave out i. ringing sound. The head carpenter
felt it almost before lie heard it.

" We have reached them ! » cried the soldier. « they are saved."

^
" Hold your tongue, and go on working," replied the Lieuten-intm a choked voice.

It was now seventy-six hours since the avalanche fell upon the
hftuse

!

Kellet and his companion Pond resumed their work. The shaft
must have nearly reached tlie level of the sea, and Mac-Nab there-
fore felt that all hope was gone.

In less than twenty minutes the hard body which Kellet had
struck was uncovered, and proved to be one of the rafters of the
roof. The carpenter flung hin:3elf to the bottom of the shaft, anci
seizing a pickaxe sent the laths of the roof flying on every side.' In
a few moments a large aperture was made, and a figure appeared at

'" '" "'«= uimuuit \,i) reco,i^uisu ixi ine aarkness.
.J:
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It was Kal amah I

** Help ! help ! " she inurmared feebly.

Hobson let himself down through the opening, and found himself

up to the wai in ice-cold water. Strange to say, the roof had n'-'i

given way, but as Mac-Nab had supposed, the house had sunk, and

was full of water. The water did not, however, yet fill the loft, and

was not more than a foot above the "oor. There was still a faint

hope

!

The Lieutenant, feeling his way in the darkness, came across a

motionless body, and dragging it to the opening he consigned it to

Pond and Kellet. It was Thomas Black.

Madge, also senseless, was next found ; and she and the astro-

roraer were drawn up to the surface of the ground with ropes, where

the open air gradually restored them to consciousness.

Mrs Barnett was still missing, but Kaiumah led Hobson to the very

end of the loft, and there he found the unhappy lady motionless and

insensible, with her head scarcely out of the water.

The Lieutenant lifted her in his armr and carried her to the

opening, and a few moments later he had reached the outer air with

his burden, followed by Mac-Nab with Ealumah.

Every one gathered round Mrs Barnett in silent anxiety, and

poor Kaiumah, exhausted as she was, flung herself across her

friend's body.

Mrs Barnett still breathed, her heart still beat feebly, and revived

by the pure fresh air she at last rpened her eyes.

A cry of joy burst from every lip, a cry of gratitude to Heaven

for the great mercy vouchsafed, which was doubtless 'leard above.

Day was now breaking in the east, the sun was rising above the

horizon, lighting up the ocean with its brilliant beams, and Mrs

Barnett painfully staggered to her feet. Looking round her from

the summit of the new mountain formed by the avalanche, which

overlooked the whole island, she murmured in a changed and hollow

voice

—

"The sea! the sea!"

Yes, the ocean now encircled the wandering island, the sea was

open at last, and a true sea-horizon shut in the view from east to

west.
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CHAPTER XIX

BEHRING SEA»

[he island, driven by the ice-wall, had the.: drifted at a great

speed into Behring Sea, after crossing thb strait with-

out running aground on its shores ! It was still hurrying

on before the icy b-rrier, which waa in the grasp of a powerful sub-

marine current, hastening onwards on to its inevitable dissolution

in the warmer waters of the Pacific, and the boat on which all had
depended was useless

!

As soon as Mrs Larnett had entirely recovered consciousness, she

related in a few words the history of tbs seventy-four hours spent in

the house now in the water. Thomas Black, Madge, and Kalumah
had been aroused by the crash of the avalanche, and had rushed to

the doors or windoi^'s. There was no longer any possibility of

getting out, the mass of earth and sand, which was but a moment
before Cape Bathurst, completely covered the house, and almost

immediately afterwards the prisoners heard the crash of the huge ice-

masses which were flung upon the factory.

In another quarter of an hour all felt that the house, whilst

resisting the enormous pressure, was sinking through the soil of

the island. They knew that the crust of the ice must hare given

way, and that the house would fill with water 1

To seize a few provisions remaining in the pantry, and to take

refuge in the loft, was the work of a moment. This the poor crea-

tures did from a dim instinct of self-nreservation, but what hope

could they really have of being saved I However, the loft seemed

likely to resist, and two blocks of ice abutting from the roof savea

it from being immediately crushed.

Whilst thus imprisoned the poor creatures could hear the constant

falls from the icebergs, whilst the sea waa gradually rising through

the lower rooms. They must either be crushed or drowned I

But by little short of a miracle, the roof of the house, with its
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strong framework, resisted the pressure, and after sinking a certain

depth the house remained stationary, with the water rather above

the floor of the loft. The prisoners were obliged to take refuge

amongst the rafters of the roof, and there they remained for many

hours. Kalumah devoted herself to the service of the others, and

carried food to them through the water. They could make no

attempt to save themselves, succour could only come from without.

It was a terrible situation, for breathing was difficult in the

vitiated air deficient as it was in oxygen, and charged with a great

excess of carbonic acid ... A few hours later Hobson would only

have found the corpses of his friends !

The horror ot the position was increased by the gushing of the

water through the lower rooms, which convinced Mrs Barnett that

the island was drifting to the south. She had, in fact, guessed the

whole truth ; she knew that the ice-wall had heeled over and fallen

upon the island, and concluded that the boat was destroyed. It

was this last fact which gave such terrible significance to her first

words when she looked around her after her swoon

—

"The sea! the sea !

"

Those about her, however, could think of nothing yet but the

fact, that they had saved her for whom they would have died, and
with her Madge, Kahunah, and Thomas Black. Thus far not one

of those who had joined the Lieutenant in his disastrous expedition

had succumbed to any of the fearful dangers through which they

had passed.

But matters were not yet at their worst, and fresh troubles were

soon to hasten the final catastrophe.

Hobson's first care after Mrs Barnett's i-ecovery was to take the

bearings of the island. It was useless now to think of quitting it,

as the sea was open and their boat destroyed. A few ruins alone

remained of the mighty ice-wall, the upper portion of which had

crushed Cape Bathurst whilst the submerged base was driving the

island to the soutL

The instruments and maps belonging to the astronomer were

found in the ruins of the house, and were fortunately uninjured.

The weather was cloudy, but Hobson succeeded in taking the

altitude of the sun with sufficienct accuracy for his purpose.

We give the result obtained at noon on the 1 2th May. Victoria

Island was then situated in longitude 168° 12' west of Greenwich,

%nu in latitude 83' 37' N. The exact spot wae looked out on the chart,
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and proved to be in Norton Sound, between Cape Tch&plin on the
Asiatic and Cape Stephens on the American coast, but a hundred
miles from either.

" We must give up all hope of making the land of the continent
then !

" said Airs Barnett.

" Yes, madam," replied Hobson ;
" all hope of that is at an end

j

the current is carrying us witli great rapidity out into the oitting,

and our only chance is, that we may pass within sight of a whaler."
" Well, but," added Mrs Barnett, " if we cannot make the land of

either c atinent, might not the current drive us on to one of the
islands of Behring Sea 1

'*

There was, in fact, a slight possibility that such a thing might
happen, and all eagerly clutched at the hope, like a drowning man at

a plank. There are plenty of islands 'n Behring Sea, St Lawrence, St
Matthew, Nunivak, St Paul, George Island, &c. The wandering
island was in fact at that moment not far from St Lawrence, which
is of a considerable size, and surrounded with islets; and should
it pass it without stopphig, there was yet a hope that the cluster of

.the Aleutian Islands, bounding Behring Sea on the south, might
arrest its course.

Yes ! St Lawrence might be a harbour of refuge for the colonists,

and if it failed them, St Matthew, and the group of islets of which
it is the centre, would still be left. It would not do, however, to

count upon the Aleutian Islands, which were more than eight

hundred n)ile3 away, and which they might never reach. Long,
long before they gut so far, Victoria Island, worn away by the warm
sea-waves, and melted by the rays of the sun, which was already in

the sign of Gemini, would most likely have sunk to the bottom of

the ocean.

There is, however, no fixed point beyond which floating ice does

not advance. It approaches nearer to the equator in the southern

than in the northern hemisphere. Icebergs have been seen off the

Cape of Good Hope, at about thirty-six degrees south latitude, but

those which come down from the Arctic Ocean have never passed

forty degrees north latitude. The weather conditions, which are of

course variable, determine the exact locality where ice will melt ; in

s^^ere and prolonged winters io remains solid in comparatively low
latitudes, and vice versa in early springs.

Now the warm season of 18G1 had set in very early, and this

would hasten the diissoJutiuu of Victoria Island. Tue waters of
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Behring Sea bad already changed from blue to green, iis the great

navigator Hudson observed they always do on the approach of

icebergs, so tliat a catastrophe might be expected at any moment.

Hobson determined to do his best to avert the coming misfortune,

and ordered a raft to be constructed wliich would carry the whole

colony, and might be guided to the cctntinont somehow or other.

There was every chance of meeting vessels now that the whaling

season had conimenccMl, and Mac-Nab was comn.issioned to make a

large solid raft whicli would float when Victoria Island was engulfed.

But first of all, it wus necessary to construct some shelter for the

homeless inhabitants of the island. The simple plan appeared to

be to dig out the old barracks, which had beer built on to the prin-

cipal house, and the walls of which were still standing. Every one

set to work with a hearty good-will, and in a few days a shelter was

provided from the inclemencies of the fickle weather.

Search was also made in the ruins of the large house, ani a

good many articles of more or less value were saved from the sub-

merged rooms—tools, arms, furniture, the air pumps, and the air

yessel, <&c.

On the 13th May all hope of drifting on to the island of St

Lawrence had to be abandoned. When the bearings were taken, it

was found that they were [lassing at a considerable distance to the east

of that island ; and, as Hobson was well aware, currents do not run

against natural obstacles, but turn them, so that little hope could

be entertained of thus making the land. It is true the network of

islands in the Catherine Arcliipehigo, scattered over sevenil degrees

of latitude, might stop the island if it ever got so far. But, as we

have before stated, that was not probable, although it was advancing

at great speed ; for this speed must decrease considerably when the ice-

wall which was driving it along should be broken away or dissolved,

unprotected as it was from the ht it of the sun by any covering of

earth or sand.

Lieutenant Hobson, Mrs Barnett, Sergeant Long, and the head

carpenter often discussed these matters, and came to the conclusion

that the island could certainly never reach the Aleutian group with

so many chances against it.

On the 14th May, Mac-Nab and his men commenced the con-

struction of a huge raft. It had to be as high as possible above the

water, to prevent the waves from breaking over it, so that it was
11— _ t ;j„i,i_ „,.j—i»i.:— rr\.„ ui„„i ;i.u t>^^ i,„j <»_»„
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nately found a large number of the iron bolts which had been

brought from Fort Reliance, and they were invaluable for firmly

fastening together the different portiona of the framework of the

raft.

We must describe the novel site for the building of the raft sug-

gested by Lieutenant Hobson. Instead of joining the timbers and

planks together on the ground, they were joined on the surface of

the lake. The different pieces of wood were prepared on the banks,

and launcheu separately. They were then easily fitted together

on the water. This mode of proceeding had two advantages :

—

1. The carpenter would be able at once to judge of the point of flota-

tion, and the stability which should be given to the raft. 2. When

Victoria Island melted, the raft would already be floating, and

would not be liable to the shocks it would receive if on land when

the inevitable break-up came.

Whilst these works were going on, Hobson would wander about

on the beach, either alone or with Mrs Barnett, examining the state

of the sea, and the ever-changing windings of the coast-line, worn

by the constant action of the waves. He would gaze upon the vast

deserted ocean, from which tlie very icebergs had now disappeared,

watching, ever watching, like a shipwrecked mariner, for the vessel

which never came. The ocean solitudes were only frequented by

cetacea, which came to feed upon the microscopic animalculae which

form their principal food, and abound in the green waters. Now
and then floating trees of different kinds, which had been brought

by the great oc an currents from warm latitudes, passed the island

on their way to the north.

On the 1 6th May, Mrs Barnett and Madge were walking together

on that p. of the island between the fcnner Cape Bathurst and

Port Barnett. It was a fine warm day, and there had been no

traces of snow on the ground for some time ; all that recalled the

bitter cold of the Polar regions were the relics left by the ice-wall

on the northern part of the island ; but even these were rapidly

melting, and every day fresh waterfalls poured frora their summits

and bathed their sides. Very soon the sun would have completely

dissolved every atom of ice.

Strange indee'^ was the aspect of Victoria Island. But for their

terrible anxiety, the colonists must have gazed at it with eager

interest. The ground was more prolific than it could have been in

any former spring, transferred as it wa*? to milder latitudes. The
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little mossna and tender flow&rs grew rapidly, and Mrs Joliffe't

garden was wonderfully succeasfui. The vegetation of every kind,
hitherto checked by ihe rigour of the Arctic winter, was not only
more abundant, but nore brilliantly coloured. The hues of leavea
and flowers were no longer pale and watery, but warm and glowing,
like the sunbeams which called them forth. The arbutus, willow
birc'j, fir, and pine trees were clothed with dark verdure ; th«j sap
dcmetimes heated in a temperature of 68° Fahrenheit—burst open
the young buds ; in a word, the Arctic landscape was completely
transformed, for the island was now beneath the same parallel of
Latitude as Christiauia or Stockholm, that is to say, in one of the
finest districts of the temperate zones.

But Mrs Bainett had now no eyes for these wonderful phenoirena
of nature. The shadow of the coming doom clouded her spirit.

She shared the feeling of depression manifested by the hundreds of
animals now collected round the factory. The foxes, martens,
ermines, lynxes, beavers, musk-rats, gluttons, and even the wolves,
rendered less savage by their instinctive knowledge of a common
danger, approached nearer and nearer to their old enemy man, as if

man could save them. It was a tacit, a touching acknowledgment
of human superiority, under circumstances in which that superiority
could be of absolutely no avail.

No ! Y- -i Barnett cared no longer for the beauties of nature, and
gazed without ceasing upon the boundless, pitiless, infinite ocean with
its unbroken horizon.

" Poor JIadge !
" she said at last to her faithful companion ; « it

was I who biciK'ht you to this ternJe pass—you who have followed
me everywhere, and whose fidelity deserved a far different recom-
pense I Can you forgive me T'

" There is but one thing I could never have forgiven you," replied
Madge,— " a death I did not share !

"

"Ah, Madge !" cri.d Mrs Barnett, '4f my death could save the
lives of all these poor people, hov/ gladly would I die

!

"

" T» ^ dear gin," replied Madge, " liave you lost all hope at
laei

' -ve indeed," rouraured Mrs Barnett, hiding her face on
Madge's shoulder.

The strong masculine nature had given way at last, and Mrs
Barnett was for ?. moment a feeble v, ^man. Was not her emotion
excusable in so awful a situation 1
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Mrs Barnett sobbed aloud, and large tears rolled down her

cheeks.

Madge kissed and caressed her, and tried all she could to reassure

her ; and presently, raising her head, her poor mistress said

—

" Do not tell them, Madge, how I have given way—do not betray

that I have wept."

" Of course not," said Madge, " and they would not believe me if I

did. It was but a moment's weakness. Be yourself, dear girl ; cheer

up, and take fresh courage."

" Do you mean to say you still hope yourself 1 " exclaime^Mrs
Barnett, looking anxiously into her companion's face. '^P

" I still hope !
" said Madge simply.

But a few days afterwards, every chance of safety seemed to be

indeed gone, when the wund«ring island passed outside the St

Matthew group, and drifted away from the last land in Behring

Seal
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•CHAPTER XX.

IN THE OFFING.

^^ICTORIA Island was now floating in the widest part of
^JKW Behring Sea, six liundred miles from the nearest of the
^*.-^»- Aleutian Islands, and two hundred miles from the nearest
land, which was on the e-^st. Supposing no ..ccident happened, itwould be three weeks at least before this southern boundary ofBehrmg Sea could be reached.

Could the island last so long ? Might it not burst open at any
moment, subject as it was even now to the constant action of tepid
water, the mean temperature of which was more than oO« Fahren-

Lieutenant Hobson pressed on the construction of the raft asrapidly as possible, and the lower framework was already floating onOie lagoon. MacNab wished to make it as strong as possible,^for
it would have a considerable distance to go to reach the Aleutian
Islands, unless they were fortunate enough to meet with a whaler
- No important alteration had lately taken plrce in the general con-
figuration of ih^ island. Reconaissances were taken everyday, bitgreat caution was necessary, as a fracture of the ground mieht atany moment cut off the explorers from the rest of the partyfThe wide gulf near Cape Michael, which the winter had closed,had reopened gradually, and now ran a mile inland, as far as thedried-np bed of the little river. It was probable tha^ it wassoon toextend to the bed itself, which was of course of little thickness, havingbeen hollowed out by the stream. Should it do so, the whole distrfcfbetween Cape Michael and Port Barnett, bounded on the w. t bvthe river bed, would disappear-that is to s, , the colonists would

hIT T^'^""''
"'"'^ °^ their domain. On this accountHobson warned every one not to wander far, as a rough sea would beenough to bring about the dreaded catastrophe.

Soundings were, however, taken, in several places with a viewto-ce^mmgwLere theice was thickest, and itwas found tL^nealCpe Bathurst, not only wa. the layer of earth and sand o^^^p
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extent—which was of Uttle importance—but the crust of ice was
thicker than anywhere else. This was a most fortunate circum-
stance, and the holes made in sounding were kept open, so that the
amount of diminution in the base of the island could be estimated
every day. This diminution was slow but sure, and, making allow-

ance iox the unfortunate fact that tlie island was drifting into

wa'-mer waters, it was decided that it -vas impossible for it to last

another three weeks.

The next week, from the 19th to the 25th May, the weather
%/as very bad. A fearful storm brok«) over the island, accompanied
by flash after flash of lightning and peals of thunder. The sea

rose high, lashed by a powerful north-west wind, and its waves
broke over the doomed island, making it tremble ominously. The
little colony were on the watch, ready on an emergency to embark
in the raft, the scaffolding of which was nearly finished, and some
provisions and fresh water were taken on board.

Rain heavy euoug' to penatrate to the ice-crust fell in large

quantities during this storm, a.id melted it in many places. On the

slopes of some of the hills the earth was washed away, leaving the
white foundations bare. These ravines were hastily filled up with
soil to protect the ice from the action of the warm air and rain, and
but for this precaution the soil would have been everywhere per-

forated.

Great havoc was caused amongst the woods by this storm ; 'the

earth and sand were washed away from t»he roots of the trees, which
fell in large numbers. In a single night the aspect of the country
between the lake and the former Port Barnett was completely
changed. A few groups of birch trees and thickets of firs alone
remained—a fact significant of approaching decomposition, which
no human skill could prevent ! Every one knew and felt that

the ephemeral island was gradually succumbing—every one, except
perhaps Thomas Black, who was still gloomily indifferent to all that

was going on.

On the 23d of May, during the storm, the hunter Sabine left the

house in the thick fog, and was nearly drowned in a large hole which
had opened during the night on the site xormerly occupied by the
principi.' house of the factory.

Hitherto, as we are aware, the house, three-quarters submerged,
and buried beneath a mass of earth and sand, had remained fixed in

she ice-crust beneath the ialaud ; but now the sea had evidently
83
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enlarged the
contained

I crevasse, and the house with al

at the bottom of which surged the tempesVtossed waves.
ba.mes comrades, hearing his cries, rushed to his assistance and

walls of the abyss. He escaped with a ducking which might haveHad tragic consequences. ^

A little later the beams and planks of the house, which had slidunder the island, were seen floating about in the offing like the

wrought, and would compromise the solidity of the island yet moreas the waves would now eat away the ice all round the crevassTIn the course of the 25th May, the wind veered to the north-eastand although it blew strongly, it was no longer a wTcanT:he ram ceased, and the sea became calmer. Aft^r a quiet "It

result 1 '""^' accurately, and obtained the following

At noon on the 25th May, Victoria Island was in latitude 66« 13'and longitude 170° 23.
fuueuo lij,

• t^^ fT^°'f
^'^''^"'"^ ** S'"*'^* «P««^. leaving drifted nearlveight hundred miles since the breaking up of the ice setUfreetBehnng Strait two months before.

"*

This great speed made che Lieutenant once more entertain ..

long to"!/^^'

'
" """"''' ^""«' ""'"^* "' '^"^ ;

" ««''* ^"y i« .

"
J
""'«' add," continued Hobson, « that if our island had fol-

r,''H''i''™'",f r"'/'''^"'«'"''
"'«"''™' " -»"ld already hitreached the parallel of the^e ielanda, but in oon8eQ.,ence of !

dirtir-"'
"" ^'"""^ """"'• " '^ "-"« - a-tb-iaJL;

The Lieutenant was right, the current seemed likely to dra^ th.BUnd away fron. all land, even out of sight of the AkutL Wantwh«h only extend as far as the hundred and seventieth mer dtnMrs Barnett ewmined the map in silence. She sawX pen ^1
markwkch denoted the exact spot then occupied b^1 f^nt
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»

The map was made on a large scale, and the point representing the

island looked but a speck upon the vast expanse of the Behring Sea.

She traced back the route by which the island had come to its pre

sent position, marvelling at tlie fatality, or rather the immutable

law, by which the currents whicli had borne it along had avoided

all land, sheering clear of islands, and never touching either con-

tinent ; and she saw the boundless Pacific Ocean, towards v^ .chshe

and all with her were hurrying.

She mused long upon this melancholy subject, and at last

exclaimed suddenly

—

" Could not the course of the island be controlled % Eight days

at this pace would bring us to the last island of the Aleutian

group."

" Those eight days are in the hands of God, replied Lieutenant

Hobson gravely ;
'* we can exercise no control upon them. Help

can only come to us from above ; there is nothing left for us to

try."

" I know, I know I
" said Mrs Barnett ; " but Heaven helps those

who help themselves. Is there really nothing we can do?"

Hobson shook his head doubtfully. His only hope was in the

raft, and he was undeciJed whether to embark every one on it at

once, contrive some sort of a sail with clothes, &c., and try to reach

the nearest land, or to wait yet a little longer.

He consulted Sergeant Long, Mac-Nab, Eae, Marbre, and Sabine,

in whom he had great confidence, and all agreed that it would be

unwise to abandon the island before they were obliged. The raft,

constantly swept as it would be by the waves, could only be a last

resource, and would not move at half the pace of the island, still

driven towards the south by the remains of the ice-wall. The wind

generally blew from the east, and would be likely to drift the raft

out into the offing away from all land.

They must still wait then, always wait ; for the island wae drift-

ing rapidly towards the Aleutians. When they really approached the

group they would be able to soe what it would be best to do.

This was certainly the wisest course to take. In eight days, if

the present speed were maintained, the island would either stop at

the southern boundary of Behring Sea, or be dragged to the south-

west to the waters of the Pacific Ocean, where certain destruction

awaited it.

But the adverse fate which seemed all along to have followed the
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^JT ""^u"'.'*"
^'^^ y^' "'^'''^«'' blo^ in store for them • th-

During the night of the 26th May, the orientation of th. '
^ a

I" the morning the shipwrecked traveilers— t7hat na.nr .)a u

they were no longer connected ?

^^ island, wzth which

All were oppressei with a Dresentimpnf ^f »

"This evening we «iiall have lost our 'screw I'"



CHAPTER XXI.

THS ISLAND BECOMES AN JSLST,

'HREE hours later the luat relics of the ice-wall had disap-

peared, proving that the island now remained stationary,

and that all tlie force of the current was deep down boijw

the waves, not on the surface of the sea.

The bearings were taken at noon with the greatest care, and

twenty-four hours later it was found that Victoria Island had not

advanced one mile.

The only remaining hope was that- some vessel should sight the

poor shipwrecked creatures, either whilst still on the island, or after

they had taken to their raft.

T island was now in 64° 33' latitude, and 177" 19' longitude,

several hundred miles froiA the nearest land, namely, the Aleutian

Islands.

Hobson once more called his comrades together, and asked them

what they thought it would be best to do.

All agreed that they should remain on the island until it broVe

up, as it was too large to be affected by the state of the sea, am

take to the raft when the dissolution actually commenced. Ou^c jh

the frail vessel, they must wait

Still ^rrtit

!

The raft was now finished. Mac-Nab had made one large shed

or Cv.bin big enough to hold every one, and to afifbrd some little

shelte: from the weather. A mast had been prepared, which could

be puv up if necessary, and the sails intended for the boat had long

been re^^dy. The whole structure was strong, although clumsy ; and

if the wind were favourable, and the sea not too rough, this rude

assortment of planks and timbers mi^ '• save the lives of the whole

party.

"Nothing," observed Mrs Bamett,—"nothing is impossible to

Him v/ho -ules the winds and waves."
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Hobson carefully looked over the stores of provisions The
Teservea had been nmcii damaged by the avalanche, but there wera
plenty of animals still on the island, a.id the abundant shrubs and
moc=i. supplied them with food. A few reindeer and hares were
Slaughtered by the hunters, and their flesh salted for future
needs.

The health of the colonists was on the. whole good They had
suffered little in the preceding mild winter, and all tha mental trials
they had gone through had not affected their physical well- being
Ihey were, however, looking forward with something of » shrink*
ing horror to the moment when they would have to abandca
their island home, or, to speak more correctly, when it abandoned
them. It was nj wonder that they did not like the thou<rht of
floating on the ocean in a rude structure of wood subject to 111 the
caprices of winds and waves. Even in tolerably fine weather seaswould oe shipped and every one constantly drenched with salt-
water. Moreover, it must be remembered that the men were none oithem saUors, accustomed to navigation, and ready to risk their liveson a few planks, but soldiers, trained for service on land Their
island was fragile, it is true, and rested on a thin crust of 'ice • but
then It was covered with a productive soil, trees and shrubs flourished
upon It, Its huge bulk rendered it insensible to the motion of the
waves, and it n.ight hav- been sr- posed to be stationanr. They
had, m ^ct, become attached to Victoria Island, on which they hadhveu nearly two years

; every inch of the ground had become fami-
liar to them

;
they had tilled the soil, and had come safely through

so many perils in their wandering home, that in leaving it they
felt as If they were parting from an old and sorely-tried friend

Hobson fully sympatuised with the feelings of his men, and under-
stood their repugnance to embarking on the raft ; but then he alsoknew that the catastrophe could not now be deferred much longerand ominous symptoms already gave warning of its rapid ai.,.oach/We will now describe this raft. It was thirty feet square, and
Its deck rose two feet above the water. Its bulwarks would there-
fore keep out the small but not the large waves. In the centre the
carpenter had buih a regular deck-house, which would hold sometwenty people Round it were large lockers for the provisions and
water-casks all firmly fixed to tJie deck with iron bolts. The mast
thirty feet high, was fastened to the deck-house, and strengthened
with stays attached to the corners of the raft. This mast was to
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bave a square sail, which would only be useful when the wind waa

aft. A sort of rudder was fixed to this rough structure, the fittings

of which were necessarily incomplete.

Such was the raft constructed oy the head carpenter, on which

twenty-one persons were to embark. It was floating peacefully or

the little lake, strongly moored to the shore.

It was certainly constructed with more care than if it had been

put together in haste on a vessel at sea doomed to immediate

destruction. It was str-.ger and better fitted up ; hat, after all, it

•was bu* a rr i.

On the ist June a new incident occurred. Hope, one of the

soldi :», went to fetch some water from the lake for culinary

purpo; r,a, and when Mrs Joliffe tasted it, she found that it was

salt. She called Hope, and said she wanted fresh, not salt

water.

. : man replied that he had brought it from the lake as usual,

and as he and Mrs JoliflFe wore disputing about it, the Lieutenant

happened to come in. Hearing ' Hope's repeated asertions '.hut he

had fetched the water from the lake, he turned pale and hurried

to the lagoon.

The waters were quite salt ; the bottom of the lake had evidently

given way, and the sea had flowed in.

The fact quickl/ became known, and avery one waa seized with _

terrible dread.

" No more fresh water !
*' exclaimed all the poor creatures

together.

Lake Barnett had in fact disappeared, as Paulina River had done

before.

Lieutenant Hobson hastened to reassure his comrades about

drinkable water.

" There will be plenty of ice, my friends," he said. " We c: n

always melt a piece of our island, and," he added, with a ghastly

attempt at a smile, " I don't suppose we shall drink it all."

It is, in fact, well known that salt separates from sea-water in

freezing and evaporation. A few blocks of ice were therefore

"disinterred," if we may so express it, and melted for daily use^

and to fill the casks on board the raft.

It would not do, however, to neglect this fresh warning given by

nature. The hivasion of the lake by the sea proved that the base

of the island was rapidly nieltin.ii. At any moment the ground
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might give way, and Hobsoii forbade his men to leave the factory asthey might be drifted away before they were aware of it.

'

The animals seeined more keenly alive than ever to approaching
danger; they gathered yet more closely round the firmer part and
after the disappearance of the fresh-water lake, they came to' lick
the blocks of ice. They were all uneasy, and some seemed to be
seized with madness, especially the wolves, who rushed wildly
towards the factory, and dashed awa again howling piteously The
furred animals remained huddled jgether round the large well
where the principal house had form rly stood, ^ihere were several
hundreds of them, of different species, and the solitary bear roamed
backwards and forwards, showing no more hostility to the quad-
rupeds than to men.

The number of birds, which had hitherto been considerable now
decreased. During the last few days all those capable 'of long,
sustained flight—such as swans, &c., migrated towards the Aleutian
Islands m the south, where they would find a sure refuge. This
significant and ominous fact was noticed by Mrs Barnett and Madge
who were walking together on the beach.

*

" There is plenty of food for these birds on the island," observed
Mrs Barnett, « and yet they leave it-they have a good reason, no

" es,» replied Madge
;

" their instinct of self-preservation makes
them take flight, and they give us a warning by which we ought
to i)rofit. The animals also appear more uneasy than usual "

Hobson now decided to take the greater part of the provisions
and all the camping apparatus on board the raft, and when that was
done, to embark with the whole party.

The sea was, however, very rough, and the waters of the former
lake—now a kind of Mediterranean in miniature-were greatly
agitated. The waves, confined in the narrow space, dashed -noun-
tains high, and broke violently upon the steep banks. The raft
tossed up and down, and shipped sea after sea. The embarkation
ct provisions, &c., had to be put off.

Every one wished to pass one more quiet night on land, and
Hobson yielded against his better judgment, determined, if it were
calmer the next day, to proceed with the embarkation.

The night was more peaceful than had been expected: the wind
went down, and the sea becauie calmer

; it had but been swept by
one of those sudden and brief hurricanes peculiar to these latitudes.

#

A\
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At eight o'clock in the evening the tumult ceased, and a slight

surface agitation of the waters of lake and sea alone remained.
It was some slight comfort that the island would not now be

broken up suddenly, as it must have done had the storm continued.
Its dissolution was, of course, still close at hand, but would not, it

was hoped, be sudden and abrupt.

The storm was succeeded by a slight fog, which seemed likely to
thicken during the night. It came from the north, and owing to
the changed position of the island, would probably cover the greater

part of it.

Before going to bed, Hobson went down and examined the moor-
ings of the raft, which were fastened to some strong birch-trees. To
make security doubly sure, he tightened them, and the worst that

could now happen would be, that the raft would drift out on to the
lagoon, which was not large enough to be lost upon it.



CHAPTER XXII.

THE FOUR FOLLO WING DA VS.

^HE night was calm, and in the morning the Lieutenant re-
^ solved to order the embarkation of everything and every-

body that very day. He, therefore, went down to the lake
to look at the raft.

The fog was still thick, but the sunbeams were beginning to
struggle through it. The clouds had been swept away by the
hurricane of the preceding day, and it seemed likely to be hot
When Hobson reached the banks of the lake, the fog was stijl too

dense for him to make out anything on its surface, and he was
waiting for it to clear away, when he was joined by Mrs Barnett.
Madge, and several others.

The fog gradually cleared off, drawing back to the end of the
lake, but the raft was nowhere to be seen.

Presently a gust of wind completely swept away the fog
The raft was gone

! There was no longer a lake ! The boundless
ocean stretched away before the astonished colonists !

Hobson could not check a cry of despair ; and when he and his
companions turned round and saw the sea on every side, thev
realised with a shock of horror that their island was now nothing
more than an islet I

®

During the night six-sevenths of the district once belonging toCape Bathnrst had silently floated away, without producing a shock
of any kind, so completely had the ice been worn away by the con-
stant action of the waves, the raft had drifted out into the offin<.
and those whose last hope it had been could not see a sign of it on
the desolate sea.

The unfortunate colonists were now overwhelmed with despair;
their last hope gone, they were hanging above an awful abyss ready
to swallow them up; *id some of the soldiers in a fit of madnew
were about to throw themaelves into the sea, when Mrs Barnett
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flung h?rself before them, entreating then- to desist. They yielded
some of them weeping lilte children.

The awful situation of the colonists was indeed manifest enough^
and we may well pity the Lieutenant surrounded by the miserable
despairing creatures. Twenty-one persons on an islet of ice which
must quickly melt beneath their feet ! The wooded hills had disap-^
peared with the mass of the island now engulfed

; not a trea
was left. There was no wood remaining but the planks of the
rough lodging, which would not be nearly enough to build a raft
to hold so many. A few days of life were all the colonists could
now hope for; June had set in, the mean temperature exceeded
68*" Fahrenheit, and the islet must rapidly melt.

As a forlorn hope, Hobson thought be would make a reconais-
sance of his limited domain, and see if any part of it was thicker
than where they were all now encamped. In this excursion he was.
accompanied by Mrs Barnett and Madge.

•' Do you still hope 1 " inquired the lady of her faithful com-
panion.

" I hope ever I
" replied Madge.

Mrs Barnett did not answer, but walked rapidly along the-

coast at the Lieutenant's side. No alteration had taken place
between Cape Bathurst and Cupe Esquimaux, that is to say, for a
distance of eight miles. It was at Cape Esquimaux that the
fracture had taken place, and running inland, it followed a curved
line as far as the beginning of the lagoon, from which point the
shores of the lake, now bathed by the waves of the sea, formed the
new coast-line. Towards the upper part of the lagoon there was
another fracture, running as far as the coast, between Cape Batliurst
and what was once Port Barnett, so that the islet was merely an
oblong strip, not more than a mile wide anywhere.

Of the hundred and forty square miles which once formed the
total superficial area of the island, only twenty r'-v^ained.

Hobson most carefully examined the new conformation of the
islet, and found that its thickest part was still at the pit- ^f the
former factory. He decided, therefore, to retain the encampment
where it was, and, strange to say, the instinct of the quadrupeds still

led them to congregate about it.

A great many of the animals had, however, disappeared with the
rest of the island, amongst them >nany of the dogs which had escaped
the formor catjistrophe. Most of the quadrujiedH remaininf

84
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rodents
; and the bear, which seemed terribly puzzled, paced roondand round the islet like a caged animal.

About five o'clock in the evening the three explorers returned to
the camp. The men and women were gathered together in gloomy
8iier.ce in the rough shelter still remaining to them, and Mrs Joliffe
was preparing some food. Sabine, who was less overcome than his
comrades, was wandering about in the hope of getting some fresh
venison, and the astronomer was sitting apart from every one gazin«
at the sea in an absent indifferent manner, as if nothing could ever
rouse Oi astonish him again.

The Lieutenant imparted the results of his excursion to the
whole party. He told them that they were safer where they were
than they would be on any other spot, and he urged them not to •

wander about, as there were signs of another approaching fracture
half way oetween the camp and Cape Esquimaux. The superficial
area of the islet would soon be yet further reduced, and they could
<lo nothing, absolutely nothing.

The day was really quite hot. The ice which had been "di».
interred for dnnkab e water melted before it was brought near the
fire. Thin pieces of the ice-crust of the steep beach fell off into the
sea, and it was evident that the general level of the islet was
be.ng lowered by the constant wearing away of its base in the tepid
waters. ^

No one slept the next night. Who could have closed his eyes
with the knowledge that the abyss beneath might open at 'anymoment ?-who but the little unconscious child who still smiled in
ills mothers arms, and was never for one instant out of them ?

Ihe next morning, June 4th, the sun rose in a cloudless sky. Nochange had taken place in the conformation of the islet durin- the
night. » ""

In the course of this day a terrified blue fox rushed into the shedand could not be induced to leave it. The martens, ermines, polaJ
hares, musk-rats, and beavers literally swarmed upon the dte of

1\ ZTl h'""^' Tl"
":''" ''"" "^^^ ""-presented, and hadprobably all been swallowed up with the rest of the island Thebear no longer wandered from Cape Bathurst, and the furred ani-mals seemed quite unconscious of its presence; nor did the colonists

notice
1 much, absorbed as they were in the contemplation of theapproaching doom, which had broken down all the ordinary dis'tinctions of race ^
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A little before noon a sudden hope—too soon to end in dis-

appointment—revived the drooping spirits of the colonists.

Sabine, who had been standing for some time on the highest part

of the islet looking at the sea, suddenly cried

—

" A boat ! a boat !

"

It was as if an electric shock had si anly ran through the

group, for all started up and r shed towards the hunter.

The Lieutenant looked at him inquiringly, and the man pointed

to a white vapour on the horizon. Not a word was spoken, but

all watched in breathless silence as the form of a vessel gradually

rose against the sky.

It was indeed a ship, and most likely a whaler. There was no

doubt about it, and at the end of an hour even the keel was

visible.

Unfortunately this vessel appeared on the east of the islet, that

is to say, on the opposite side to that from which the raft had

drifted, so that there could be no hope that it was coming to their

rescue after meeting with the raft; which would have buggested the

fact of fellow-creatures being in danger.

The question now was, would those in this vessel perceive the

islet ? Would they be able to make out signals on it ? Alas ! in

broad daylight, with a bright sun shining, it was not likely tuey

would. Had it been night, some of the planks of the remaining

shed might have made a lire large enough to be seen at a considerable

distance, but the boat would probably have disappeared before the

darkness set in j and, although it seemed of little use, signals were

made, and gnns fired on the islet.

The vessel was certainly approaching, and seemed to be a large

three-master, evidently a whaler from New Archangel, which was

on its way to Behring Strait after having doubled the peninsula uf

Alaska. It was to the windward of the islet, and tacking to

starboard with its lower sails, top sails, and top-gallant sails all set.

It waa steadily advancing to the north. A sailor ' -ould have seen at

a glance tliat it was not bearing towards the islet, but it might even

yet perceive it, and alter its course.

" If it does see us," whispered Hobson in Long's ear, " it is more

likely to ;ivoid us than to come nearer."

The Lieutenant was right, for there is nothing vessels dread more

in these latitudes than the approach of icebergs and ice-floes ; tliey

look UDon them as floating rocks, against which there is a danger
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^it„
*

. ! "° "'"" '°° " "'8'"°^
;
>>'' ">i» vessel would moTtlike y do the same, if it noticed the islet at all

llie alternations of hope and despair through which the an,i„„.w«tcl;ers passed may be imagined, but cannot \e de ribed v2
hid at L ,

;\"" '"""""" '""^ "^^' »"» '" believe tha H«»Had at last taken p.ty on them-that help was eomin^-that the^r

direct on and was presently not more than six miles from the islet

ot'nk ,11 'Tl "" '"'^' «»» ""« ^- fi«<i.1 ale o lieplanks of the shed were burnt
umo oi.mo

to avlid tie is";;::''"
""'^ ""' "" -" - *« ™-I was «nxio»

east*
'"'""''"' '™ " '"'^'"^ '"«'"'^' '"" >">" "--y 'o ti« "ortb-

In another hour a white va^ ur waq all fl,-.f „, • -ui

soon disappeared.
' ** ""^^ ^''^''^"' ^"^ *^at

On this the soldier Kellet burst into a roar of hysterical lauc^hterand ^.g.ng h:.self on the ground, rolled overVnd 1^!kf^a

Mr^ Barnett turned and looked Madge full in the face m if f^ask her af she still hoped, and Madge turned awVher head"
'' *"

On this same ill-fated day a crackling noise was heard and th«

fr:; tTeY
''^'

^"^^'^f^ ^^' ^"^ '^-^^^ ^i rtr tL
to In T" u^ '"'"^'^^ ^'"* *^^ ^^^' ^"^ the islet was reduced

Jsatnurst. It was now merely a piece of ice.
^
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CHAPTER XXIIL

CAf A PIECE OF ICE.

PIECE of ice, a Jagged triangular strip of ice, measuring

one liiindreJ feet' at its bnse aiid scarcely five hundn'd in

its greatest extent ; and on - cwenty-one human beings,

some luuidred furred animals, a few dogs, and a large bear, which

was at tljis moment crouching at the very edge 1

Yes ! all the luckless colonists were there. Not '>ne had yet

been swallowed up. The last rupture had occurr^^ when they

were all in the shed. Thus far fate had spared them, probably

that they might all perish together.

A silent sleepless night ensued. No one spoke or moved, for tho

slightest shake or blow might sufiBce to break the ice.

No one would touch the salt-meat served round by Mrs Joliffe.

What would bo the good of eating 1

Neany every one remained in the open air, feeline that it would

be better to be drowned iu tlie open sea than in a uar jw woodea

shed.

The next day, June 5'. <\ shone brightly down upon the

heads of the doomed ban. derers. All were still silent, and

seemed anxious to avoid eacJi other. Many gaa«d with tri)' ^.'od

anxious eyes at tho perfect circle of the horizon, of whicu t'le

miserable little strip of ice 'ormed the centre. But the sea was

absolutely deserted—not a sail, not an ice-floe, not an islet ! Theii

own piece of ice was probably the very hist floating on the Lehring

Sea.

The temperature continued to rise. The wind had gone down,

and a terrible calm had set in, a gentle swell heaved the surface oif

the sea, and the morsel of earth and ice, which was all that was left

of Victo; :.\ Jsjland, rose and sank without change of position, like a

wreck—anc «'jLiat was it but a wreck ?

But a wreck, a piece of woodwork, a broken mast, ok a few

plauks, remain floating : they offer some resistance to the waves, they
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^IfhThlT'V' Y^^"""
^'' °^ '''' '^'' ''^'^'^'^ ^**«^' "'"^^ dissolvewith the heat of the sun !

This piece of ice had formed the thickest part of the island andtMs will explain its having lasted so long. A layer of earth and
P enty of vegetacion covered it, and the base of ice must have been

h.we fed It with fresh ice," in the countless centuries duringwhich It was connected with the mainland. Even now its meanheight was five or six feet above the sea le.el, and its base wasprobably of about the same tbi.kn.si. Although in these quiet
waters :t was not likely to be broken, it could not fail gradually
to melt, and the rapid dissolution could actually be watched at theedges for as the long waves licked the sides, piece after piece ofground with Its verdant covering sank to rise no more.

^

On this 0th June a fall of this nature occurred at about one

edttfT' " If' "' ''^' ^'^^ ^^"^^' ^^^^^^ -- ^-v near the

anf.1 t !
'""'

^^r
"''' '"^'""'^'^^^ "° «"^ ^^ i^ ^'^^^ time,and all that was saved was a few planks and two or three of thetimbers of the roofs. Most of the cookn.. utensils and all theast onomical n,stn.nents were lost. The colonists were now

nr t! ? l\T r'"°"r
'^' '^°'"* ''-"'' "^ '^« '''''' where nothingprote ted Lorn from the weather, but fortunately a few tools hadbeen left there, with the air pun.ps and the air-vessel, which Hob"nhad employed for catching a little of the rain-water for drinking

purposes, as he i.o longer darea to draw for a supply upon the ilevery atom of which was of value.
^

alr^Klf
"''' ^""'- "'"^"'^ ''•''•' '^' ''^^''' ^^'^^''> '^'^ '^^^ ^vho had

" I am going to drown myself, ma'am."
*' What, Keilet ? " exclaimed the lady.

I have honght the matter well over : th.re is no escape for us, andI prefer dying at once to waiting to be killed "

int'o^tiT'
"'^^ ^1''' ^""''"' '""'^'"'^ '^'' "^'^"'« ^^^^^ ^nd looking

that?"
' ""^ '""""^''^^ '""^P"^^^' "y^« ^iil «ot do

Jlu^j ^
'""Vf^'^"'/

^""^ "' y"" ^^^" '"^^^^y^ '^«3» ^eiy good to

A '. iT*'^ *° ^'''^' y^" «°«^-^ «• Good-bye, rrm'ain >
»

And Keilet turned towards the sea. Mrs Barnett, terrified at his
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manner, threw herself upon him and held him back. Her cries

brought Hobson and Long to her assistance, and they did all in their

power to dissuade the unhappy man from carrying out his purpose,

but he was not to be moved, and merely shook his head.

His mind was evidently disordered, and it was useless to reason

with him. It was a terrible moment, as his example might lead

some of his comrades to commit suicide also. At all hazards he

must be prevented from doing as he threatened.

" Kellet," sud Mrs Barnett gently, with a half smile, " we have

always been very good friends, have we not ?

"

" Yos, ma'am,'* replied Kellet calmly.

«* Well, Kellet, if you like we will die together, but not to-day.**

« What, ma'am 1

"

** No, my brave fellow, I am not ready j but to-morrow, to-morrow

ii you like."

The soldier looked more fixedly than ever at the courageous

woman, and seemed to hesitate an instant ; then ^e cpst a glance of

fierce longing at the sea, and passiiig his hand over his eyes, said

—

" To-morrow !

"

And without ano'iher word he quietly turned away and went

back to his comrades.

** Poor fellow ! " murmured Mrs Barnett ;
*' I have asked him to

wait till to-morrow," and who can say whether we shall not all be

drowned by that time !

"

Throuorhout that night Hobson re:iained motionless upon the

beach, pondering whether there might noc yet be some means to

«heck the dissolution of ie islet—if it might not yet be possible

to preserve it until tbe^ r.me m sight of land of some sort.

Mrs Barnett and Ma.1ge did not leave each other for m instant.

Kaluraah crouched like a dog at the feet of her mistress, and tried

to keep her warm. Mrs Mac-Nab wrapped in a few furs, the

remains of the rich stores of Fort Hope, had fallen into a ?xrnd of

torpor, with her baby clasped in her arms.

The stars shone with extraordinary brilliancy, rad no sounds

broke the stillness of the night but the ripplinr; of the waves and

the splash of pieces of ice as they fell into the sea. The colonists,

stretched upon the ground in scattered groups, wer<^ as motionless

aa corpses on an abandoned wreck.

Sometimes C^-^-geant Long rosj; and peered into the night-mists,

bat seeing nothing, he resumed his horizontal position. The bear.
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Xt'of ll'^trf;^^^^^
^"^-^^"' ---<^ -*-less at the very

situation '^^Th'^''
P''''^ ""'"^ ^^'^°"* any incident to modify thesituation. The grey morning dawned in the east, and the sun roseand dispersed the shadows of the ni-ht

yne piece of ice. Its perimeter was stiU more reduced, and alas!Its mean height above the sea level had sensibly dimini h d Thewaves quiet as they were, washed o^er the greLrZ of it -Ih!summit of the little hill alone was still beyondlei 'r^ch
''

'

'''

,

J-ong, too, saw the changes which had taken place during tliAnight, and felt that all hope was ^one
^ ^ ^°

"^It wJirfV'i"''^
Lieutenant Hobson, aud said to him-

It will be to-diiy then ?

"

"Yes madam and yon will keep your promise to Kelletl »

all iX^wLr
'^^"'

'

'"^ ''' ^^'^-^-"^^' "^- -done
" We have, madam."
" Then God's will be done !

»

thot'l" "l? tf
""'"""^ "'"' ""^^ '"'""" ''^ "'"^'^ '-<i aan theywoiight. If only „ ,„„^„j j^^ direction of wlndi it was inf

for Aleufan Island,, then, as the wind was bearI„J7o„„ 31ti ose very islands, it might drive the strip of ice befe'reTtl a saUof some k.nd could be concocted. The i'ce had still sever honrs
*

not the land, some coastmg or fishing vessel
8 •

r. "

wthtiitedtt'roir^rr t ""r '-^ ^^'"™'-'
th. ,=i.f ? ^ °""'<' ""' » s=" be contrived onthe islet as on an ordinary raft ) There conld be no difB^uUy to

f1
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yi beam .... was sunk deep into the jarth" ^c.— Page 339.
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Every one was quite revived by this plan, slight as was the chance

it afforded, and all lent a helping hand, even Kellet, who had not

yet reminded Mrs Barnett of her promise.

A beam, which had once formed part of the roof of the barracks,

was sunk deep into the earth and sanil of which the little hill was
composed, and firmly fixed with ropes arranged like shrouds and a

stay. A sail made of all the clothes and coverlets still remaining,

fastenea on to a strong pole for a yard, was hoisted on the mast

This sail, or rather collection of sails, suitably set, swelled in the

breeze, and by the wake it left, it was evident that the strip of

ice was rapidly moving towards the south-east.

It was a success, and every one was cheered with newly-awakened

hope. They were no longer stationary ; they were advancing slowly,

it was true, but still they were advancing. The carpenter was
particularly elated ; all eagerly scanned the horizon, and had they

been told that no land could be sighted, they would have refused

to believe it.

So it appeared, however j for the strip of ice floated along on the

wave? for three hours in the centre of an absolutely circular and
unbroken horizon. The poor colonists still hoped on.

Towards three o'clock, the Lieutenant took the Sergeant aside,

and said to him

—

" We are advancing at the cost of the solidity and duration of

our islet,"

" What do you mean, sir ?

"

" I mean that the ice is being rapidly fretted away as it moves

along. Its speed is hastening its dissolution, and since we set sail

it has diminished one-third."

" Are you quite bure ?

"

*' Absolutely certain. The ice is longer and flatter. Look, the sea

is not more than ten feet from the hill !

"

It was true, and the result was what might naturally have been

expected from the motion" of the ice.

" Sergeant," resumed Hobson, " do you think we ought to take

down our sail 1

"

" I think," replied Long, after a moment's reflection, " that we

should consult our comrades. We ought all to share the respon-

sibility of a decision now."

The Lieutenant bent his head in assent, and the two returned to

their old position on the little hill.
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Hobson put the case before the whole party.
" The speed we have given to the ice," he said, « is causing it towear away rapidly, and will perhaps hasten the inevitable catas'trophe

' J^^ ^"'^' ^^ ^"'"^'' ^'*^" "^"«* decide whether we shaU
still go on."

" Forwards ! " cried all with one voice.
So it was decided, and, as it turned out, the decision was fraughtvith consequences of incalculable importance.
At six o'clock P.M. Madge tose, and pointing to a point on tlie

soutu-east, cried

—

" Land !

"

Every one started up as if struck by lightning. Land there waaindeed, on the south-east, twelve miles from the island.
" More sail

! more sail !
" shouted Hobson.

He was understood, and fresh materials were hastily bro.-ht.On the shrouds a sort of studding sail was rigged up of clothes, furs,
everything, m short, that could give hold to the wind

^

The speed increased as the wind freshened, but the ice was melt-ing everywhere
;

it trembled beneath the feet of the anxious watchersand might open at any moment. But they would not think of that •

they were buoyed up with hope ; safety was at hand, on the landthey were rapidly nearing. They shouted-they made signals-they
were m a deanum of excitement.

^
At half.past seven the ice was much nearer the land, but it ^asvisibly meltir,g, and sinking rapidly ; water was gushing from it, and

!nnJTJ ''''? '"^''^^''^ ''^^' ''^ '^««P^"g «ff t^« t«'-"fied quad-

ZtlJ 'T '' ''^ ''^'''^''- ^^^^y ^"«^-* they expectedthe whole mass to be engulfed, and it was necessary to li.^hten. it

on the earth and sand were carefully spread about, especially atthe edges of the ice, to protect it from the direct influence of the

orhtr"Zt' "'n 'f
'"^ ^"' ''''''' '^ ^^""»^ ^^d -nd-tors

bLt I '"T
'^^ "^ "^^ ^'''^

'
'^^ ^°^«^ P"^ti»" of the icebegan to crack, and several fissures opened in the surface. It waanow cut a question of moments !

A^lfn 't '"'.r^^
'^'"" ^^' "°*^""^ ^^^^ ^^^ *^« Poo^ colonists todo to quicken the speed of the islet. Some of them tried to padd'eabout on pl,.,nks The coast was still four miles to windward

whnLr
^ ^^"""'^ "*^^^' ''''^''''^ ^"^y "^oo"> and Hobson,Whose he.,:.,c courage did not even now fail him, shouted-
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"A signal, my friends ! a signal !

'

A pile was made of all the remaining combustibles—two or three

planks and a ueam. It was set fire to, and bright flames soon shot

up ; but the strip of ice continued to melt and sink. Presently the

little hill alone remained above water, and on it the despairing

wretches, with the few animals left alive, huddled together, the bear

growling fiercely.

The water was still rising, and there was no sign that any one on

land had seen the signal. In less than a quarter of an hour they

must all be swallowed up.

Could nothing be done to make the ice last longer? In three

hours, three short hours, they might reach the land, which was now
but three miles to windward.

" Oh !

" cried Hobson, " if only I could stop the ice from melting 1

I would give my life to know how ! Yes, I would give my life 1

"

" There is one way," suddenly replied a voice.

It was Thomas Black who spoke, the astronomer, who had not

opened his lips for so long, and who had long since appeared dead

to all that was going on.

"Yes," he continued, "there is one way of checking the dissolu-

tion of the ice—there is one way of saving v all."

All gathered eagerly round the speaker, and looked at him inquir-

ingly. They thought they must have misheard what he said.

" Well 1 " asked Hobson, " what way do you mean?

"

" To the pumps !
" replied Black simply.

Was he mad ? Did he take the ice for a sinking vessel, with

ten feet of water in the hold ?

The air pumps were at hand, together with the air vessel, whicli

Hobson had been using as a reservoir for drinking water, but of

what use could they be 1 Could they harden the ice, which was

melting all over ?

" He is mad !
" exclaimed Long.

" To the pumps I " repeated the astronomer ; " fill the reservoir

with air 1

"

" Do as he tells you !
" cried Mrs Barnett.

The pumps were attached to the reservoir, the cover of which

was closed and bolted. The pumps were then at once set to work,

and the air was condensed under the pressure of several atmos-

pheres. Then Black, taking one of the leather pipes connected with
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'%\ \

the reservoir, and opening the cock, let the condensed air escape^
walking round the ice wherever it was melting.

^

Every one was astonished at the effect produced. "Wherever the
air was projected by the astronomer, the fissures filled up, and the
surface re-froze.

" Hurrah ! hurrah ! " shouted all with one voice.

It was tiring enough to woi-k the pumps, but there were plenty
of volunteers. The edges of the ice were again solidified, as if
under the influence of intense cold.

" You have saved us, Mr Black," said Lieutenant Hobson.
"Nothing could be more natural," replied the astronomer

quietly.

Nothing, in fact, could have been more natural ; and the physical
effect produced may be described as follows :

—

There were two reasons for the relegation :—First, under the
pressure of the air, the water vaporised on the surface of the ice
produced intense cold, and the compressed air in expanding
abstracted the heat from the thawed surface, which immediately
re-froze. Wherever the ice was opening the cold cemented the edges,
80 that it gradually regained its original solidity.

This went on for several hours, and the colonists, buoyed up by
hope, toiled on with unwearying zeal.

They were nearing the coast, and when they were about a
quarter of a mile from it, the bear plunged into the sea, and
swimming to the shore, soon disappeared.

A few minutes afterwards the ice ran aground upon a beach, and
the few animi.ls still upon it hurried away in the darkness. The
colonists "disembarked," and falling on their kn^es, returned thank»
to God for their miraculous deliverance.

p»
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CHAPTER XXIV.

CONCLUSION,

^,^T was on the island of Blejinic, the last of the Aleutian gronp^
vm at the extreme south of Behring Sea, that all the colonists of

Fort Hope at last landed, after having traversed eighteen

hundred miles since the breaking-up of the ice. They were hospit-

ably received by some Aleutian fishermen who had hurried to thdjjk

assistance, and were soon able to communicate with some English
agents of the Hudson's Bay Company.

After all the details we have given, it is needless to dwell on the

courage and energy of the brave little band, which had proved itself

worthy of its noble leader. We know how all struggled with their

misfortunes, and how patiently they had submitted to the will of

God. We have seen Mrs Barnett cheering every one by her example
and sympathy ; and we know that neither she nor those with her

yielded to despair when the peninsula on which Fort Hope had
been built was converted into a wandering island, when that island

became an islet, and the islet a strip of ice, nor even when that
.

strip of ice was melting ber^ath the combined influence of sun and
waves. If the scheme of the Company was a failure, if the new
fort had perished, no one could possibly blame Hobson or his com-
panions, who had gone through such extraordinary and unexpected

trials. Of the nineteen persons under the Lieutenant's charge, not

one was missing, and he had even two new members in his little

colony, Kalumah and Mrs Barnett's godson, Michael Mac-Nab.

Siy days after their rescue the shipwrecked mariners arrived at

New Archangel, the capital of Russian America,

Here the friends, bound together by so many dangers shared, must
part, probably for ever I Hobson and his men were to return to

Fort Reliance across English America, whilst Mrs Barnett, accom-

panied by Kalumah, who would not leave her, Madge, and Thomas
Black, intended to go back to Europe vid San Francisco and the

United States.
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But whilst they were stUl altogether, the Lieutenant iMJdw«t
,Mrs Barnett, said with considerable emotion— *

" God bless you, madam, for all you have been to ns. You ' -.y^.
been our comforter, our ronsoler, the very soul of ourUttle v'ulcltand I thank you in the name of all."

^ ^
Three cheers for Mrs Uarnett greeted this speech, an-l eu^

The J.ieutenant himself had conceived so warm an aflfectiou for
the lady who had so long been his friend and couneeUor, that h»«ould not bid her good-bye without gi-at emotion.

#« Can it be that we .ihall never meet again ? " he txclaimed
No, Lieutenant,". repUed Mrs Barnett; "we must, we'shaUmeet again. If you do not come and see me in Europe. I wiUcome back to you at Fort Reliance, or to the new factory you w'U

found some day yet."
'

On hearing this, Thoraa. Black, who had regained the use of histongue since he had lande ' on Urra firrm, came forward and said,
with an an: of the greatest conviction—

"Yes, we shall meet again in tlnrty-six years. My friends I
missed the eclipse of 1860, but I will not'miss thftwhM
\r!^ t ?.r 'f'*^^ ""'""' cor.diti >ns in the same latitudes in

.nf'-.i, f'^ '"^P"^"^ * meeting with you. Lieutenant«id with you, my dear madam, on the confines of the Arctic Ooeaa
thirty-six years hence."

v»«wMi
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